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In this paper we prove a localization theorem for the A-theory of com
mutative rings and of schemes, Theorem 7.4, relating the A'-groups of 
a scheme, of an open subscheme, and of the category of those perfect 
complexes on the scheme which are acyclic on the open subscheme. The 
localization theorem of Quillen [Ql] for A'- or G-theory is the main sup
port of his many results on the G-theory of noetherian schemes. The 
previous lack of an adequate localization theorem for A'-theory has ob
structed development of this theory for the fifteen years since 1973. Hence 
our theorem unleashes a pack of new basic results hitherto known only un
der very restrictive hypotheses like regularity. These new results include 
the "Bass fundamental theorem" 6.6, the Zariski (Nisnevich) cohomolog-
ical descent spectral sequence that reduces problems to the case of local 
(hensel local) rings 10.3 and 19.8, the Mayer-Vietoris theorem for open 
covers 8.1, invariance mod £ under polynomial extensions 9.5, Vorst-van 
der Kallen theory for NK 9.12, Goodwillie and Ogle-Weibel theorems 
relating A-theory to cyclic cohomology 9.10, mod £ Mayer-Vietoris for 
closed covers 9.8, and mod £ comparison between algebraic and topologi
cal A'-theory 11.5 and 11.9. Indeed most known results in A'-theory can 
be improved by the methods of this paper, by removing now unnecessary 
regularity, affineness, and other hypotheses. 

We also develop the higher A'-theory of derived categories, which is 
an essential tool in the above results. Our techniques here rest on the 
brilliant work of Waldhausen [W], who has extended and deepened the 
foundation of A'-theory beyond that laid down by Quillen, allowing it to 
bear a heavier load. 
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The key ideas that make all our results possible go back to the theory 
of A'o of the derived category, which was conceived by Grothendieck, and 
was developed by him with Illusie and Berthelot in [SGA 6]. We especially 
need his concept of a perfect complex, a sheaf of chain complexes tha t is lo
cally quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of algebraic vector bundles. 
These ideas have remained dormant for some time, especially because 
Quillen [Ql] discovered the higher A'-theory of exact categories in a form 
which did not immediately extend to define a higher A'-theory of derived 
categories. Thus one worked with the exact category of algebraic vector 
bundles, and not with the derived category of perfect complexes. Wald
hausen's work [W] first made it clear how to define such a 7\-theory of a 
derived category, or more precisely, of a category of chain complexes pro
vided with a notion of "weak equivalence" like quasi-isomorphism. Several 
people, among them Brinkmann [Bri], Gabber, Gillet [Gi2], [Gi4], Hinich 
and Shekhtman [HS], Landsburg, Waldhausen, and ourselves then became 
aware of this possibility of returning to the ideas of [SGA 6]. The intrinsic 
appeal of those ideas did not instantly overcome public inertia, and they 
did not at once appear strictly necessary to further progress. However, 
they turn out to be essential to the very statement of our localization 
theorem, if not to all its consequences. Moreover, the key geometric fact 
behind the theorem is the fact that the only obstruction to extending 
up to quasi-isomorphism a perfect complex on the open subscheme to the 
full scheme is its class in A'o- The naive analogous s tatement for algebraic 
vector bundles is false, as shown long ago by Serre ([Se], Section 5, a)) . 
Furthermore, the proof of this extension fact depends essentially on the 
very Grothendieckian idea that perfect complexes are finitely presented 
objects in the derived category. 

Of course, Grothendieck's ideas completely pervade modern mathe
matics, and it would be a hopeless task to isolate and acknowledge all 
intellectual debts to him. But we hope our case illustrates tha t despite 
their widespread influence, and nearly two decades after Grothendieck's 
withdrawal from public mathematical life, many of Grothendieck's ideas 
are still full of unexhausted potential, and will amply repay further de
velopment. Remarkably, his by now classic works can still surprise and 
instruct the serious reader. We dedicate this paper to him with profound 
admiration. 

The reader may find a brief sketch of the contents of this long paper 
useful. Section 1 recalls for the convenience of the reader the results of 
Waldhausen [W]. An expert might skip this section, but should glance 
at biWaldhausen categories 1.2.4 and 1.2.11 to allow dualization of ar
guments, the inductive construction of chain complexes 1.9.5, the fact 
tha t A-theory is invariant under functors inducing equivalences of derived 
categories 1.9.8, and the cofinality theorem 1.10.1. Section 2 recalls the 
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theory of perfect complexes on schemes from [SGA 6]. The expert might 
skip this, but should look at the characterization of perfect complexes as 
finitely presented objects 2.4, the fact that a complex with quasi-coherent 
cohomology on a nice scheme is a direct colimit of perfect complexes 2.3, 
and the basis for the excision theorem laid down in 2.6. Section 3 contains 
the definitions and basic functorialities of A'-theory. Section 4 contains 
the projective space bundle theorem. Section 5 proves the key extension 
result for perfect complexes, and contains the first crude form of the lo
calization theorem. Section 6 proves the Bass fundamental theorem, and 
defines A'-groups also in negative degrees. Section 7 extends the previ
ous results into negative degrees, putting them in their final form. In 
particular, Section 7 contains the good form of the localization theorem. 
This section gives the best quick summary of the fundamental results. 
The other basic results occur as consequences in Sections 8 - 1 1 . The 
appendices contain various results needed in the text, but which are not 
limited to Ar-theory. In particular, Appendix B merely summarizes from 
all points of EGA and SGA the relations between the categories of Ox~ 
modules and of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, as a help to the conscientious 
reader when he becomes as confused about this as we were. 

The paper should be comprehensible to anyone with a good first year 
graduate knowledge in algebraic geometry, and with a bit of algebraic 
topology. We must formulate our results in the language of spectra in the 
sense of topology but this may be picked up easily by skimming through 
[A] III Sections 1-6 (ignore any pointless examples involving baroque cu
riosities like "MU," "MSO," "MSpin," or the "Steenrod algebra"), and a 
glance at [Thl] Section 5 and A. This formulation in terms of spectra is 
much more powerful than the naive formulation in terms of disembodied 
abelian groups, and is not subject to certain unstable pathologies like the 
formulation in terms of spaces as in [Ql] and [W]. Indeed, the spectral 
formulation works just like Grothendieck's formulation of homological al
gebra in terms of the derived category, as explained in [Thl] Sections 5. 
To see the proofs of the results quoted in Section 1, the reader must see 
[W], although the sufficiently trusting need not. [Ql] is still good reading, 
although not necessary for this paper, except for the homotopy theory of 
categories of [Ql] Section 1. 

The first author must state that his coauthor and close friend, Tom 
Trobaugh, quite intelligent, singularly original, and inordinately gener
ous, killed himself consequent to endogenous depression. Ninety-four days 
later, in my dream, Tom's simulacrum remarked, "The direct limit char
acterization of perfect complexes shows that they extend, just as one 
extends a coherent sheaf." Awaking with a start, I knew this idea had 
to be wrong, since some perfect complexes have a non-vanishing KQ ob
struction to extension. I had worked on this problem for 3 years, and 
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saw this approach to be hopeless. But Tom's simulacrum had been so 
insistent, I knew he wouldn't let me sleep undisturbed until I had worked 
out the argument and could point to the gap. This work quickly led to 
the key results of this paper. To Tom, I could have explained why he 
must be listed as a coauthor. During his lifetime, Tom also pointed out 
the interesting comparison of the careers of Grothendieck and Newton. 

For more mundance assistance and useful conversations, I would like to 
thank Gillet, Grayson, Karoubi, Kassel, Levine, Loday, Nisnevich, Ogle, 
Soule, Waldhausen, Weibel, and D. Yao. 

1. Waldhausen /f-theory and iT-theory of derived categories 

1.0. In this section we review some definitions and results of Wald
hausen's framework for A'-theory, [W]. Our only claims to some original
ity in Section 1 are the general cofinality theorem 1.10.1 which is slightly 
different from previous results, and the results 1.9.5 and 1.9.8 which make 
it easier to apply Waldhausen's approximation theorem. 

1.1.1. Let A be an abelian category. Consider chain complexes C 
in *4. We use the algebraic geometer's indexing, so differentials increase 
degree: d : Cn - + C n + 1 . 

Recall the standard notation ZkC — ker d : Ck —• C*+1 , and 
BkC = im d:Ck~l — Ck. 

A complex C is (strictly) bounded above if there is an integer N such 
that Cn = 0 for all n > N. The category of bounded above complexes is 
denoted C~(A). A complex C is cohomologically bounded above if there 
is an N such that Hn(C) — 0 for all n > N. Dually for bounded below, 
C+(A), and cohomologically bounded below. A complex is bounded if 
it is bounded both above and below. The category of strict bounded 
complexes is Cb(A). 

A chain map / : C —* D' is a chain homotopy equivalence if there is a 
chain map g : D' —• C and chain homotopies fg~lr>, gf ~ lc- More 
generally, a chain map / : C —+ D' is a quasi-isomorphism if it induces 
an isomorphism on all cohomology groups H*(f) : H*(C) = H*{D'). 
For any integer m, a chain map / is an m-quasi-isomorphism if Hk(f) is 
an isomorphism for k > m and an epimorphism for k = m. 

The derived category D(A) (cf. [H], [V]) is formed from the category of 
all chain complexes in A by localizing this category of complexes so that 
precisely its quasi-isomorphisms become isomorphisms in D(A). The vari
ant subcategories D~(A), D+{A), Db(A) are formed similarly from the 
categories of cohomologically bounded above, cohomologically bounded 
below, and cohomologically bounded complexes, respectively. D(A) ad-
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mits a 2-sided calculus of fractions as a localization of the chain homotopy 
category that results from the category of complexes by identifying chain 
homotopic maps, as in 1.9.6 below, or in [V] I Section 2, [H] I Section 3. 
The additional structure of D(A) as a triangulated category results from 
the construction of homotopy pushouts and pullbacks, which we review 
next. 

1.1.2. Let / : A' —• F' and g : A' —• G' be chain maps of complexes. 
The canonical homotopy pushout 

h 
F' UG' 

A' 

is the complex given by 

(1.1.2.1) ( V U G'J = Fn 0 An+l 0 Gn 

with differential, 

(1.1.2.2) d(x,a,y) = (dFx + fa, -dAa> dGy - go). 

(We describe d as if objects of A had "elements," by the s tandard abuse.) 
Chain maps from this canonical homotopy pushout to a complex C 

correspond bijectively to da ta (h,k,H) where h : F' —• C and k : G' —• 
C are chain maps and H is a chain homotopy hf ~ kg : A' —• C*. Thus 
/f consists of maps A n —» C n _ 1 for all n such tha t dH+Hd = hf — kg. To 
(h,k,H) corresponds the map from the homotopy pushout to C sending 
(x, a, y) to hx + i / a -f A:y. 

Given another / ' : A'' —• iP*' y' : A#/ —• G*;, suppose there are maps 
a : A' —± A'', b : F ' —• F ' , c : G' —• G' ; and chain homotopies fa ~ 
6/ , g'a ~ eg. The maps a, 6, c, and choice of chain homotopies then 

determine a map of canonical homotopy pushouts F U G —• F ' U G', as 

one sees by the universal mapping property of the preceding paragraph. 
This map will be a quasi-isomorphism if each of the maps a, 6, c is a 
quasi-isomorphism. This last fact follows from the 5-lemma and the long 
exact sequence of cohomology groups 

(1.1.2.3) 

. . . A Hn(A) -+ Hn(F') 0 tfn(G') — Hn(F' U G') - i i / n + 1 ( ^ - ) — . . . 
A* 

which results from the short exact sequence of complexes 

(1.1.2.4) O - ^ F e G ^ F U G ^ J 4 ' [ 1 ] -> 0. 
A' 
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Here A'[k] is the complex A' shifted in degree, so 4̂*[&]n = Ak+n, and 
Hn(A[k]) = Hn+k(A'). 

Several special cases of the homotopy pushout construction are partic
ularly important. When f : A' = F' is the identity map, the canonical 
homotopy pushout is the mapping cylinder of g : A' —• G\ considered in 
1.3.4. When / : A' —• F' — 0 is the map to 0, the canonical homotopy 
pushout is the mapping cone of g : A' —• G\ 

There is a canonical map from the homotopy pushout to the (strict) 
pushout, induced by (x,a,y) i—• (x,y) mod A'. 

F U G ^ F U G\ 
A' A' 

This map is a quasi-isomorphism whenever An —• F n 0 G n is a monomor-
phism for all n, as is seen by the 5-lemma applied to the map of the 
long exact sequence 1.1.2.3 to its analog resulting from the short exact 
sequence of complexes 0 —• A' —• F' 0 G' —• F' U G' —> 0. 

A' 

Dually, given f : F' —> A' and g : G' —» A' one has a canonical 
homotopy pullback 

(1.1.2.5) \ A J 

d(x,a,y) = (dFX, -dAa + fx-gy, dGy). 

This indeed corresponds to the homotopy pushout in the dual category 
of complexes in *4op, and so has all the dual properties. As special cases, 
dual to the mapping cylinder is the mapping path space, and dual to the 
mapping cone is the homotopy fibre. 

1.1.3. Several standard truncation functors are useful. Let C be a 
complex. There is brutal truncation 

akC = a^kC = >0-+0^Ck -> Ck+1 — Ck+2 - • . . . . 

This is a sub complex of C. The quotient C /akC is another brutal 
truncation, denoted a-k~lC\ 

There is also the good truncation 

C'(-k) = rkC = r^kC = • 0 -^ im dCk~l -H. Ck -* Ck+1 - • . . . . 

There is a quotient map C -» rkC which induces an isomorphism on 
cohomology Hn for all n > k. For n < k- 1, Hn(rC) = 0. The kernel of 
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C -+ rkC is denoted T^k~lC. For n < jfc-1, ff^r**-1^) = # n ( C " ) , 
while Hn{r^k-lC) = 0 for n > fc. 

1.2.1. Definition ([W]). A category with cofibrations A is a category 
with a zero object 0, together with a chosen subcategory co{A) satisfying 
the three axioms: 

1.2.1.1. Any isomorphism in A is a morphism in co{A). 

1.2.1.2. For every object A in A, the unique map 0 —• A is in co{A). 

1.2.1.3. If A —• B is a map in co(^4), and yl —• C is a map in A, then 
the pushout B U C exists in J4, and the canonical map C —+ B U C is in 

CO(J4). In particular, A has finite coproducts. 

1.2.2. One calls the morphisms in co(A) cofibrations. To distinguish 
them in diagrams, one usually denotes them by a feathered arrow ">—•." 
Given A >—• B, let the quotient B/A be the pushout B U 0 along A —• 0. 

One says that yi >—• 5 —> C is a cofibration sequence if 5 —• C is the 
canonical map B —»• 5 /y l up to an isomorphism C =. B/A. One then 
says B -* C is a quotient map and denotes it by a double- headed arrow. 
Cofibration sequences are also called exact sequences. 

In general, the set of quotient maps need not be closed under compo
sition. Suppose however for a given category with cofibrations A tha t 
the set of quotient maps do form a subcategory quot(j4), and moreover 
tha t the opposite category Aop is a category with cofibration co(Aop) = 
quot(j4)o p . Suppose further that the canonical map AU B —+ A x B is 
always an isomorphism, where Ax B is the product in A, and the coprod-
uct in Aop. Suppose also that A —• B —» C is a cofibration sequence in A 
iff the dual sequence A <— B <— C is a cofibration sequence in Aop. Under 
these conditions, one says A is a category with bifibrations. This concept 
is self dual, so Aop is then a category with bifibrations. 

Note tha t in a category with bifibrations, given a cofibration sequence 
A >-+ B -» C, tha t A is the quotient of B by C in Aop, so dually A must 
be the kernel of B -* C in A 

1.2.3. Definition. A Waldhausen category (in [W], "a category with 
cofibrations and weak equivalences") is a category with cofibrations A, 
co(A), together with a subcategory w(A) of A satisfying the two axioms: 

1.2.3.1. Any isomorphism in A is a morphism in w(A). 

1.2.3.2. ("gluing lemma") Given a commutative diagram in A 
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B*-< A^ C 

u u u 
B' +-<A' ->C 

with the two maps A >-+ B) A! >-• 5 ' being cofibrations, and with the 
three maps A -^ A', B -^ B', and C -^ C being in «^>l), then the 
induced map 5 U C —• 5 ' U C" is also in w(A). 

A A' 

The Waldhausen category consists of the triple data A, co(A), w(A), 
but one usually abbreviates it as A, or as wA when the choice of w(A) is 
particularly important. 

One says the maps in w(A) are "weak equivalences," and denotes them 
by arrows with tildes "-:V. 

1.2.4. Definition. A biWaldhausen category is a category with bifi-
brations A, CO(J4), quot(A), together with a subcategory w(A) such that 
both (A, co(A), w(A)) and the dual (A0? quot(^)°P, w(A)°v) are Wald
hausen categories. That is, 1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2, and the dual of 1.2.3.2 con
cerning pullbacks with A <«- B and A' <<- B' being in quot(^4) all hold in 
the category with bifibrations A. 

This concept is self-dual, in that if A is a biWaldhausen category, so is 

1.2.5. Definition. A saturated Waldhausen or biWaldhausen cate
gory is one where w(A) satisfies the saturation axiom: Given A —• B —• 
C composible morphisms in A, if any two of a, 6, 6a are in w(A), then so 
is the third. 

1.2.6. Definition. An extensional Waldhausen or biWaldhausen cat
egory is one that satisfies the extension axiom: Given a commutative 
diagram whose rows are cofibration sequences 

A^ B-» C 
{a [b [c 
A1 y^B' — C 

if both a and c are in w(A), then so is 6. 

1.2.7. Definition. A functor F : A —> B between two Waldhausen 
categories is exact if F(co(A)) C co(U), if F(w(A)) C 10(B), and if F 
preserves pushouts along a cofibration. The last condition means that 
the canonical map FC U FB —• F(C U B) is an isomorphism whenever 

A y-• B is in co(A). 
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A functor F : A —• B between two biWaldhausen categories is exact 
if both F : (A co(A), W(A)) — (fl, co(B),w(B)) and the dual F ° P : 
(Aop, quot(A)°v ,w(A)op) -» (B°P, quot(B)°P,w(B)0P) are exact functors 
between Waldhausen categories. This is equivalent to saying that F : 
(A, co(A),ti;(A)) —• (B, co(B),w(B)) is exact and F preserves pullbacks 
where one of the maps is a quotient map. 

1.2.8. Any category with cofibrations A becomes a Waldhausen cat
egory by taking w(A) to have as morphisms all the isomorphisms in A. 
Henceforth, we identify all categories with cofibrations to Waldhausen 
categories in this way. 

1.2.9. Example. Let A be an abelian category (or more generally an 
exact category in the sense of Quillen [Ql]). Let co(A) consist of all 
monomorphisms in A (in the exact category case, let co(A) consist of all 
admissible monomorphisms [Ql]). Let w(A) consist of all isomorphisms 
in A. Then A is a Waldhausen category, and in fact a biWaldhausen 
category. 

1.2.10. Example (optional). Let A be the category of simplicial sets. 
Let co(A) consist of all monomorphisms. Let w(A) consist of all "weak 
equivalences," i.e., all maps that induce homotopy equivalences between 
geometric realizations. Then A is a Waldhausen category. 

1.2.11. Definition. A complicial biWaldhausen category is a satu
rated extensional biWaldhausen category A formed from a category of 
chain complexes as follows: One takes an abelian category A, whose choice 
is part of the structure. A is to be a full additive subcategory of the cat
egory C(A) of chain complexes in A. co(A) is to contain at least all maps 
of complexes in A that are degree-wise split monomorphisms such that 
the quotient chain complex lies in A. That is, co(A) contains all maps 
C —• D' in A such that for all integers n the map Cn —• Dn is a split 
monomorphism in A and such that moreover the quotient chain complex 
D'/C in C{A) is also isomorphic to a complex in A. co(A) may possibly 
contain other maps. One does require that if C —> D' is in co(A), then 
for all n, Cn —* Dn is a monomorphism in A, but not necessarily split. 

Of course co(A) and the corresponding quot(A) must satisfy axiom 
1.2.1.3 and its corresponding dual. We also demand that the pushouts 
and pullbacks required in A by these axioms are also the pushouts and 
pullbacks in the category of C{A)\ i.e., that A is a subcategory closed 
under the required pushouts and pullbacks. 

w(A) is to contain all maps in A which are quasi-isomorphisms in the 
full category of complexes in A. w(A) may contain other morphisms. Of 
course w(A) must satisfy the usual axioms 1.2.3.2 and its dual 1.2.4, and 
also the saturation and extension axioms 1.2.5 and 1.2.6. 
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In specifying a complicial biWaldhausen category, we make the default 
convention that unless explicitly specified otherwise, w(A) is to consist of 
exactly the quasi-isomorphisms, and that CO(J4) is to consist of exactly 
those degree-wise split monomorphisms whose cokernel is in A. 

1.2.12. Example. Let £ be an exact category [Ql]. Then there is an 
abelian category A and a fully-faithful Gabriel-Quillen embedding £ —• A, 
reflecting exactness and such that £ is closed under extensions in A, (cf 
Appendix A). 

Let A be the full subcategory of complexes C" in A with each Ck in 
£, and with Ck = 0 unless k = 0. Take the cofibrations to be admissible 
monomorphisms, and the weak equivalences to be the quasi-isomorphisms. 
As H°(C) = C° for C in A = £, these weak equivalences are just the 
isomorphisms in £. 

This A is a complicial biWaldhausen category, which in fact is the bi
Waldhausen category of 1.2.9. 

A more interesting example would be take A the category of complexes 
in A which are degree-wise in £. See 1.11.6 below. 

1.2.13. Example. Let A be an abelian category, and let A be the 
category of all chain complexes in A. Then with the default conventions 
for co(>l) and w(A), A is a complicial biWaldhausen category. 

There are variants where A consists of the bounded complexes, the 
bounded above complexes, the cohomologically bounded complexes, etc.. 

1.2.14. Example. Let A be an abelian category, and let A be the 
category of all bounded below complexes C in A such that each Ck is an 
injective object of A. Then A is complicial biWaldhausen. 

1.2.15. Example. Let A be an abelian category with a thick abelian 
subcategory B. Let A be the category of complexes C in A such that C 
is cohomologically bounded and with all cohomology groups Hk(C) in 
B. Then A is complicial biWaldhausen. 

1.2.16. Definition. Let A, B be complicial biWaldhausen categories. 
A complicial exact functor F : A —• B is an exact functor of biWaldhausen 
categories in the sense of 1.2.7, with the additional property that the 
functor F of complexes is induced by degree-wise application of some 
additive functor / : A —• B between the abelian categories chosen as part 
of the complicial structure. 

Hence F(C) = • f(Ck) — f(Ck+1) - . . . . 

1.3.1. Definition ([W] 1.6). Let A be a Waldhausen category. A cylin
der functor T on A is a functor T : Cat(l, J4) —• A to A from the category 
of morphisms in A, together with three natural transformations p, j j , jf2, 
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satisfying the conditions below. 
Thus to each morphism / : A —* B in A, T assigns an object Tf of A. 

To each commutative square (1.3.1.1) in A 

(1.3.1.1) 

A' 
f 

B 

I' 
B' 

T assigns functorially a morphism T{a, b) : Tf —• Tf. 
The natural transformations are maps j \ : A —• T / , J2 : B -+ Tf} and 

p : T / —• B such that pji = / : A —• B, pj'2 = 1 : B —• B, and such that 
(1.3.1.2) commutes. 

; ' iU;2 p 

AUB ——-+ T/ • B 

(1.3.1.2) aUS 

A'UB' 
J1UJ2 

l T ( a ' 6 ) J 6 

T / ' B' 

We also require conditions 1.3.1.3 - 1.3.1.6 to hold. 

1.3.1.3. i i U j 2 : , 4 U £ > - > T / i s in co(A). 

1.3.1.4. If a and 6 are in w(A), then T(a,6) is in w(A). 

1.3.1.5. If a and b are in co(^4), then not only is T(a,6) in co(i4), but 
also the map Tf U A'UB' - • Tf induced by the left square of (1.3.1.2) 

is in co(A). 

1.3.1.6. T(0 —• 4̂) = A, with p and 22 the identity map. 
To define a "cylinder functor satisfying the cylinder axiom," one im

poses the extra cylinder axiom: 

1.3.1.7. For all / , p :Tf -+ B is in w(A). 
(Note our 1.3.1.3 - 1.3.1.5 are equivalent to [W] 1.6 "Cyl 1"). 

1.3.2. Definition. If A is a biWaldhausen category, a cocylinder func
tor or mapping path space functor is a functor M : Cat(l,>l) —» A and 
natural transformations 

(1.3.2.1) h 
A 

M(f : A -

/ \ * i 

B 

B) 
\<7 

A 
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such that M is a cylinder functor on the dual (Ao p , quot(j4)op , w(A)op). 
M satisfies the cocylinder axiom if the dual of 1.3.1.7 holds, i.e., if q : 
A —• M(A —• B) is always a weak equivalence. 

1.3.3. Example (optional). The usual mapping cylinder of algebraic 
topology is a cylinder functor satisfying the cylinder axiom in the Wald-
hausen category of simplicial sets 1.2.10. 

1.3.4. Example. Let A be an abelian category, and A the biWald-
hausen category of all chain complexes in A. Then A has well-known 
cylinder and cocylinder functors satisfying the cylinder and cocylinder 
axioms respectively. For given / : A —• 5 , let Tf be the canonical homo-

h 
topy pushout A [J B of I : A —> A and / : A —• B constructed as in 1.1.2. 

A 
h h 

The maps j \ : A —> AUB and j2 : B —• AUB are the canonical inclusions 
A A 

ji(a) = (a, 0,0), J2(b) = (0, 0, b). The map p : J 4 U B —• B is the morphism 

induced by / : A —• £ , 1 :5—» 5 , and the trivial homotopy / l ~ 1 / so 

tha t p (a , a ' , 6 ) = fa + b. Dually, the canonical homotopy pullback A x JB 

provides a cocylinder. 

1.3.5. Example. Let i4 be a complicial biWaldhausen category with 
associated chosen abelian category A. Suppose that those canonical ho
motopy pullbacks and canonical homotopy pushouts, formed in the cat
egory of complexes in A s tart ing from diagrams in A, are in fact objects 
of A Then we claim that the mapping cylinder and cocylinder functors 
of 1.3.4 induce mapping cylinder and cocylinder functors on the subcate
gory A, provided only that the cofibration axiom 1.3.1.5 and its dual hold. 
Moreover, the cylinder axiom 1.3.1.7 and its dual cocylinder axiom hold 
automatically. 

Note 1.3.1.3 holds automatically, as J1UJ2 is a degree-wise split monomor-
phism whose cokernel is the homotopy pushout of A —> 0 along A —• 0, 
and hence in A. Thus j \ U ji i s m CO(J4). A S p is a quasi-isomorphism, it 
is in w(A) and so 1.3.1.7 holds. Axiom 1.3.1.4 now follows from satura
tion 1.2.5, and axiom 1.3.1.6 is trivial. This leaves only 1.3.1.5 in doubt , 
proving the claim. 

To verify 1.3.1.5 it suffices to show Tf U A' U B' -+ Tf is in coM) , 
AUB

 v ' 
for the canonical map of Tf into Tf U A! U B' is a cofibration by 1.2.1.3. 

AUB 

Hence if the first map is a cofibration so is the composite Tf —• Tf. 
The map Tf U A' U B' —* Tf is given degree-wise as a sum of 

An+l —• A'n+1 with identity maps 

(1.3.5.1) A'n e A n + 1 e B'n -> A'n e A'n+1 e B'n. 
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If co(A) consists exactly of the degree-wise split monomorphisms whose 
quotients lie in A, or else consists of all monomorphisms whose quotients 
lie in A then 1.3.1.5 and its dual also hold automatically. This also works if 
co(A) is defined to be all maps that are degree-wise admissible monomor
phisms whose quotients lie in A for some exact subcategory £ C A that 
contains An for all A' in A and all degrees n. Thus in all the usual exam
ples, and in fact in all cases arising in Sections 2-11, axiom 1.3.1.5 also 
holds automatically. 

1.3.6. Example. Let A be a complicial biWaldhausen category with 
associated abelian category A. Suppose co(A) is one of the cases listed in 
1.3.5 that make 1.3.1.5 automatic, e.g., all degree-wise admissible monomor
phisms with quotients lying in A. Suppose A is closed under finite degree 
shifts so that if A' is in A, so is A'[k], Suppose A is closed under ex
tensions, i.e., that if 0 —• A' —• B' —*• C —• 0 is an exact sequence of 
complexes in A with A' and C in A then B' is isomorphic to a complex in 
A. Then A has a mapping cylinder and cocylinder satisfying the cylinder 
and cocylinder axioms. This will follow from 1.3.5 once we see A is closed 
under formation of canonical homotopy pushouts and canonical homotopy 
pullbacks. But this follows from the hypotheses that A is closed under 
extensions and degree shifts and the exact sequence (1.1.2.4) and is dual. 

1.4. We henceforth consider only small Waldhausen categories, those 
with a set, as opposed to a class of morphisms. Hence, when we speak 
of a Waldhausen category of all chain complexes of abelian groups or 
of (9x~modules on a scheme, it is implicit that we are looking at the 
category of such complexes in a Grothendieck universe so that it is small 
with respect to a larger universe [SGA 4] I Appendice. (As in [SGA 4], 
the A'-theory spectrum of the biWaldhausen categories of Section 2 and 
Section 3 will be independent of the choice of universe at least up to 
homotopy, as these biWaldhausen categories in the various universes will 
have equivalent derived categories, so 1.9.8 applies. See Appendix F). 

1.5.1. Definition [W]. For A a Waldhausen category with weak equiv
alences w = w(A) define wS.A to be the following simplicial category. 

The objects of the category in degree n, wSnA are the functors A, 
meeting the conditions below, to J4 from the partially ordered set of pairs 
of integers (i , j) , with 0 < i < j < n. The partial order is defined by 
(hj) < (2 ' i i ') ^ both i < i' and j < j ' . The functors A must meet 
the conditions that for all j , A(j,j) = 0, and that for all (ij.k) with 
1 < J< &> the maps A(i,j) >—• A(i, k) -* A(j, k) form a cofibration 
sequence. 

The morphisms of wSn(A) are the natural transformations A —• A! 
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such that for all (i>j), A(i,j) —• A;(i, j) is in w(A). By the gluing Lemma 
1.2.3.2 and the cofibration sequence condition on A for 0 < i < j , it 
suffices that all ,4(0, k) —• ,4'(0, k) are in w(A). 

Given <p : n —• A: in Aop corresponding to a monotone map <p : 
{ 0 , 1 , . . . , k} —» { 0 , 1 , . . . , n}, the simplicial operator <p on wS.yi is the 
functor (p : wSnA —• wSkA that sends the object (i , j) •—* -4(«,j) to the 
object (r, s \-+ A((p(r),(p(s)). 

1.5.1.2. The category wSnA is equivalent via the forgetful functor to 
the category of subdiagrams A\ >-• . . .>-• An — .4(0,1) >-• .4(0,2) >-• 
•••>-> ,4(0,n). Indeed A(z,j) is A(0,j)/A(0,i) == Aj/A{ up to canonical 
natural isomorphism, so specifying the A(i,j) for i ^ 0 just adds choices 
of objects determined up to isomorphism. However, it is necessary to 
specify these choices to make the simplicial identities hold strictly in wS.A, 
instead of just up to natural isomorphism. 

1.5.2. For A a small Waldhausen category, taking the nerve in each 
degree of the simplicial category wS.A yields a bisimplicial set NwS,A. 
Waldhausen defines the A'-theory space of A to be the loops on the ge
ometric realization of this bisimplicial set, K{A) — Sl\NwSmA\. One also 
denotes this K(wA) when it is important to distinguish among several pos
sible choices of weak equivalences. The A'-groups of A are the homotopy 
groups of K(A). 

This space K(A) is in fact an "infinite loop space" by [W] 1.3.3 and 
1.5.3, as Waldhausen shows that it is the zero-th space of a spectrum, i.e., 
of a sequence of spaces each of which is homotopy equivalent by a given 
map to the loops on the next space in the sequence. It is in fact better 
to work with this spectrum than with the space. The proofs of [W] (and 
of [Ql], [Grl], etc.) immediately generalize to give "infinite loop space" 
versions of its results which are then valid for K(A) as a spectrum. 

1.5.3. Definition. For A a small Waldhausen category with weak equiv
alences w, define K(A) = K(wA) to be the spectrum constructed from A 
by the process of [W] 1.3.3 and remark, 1.5.3, and whose 0th space is 
Sl\NwSA\. Define the Waldhausen A-groups I\n(wA) to be the homo
topy groups of the spectrum, 7TnK(wA). Note these groups are 0 if n < — 1, 
and are isomorphic to the homotopy groups of the space Q\NwSA\ for 
n > 0. 

1.5.4. An exact functor F : A —• B induces a simplicial functor 
wSA —> wS.B, and a map of spectra KF : K(A) —• K(B). This makes 
K a functor. 

If 7] : F —• G is a natural transformation of exact functors A —• B, 
and if for all objects A in A, r]A : FA -^ GA is in w(B), then rj induces 
a homotopy wS.F ~ wS.G, and in fact a homotopy of maps of spectra 
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KF ~ KG. 
See [W] for details, and [Th3] A for homotopies of maps of spectra. 

1.5.5. If A is a biWaldhausen category, we define K(A) using the un
derlying Waldhausen category (Ay co(A)} w(A)). But since A —• B —» C 
is a cofibration sequence in A iff C —* B —• A is a cofibration se
quence in Aop, there is a canonical isomorphism of simplicial categories 
(wSA)op = wS,(Aop). From the canonical isomorphism between the clas
sifying space \N,( )| of a category and of its dual ([Ql] Section 1(3)), we 
deduce a canonical duality isomorphism of spectra K(A) = K(Aop). This 
allows us to dualize all theorems of [W] when applied to biWaldhausen 
categories. 

1.5.6. It is easy to derive the following formula for Ko(wA) from the 
edge-path group presentation of KQ(WA) = 7TQQ\NWS.A\ = ni\NwSmA\. 

KQ(WA) is the free group (or the free abelian groups) on generators [A] 
as A runs over the objects of A, modulo the two relations 

1.5.6.1. [A] = [B] if there is a map A -=• B in w(A). 

1.5.6.2. [B] = [A][B/A] for all cofibration sequences A >-> B -» B/A. 
Note that relation 1.5.6.2 applied to A y-> A U B -» B and B >—• 

AUB -* A forces [A][B] = [AUB] = [B][A]. Thus K0(wA) is abelian and 
we usually write the relation additively: [B] = [A] + [B/A]. (Also 1.5.6.2 
forces [0] = 0.) 

1.5.7. If A has a mapping cylinder satisfying the cylinder axiom, let 
TiA be the cone of A —• 0. Thus A >-• T(A —> 0) ->• XM is a cofibration 
sequence. As T(A —»- 0) ~ 0, it follows that -[A] = [EA] in I<o(A). Hence 
[B] - [̂ 4] = [BV EA}. Thus every element of K0(A) is the class [C] of 
some C in A. 

1.6. We now turn to the basic theorems of Waldhausen K- theory: 
the additivity, localization, approximation, and cofinality theorems. We 
will not expose Waldhausen's cell filtration theorem [W] 1.7, but it will 
be cited later in an optional exercise 5.7. 

1.7.1. Let J4, B,Cbe small Waldhausen categories, with exact functors 
A—+C and B —» C which are inclusions of the underlying categories. 

Let the category of "exact sequences" E(A,C,B) be the category whose 
objects are those cofibration in C, A >—• C -» B, which have A in A and 
B in B. The morphism of E(A,C,B) are commutative diagrams in C 

A>^ C — B 

A'y->C' -»B' 
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with A —» A' a morphism in A and B —* B' a morphism in B . Such 
a morphism in E(A,C,B) is a cofibration if A —• A', J5 —• 5 ' , and 
i ' U C - ^ C are cofibrations in A, B , and C respectively. Note then tha t 

A 
C —• C is a cofibration in C, as it is the composite AUC >~• A ' U C >-> C". 

A morphism in E(A,C,B) is a weak equivalence if A —• A', B -+ B', 
and C —* C1 are weak equivalences in J4, 5 and C respectively. 

This gives E(AJC,B) the structure of a Waldhausen category. There 
are exact functors s, t, q from E(A,C,B) to .A, C, and 5 respectively, 
sending A >-* C -» 5 to J4, C, and 5 respectively. There is also an exact 
functor U:AxB^ E(A,C,B) sending (A,B) to A>-+AUB-» B. This 
functor splits (s, q) : E{A,C,B) -+AxB. 

1.7.2. A d d i t i v i t y T h e o r e m ( [ W ] 1.3.2, 1.4.2). Taice the nota
tion and make the hypotheses of 1.7.1. Then the exact functors (s,q) 
induce a homotopy equivalence of K- theory spectra 

K(s,q) : K(E(A,C,B)) ^ K(A) x K(B). 

A natural homotopy inverse to this map is K(U) induced by U : AxB —* 
E{A,C,B). 

Proof. See [W] 1.3.2, Section 1.4. 

1.7.3. Corol lary ([W] 1.3.2(4)) . Let A and B be small Wald
hausen categories, and let F, F', F" : A —+ B be three exact functors. 
Suppose there are natural transformations F' —• F and F —• F" such 
that the following two conditions hold: 

1.7.3.1. For all A in A} F'A >-+ FA -» F"A is a cofibration sequence. 

1.7.3.2. For any cofibration A' >—• A in A, the induced map 
F'A U FA' -+ FA is a cofibration. 

F'A' 
Then there is a homotopy of maps of spectra KF ~ KF' -f KF" : 

K{A)-+K{B)-

Proof. The natural cofibration sequence F' >-+ F -» F" induces an 
exact functor A —• E(B,B,B). The additivity theorem 1.7.2 implies 
a homotopy Kt ~ Ks + Kq of maps K(E(B,B,B)) -+ K(B), since 
these maps become equal after composing with the homotopy equiva
lence K(U). Composing the homotopy Kt ~ Ks -f Kq with the map 
K(A) -> K(E(B,B,B)) yields a homotopy KF ~ KF' + KF". 

1.7.4. When B is a complicial biWaldhausen category, hypothesis 
1.7.3.2 is superfluous as it follows automatically from 1.7.3.1 and exact
ness of F ' , F, and F". For one notes tha t 

F'A U FA'/F'A^O U FA'* FA'/F'A'* F"A'. 
F'A1 F'A' ' 
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Thus the diagram below has cofibration sequences as rows 

F'A >-+ F'A U FA' -» F"A' 

II i I 
F'A >^ FA -» F"A 

F"(A/A') 

As B is biWaldhausen, the composite map FA -* F"(A/A') is in 
quot(#), and its kernel is a cofibration into FA. But as B is complicial, 
this kernel is the same as the kernel taken in the category of chain com
plexes in the associated abelian category B. Applying the snake lemma 
to the above diagram in the category of chain complexes, we see that the 
kernel is F'A U FA' —• FA, and so this map is a cofibration as required 

F'A1 

by 1.7.3.2. 

1.8.1. Let A be a small category with cofibrations. Suppose A has two 
subcategories v(A) and w(A)) each of which is the category of weak equiv
alences for a Waldhausen category structure on A, vA and wA. Suppose 
v(A) C u?(A), and that wA satisfies the extension and saturation axioms. 

Let Aw be the full subcategory of A whose objects are the A such 
that 0 —• A is in w(A), i.e., which are t^acyclic. This Aw becomes a 
Waldhausen category vAw with c o ( ^ ) = CO(J4) nAw and v(Aw) = v(A) H 
Aw. If vA and wA are biWaldhausen, so is vAw. If A has a functor T which 
is a cylinder functor both for vA and for wA, T induces a cylinder functor 
onAw. 

1.8.2. Localization Theorem ([W] 1.6.4 Fibration Theorem). 
With the notation and hypotheses of 1.8.1, suppose also that A has a 
functor T which is a cylinder functor both for vA and forwA, and that T 
satisfies the cylinder axiom 1.3.1.7 for wA. 

Then the exact inclusion functors vAw —> vA, vA —+ wA, induce a 
homotopy fibre sequence of spectra 

K(vAw) — K(vA) -+ K(wA). 

(The requisite chosen nullhomotopy ofK(vAw) —• K(wA) is induced by 
the natural weak equivalence 0 -^ A in wA for A in vAw.) 

Proof. [W] 1.6.4. 

1.9.1. Approximat ion Theorem ([W] 1.6.7). Let A and B be 
small saturated Waldhausen categories. Suppose A has a cylinder functor 
satisfying the cylinder axiom 1.3.1.7. Let F : A—> B be an exact functor 
satisfying the two conditions: 

1.9.1.1. A morphism f of A is in w(A) if and only if Ff is in w(B). 
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1.9.1.2. Given any A in A and any x : FA —> B in B, there is an A' in 
A, a map a : A —+ A! in A, and a weak equivalence x' : FA' -^ B in w(B) 
such that x = x' o Fa. 

Then under these conditions, F induces a homotopy equivalence KF : 
K(A) - K(B). 

Proof . This results from Waldhausen's version [W] 1.6.7. Condition 
1.9.1.2 appears to be weaker than the corresponding condition "App 2" 
of [W] in tha t 1.9.1.2 does not require the map a : A —» A' to be a 
cofibration. But given x = x' o Fa as in 1.9.1.2, one applies the cylinder 
functor to a : A —+ A' to factor a = a" o a', with a! the cofibration 
A >-+ A" = T(a) , and a" the weak equivalence A!1 = T(a ) -=+ A7. Then 
z " — x' o Fa" : FA" -^ J5 is a weak equivalence, a' : A >-> A" is a 
cofibration, and x = x" o F a ' . Hence 1.9.1.2 implies "App 2" of [W] in 
the presence of the other hypotheses. 

1 . 9 . 2 . T h e o r e m . Let A be a small complicial biWaldhausen cate
gory. Let A* be the new complicial biWaldhausen structure on A where 
w(Af) = w(A), but where co(Af) consists exactly of those degree-wise split 
monomorphisms whose quotient lies in A. Suppose that A' has a cylinder 
functor satisfying the cylinder axiom, as often occurs (cf. 1.3.5, 1.3.6). 

Then the exact inclusion functor A' —• A induces a homotopy equiva
lence K[A!) ^ K(A). 

Proof . Apply 1.9.1 to the inclusion A —» A. Condition 1.9.1.1 is 
obvious, and 1.9.1.2 holds trivially with a = x, x' — 1. 

Something much like 1.9.2 was proved in [HS] by Hinich and Shekhtman 
before the unveiling of Waldhausen's approximation theorem. 

1.9.2.1 Remark. Theorem 1.9.2 shows it is usually harmless in K-
theory to impose the condition tha t co(A) consists of precisely the degree-
wise split monomorphisms with quotients lying in A, at least in the pres
ence of cylinders. This is convenient, since then any complicial functor 
F : A—> B induced by an additive / : A —* B automatically will preserve 
cofibrations and pushouts along cofibrations. 

1.9.3. In applications of the approximation theorem, most of the effort 
involved is expended in verifying condition 1.9.1.2. The following lemmas 
1.9.4 and 1.9.5 are useful tools for this, and also for some other purposes. 
Lemma 1.9.5 serves to build bounded above complexes quasi-isomorphic 
to a given complex, and lemma 1.9.4 serves to t runcate them to strict 
bounded complexes. 
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1.9.4. Lemma. Let A be an abelian category, and let B be a full 
additive subcategory of A. Suppose that B is closed under extensions in 
Aj and is closed under kernels of epimorphisms. (More precisely, B is to 
be closed under taking kernels of maps in B that are epimorphisms in A.) 
Let C be a strictly bounded above complex in B C A. Then: 

1.9.4(a). If for an integer n, one has Hk(C') = 0 for k ^ n and Ck = 0 
for k <n, then Hn(C) = ZnC is an object ofB. 

1.9.4(b). If for an integer n, one has Hk{C) = 0 lor k > n, then 
ZnC is an object of B, and the complex C is quasi-isomorphic to the 
subcomplex r-nC, which is the complex in B 

> Cn~2 -> Cn~l -+ ZnC -> 0 -+ 0 -> • • • . 

1.9.4(c). If for an integer n, one has Hk(C) = 0 for k ^ n, then 
Hn(C) has a resolution by objects of B 

> (jn-2 _^ Cn-l _> znC _^ Hn{C) -+ 0. 

IfC is also strictly bounded below, this resolution has Unite length. 

1.9.4(d). IfC is an acyclic complex, so Hk(C) = 0 for all k, then all 
ZkC = BkC are objects of B, and C has a natural filtration by acyclic 
complexes in B, FnC = r-nC, so that Fn+\C'/FnC is isomorphic to 
the acyclic complex 

> 0 -+ 0 -» 5 n + 1 C £ Bn+1C -+ 0 -* 0 - • . . . . 

Proof. As C is strict bounded above, there is an integer N such that 
Cp = 0 for p > N. If N < n, ZnC = Cn and 1.9.4(b) is obvious. 
One proceeds to prove 1.9.4(b) by induction on N — n. If it is already 
known to be true for smaller values o£ N — n, and N — n > 1, consider 
C = .. — C ^ " 1 — C * -> 0 — •••. As TV > n, HN(C) = 0 and 
c^-i - cN is an epimorphism in A of objects in B. AS B is closed 
under taking kernels of such epimorphisms, the kernel ZN~lC is in B. 
Then C is quasi-isomorphic to the shorter subcomplex 

C = r^N-lC = • CN~2 -* ZN~1C -> 0 - 0 -+ • • • 

which is also a complex in B. Clearly ZkC = ZkC for all k < N — 1, 
and as C' is shorter we get ZkC' is in B for all k > n by the induction 
hypotheses. Thus ZkC is in B for n < k < N — 1. We have that 
ZNC = CN is in B, and clearly ZkC = 0 is in B for k > TV. Thus 
ZkC is in B for all k > n, completing the induction step, and hence the 
proof of 1.9.4(b). Now 1.9.4(a) and 1.9.4(c) are immediate corollaries and 
1.9.4(d) is a porism (i.e., follows from the proof of 1.9.4(b)). 
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1.9.5. L e m m a (cf. [SGA 6] I 1.4). Let A be an abelian category, 
let V be an additive category, and let F : V —> A be an additive functor. 
Let C be a full subcategory of the category C(A) of chain complexes in 
A, such that any complex quasi-isomorphic to a complex in C is also in 
C. Suppose that every complex in C is cohomologically bounded above. 
Suppose that if D' is any strict bounded complex in V, the F(D') is 
in C, and that C contains the mapping cone of any map of complexes 
F(D') -»> C with C in C and D' strict bounded in V. 

Suppose the key condition 1.9.5.1 holds, so "D has enough objects to 
resolve": 

1.9.5.1. For any integer n, any C in C such that Hl{C') — 0 for i > n, 
and any epimorphism in A, A -» Hn~l{C), then there exists a D in V 
and a map FD —• A such that the composite FD -» Hn~l(C) is an 
epimorphism in A. 

Suppose finally that the functor F : V —+ A satisfies the following two 
conditions (which trivially hold in the usual case where F is a fully faithful 
inclusion): 

1.9.5.2. Given a morphism f : FD2 —• FD\ in A, there is a map 
d : D3 —> D2 in V such that Fd : FD% —• FD2 is an epimorphism in A 
and such that f o Fd = F f for some map f'.Dz—* D\ in V. 

1.9.5.3. Given h : D2 —+ D\ in V with Fh — 0, there is a map d : D3 —+ 
D2 in V with Fd : FD3 —• FD2 an epimorphism in A and hd = 0 inV. 

Then: For any D' in C~(V) with F(D') in C, any C in C, and any 
map x : FD' - • C', there exists a D' in C~(V) with F{D') in C, a 
degree-wise split monomorphism a : D' —+ D'', and a quasi- isomorphism 
x' : FD'' -=• C such that x = x' o Fa. 

Moreover, if x : FD' —» C is an n-quasi-isomorphism for some integer 
n (i.e., Hl(x) is iso for i > n and epi for i = n), then one may choose D1' 
above so that a : Dk —• D'k is an isomorphism for k > n. 

Proof. We construct D1' by induction, constructing what will become 
the brutal truncation <rnDf' given an+1D'' (recall a from 1.1.3). To s tar t , 
take n large enough so that Hl(x) is an isomorphism for i > n and 
an epimorphism for i = n. This is possible because FD' and C are 
cohomologically bounded above, so Hl(FD') = 0 = Hl(C) for i » 0. 
For this large n, we set <rnDf' = anD' to begin the induction. 

Now assume as induction hypothesis that for some n we have anD'' 
and maps ona, anx' so that 

1.9.5.4.1. anD'' is bounded complex in V, and an(a) : anD' -+ anDf' 
is a degree-wise split monomorphism. (Moreover, we need to assume tha t 
(anDf')k = 0 for k < n, so tha t crnD'' could be the truncation an of some 
complex.) 
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1.9.5.4.2. <rnx = *nx' -F(<rna). 
1.9.5.4.3. <jnx' is an n-quasi-isomorphism. 
The induction step consists of defining a complex an~lDf' in V whose 

an is indeed the given anD'\ and maps an~1x'y crn~1a which restrict to 
the given crnx', ana, and which satisfy 1.9.5.4.1 - 1.9.5.4.3 with n replaced 
by n — 1. 

Let M' be the mapping cone of anx' : F(anD ') —• C 

(1.9.5.6) AT = • Cn~3 -> Cn~2 -> FZ3/n 0 C n _ 1 

- + F D / n + 1 0 C n - + . . . . 

Then M' is in C. The long exact cohomology sequence for the map
ping cone and the fact that crnx' is an n-quasi-isomorphism yield that 
Hl(M') — 0 for i > n. By the key hypothesis 1.9.5.1, there is a D^in 
V and a map FD~-+ Zn~lM' -* Hn~\M') so that FD~-» Hn~l{M') 
is an epimorphism. As M n _ 1 = FD,n 0 C n _ 1 , and (1.1.2.2) shows that 
the differential is given by d(d,c) = (-dd, dc - (anx')(d)) in Mn = 
FD>n+i 0 Cn^ o n e e a s i l y c h e c k s t h a t zn~lM' = ker 5 is the fibre prod
uct of d : Cn~l - • Z n C and o^a?' : ZnFanD'' -+ ZnC 

(1.9.5.7) Zn~lM' = ZnFanDf' x C"" 1 c r o m ® C n ' 1 . 

To simplify notation we write ZnFDf' for ZnFanD'\ as if the rest of 
D1' already existed. Consider now the composite map induced by the 
canonical projection and inclusion maps 

FD~-+ Zn~lM' £ ZnFD'' x Cn'1 -> ZnF£>'' -> FD,n. 

By 1.9.5.2, there is a map L>~ -+ D^with FD~ -» FD~-» Hn~l{M') 
an epimorphism and with the map FD~ —*• FD^-+ FDfn being F of 
a map D ~ —» D / n . Replacing the old D^by £)~, we may assume that 
FD~-^ FD'n is F of a map D~-> D,n. As FD~-+ FD'n factors through 
ZnFD'\ the composite F D ^ - * FL>'n -+ FL> ,n+1 is 0. By 1.9.5.3 there 
is a D~ - • D ^ i n £> so that FD~ -* FD~-» Hn~l{M') is still an 
epimorphism, and such that the composite Z)~ —• D~-+ D'n —• JT)/n+1 is 
0. Replacing the old D^with this J9~, we may assume that D^—> D'n 

factors through Zn£>'* (= Zn<rnD''). 
Now set D ' " " 1 to be D " " 1 0 C . Define 5 : D ' "" 1 -+ D m to be 

a o d : Dn~l -+ Dn -+ £)m on the summand D n _ 1 , and to be £>^-^ £>/n 

on the summand D* As D " - ^ D'n factors through ZnD'\ and as 
dad - ad2 = 0 on D n _ 1 , we see that the composite d2 : D,n~l -+ L>/n -> 
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jj/n+i -s Q JSJOW j e t an-ijj/> k e the chain complex formed from anD'' by 
replacing the old 0 in degree n — 1 by D'n~l, and with 3 : D,n~l —• Dfn 

as the new boundary operator here. Let the map an~1(a) agree with 
crn(a) in degrees above n — 1, and to be the inclusion of the summand 
£)*- i _ Dn~l 0 D ^ D ' " " 1 in degree n - 1. Let the map c r " - 1 ^ ' ) 
agree with cn(a: ') in degrees above n — 1, and to be given in degree 
n - 1 on FD,n-1 S F D ^ 1 e F D ^ a s x " " 1 : F D " ' 1 -+ Cn~l on the 
summand FDn~l and on the summand F £ ) ~ a s the composite of the 
map FD~-+ Zn~lM> and the projection Zn"lM' -> C n _ 1 determined 
by the isomorphism 1.9.5.7 of Zn~1M' with a fibre product. It is easy to 
verify tha t an~1(xf) and an~1(a) are chain maps and tha t 1.9.5.4.1 and 
1.9.5.4.2 hold with n — 1 in place of n. 

To verify condition 1.9.5.4.3 that an~l(x') is an (n—l)-quasi-isomorphism, 
consider its mapping cone M*. This is the mapping cone M' of crn(x') 
with an additional term FDn~l 0 FD~= F{Dln~l) added: 

(1.9^5.8) 

M' = > C n ~ 3 -> F D " " 1 0 FD~® Cn~2 -+ FD'n 0 Cn~l — • • • 

By construction the boundary map from the summand FD^m Mn~2 

maps onto Hn~l{M') = ^ - ^ M • ) / B n - 1 ( A f ) . Hence FD~®Bn-l(M') 

and a / o r t u m FD~ ® M n " 2 = FD^ ® Cn~2 and ^ D " " 1 0 F £ > ~ 0 
C n - 2 limp onto Z n - 1 A f = ^ n ~ 1 M ' . Then Hn-l(M') = 0, as well 
as Hl(M') = Hl(M') — 0 for i > n. Now the long exact cohomology 
sequence for the mapping cone M' of crn""1(x/) shows tha t an~l(x') is 
an (n — l)-quasi-isomorphism as required. This completes the induction 
step. 

Now given the inductively constructed anD'' for all n, we set D'm — 
\imo-nD'' as n —• —oo. As anDf' and an~1Df' agree in degrees above 

n — 1, we have D'k — (anD')k for any n < k. We define a, x' similarly. 
It is then clear from 1.9.5.4 that Df\ a, and x' meet the requirements, 
completing the proof of Lemma 1.9.5. 

1.9.5.9. Porism. If 1.9.5.1 holds only for those n > N + 1 for some 
fixed N, the proof still constructs a aN D1' in Cb(V), and Ar-quasi-isomor-
phism aN(x') : F(aND1') —*• C", and a degree-wise split monomorphism 
(TN(a) : (T^D' — ^ ( Z T ) such that * * ( * ) = <rN(x') o <7*(a). 

If ^4 has two additive full subcategories V\ C Z>2 so tha t the inclusion 
V\-* A satisfies 1.9.5.1 for n > N + 1 and V2 —» A satisfies 1.9.5.1 for all 
n, then the proof constructs a quasi-isomorphism x' : D1' —• C with Dlk 

in X>i for k > N and D,k in T>2 for all k. Moreover, if x : D' —> C is given 
with D ' G C~(T>2) and with D* in P i for k > N, then we may construct 
the quasi-isomorphism x' : D'' ^ C so tha t there is a degree-wise split 
monomorphism a : D' —* Df' with a:' = a: o a. 
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These variants of Lemma 1.9.5 will come to seem less bizarre in Section 
2.2 below. 

1.9.6. Let A be a complicial biWaldhausen category with associated 
abelian category A. So A is a full subcategory of the category of chain 
complexes C(A). Suppose A is closed under the formation of canonical 
homotopy pushouts and canonical homotopy pullbacks in C(A) 1.1.2, as 
is often the case 1.3.6. Then the "derived" or homotopy category of A will 
be a "triangulated category," and there will be a "calculus of fractions." 
We recall parts of this theory of Grothendieck and Verdier in our context 
(cf. [V] or [H] I)-

Let A/ ~ be the quotient category where two maps of A are identi
fied to each other if they are chain homotopic as maps of complexes. 
The category Aj ~ is a full subcategory of the chain homotopy category 
K{A) = C(A)/~. If one defines the distinguished triangles in Aj ~ to be 
those chain homotopy equivalent to those coming in the usual way from 
mapping cone sequences in A, then Aj ~ satisfies the axioms for a trian
gulated category ([V] I Section 1, nos. 1-2, or [H] I Section 1), and is a 
subtriangulated category of K,{A) with its usual mapping cone sequence 
triangulated structure ([V] I Section 1 no. 2, or [H] I Section 2). 

Let w denote the image of w(A) \nA/~. As the complicial A is saturated 
and extensional, it is easy to see that w is a saturated multiplicative system 
in AJ ~ in the sense of ([V] I Section 2, nos. 1-2, or [H] I Section 3). The 
corresponding thick triangulated subcategory of Aj ~ is Aw/ ~, the full 
subcategory of objects A such that the unique map 0 —• A is in w. 

Let Ro(A) = w~lA be the "derived" or homotopy category formed from 
A by localizing the category A to make the maps in w(A) isomorphisms 
in w~1A. As chain homotopy equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms, hence 
are in w(A), they become isomorphisms in w~lA. In particular, in w~1A 

a complex A becomes isomorphic to the complex "A x 7" = A U A that 
A 

parameterizes chain homotopies of maps out of A. Thus w~lA is also the 
localization w~lA/ ~ of Aj ~ at w. The work in ([V] I Section 2 or [H] I 
Sections 3-4) shows that u; is exactly the set of all morphisms in A/~ (or 
in A) that become isomorphisms in w~lA — HO(J4). Also w~lA has an 
induced triangulated structure. (Not only mapping cone sequences, but 
also general cofibration sequences turn out to yield distinguished triangles 
in w~lA, as in ([V] II Section 1, nos. 1-5, or [H] I 6.1).) 

Furthermore, the passage from Aj ~ to w~xA — w~1A/ ~ admits a 
"calculus of fractions" ([H] I Section 3 or [V] I Section 2 no. 3). In partic
ular, the morphisms in w~lA from A to A1 correspond to the equivalence 
classes of data (1.9.6.1) in A/~, 
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(1.9.6.1) A-> A" <=- A! 

where A —• A" is a morphism in A/ ~ , and A! -^ A" is a map in w in 
T 1 / ~ . Two such data A —»• A'/ £- A' and A —• J42 ' ^ A' are equivalent if 
there exists a commutative diagram (1.9.6.2) in A/~ 

A'; 

(1.9.6.2) A, 

The calculus of fractions insures that this is an equivalence relation, and 
yields the composition of morphisms represented as data by constructing 
the C" and the bot tom arrows in (1.9.6.3). Here C" is the canonical 
homotopy pushout in A of a choice of maps in A to represent the chain 
homotopy classes of maps B -^ A!' and B —» B" i n y l / ~ , and the bo t tom 
arrows are the canonical maps into the homotopy pushout. (It is easy to 
check that B" -^ C" is a weak equivalence, cf. the construction of 1.9.8.4 
below.) 

B C 

(1.9.6.3) 
B 

C 

Dually, morphisms in w~lA from A to A' may be represented by equiv
alence classes of data A £- A" —» A') with equivalence relation 

(1.9.6.4) A A1 

and with composition coming from homotopy pullbacks. 
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When there is danger of confusion as to whether a map A —• A' is to 
be a map in A or in Ro(A) = w~1A, we refer to morphisms in A as strict 
maps. 

1.9.7. Let F : A —*• 5 be a complicial exact functor between 
biWaldhausen categories (1.2.16). As F is induced by degree-wise ap
plication to complexes of an additive functor / : A —• B of associated 
abelian categories, the functor F preserves canonical homotopy pushouts 
and canonical homotopy pullbacks. In particular, F preserves mapping 
cones and mapping cylinders. Thus if A and B are closed under the for
mation of homotopy pushouts and homotopy pullbacks, F : A)'~—• B/~ 
and w~1F :w~1A—+w~1B are triangulated functors. 

From the calculus of fractions we see that w~lF : w~1A —• w~1B is an 
equivalence of homotopy categories if F : A —• B satisfies the following 
four conditions: 

1.9.7.0. For any map a in A, a is in w(A) if and only if Fa is in w(B). 

1.9.7.1. For any B in B) there is an A in A and a map FA -^ I? in 
w(fl). 

1.9.7.2. For any map b : FA' —• FA" in B, there are maps a! \ A^ A! 
in ti/(.A) and a" : A —+ A" in >t, such that there is a chain homotopy 
6 o Fa' ~ Fa" in B. 

1.9.7.3. For any map a' : A1 —• A" in A such that Fa' ~ 0 is chain 
nullhomotopic in B, there is a map a : A -^ A' in u>(A) such that a' • a ~ 0 
is chain nullhomotopic in A. 

The last two conditions (1.9.7.2 and 1.9.7.3) trivially hold whenever 
F : A —• B is fully faithful. Note then that F is also full and faithful 
for chain homotopies between maps, as a chain homotopy between maps 

h 

C -+ D corresponds to a chain map " C x i " = C U C - ^ D. 

1.9.8. Theorem. Let A and B be two complicial biWaldhausen 
categories, each of which is closed under the formation of canonical ho
motopy pushouts and canonical homotopy pullbacks (1.9.6, 1.2.11). Let 
F : A —• B be a complicial exact functor (1.2.16). Suppose that F induces 
an equivalence of the derived homotopy categories w~1F : w~lA —+ w~1B. 
Then F induces a homotopy equivalence of K-theory spectra 

K(F) : K(A) -+ K{B). 

Proof. By 1.9.2, we reduce to the case where cofibrations in A and B 
are precisely the degree-wise split monomorphisms whose quotients lie in 
A and B respectively. Then A and B have cylinder and cocylinder functors 
satisfying the cylinder and cocylinder axioms, thanks to 1.3.5. 

Let C be the category whose objects are data {A) FA -^ B) where A 
is an object of A, B is an object of B, and FA -^ B is a map in w(B). 
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A map in C from (A, FA -^ B) to (A', FA! -^ B') consists of a map 
A —* A' in J4 and a map B —+ Bf in B such that 

Fi4 — ^ 5 

FA ; • B' 

commutes. Call a map in C a cofibration (or respectively, weak equiva
lence) if both maps A —• A' in A and B —> B' in 2? are cofibrations (resp. 
weak equivalences). This makes C a biWaldhausen category. (Indeed, it 
is even a complicial biWaldhausen category, with associated abelian cat
egory of data (Ay fA —• B) with Am A, B in #, and / A —* B a, map in 
/?.) As in 1.9.7, F : A-^ B preserves the mapping cylinders and cocylin-
ders. Thus C has a cylinder functor induced by the cylinder functors of 
A and B. Dually C has a cocylinder functor. These satisfy the cylinder 
and cocylinder axiom 1.3.1.7. 

The functor F : A —* B factors as the composite of exact functors 
A -+ C and C -+ B. Here A - • C sends A to (A, FA = FA), and C -+ J? 
sends (A, FA -^ 5 ) to 5 . We will show both these functors induce 
homotopy equivalences on A'-theory spectra. 

The functor A —• C is split by an exact functor C —• J4 sending 
(A, FA ^> £ ) to A. So A — C -> A is the identity functor. The 
composite C —• A —• C is naturally weak equivalent to the identity by 
the natural transformation (A, FA = FA) —» (A, FA -^ J3) induced by 
A = A and FA ^ B. Thus K(A) — A(C) and A(C) -+ A(ji) are inverse 
homotopy equivalences by 1.5.4. 

Consider now the exact functor C —• B of biWaldhausen categories. We 
claim it induces a homotopy equivalence K(C) -^ K(B) by the dual to 
the approximation theorem 1.9.1. 

First we note that the dual hypothesis to 1.9.1.1 holds. For suppose 
(a, 6) : (A, FA -^ B) —• (A', FA' -^ £ ' ) is a map in C, whose image 6 : 
B -^ B' in C is a weak equivalence. Then by saturation, Fa : FA A FA' 
is also a weak equivalence. Hence Fa becomes an isomorphism in w~lB. 
As by hypothesis, w~lF :w~xA—^ w~lB is an equivalence of categories, 
the map a becomes an isomorphism in w~1A. Hence as in 1.9.6, the map 
a is in w(A). Thus both maps a and b are weak equivalences, so (a, 6) is 
a weak equivalence in C, as required by 1.9.1.1. 

To verify the dual hypothesis to 1.9.1.2, we must show that given a 
diagram (1.9.8.1) corresponding to a map x : B' —• (B of (FA —• £?)), 
this can be completed to a commutative diagram (1.9.8.2) corresponding 
to the factorization required by 1.9.1.2 
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(1.9.8.1) 

FA B 

B' 

(1.9.8.2) 

As a first approximation, we construct a diagram like (1.9.8.2) inB/~, 
i.e., a version that chain homotopy commutes. We begin by noting that as 
w-1F is an equivalence of homotopy categories, B' is isomorphic in w~lB 
to some FAi. By calculus of fractions, this isomorphism corresponds to 
a datum in B : FA\ -^ B\ £- B'. Composing this isomorphism in w~lB 
with the map b : B' —• B and with the inverse isomorphism to FA -^ B 
yields a map in w~lB from FA\ to FA. As w~lF is an equivalence 
of categories, this map is w~lF of some map from A\ to A in w~lA. 
This map from A\ to A is represented by a datum A\ —• A2 £- A in 
A. Applying the formulae of the calculus of fractions for composition 
and equivalence of data representing maps in w~lB, as given in 1.9.6, 
we deduce that there exists in B/~ a commutative diagram, which after 
removal of intermediate constructions becomes: 

(1.9.8.3) 

We choose representatives of these maps in A and 2?, so that (1.9.8.3) be
comes a chain homotopy commutative diagram in B) where the indicated 
maps are F of maps in A. 
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Now let A3 be the canonical homotopy pullback of A\ —• A? and A ^ 
A2, and let B3 be the canonical homotopy pullback of B\ —+ B2 and 
B -^ B2, as in 1.1.2. The FA3 is the canonical homotopy pullback of 
FAX - • FA2 and FA -> FA2 , as in 1.9.7. 

By 1.1.2, the chain homotopy commutative diagram (1.9.8.3), after a 
choice of chain homotopies, induces a map of homotopy pullbacks FA3 —• 
i?3, which is an edge of a homotopy commutative cube with vertices 
FA3, FA2, FAi, FA, £3, B2, Bu and 5 . The map FA3 -> 5 3 is 
a weak equivalence. To see this, we first note that the projection map 
B3 —• B from the homotopy pullback is the pullback along B —> B2 of 
the canonical map 

h 
ki : B2 x B\ = cocylinder (B\ —• .82) -* 5 2 . 

B2 

As &i is a degree-wise split epimorphism, and even a map in quot(B), it 
follows that the pullback B3 -» B is in quot(2?). Similarly FA3 -» FA 
is in quot(#). Now as FA3 —• £3 is induced by the horizontal arrows in 
(1.9.8.3), each of which is a weak equivalence, it follows from the dual of 
the gluing lemma axiom 1.2.3.2 that FA3 -^ B3 is a weak equivalence. 

Also, as B —• i?2 is a weak equivalence, the extension axiom 1.2.6 shows 
that the induced map 

h 

B3 -^ B2 x B\ = cocylinder (£1 —• #1) 

is a weak equivalence. As the projection of the cocylinder onto B\ is even 
a quasi-isomorphism, it follows that the canonical map B3 -^ B\ is a weak 
equivalence. 

The homotopy commutative right half of (1.9.8.3), together with a 
choice of homotopy, determines a map B' —• £3 by the universal map
ping property of homotopy pullbacks, dual to the mapping property of 
homotopy pushouts explained in 1.1.2. As B3 —• B\ and 6' : B' —* B\ 
are weak equivalences, the saturation axiom implies that B' -^ B3 is a 
weak equivalence. Thus we have constructed a homotopy commutative 
diagram (1.9.8.4), the desired first approximation to (1.9.8.2). 

FA — ^ B 

(1 .9 .8 .4) I I 
FA3 —z—* B3 

To finish, it remains to replace (1.9.8.4) by a strictly commutative di
agram in B, as opposed to Bj ~. Let B" be the homotopy pullback 

V 
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of B —• B and B3 —» B. Then the projection B" -^ B$ is a quasi-
isomorphism, hence a weak equivalence. Choices of homotopies in the 
homotopy commutative diagram (1.9.8.4) determine maps FA3 —* £ " 
and B1 -» 5 " . As £ " -^ £3 and i*M3 -^ B3 are weak equivalences, the 
saturation axiom shows that FA3 -^ B" is a weak equivalence. Similarly, 
B' -^ 5 " is a weak equivalence. Now consider the map Bn —*• 5 which 
is the canonical projection of the homotopy fibre product onto B. By 
construction, the composite FA3 —• B" —* B is ^ ^ 3 —• FA —• 5 , and 
Bf —> B" —> B is b' : Bf —* B. Thus we have a strictly commutative 
(1.9.8.2) on taking i M " = FA 3 and B" = B". This completes the veri
fication of the dual of hypothesis 1.9.1.2. Now 1.9.1 applies to complete 
the proof of the theorem. 

1.9.9. The theorem 1.9.8 is very useful in providing AT-theoretic equiv
alences directly from off-the-shelf data, as found in [SGA 6] for example. 
Morally, it says that K(A) essentially depends only on the derived cat
egory w~lA, and thus that Waldhausen AT-theory gives essentially a K-
theory of the derived category. However, it is true that to so define a 
AT-theory of a derived category, one must find some underlying model A 
which is complicial biWaldhausen. Also, we know independence of the 
choice of model only w7hen the models are related by some additive func
tor exact in the sense of 1.2.16. These caveats are annoying, but do not 
seem to cause serious problems in practice. 

We also note an equivalence w~~1A —• w~lB often induces equivalences 
of homotopy categories tu - 1 A —> w~lB' for various naturally defined com
plicial BiWaldhausen subcategories yl', B', of A, B. Then 1.9.8 shows that 
K{A!) —• K(Bf) will also be a homotopy equivalence of A'-theory spectra. 
Thus the equivalences of 1.9.8 have a nice tendency towards inheritance 
by natural subcategories. 

1.10.1. Cofinality Theorem. Let vA be a Waldhausen category 
with a cylinder functor satisfying the cylinder axiom. Let G be an 
abelian group, and w : KQ(VA) —+ G an epimorphism. Let Aw be the 
full subcategory of those A in A for which the class [A] in Ko(vA) has 
ir[A] = 0 in G. Make Aw a Waldhausen category with v(Aw) = Aw Dv(A)f 

co(Aw) = Aw D co(A). Let "G" denote G considered as a Eilenberg-
MacLane spectrum whose only non-zero homotopy group is a G in di
mension 0. 

Then there is a homotopy fibre sequence 

(1.10.1.1) K{vAw) -> K(vA) — "G" 

In particular, 
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( 1 1 0 12) Ki(nA") = Ki(nA) for i > 0 

Proof . Define w(A) to be the set of maps in A whose mapping cones 
have their KQ class in the kernel of 7r : Ko(vA) —+ G. It is easy to check 
using 1.5.6 that wA is a Waldhausen category and v(A) C w(A). Clearly 
wA satisfies the extension and saturation axioms. Appealing then to the 
homotopy fibre sequence given by the localization theorem 1.8.2, it suffices 
to show that K(wA) is homotopy equivalent to "G". 

n 
For each non-negative integer n, consider IIG as a category whose ob-

n 
jects are n-tuples of elements of G, (<7i, <72> • • •, </n)- The category IIG has 

n 

only identity morphisms. There is a functor IT : wSnA —• IIG induced 
in terms of the description 1.5.1.2 by sending the object A\ >—• A^ >—• 
•••>-• An ofwSnA to the n-tuple (TT[J4I], 7r[A2] —TT[AI], 7r[v43] — 7 ^ 2 ] , . . . , 
v[An]-ir[An-i\). 

(In the more precise description 1.5.1, this functor sends A( , ) to 
( T T [ A ( 1 , 0 ) ] , 7 r [ ^ ( 2 , 0 ) ] - 7 r [ ^ ( l , 0 ) ] , . . . , ic[A(n, 0)] - 7r[A(n - 1, 0)]) = 
( T T [ A ( 1 , 0 ) ] , TT[A(2 ,1 ) ] , TT[A(3 ,2 ) ] , . . . , 7 r [ A ( n , n - l ) ] ) . ) 

n 
We claim that for each n, 7r : wSnA —• IIG induces a homotopy equiv-

n 

alence of nerves of categories. As IIG is a discrete category, i.e., has only 
identity morphisms, it suffices to show for all (<7i,<72> • • • ,9n) tha t the 
category w~ * ( # 1 , . . . gn) has contractible nerve. The fibre n~l(0, 0 , . . . , 0) 
has initial object 0 >—• 0 >—••.•>—• 0, and so is contractible. We plead 
tha t all fibres 7r - 1 (<7i , . . . ,#„) are homotopy equivalent to 7T _ 1 (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 ) , 
and hence are contractible. First note by 1.5.7 and the hypothesis tha t 
7r : KQ (VA) —• G is onto every element g in G is 7r[G] for some C in A. 
Given ( # 1 , . . . , gn) then choose G; in A so 7r[Ci) = gi. Consider the objects 
G. = Gi >-+ Gi U G2 >-+ Gi U G2 U G3 •-+ • • • ^ C\ U G2 U • • • U G„, and 
EG. = EGi > - EGi U EG2 ^ • >-• EGX U EG2 U • • • U EG n in wSnA. 
Clearly ir(C.) = (01,02, • • • ,0n) . Also TT(EG.) = ( - £ i , - # 2 , • • •, - 0 n ) as 
[EG] = — [G] by 1.5.7. Then the functor UG. : wSnA —• wSnA sending 
( ^ >_ . . . ^ ^ n ) t o ( i 4 i U C i >-• A 2 U G i U G 2 >-> •••>-• ^ n U G i U - - - U G n ) 
restricts to a functor UG. : 7 r _ 1 ( 0 , 0 , . . . ,0) —• T r " 1 ^ , #2, • • • ,9n)> Sim
ilarly U EG. gives a functor n~l{g\,g2,- • • ,9n) —* 7 r _ 1 (0 ,0 , . . .0 ) . The 
maps 0 -+ CiUEC,-, G U E G , -+ 0 are in wA as [GUEG] = [C]-[C] = 0, 
and they induce natural transformations between the identity functors on 
7 r _ 1 ( 0 , 0 , . . . ,0) and n~l(gi,g2, • • • ,9n) a n d the composites of the functor 
U G. and U E G . Thus these functors induce homotopy equivalences be
tween 7 r _ 1 ( 0 , 0 , . . . ,0) and 7r_1(<7i, <72) • • • ,9n), as was to be shown. This 
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n 

completes the proof of the claim tha t w : wSnA —• IIG is a homotopy 
equivalence. 

n 

The map n : wSnA —• UG for various n are compatible with the sim-
plicial operators, and so induce a functor between simplicial categories 
which is a homotopy equivalence of classifying spaces in each degree. 
Here the simplicial operators on wSnA are as in 1.5.1 - 1.5.2, and on 
IIG are denned so tha t d 0 ( # i , . . . , # n ) = (#2, • •. ,0n), dt(giy... ,gn) = 
(9i,92^ . . , 0i_i,0,-0,-+i,0,-+2, --.,9n) for 1 < i < n, dn(glj... ,gn) = 
( # i , . . . , # n _ i ) , and S i ( 0 i , . . . , 0 n ) = (f l f i , . . . , f l f i ,0 ,^+ i , . . . , f l fn) . With this 
structure, the simplicial category IIG is actually the simplicial set BG = 
7VG, the bar construction on G. The nerve of this degree-wise discrete 
simplicial category thus collapses to NG. The degree-wise homotopy 
equivalence 7r induces a homotopy equivalence of spaces 

\NwS.(A)\-+\NG\~BG. 

In fact this homotopy equivalence is a map of infinite loop spaces. For 
one checks easily that the iterated S. construction on wA tha t defines the 
Waldhausen spectrum structure ([W] 1.3.5 Remark) corresponds under n 
to the iterated bar construction on G tha t defines the Eilenberg- MacLane 
spectrum "G". (Or one notes that 7r is a simplicial symmetric monoidal 
functor, and feeds it to an infinite loop space machine [Th3] A). Thus w 
induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra K(wA) -^ "G", as required. 

(We found this proof in 1985; it has since become folklore.) 

1.10.2. Exercise (optional). Theorem 1.10.1 is all the cofinality that 
we need for Sections 2 - 1 1 . Other well-known cofinality results often have 
a different flavor, (see [Gr2] 6.1 and [Sta] 2.1 for some latest versions). In 
particular, the Waldhausen strict cofinality theorem [W] 1.5.9 at first 
seems quite different in purpose from our 1.10.1. Combining Waldhausen 
strict cofinality, our 1.10.1 and Grayson's cofinality trick [Gr3] Section 1, 
prove the following cofinality result: 

Let A and B be Waldhausen categories. Suppose A is a full subcategory 
of B closed under extensions, that w(A) = j4nw(J5) , and tha t a map in 
A is a cofibration in A iff it is a cofibration in B with quotient isomorphic 
to an object of A. Suppose that B has mapping cylinders satisfying the 
cylinder axiom, and that A is closed under them. Suppose finally tha t A 
is cofinal in B in tha t for all B in B there is a B' in B such tha t B U B' 
is isomorphic to an object of A. 

Then K(A) -+ K(B) -* «K0(B)/K0(A)" is a homotopy fibre sequence. 

1.11.1. To close Section 1 we compare the Quillen K-theory [Ql] of 
an exact category £ to the Waldhausen /^-theory of £, and to the Wald
hausen A'-theory of a category of bounded complexes in S. The latter 
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category has cylinders and cocylinders and is complicial biWaldhausen. 
This allows one to apply the results 1.10.1, 1.10.2, 1.9.8, 1.9.1, 1.8.2 to 
Quillen /^-theory of exact categories. See [Gr2] and [Sta] for rederiva-
tions of all Quillen's basic results on K-theory of exact categories in 
the Waldhausen framework. We pause to mention two open problems. 
First, find a general result for Waldhausen categories that specializes to 
Quillen's devissage theorem when applied to the category of bounded com
plexes in an abelian category. Second, show under the conditions 1.2.15, 
that K(A) ~ K{B). This would make Quillen's localization theorem for 
abelian categories an immediate consequence of 1.8.2. 

Logically, one should now read Appendix A, and then return to 1.11.2. 

1.11.2. Theorem (Waldhausen). Let £ be an exact category in 
the sense of Quillen [Ql]. Consider £ as a biWaldhausen category as in 
1.2.9. Then the Quillen and the Waldhausen K-theory spectra of £ are 
naturally homotopy equivalent. 

Proof. [W] 1.9, or [Gi2] 9.3. 

1.11.3. Let A be an abelian category, and let i : £ —• A be an exact 
functor which is full and faithful. Assume that £ is closed under extensions 
in .4, and that if a sequence in £ is exact in A, then it must be exact in £. 
We also make the following stronger assumption (which will be harmless 
by 1.11.10): 

1.11.3.1. If / is a map in £ such that i(f) is an epimorphism in A, then 
/ is an admissible epimorphism in £. 

1.11.4. Example. Let X be a scheme, and let £ be the exact category 
of algebraic vector bundles on X. Let A be either the abelian category of 
all Ox-modules, or else the abelian subcategory of all quasi-coherent Ox~ 
modules. Let i : £ —• A be the canonical inclusion. Then this inclusion 
satisfies all the conditions of 1.11.3. 

1.11.5. Example. Let £ be an exact category satisfying the condition 
that all weakly split epimorphisms of £ are admissible epimorphisms. 
That is, suppose that for any r : E —+ E" in £ such that there is an 
s : E" —• E with rs = 1, then r : E -» E" is an admissible epimorphism in 
£. Let i : £ —• A be the Gabriel-Quillen embedding (cf. A 7.1), i.e., let A 
be the abelian category of left exact additive functors £op —• Z-modules, 
with i the Yoneda embedding i(E) = horri£( ,£"). Then i : £ —• A 
satisfies the hypotheses of 1.11.3, including 1.11.3.1. For a proof, see 
Appendix A.7.1 and A.7.16. 

1.11.6. Given i : £ —• A as in 1.11.3, consider the category E~ of 
bounded chain complexes in £ as a full subcategory of the category of 
chain complexes C(A). Define co(E~) to be the degree-wise admissible 
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monomorphisms. Define w(E^) to be those maps in E~ which are quasi-
isomorphisms in A. (This appears to depend on the choice of A, but in 
fact does not given 1.11.3.1, see 1.11.8.) 

Then E~ is a complicial biWaldhausen category. There is a canonical 
complicial exact functor £ —» E~ sending E in £ to the complex which is 
E in degree 0 and 0 in other degrees. 

Let E be J 5 ~ , but now with co(E) being the degree-wise split monomor
phisms whose quotients lie in E. Then E is a complicial biWaldhausen 
category, and the inclusion functor E —• E~ is complicial exact. 

By 1.3.6, both E and E~ have cylinder and cocylinder functors, satis
fying the cylinder and cocylinder axioms 1.3.1.7. 

1.11.7. T h e o r e m (Gillet-Waldhausen). Under the hypotheses of 
1.11.3 and with the notation of 1.11.6. the canonical exact inclusions 
induce homotopy equivalences of K-theory spectra 

K{£) ^+K{E~) *-K(E) 

Proof . The map K{E) —» K{E~) is a homotopy equivalence by 1.9.2. 
The homotopy equivalence K{£) -^ K{E ) is due to Gillet, who pat
terned his argument [Gi2] 6.2 on a proof for special cases due to Wald-
hausen. Gillet's s tatement [Gi2] 6.2 does not make the extra hypothe
sis 1.11.3.1 on the embedding £ —• A, but the proof given there needs 
1.11.3.1 in order to work. (Gillet a t tempts to evade 1.11.3.1 by appealing 
to Quillen's resolution theorem, but in fact 1.11.3.1 is needed to verify 
one of the hypotheses of the resolution theorem, [Ql] Section 4 T h m 3i).) 
We will give the complete proof that K(£) -—> K(E ) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 

For integers a < 6, let E~b be the full subcategory of those complexes E' 
i n i £ ~ such tha t El = 0 for i < a — 1 and for i > 6 + 1 . Hence £ = E^°, and 
E~ is the direct colimit of the E~b as b goes to + c o and a goes to —oo. Let 
w(E~) be the quasi-isomorphisms of complexes as in 1.11.6, and let i(E~) 
be isomorphisms of complexes. Set w(E^h) = w(E~) f\E~b i(E~h) = 
i(E~) C\E~\ and co(E~b) = c o ( # ~ ) PiE~b. Then wE~b and iE~b 

are Waldhausen categories. Let E~bw be the full subcategory of E~b of 
those complexes quasi-isomorphic to 0, with co(E~bw) = E~hwC\ co(E~). 
Then iE~bw is a Waldhausen category. 

Consider the exact functor 

fc-o+l 
( i . n . 7 . 1 ) « a ~ 6 - + n £ 

sending a complex E' to (Ea, Ea+1,..., Eb). We claim tha t this functor 
induces a homotopy equivalence on Waldhausen A'-theory. For b = a, this 
is clear, as the exact functor is then an isomorphism. The proof of the 
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claim now proceeds by induction on b — a, and consists of showing that a 
functor 

(1.11.7.2) iE^^US&xS 

induces a homotopy equivalence on A'-theory. This functor sends a com
plex (Ea —+ • • • —• Eb) to the pair consisting of the subcomplex (0 —• 
Ea+1 -+ • • • -+ Eh) and the quotient Ea = (Ea -+ 0 -+ • • • - • 0). This 
functor does induce a homotopy equivalence on A'-theory by the Addi-
tivity Theorem 1.7.2 with A = iE~Jv B = £ = iE~a and C = iE~b, 
as the canonical filtration defining our functor induces an equivalence of 
categories iE~b ~ E(A,C,B). This proves of claim. 

On the other hand, we also claim that similarly, K(iE~bw) is homotopy 
b-a 

equivalent to II K{£). If 6 = a, this holds trivially as E~aw = £w is 
equivalent to the 0 category. It also holds if a — b — 1, as the category 
iE^J™ is the category of complexes d : Eb~l —• Eb with d an isomorphism, 
and this category is equivalent to £. The proof now proceeds by induction 
on b — a and consists of producing a homotopy equivalence 

(1.11.7.4) A (iE~bw) ^ K(iE~(b~l>) x A (iE?J? = £) 

This homotopy equivalence results by applying the additivity theorem 
1.7.2 to an equivalence of categories (cf. 1.9.4(d)) 

(1.11.7.5) iE~bw * E(iE?(b-Vw, iE~bw, iE?b?) 

To see the equivalence, we must associate an extension to a complex E' in 
iE~bw. As E' is acyclic and ZbE = Eb as Eb+1 = 0, the map Eb~l -» Eb 

is an epimorphism in A. Hence Eb~1 -»• Eb is an admissible epimorphism 
in £ by 1.11.3.1. Thus its kernel Zb~lE' is in £ and Zb~lE >-• Eb~l -» Eb 

is an exact sequence in £. The complex r-b~lE' — (Ea —• i ? a + 1 —•...—» 
^ 6 _ 2 ^ Z J - I J i s t h u g i n£E~(*-i)" . T he complex r*£* = (£ 6 E Eb) is in 
i^b-\~ > a n d £" fits into a canonical cofibration sequence r-b~lE' >—• 
£• — r 6 £ ' which defines an object of jE7(flC(6~1)u\ i£~ 6 u \ ^ ^ D 
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i i 
0 0. 

I I 
Ea _____ Ea 

i I 
i 

(1.11.7.6) 

1 1 
Eb~2 • 0 

1 1 

1 
Eb-2 _ 

I 
Zh-1 > • Eh~l » B 

1 1 
0 y Eb = E 

0 0 

I 

The inverse equivalence of the categories takes the total complex E' and 
forgets the extensions. It is easy to check that both the equivalence of 
categories and its inverse are exact functors. This completes the proof 

b~a 

of our second claim that K(iE~bw) is homotopy equivalent to n K(£). 
In fact our proof shows that for E' in E~bw, the ZkE' = BkE' are 
objects off, that E' \-+ Bk(E') is an exact functor, and that our claimed 
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b~a 

homotopy equivalence is induced by the exact functor iE~bw —• II £ 
given by sending E' to (Ba+lE', Ba+2E\ . . . , BbE). 

Now consider the exact inclusion iE~bw —• iE~b. This induces a map on 
K-theory spectra, which by the two claims above is homotopy equivalent 

b-a 6-a+l 
to a map II K{£) -+ II K(£) 

K(iE~b") • K(iE~b) 

(1.11.7.7) [~ [~ 

b-a 6-a+l 
n i<(£) • n i<{£) 

6-a+l 
For E' in iE~bw, the corresponding term in II £ is (Ea, Ea+l, . . . , Eb) 

b-a 
while the corresponding term in II £ is ( i? a + 1 , . . . , Bb). From the exact 
sequence Zk >-• Ek -» Bk+1 for E' and the fact that Zk — Bk by acyclic-
ity, the Additivity Theorem 1.7.2 shows the map on A'-theory spectra in
duced by sending E' to Ek is homotopic to the sum of the maps induced 
on K-theory induced by sending E' to Bk and to Bk+1. Considering also 

b-a 6-a+l 
that Ba - imEa~1 - 0, we see that our map II K(£) -> U K(£) in 
(1.11.7.7) is that induced by the exact functor: 
(1.11.7.8) 

(Ba+\ . . . , Bh)*—+(Ba+\ 5 a + 1 0 5 a + 2 , . . . , Bb~1®Bh). 

6-a+l 
The homotopy cofibre of this map is K(£), with II K(£) —• K{£) 

induced by (xa, . . . , Xh) \-+ E(—1)^^^• Taking the direct colimit as a goes 
to — oo and b goes to -foo, we get a homotopy cofibre sequence 

(1.11.7.9) K (iE ~w) — K(iE~) -+ K(£) 

where K(iE~) —»- K(£) sends E' to its Euler characteristic £( — \)kEk. 
But by the localization theorem 1.8.2, the homotopy cofibre spectrum 

of K(iE~w) -+ K(iE~) is K(wE~) = K(E~). Thus there is a homotopy 
equivalence A'(£) -^ K(E~), which in fact is the map induced by the 
exact functor £ —>E~. This proves the theorem. 

1.11.8. Porism. Under the hypotheses of 1.11.3 and with the nota
tion of 1.11.6, a complex E' in £ is acyclic in C(A) if and only if all cycle 
and boundary objects ZkE' and BkE' are in £ C A, BkE' - ZkE' in 
£, and the sequences Zk y-• Ek -»• JB

/ r+1 are exact in £. In particular, 
this is independent of the choice of A, provided only it satisfies 1.11.3 and 
especially 1.11.3.1. 
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Also, the set w(E) of quasi-isomorphisms of complexes in £ is indepen
dent of the choice of A. 

For the first paragraph is a porism of the proof of 1.11.7. To verify the 
second paragraph, we note that a map in E is a quasi-isomorphism (with 
respect to A) iff its mapping cone is acyclic. The formation of mapping 
cones uses only the additive structure of £, and acyclicity is independent 
of the choice of A by the first paragraph. 

1.11.9. Remark. An exact functor / : £ —• £' induces a compatible 
additive functor of the associated Gabriel-Quillen abelian categories / * : 
A —• A', by A.8.2. Although / * : A —» A! need not preserve exact 
sequences in A, it does preserve exact sequences in £, A.8.5. Hence it 
preserves quasi-isomorphisms of complexes in £ by 1.11.8, and induces 
complicial exact functors / * : E —> E', E~ —> E'~. Thus 1.11.7 becomes 
natural in £ with £ —> A chosen as the Gabriel- Quillen embedding 1.11.5. 

1.11.10. Remark. If £ is an exact category not satisfying the hy
pothesis of 1.11.5 tha t weakly split epimorphisms are admissible epimor-
phisms, we let £' be its Karoubianization A.9.1. Then 1.11.7 applies 
to the Gabriel-Quillen embedding of £ ' , as £' satisfies the hypothesis of 
1.11.5. As K{£) is a cover of K(£') so #,-(£) = #,•(£') for i > 0, by 
classical cofinality A.9.1, this shows the extra hypothesis of 1.11.3.1 is 
essentially harmless. Indeed by 1.11.1 we get in general that K(£) is 
homotopy equivalent to the K-theory of the category of those bounded 
chain complexes in £' whose Euler characteristic lies in Ko(£) C Ko(£f). 

2. P e r f e c t c o m p l e x e s o n s c h e m e s 

2.0. In this section, we review and extend the theory of perfect com
plexes on a scheme. This theory was discovered and developed by 
Grothendieck and his school (especially Illusie) in [SGA 6] as a more 
flexible replacement for the naive theory of algebraic vector bundles on 
a scheme in K-theory. The somewhat new results of this section are 
the characterizations of pseudo-coherence and perfection in 2.4, and some 
of the functoriality statements in 2.6 and 2.7. Aside from a few minor 
improvements, the rest of this material is already in [SGA 6]. 

2.1.1. Definition. A scheme with an ample family of line bundles 
is a scheme X , which is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, and which 
has a family of line bundles {Ca} which satisfy any one of the following 
equivalent conditions ([SGA 6] II 2.2.3 and proof thereof). 
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(a) Let n run over all positive integers n > 1 and let Ca run over the 
family of line bundles. Let / G T(X,C®n) run over all the global sections 
of all the £®n . Then the resulting family of open set Xf = {x G X\f(x) £ 
0} is a basis for the Zariski topology of X. 

(b) One may choose a set of positive integers n > 1, a set of line bundles 
Ca in the family, and a set of global sections / G ^(X, £®n) such that 
the set {Xj} is a basis for the Zariski topology of X and all these Xf are 
affine schemes. 

(c) One may choose a set of positive integers n > 1, line bundles Ca in 
the family, and global sections / G T(X, £®n) such that {Xf} is a cover 
of X by affine schemes. 

(d) For any quasi-coherent Ox-module T, the evaluation map 

a ,n> l 

is an epimorphism. 

2.1.2. Examples, (a) Any scheme with an ample line bundle in the 
sense of [EGA] II 4.5.3 and IV 1.7 has an ample family (consisting of one 
line bundle) in the present sense. As special cases we have (b) and (c): 

(b) Any affine scheme has an ample family of line bundles. 

(c) Any scheme quasi-projective over an affine scheme has an ample 
family of line bundles. In particular, any quasi-affine scheme has an ample 
family of line bundles. 

(d) Any separated regular noetherian scheme has an ample family of 
line bundles ([SGA 6] II 2.2.7.1). 

(e) If Y has an ample family of line bundles, and U C Y is a quasi-
compact open, then U has an ample family of line bundles, given as the 
restriction of the family on Y. This is clear by 2.1.1(a). 

(f) Let Y be a scheme with an ample family of line bundles { £ a } . Let 
/ : X —• Y be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated map of schemes. 
Suppose X has an /-ample family of line bundles {/C/?}. That is, suppose 
Y is covered by (affine) opens U CY such that {1Cp\f~l{U)} is an ample 
family on each f~l{U). Then {f*C®k ® ICfn\k > 1, n > 1} is an ample 
family on X) as clearly follows from criterion 2.1.1(a) and [EGA] I 6.8.1. 
As special cases we have (g) and (h): 

(g) If Y has an ample family of line bundles and / : X —» Y is an affine 
map of schemes, then X has an ample family of line bundles. 

(h) If Y has an ample family of line bundles and / : X —• Y is a quasi-
projective map of schemes, then X has an ample family of line bundles. 

2.1.3. Lemma. Let X have an ample family of linebundies. Then 
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(a) For any quasi-coherent Ox-module T', there is a locally free Ox-
module £ and an epimorphism £ -» T. 

(b) For any quasi-coherent Ox-module T of finite type, there is an 
algebraic vector bundle (i.e., a locally free Ox-module of finite type) £ 
on X, and an epimorphism £ -+• T. 

(c) For any epimorphism Q —• T of quasi-coherent Ox-modules with 
T of finite type, there is an algebraic vector bundle £ and a map £ —• Q 
such that the composite map £ —+ Q —• T is an epimorphism onto T. 

In all cases (a), (b), (c), £ may be taken to be a direct sum of tensor 
powers of line bundles of the family. 

Proof. First note by quasi-compactness of X and 2.1.1(c) that X has 
an ample finite subfamily of line bundles, £ a i , . . . , £<*n. As each CQt is 
locally free, X is covered by open sets where all the CQt are simultaneously 
free. Thus any direct sum of C~®n is locally free on X, even if it is an 
infinite sum. 

To prove (a) we appeal to 2.1.1(d), and let £ be the sum with one factor 
£~®n for each global section in T(X, T® £®n). 

Case (b) follows from case (c) on setting Q = T. 
To prove case (c), we consider the epimorphism 0£~® n -* Q con

structed in the proof of case (a). The composite of this epimorphism with 
Q -* T is also an epimorphism. As T has finite type and X is quasi-
compact, some finite subsum of the factors C~fn maps epimorphically to 
T. We let £ be this finite subsum, and take £ C ®£~®n -» Q the induced 
map. 

2.2. Logically, the reader should now examine Appendix B before re
turning to 2.2.1. We note the convention that the word "C?x-module" 
means "a sheaf on the scheme X which is a sheaf of modules over the 
sheaf of rings Ox? and does not apply to a general presheaf of modules 
over the sheaf of rings Ox- That is, an "0x-m°dule" is a Ox-modu\e in 
the Zariski topos of X. 

2.1.1. Definition ([SGA 6] I 2.1). For any integer m, a chain complex 
E' of Ox-modules on a scheme X is said to be strictly m-pseudo-coherent 
if E% is an algebraic vector bundle on X for all i > m and E% — 0 for 
all i sufficiently large. A complex E' is strictly pseudo-coherent if it is 
strictly m-pseudo-coherent for all m, i.e., if it is a bounded above complex 
of algebraic vector bundles. 

2.2.2. Definition ([SGA 6] I 2.1). A complex E' of Ox-modules is 
strictly perfect if it is strictly pseudo-coherent and strictly bounded below. 
That is, a strict perfect complex is a strict bounded complex of algebraic 
vector bundles. 
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2.2 .3 . L e m m a ([SGA 6] I 2.10b). Let A' be a complex of Ox-
modules with H((A') = 0 for i > m + 1. Then Hm(A) is an Ox-module 
of finite type iff for each x £ X there is an open neighborhood U of x 
and an isomorphism in the derived category D(Ou~Mod) between the 
restriction A'\U and a strictly m-pseudo-coherent complex on U. 

Proof. Suppose Hm(A') is of finite type, and let x £ X. Then for 
some positive integer k there is an epimorphism of stalks (BkOx,x ~* 
Hm(A)x. As (&kOx,x is a free module over Ox,x, this map lifts to the 
group of cycles Zm(A')x -» Hm(A')x. The lifted map extends over some 
open nbd U of x to a map ®kOu -+ Zm(A')\U C Am\U. Shrinking U, we 
may assume that (&kOu —• Hm(A')\U is epimorphic. Then the complex 
consisting only of $dkOu in degree m maps to the complex A'\U by a map 
inducing an isomorphism on the cohomology Hp = 0 for p > m, and an 
epimorphism ®kOu -* Hm(A')\U on Hm. We now apply Lemma 1.9.5 
with A — V = category of (9t/-modules and C — C~(A). This inductive 
construction lemma produces a complex D' on U and a quasi-isomorphism 
D' A ^'If/. Moreover, D' satisfies Dm = §kOu, and D? = 0 for p > m. 
Thus D" is strict m-pseudo-coherent on {/, as required. 

Conversely, suppose A' is locally quasi-isomorphic to a strict m-pseudo-
coherent complex. As Hm(A') is a quasi-isomorphism invariant, and as 
being of finite type is a local question, passing to U C X we may assume 
tha t A' is strict m-pseudo-coherent. Recall tha t Hl(A') = 0 for i > m-f 1. 
Applying 1.9.4(a), with ^4 = (9^-Mod and S = the category of algebraic 
vector bundles on U, to the truncated complex of vector bundles amA', 
we see tha t Zm(A') — Zm(amA') is an algebraic vector bundle on U, and 
hence is of finite type. As Hm(A') is a quotient of ZmA', it is also of 
finite type, as required. 

2 .2 .4 . L e m m a ( [SGA 6]). Let U be a scheme, and x a point of 
U. Consider the solid arrow diagram of complexes of 0\j-modules, F', 
G', E': 

d S \c 

(2.2.4.1) r ^ U a 

E' 

Then under any of the following sets of conditions, there exists a smaller 
nbd V of x, a complex E1' of Oy-modules on V, and maps c : E'm —> 
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G'\V, d : F'\V —• E1' such that cd — a\V, and which satisfy the extra 
conclusions attached to the corresponding set of conditions: 

(a) If E' and F' are strict m-pseudo-coherent, and the truncation 
rm(b) : rmG' -^ rmE' is a quasi-isomorphism, then we may take E1' 
to he strict m-pseudo-coherent and c to be a quasi-isomorphism. 

(b) If E' is strict m-pseudo-coherent, and F' is strict perfect, with 
rm(b) : rmG' -^ rmE' a quasi-isomorphism, then we may take E1' to be 
strict perfect and c to be an m-quasi-isomorphism. 

(c) IfE' and F' are strict perfect and b : G' -^ E' is a quasi-isomorphism, 
then we may take E1' to be strict perfect and c to be a quasi- isomorphism. 

Proof. In all cases E' and F' are strictly bounded above. Hence G' 
is cohomologically bounded above, and replacing G' by the sub complex 
r-kG' for some sufficiently large k, we may assume tha t G' is strictly 
bounded above. 

Consider the germs of complexes Ex, Fx, Gx at the point x £ U. We 
apply to Fx —• Gx the inductive construction Lemma 1.9.5 with A the cat
egory of modules over Oxyx> *D ^ n e category of free modules of finite type 
over Ox,x, and C the category of complexes in A with a map 6 to a strict 
m-pseudo-coherent complex such that rm(b) is a quasi- isomorphism. The 
quasi-isomorphism r m ( 6 ) and Lemma 2.2.3 show that hypothesis 1.9.5.1 
is met for n— 1 > m. For if C' is in C with Hl(C') = 0 for i > n > m + 1, 
Hn~l(C') is isomorphic to an Ox,x module of finite type via r m ( 6 ) and 
2.2.3. So there is an epimorphism ®kOx,x —• Hn~l{C'). As ®kOx,x is 
a free module over the local ring Ox,x, this epimorphism lifts along any 
epimorphism of modules over Ox,x, Ax -*• Hn~l{C'). This verifies 1.9.5.1 
as long as n — 1 > m. 

Now the variant 1.9.5.9 of 1.9.5 provides a strict perfect complex amE'x , 
a map crmd : o-mFx —± amEx, and an m-quasi-isomorphism crmE'x —• 
crmGx —»• Gx, which is the germ at x of a t runcated version of (2.2.4.1). 

As crmEx , amF', and amE' are all bounded complexes of free modules 
of finite type, there is a small open nbd V of x in U over which <jmEx 

extends to a strict perfect complex amE'', over which the maps d and c 
extend, and over which the map be : E1' —+ E' is an m-quasi-isomorphism 
(i.e., its mapping cone is acyclic in degrees > m) . Then as r m ( 6 ) is a 
quasi-isomorphism, it follows that am(c) : amE'' —»• G' is an m-quasi-
isomorphism on V. 

Now we apply 1.9.5 again, now with A = CV-Mod, V = CV-Mod to 
construct the rest of E1' and d, c, leaving amEf' unchanged. Then E' is 
strict m-pseudo-coherent, as arnE1' is strict perfect. This proves 2.2.4(a). 

To prove (b), let E'1 be the pushout of amF' —• F' and the map 
amF' —> amE'f constructed above. Let c : E'1 —> G' be the map in
duced by a : F' -* G' and am(c) : amE'' -+ G'. Then E'f -+ G' is 
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an m-quasi-isomorphism as both crm(c) : amE'' —» G' and amE'' —+ £"' 
are. As the pushout of strict perfect complexes along a degree-wise split 
monomorphism, E1' is strict perfect. 

To prove (c), we take m < 0 so that E{ = 0 = F* for i < m + 1. We 
apply the proof of (b), which gives a strict perfect £"' such that crmE'' = 
E1' (as amF' = F ' ) , and a map 6c : i?'" —• E' which is an m-quasi-
isomorphism on V. The mapping cone M' of be is strict perfect, is 0 be
low degree ra — 1 and is acyclic except for Hm~l(M') — ker (Hm(E'') -» 
Hm(E')). By 1.9.4(a) Hm-l{M') = Zm~lM' is an algebraic vector bun
dle. As E'm-1 = 0 = Em, we note that Zm-lM' = kev(ZmEf' -> 
ZmE') = ZmE,\ As the map 6 : G' —• £" is a quasi-isomorphism, 
Hm~\M') goes to 0 in # m ( G ' ) S Hm{E'). Then Z m £ £ -> Z m G ; lifts 
along <9G™-1 —• ZmGx as a map of germs of Ox-modules over the local 
ring Ox,x. As ZmE'' = Zm~lM' is locally free of finite type, this lift 
extends to a map of Oy-modules ZmE'' -+ G m _ 1 lifting ZmE'' -> ZmG' 
on some smaller open nbd V of x. We now extend amE1' to a new E'' by 
£/m-i = zmE'' with boundary 3 : J^™"1 -+ £ / m given by the inclusion 
ZmE1' C £"m. As Z m £ ' ' = Z " 1 " ^ " is a vector bundle, the new E1' is 
still strict perfect. The map amc : crm£"' —• G' is extended to the new 
£"' by using ZmE'' -> G m _ 1 in degree m - 1. Now clearly c : E'f - • G* 
is a quasi- isomorphism, and the other conditions of (c) are met. 

2.2.5. Lemma ([SGA 6] I 2.2). On a scheme X, the following 
conditions are equivalent for any complex E' of Ox-modules: 

2.2.5.1. For every point x G X, there is a nbd U ofx, a strict n-pseudo-
coherent complex F', and a quasi-isomorphism F' -^ E'\U. 

2.2.5.2. For every point x G X, there is a nbd U of x, a strict perfect 
complex F't and an n-quasi-isomorphism F' —» E'\U. 

2.2.5.3. For every point x G X, there is a nbd U ofx, a strict n-pseudo-
coherent complex F', and an isomorphism between F' and E'\U in the 
derived category D(Ou~Mod). 

2.2.5.4. For every point x G X, there is a nbd U of x, a strict perfect 
complex F', and an n-quasi-isomorphism F' —• E'\U in the derived cate
gory D{Ou-Mod) (that is, there is a map in the derived category inducing 
an epimorphism on Hn and an isomorphism on Hk for k > n + I). 

Proof. We see that (1) => (2) by replacing f in (1) by the strict 
perfect <rnF'. Clearly (2) => (4) and (1) => (3). It suffices then to show 
that (3) => (1) and (4) => (1). 

To see that (3) => (1), we consider an isomorphism F' —• E'\U in 
D(Ou-Mod). By the calculus of fractions, this is represented by a datum 
of strict maps which are quasi-isomorphisms F'^-G'^ E'\U. By 
2.2.4(a), after shrinking the nbd U, there is a strict n-pseudo-coherent 
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F1' and a quasi-isomorphism F1' -^ G'. Then the composite Ff' -^ G' -^ 
E'\U is the strict quasi-isomorphism required by (1). 

To see that (4) => (1), we represent the n-quasi-isomorphism in 
D(Ou~Mod) by a datum of strict maps F' £- G' -+ E'\U where G' —• 
E'\U is an ?i-quasi- isomorphism. After shrinking U, by 2.2.4(c) there is 
a strict perfect F1' and a quasi-isomorphism F'' —» G'. Then Ff' —> £' |£/ 
is an n-quasi-isomorphism. Applying the Inductive Construction Lemma 
1.9.5 with A ~ V = 0c/-Mod and C = C~(A)} we obtain a complex F" 
and a quasi-isomorphism F" -^ £"|£/, such that anF" — an F'. Thus 
anF" is strict perfect, so F" is strict n-pseudo-coherent as required. 

2.2.6. Definition ([SGA 6] I 2.3). A complex E' of (9x-modules on a 
scheme X is said to be n-pseudo-coherent if any of the equivalent condi
tions 2.2.5.1 - 2.2.5.4 hold. The complex E' is said to be pseudo-coherent 
if it is n- pseudo-coherent for all integers n. 

2.2.7. Clearly pseudo-coherence of E' depends only on the quasi-iso
morphism class of E\ and is a local property on X. The cohomology 
sheaves H*(E') of a pseudo-coherent complex are all quasi-coherent Ox~ 
modules. If X is quasi-compact, and E' is pseudo-coherent, there is an 
N such that Hk(E') = 0 for all k > TV, as this is true locally on X and 
since any open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

A strict pseudo-coherent complex is pseudo-coherent. It will follow from 
2.3.1(b) below that any pseudo-coherent complex of quasi-coherent Ox~ 
modules is locally quasi-isomorphic to a strict pseudo-coherent complex. 
In fact, it will be quasi-isomorphic to a strict pseudo-coherent complex on 
any affine open subscheme. For a pseudo-coherent complex of general (9A"~ 
modules, there will locally be n-quasi-isomorphisms with a strict pseudo-
coherent complex, but the local n&ds where the n-quasi-isomorphisms 
are defined may shrink as n goes to —oo, and so may fail to exist in the 
limit. So there may not be a local quasi-isomorphism with a strict pseudo-
coherent complex. This phenomenon renders the auxiliary concept of 
n-pseudo-coherent necessary to our work. 

2.2.8. Example ([SGA 6] I Section 3). A complex E' of (9*-modules 
on a noetherian scheme X is pseudo-coherent iff E' is cohomologically 
bounded above and all the Hk(E') are coherent (9x-naodules. 

Proof. If E is pseudo-coherent, then E' is locally (k — 1 ̂ quasi-isomor
phic to a complex of coherent locally free sheaves. Computing Hk(E') as 
Hk of the latter complex, we see that Hk(E') is coherent. 

Conversely, suppose E' is cohomologically bounded above with coherent 
cohomology. Let m be an integer and x a point of X. We apply the Induc
tive Construction Lemma 1.9.5 with A — C?x,a;-niodules, V — free Ox,x-
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modules of finite type, and C = cohomologically bounded above complexes 
with coherent cohomology to produce a strict pseudo-coherent complex 
of Ox,r~niodules Fx and a quasi-isomorphism Fx ^ Ex. Then cmFx is 
strict perfect, and crmFx —• Ex is an m-quasi-isomorphic. The strict per
fect complex (TmFx and the map cmFx —• Ex extend to a strict perfect 
complex <rmF' and map amF' —• E'\V on some small n&d V of x, as 
this requires only finitely many extensions of germs of sections of various 
sheaves at x. Choosing V smaller and using coherence of cohomology, 
we can arrange that crmF' —• E' is an m-quasi-isomorphism on V. This 
shows criterion 2.2.5.2 holds for E'. 

2.2.9. Lemma ([SGA] I Section 4). The following conditions on 
a complex E' of Ox-modules on a scheme are equivalent: 

2.2.9.1. For each point x G X, there is an nbd U of x, a strict perfect 
complex F' on U, and a quasi-isomorphism F' -^ E'\U. 

2.2.9.2. For each point x £ X, there is an nbd U of x, a strict perfect 
complex F' on U, and an isomorphism in D(Ox-Mod) between E'\U and 
F. 

Proof. Clearly (1) => (2). To show (2) => (1), we represent the iso
morphism in the derived category via calculus of fractions as a datum of 
strict quasi-isomorphisms F'^-G'^ E'\U. Then we apply 2.2.4 (c) to 
G' -^ F' to produce after shrinking U a strict perfect F'\ and a strict 
quasi-isomorphism Fh -^ G' -^ E'\U. 

2.2.10. Definition ([SGA 6] I 4.2). A complex E' of Ox-modules on 
a scheme is perfect if it is locally quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect 
complex, i.e., if 2.2.9.1 or 2.2.9.2 hold for E\ 

2.2.11. Definition ([SGA 6] I 5.1). A complex E' of Ox-modules has 
Tor-amplitude contained in [a, 6] for integers a < b if for all Ox-modules 
T, Hk(E' (&Q T) — 0 unless a < k < b. If such an a and 6 exist, one 
says E' has (globally) finite Tor-amplitude. If X is covered by opens U 
such that a and b exist on each U for E'\U, one says that E' has locally 
finite Tor-amplitude. 

2.2.12. Proposi t ion ([SGA 6] I 5.8.1). A complex E' of Ox-
modules is perfect iff E' is pseudo-coherent and has locally finite Tor-
amplitude. 

Proof. A strict perfect complex E' is flat and strictly bounded, so 
that E(' 0 L T — E1' 0 T is cohomologically bounded. So E1' is pseudo-
coherent and of finite Tor-amplitude. As a perfect complex E' is locally 
quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect E'\ it is pseudo-coherent and of locally 
finite Tor-amplitude. 
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Conversely, suppose E' is pseudo-coherent of locally finite Tor-ampli
tude. Take any point x E X, and pick a nbd U of x on which E' has 
Tor-amplitude in [a, 6]. By 2.2.5.3, after shrinking U, we may replace 
E' up to quasi-isomorphism and assume that E' is strict (a — 2)-pseudo-
coherent. Then as aaE' is a strict perfect complex strictly bounded be
low by a, it has Tor-amplitude bounded below by a. Applying 2.2.11 
with T — Oxi we see tha t E' is cohomologically bounded between a 
and b. Thus aaE' —> E' induces an isomorphism on cohomology Hk for 
k ^ a, and on Ha induces an epimorphism Ha(aaE') = Za£** -» Ha(E'). 
Let 5 be the kernel of this epimorphism, and B[a] the complex consist
ing of B in degree a. Then J3[a] —* aaE' —• £" is a homotopy fibre 
sequence, i.e., 2 sides of a distinguished triangle in the derived cate
gory. Considering the induced long exact sequence for H*(!F ®L ( )), 
we get tha t T o r f c ( ^ , 5 ) = Ha-k(T (g)L B[a]) is 0 for k > 1. Thus 5 is 
a flat (9t/-module. 5 is also the only non-vanishing cohomology group 
Ha~1 of the mapping cone M' of aaE' —• £" . As cra£" is strictly 
perfect and £" is strict (a — 2)-pseudo-coherent, the mapping cone M' 
is strict (a — 2)-pseudo-coherent. By 1.9.4(b), Za~1(M') is a vector 
bundle, as is M f l " 2 . The exact sequence Ma~2 -* Za~l(M') -> Ha~l(M') 
—+ 0 shows that 5 = Ha"1(M') is a finitely presented Ojy-module. But 
as B is also flat, it is then a locally free 0[ /-module of finite type, i.e., 
a vector bundle (e.g., [SGA 6] I 5.8.3, or Bourbaki). Now consider the 
truncated complex raE'. This differs from the strict perfect aaE only in 
degree a - 1, where raE' has Ba(E') = ker(ZaE' -» Ha(E')) = B. As 
B is a vector bundle, raE' is strict perfect. But as E' is cohomologically 
bounded below by a, E" -^ r a £ " is a quasi-isomorphism on [/. Thus £" 
is perfect locally, and hence perfect, as required. 

2 .2 .13 . P r o p o s i t i o n ([SGA 6] I ) . Let x be a scheme. 

(a) Suppose A' -+ B' —> C is a homotopy fibre sequence in D(Ox-Mod), 
i.e., forms two sides of a distinguished triangle. Then: 

If A' is (n + 1)-pseudo-coherent and B' is n-pseudo-coherent, then C 
is n-pseudo-coherent. 

If A' and C are n-pseudo-coherent, then B' is n-pseudo-coherent. 
If B' is n-pseudo-coherent, and C is (n — l)-pseudo-coherent, then A' 

is n-pseudo-coherent. 
(b) If A', B', C are the three vertices of a distinguished triangle in 

D(Ox-Mod), and 2 of these 3 vertices are pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect), 
then the third vertex is also pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect). 

(c) The complex F' 0 G' is n-pseudo-coherent (resp. pseudo-coherent, 
resp. perfect) iff both summands F' and G' are n-pseudo-coherent (resp. 
pseudo-coherent, resp. perfect). 

Proof . To prove (a), we first note by "rotating the triangle" ([V] 
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TR2 I Section 1 no. 1-1, or [H] I Section 1, TR2) that A' -* B' - • 

C is a homotopy fibre sequence iff C [ - l ] Z+ X -+ B' and B'[-l] -> 
C'[— 1] —+ A' are. Also, it is clear that a shifted complex F'[k] is (n -f k)-
pseudo-coherent iff F' is n-pseudo-coherent. So it suffices to prove the first 
statement of (a). So assume that A' is (n + l)-pseudo-coherent and that 
B' is n-pseudo-coherent. We need to show that C is n-pseudo-coherent. 
This question is local, so it suffices to show it in an arbitrarily small open 
nbd U of each point x £ X. By definition, for U small, we may choose 
representatives of the quasi-isomorphism classes of X and B' so that X 
is strict (n-hi)—pseudo-coherent and B' is strict n-pseudo-coherent. The 
map X —* B' in the derived category D(CV-Mod) is represented by a 
datum of strict maps X £- G' —* B'. Applying 2.2.4(a) and shrinking 
U, there is a strict (n-f l)-pseudo-coherent X\ and a quasi- isomorphism 
X'-^G-^X. Replacing A' by X', we may assume we have a strict map 
X —> B'. Now C is quasi-isomorphic to the mapping cone of X —* B'. 
In degree k this cone is ^4fc+1 0 Bk, and so is a vector bundle for fc > n. 
So the cone is strict n-pseudo-coherent. So C is n-pseudo-coherent as 
required, proving (a). 

Clearly (a) implies (b) for pseudo-coherence. To prove (b) for per
fection, we reduce by rotating the triangle to show that if X and B' 
are perfect, then the mapping cone C is perfect. We now argue as in 
the proof of (a), locally taking strict perfect representatives for X and 
B\ using 2.2.4(c) to reduce to the case where there is a strict map of 
complexes A' —• B'. Then the mapping cone is strict perfect, and is 
quasi-isomorphic to C", which is hence perfect. This proves (b). 

The non-trivial part of (c) is to show that if F '0G* is n-pseudo-coherent 
(resp. pseudo-coherent, resp. perfect) then both factors F' and G' have 
the same property. 

Suppose F ' S G " is n-pseudo-coherent. We must show that for a small 
nbd U of x £ X that F'\U is n-pseudo-coherent. As the question is 
local, we may assume that F' 0 G' is quasi-isomorphic to a strict n-
pseudo-coherent complex. Then there is an integer N >• 0 such that 
Hk(F') 0 Hk(G) = Hk(F 0 G) = 0 for k > N. Then F' and G' are 
trivially AT-pseudo-coherent, as 0 —• F is an A^-quasi-isomorphism. By 
descending induction on p for n < p < N we show that F' and G' 
are p-pseudo-coherent. To do the induction step, suppose we already 
know that F' and G' are (p-f l)-pseudo-coherent. Shrinking U, we may 
assume that F' and G' are strict (p + l)-pseudo-coherent, on replacing 
their representatives up to quasi-isomorphism. Consider the canonical 
homotopy fibre sequence, noting that a-p~1A = A/apA 

(2.2.13.1) ap^F' 0 ap+1G' -> F' 0 G' -* <r^F* 0 < r ^ G \ 
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As F' and G' are strict (p-f l)-pseudo-coherent, crp+1F"0<jp+1G' is strict 
perfect. As p > n, F' © G' is p-pseudo-coherent, by 2.2.13(a) proved 
above, <r&F' 0 <r-pG' is p-pseudo-coherent. By 2.2.3, Hp(<r^pF') 0 
Hp(a^pG') = Hp(a^pF' 0 a^G') is an C^-module of locally finite 
type. Thus the summand Hp(a^pF') is locally of finite type. By 2.2.3 
again, a-pF' is p-pseudo-coherent. As crp+1F' was even strict perfect, 
2.2.13(a) now shows that F' is p-pseudo-coherent. Similarly, G' is p-
pseudo-coherent. This completes the induction step. When the induction 
stops at n = p, it has proved (c) for the n-pseudo-coherent case. The 
pseudo-coherent case follows immediately. 

It remains to do the perfect case. But if F' ©G' is perfect, it is pseudo-
coherent and of locally finite Tor-amplitude by 2.2.12. It is clear from 
definition 2.2.11 that the summands F' and G' have locally finite Tor-
amplitude. Both are pseudo-coherent by the above. Thus by 2.2.12, F' 
and G' are perfect, as required. 

2.3. In the presence of an ample family of line bundles, we have "global 
resolution" results: 

2.3.1. Proposition (cf. [SGA 6] II). . Let X be a quasi-compact 
and quasi-separated scheme with an ample family of line bundles. Then 

(a) If E' is a strict perfect complex, F' any perfect strictly bounded 
below complex of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, and x : E' —• F' is any 
strict map of complexes, then there exists a strict perfect complex Ff' on 
X, a map a : E' —+ F1', and a quasi-isomorphism x' : F1' -^ F' such that 
x — x' • a. 

(b) IfE' is any strict pseudo-coherent complex, F' any pseudo-coherent 
complex of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, and x : E' —> F' any strict map, 
then there exists a strict pseudo-coherent complex F1' on X, a map a : 
E' —• F'', and a quasi-isomorphism x' : F'' -^ F' such that x' • a = x. 

(c) If E' is any strict n-pseudo-coherent complex, F' any n-pseudo-
coherent complex of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, and x : E' —• F' is any 
map, then there is a strict n-pseudo-coherent complex F'' on X, a map 
a : E' —» F'', and a quasi-isomorphism x' : F1' -^ F' such that x' • a = x. 

(d) If F' is any perfect complex of Ox-modules (perhaps not quasi-
coherent), then there is a strict perfect complex E' and an isomorphism 
in the derived category D(Ox-Mod) between E' and F'. 

(e) Let F' be any pseudo-coherent complex of Ox-modules (perhaps 
not quasi-coherent). Suppose either that F' 6 Db(Ox~Mod) is cohomo-
logically bounded, or else that X is noetherian of finite Krull dimension. 
Then there is a strict pseudo-coherent complex E' on X and an isomor
phism in D{Ox~Mod) between E' and F'. 
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Proof. To prove (b), we apply the Inductive Construction Lemma 
1.9.5 with A = Qcoh(X), V = the category of algebraic vector bundles, 
and C = the category of pseudo-coherent complexes in Qcoh(X) . The 
hypothesis 1.9.5.1 holds by 2.2.3 and the ample family 2.1.3(c). 

The proof of (c) is similar, using 1.9.5.9. 
To prove (a), we note that (b) yields E -+ F"' and F"' -=• F' with F" 

strict pseudo-coherent. F"' is perfect as F' is. We take an integer n < 0 
so tha t Ek = Fk = 0 = Hk(F"') for all Jfe < n. As in the proof of 2.2.12, 
Bn = kerZ n (F") -* Hn(F") is perfect, and hence a module of locally 
finite Tor-dimension, as Bn[n] is quasi-isomorphic to the homotopy fibre 
of the map of perfect complexes anF"' —• F"'. As X is quasi-compact, 

Bn _ ^ n ^ / / ) h a s globally finite Tor-dimension, say N. As # * ( F " ) = 0 
for k < n, ZkF" = 5 * F " for Jb < n, and 0 -> £ * F " -+ F " * -> 5 * + * ^ " _> 
0 is exact for k < n. Considering the induced long exact sequence for 
Tor£, ( , JF) and the fact that F"k is a vector bundle and hence is flat, 
we see tha t Bn~1(F//') has Tor-dimension W - 1, etc. Thus Bn-N{F"') 
is flat. The exact sequence F,,n-N~2 -* F ^ - ^ " 1 -+ Bn~N{F"') -> 0 
shows tha t Bn~N(F//') is also finitely presented. Thus Bn-N{F"') is a 
vector bundle ([SGA 6] I 5.6.3, or Bourbaki). Thus the good truncation 

Tn-N^pt/-j -ls s t r i c t perfect. By choice of n, F"' —• F ' factors into quasi-
isomorphisms F"* -=• r ^ ^ F " " ) ^ F \ Setting F'* = r ^ ^ F " " ) then 
proves (a). 

To prove (d), we note tha t the perfect F' is cohomologically bounded. 
The coherator B.16 yields an isomorphism in D(G x~Mod) between F' and 
a perfect complex of quasi-coherent modules RQ(F'). (Note X satisfies 
the semiseparation hypothesis of B.16 because of the ample family of line 
bundles, cf. B.7.) For n « 0}RQ(F') is quasi-isomorphic to rnRQ(F'), 
which is still quasi-coherent. Now we apply (a) to 0 —• rnRQ(F') to 
produce a strict perfect complex E' quasi-isomorphic to RQ(F') and F'. 

The proof of (e) is similar to that of (d), using (b) instead of (a) at the 
last step. 

2.3.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let X be a scheme with an ample family of 
line bundles. Let E' be a complex of quasi-coherent Ox-modules. Then 
there is a direct system of strict perfect complexes {Fa}, and a quasi-
isomorphism 

(2.3.2.1) l i m F 0 - = • £ " . 

Proof. Let E'(n) be the subcomplex r-n(E') of E': 

(2.3.2.2) E\n) = . . . - * En~2 — En~l -+ ZnE' -> 0 -> 0 — . . . . 
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Then E' is the direct colimit E' = lim is" (n) as n goes to oo. 
By increasing induction on n, starting with n = 0, we construct a 

complex E'{n}, which in each degree is an infinite direct sum of line 
bundles, and which is 0 in degrees above n. We construct this so that 
there is a quasi-isomorphism E'°{n} -^ E'(n), and a degree-wise split 
monomorphism E1'{n — 1} >-> E''{n) such that (2.3.2.3) commutes. 

E'{n-l) —^— E'(n-1) 

(2.3.2.3) J J 
E'{n} —=—• E'(n) 

This construction is possible by the Inductive Construction Lemma 
1.9.5 with A = Qcoh(X) and V — the category of sums of line bundles. 
Hypothesis 1.9.5.1 holds because of the ample family 2.1.3(a). 

Now we consider the directed system whose objects consist of an integer 
n > 0 and a strict bounded subcomplex Fa of E1'{n) such that in each 
degree Fa is a finite subsum of the given direct sum of line bundles which is 
E''{n} in that degree. The morphisms in the direct system are the obvious 
increases in n with inclusions of subcomplexes of lim is"'{n}. Given any 

finite subsum in E'{n}, d of it is of finite type, so is contained in a 
finite subsum with all degrees shifted one higher. Continuing in this way 
until we hit the bounding degree n, we see that any finite subsum in 
E1'{n} is contained in a complex Fa in the directed system. Thus for 
the subsystem with n fixed, l imF a = Ef'{n}. Thus over the full directed 

system lim Fa — lim is7 '{n}, which is quasi-isomorphic to lim£"(n) = E\ 
as required. 

2.3.2.4. Porism. If E' in 2.3.2 also has Hk(E') = 0 for k > N, 
we can choose the Fa to be strictly 0 in degrees k > N. Indeed, then 
^'{TV} ^ F'(n) ~ E' are quasi-isomorphisms, and we take the subsystem 
of Fa in E''{N}. 

2.3.2.5. Remark. A general scheme is locally afflne, and hence locally 
has an ample family of line bundles. Thus 2.3.2 holds locally on a general 
scheme. In Deligne's terms ([SGA 4] V 8.2) a quasi-coherent complex is 
a local inductive limit of strict perfect complexes. 

2.3.3. Corollary. Let X have an ample family of line bundles. Let 
E' be a complex of Ox-modules with quasi-coherent cohomology. Sup
pose either E' G D+(Ox-Mod) is cohomologically bounded below, or else 
that X is noetherian of finite Krull dimension. 

Then there is a direct system of strict perfect complexes Fa in 
C(Qcoh(X)), and an isomorphism in D](Ox-Mod) between l imF a and 
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E'. If E' is also cohomologically bounded above (by N), then all the F'a 

may be chosen to be strictly bounded above (by N). 

Proof. Recall that X is semi-separated because of the ample family, 
B.7. Then by B.16, B.17, the coherator gives a quasi-isomorphism of E' to 
a complex of quasi-coherent modules RQ(E'). We conclude by applying 
2.3.2 to this RQ(E'). 

2.4.1. Theorem. Let X be a scheme, and E' a perfect complex 
of Ox-modules. Then: 

(a) The derived functor RHom(E\ ) : D(Ox-Mod) -» D(Ox-Mod) is 
defined on all D(Ox-Mod), not just on D+(Ox-Mod). 

(b) RHom(E\ ) is locally of finite cohomological dimension. That is, 
for each point x £ X, there is an open nbd U of x and integers a < b 
such that if F' is any complex of Ox-modules on U with Hk(F') = 
0 unless c < k < d (resp. unless c < k; resp. unless k < d), then 
Hk(RKom(E',F')) — 0 unless c — b < k < d — a (resp. unless c — b < k, 
resp. unless k < d — a). 

(c) IfF' is a complex with quasi-coherent cohomology, the RHom (E', F') 
has quasi-coherent cohomology 

(d) For any U open in X, for any direct system FQ of complexes of 
Ou-modules, and for any integer k, the canonical map (2.4.1.1) is an 
isomorphism of sheaves of Ou-modules: 

(2.4.1.1) \imHk (REom(E \U,Fa)) -=•+ Hk (#Hom ( £ ' | { / , h m F a ) ) . 
a 

(e) If X has noetherian underlying space of finite Krull dimension, and 
Fa is any direct system of complexes of Ox-modules, then the canonical 
map (2.4.1.2) is an isomorphism 

(2.4.1.2) 

lim Mor^o^.Mod) (E\Fa) -=-» Morz>(0x_Mod) I E\ljmFa 

a \ a 

This says roughly that MOTD(E\ ) preserves direct colimits, with the 
qualification that the direct system and its colimit are taken in the strict 
category of complexes C(Ox—Mod), not in D(Ox—Mod). 

(f) IfX is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, and Fa is any direct sys
tem of complexes of Ox-modules with quasi-coherent cohomology, then 
(2.4.1.2) is an isomorphism. 

(g) If X is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, and F'a is any direct 
system of complexes of Ox-modules which is uniformly cohomologically 
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bounded below (i.e., BnVaVfc < n Hk(Fa) = 0), then (2.4.1.2) is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. Recall the construction of the mapping complex Hom(£", F') = 
f l Horn (Ep,Fq). (See [H] II Section 3 for the usual details). The state
ment (a) on extension from D + to D follows from the finite cohomological 
dimension given by (b) in the usual way, (cf. [H] I 5.3 7). 

To prove (b), (c), and (d), we note these are local questions. Given 
a point x G X} we take V to be a small nbd so that E'\V is quasi-
isomorphic to a strict perfect complex, and so reduce to the case where 
E' is a bounded complex of vector bundles 

(2.4.1.3) K = . . . - • 0 -+ Ea -+ Ea+1 - > . . . _ • £ * _ > ( ) - + . . . . 

Shrinking V further, we may assume all the E% are free of finite ranks 
Jfcj. Then Hom(2?,',F') is ®fctF', and Hom(£",F') is the total complex of 
the bicomplex (2.4.1.4) consisting of finitely many finite sums of shifted 
copies of F': 

(2.4.1.4) 
Eom(E\F')\V = 0*-F ' [ -a ] <- e * - + 1 f [-a - 1] +- . . . <- e* fcF'[-6]. 

Clearly this Hom(£",F*)|V is exact in F\ and so represents 
REom(E',F')\V. Now it is clear that (b) holds with a and 6 the given 
strict bounds on E\ Also (c) is clear, and (d) is clear as (2.4.1.4) com
mutes with direct colimits. 

To prove (g) we recall ([H] I 4.7, [V] II Section 1 no. 2-3 4, or our 1.9.5 
dualized) that any F' in D+(C?x~Mod) is quasi-isomorphic to a complex 
of injective Ox-modules F. Then Hom(J5,',7) is a complex of flasque 
sheaves ([SGA 4] V 4.10), and thus is deployed for computing i^r(A', ). 
Hence RT(X, REom(E\F')) is represented by T(X, Eom(E'J')) = 
Romx(E,r), which also represents RRomx(E'1 F'). The cohomology 
in degree 0, H°, of the complex Romx(E,F) is the group of chain ho-
motopy classes of maps E' —* / ' , and as F is injective this is exactly 
M o rZ?(O x-Mod)(^" 5 F'). 

Consider the Grothendieck spectral sequence 

(2.4.1.5) E™ = Hp (X;HgREom(E\Fa)) => Hp+qREomx (E\FQ) . 

By (d), HqREom(E\ ) preserves direct colimits, and by B.6, HP(X; ) 
preserves direct colimits, so the Ep'q term of the spectral sequence for 
l imF a is the direct colimit of the E\A terms for the Fa. By the hy
pothesis of (g) that 3nVaVAr < n Hk(Fa) = 0, the convergence of the 
spectral sequences is uniform in a, and it follows that H*REomx(E\, ) 
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preserves direct colimits of such systems FQ (cf. [Thl] 5.50, 1.40). For 
H°(RRomx(E', )), this yields the desired conclusion of (g). 

It remains to prove (e) and (f). First we do this under the extra 
hypothesis that E' is globally quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect com
plex. Then on replacing E' by a strict perfect complex, we get that 
KRom(E', ) is represented by Hom(£", ), which is a well-defined func
tor into the category of complexes, not just into D(0x-Mod). We con
sider the Grothendieck spectral sequence. As above, the E^q term, 
Hp(X]HqRRom(E\ ) preserves direct colimits. Also, there is an in
teger TV such that Hp(X;HqRKom(E',Fa) = 0 for p > N. In case 
(e), this is because X of finite Krull dimension has finite Zariski co-
homological dimension by [Gro] 3.6.5. In case (f), this is because all 
HqREom(E\) Fa) are quasi-coherent Ox-modules by (c), and because X 
has finite cohomological dimension for quasi-coherent modules by B.l l 
applied to X —• Spec(Z). This N gives uniform convergence of the 
Grothendieck spectral sequence to Hp+q(RT(X; RRom(E', Fa)). From 
this uniform convergence and the fact that the E\A terms preserve di
rect colimits, it follows that the H*(RT(X; RRom(E\ )) preserve the 
appropriate direct colimits (cf. [Thl] 1.40). 

It remains in cases (e) and (f) to identify RT(X, RH.om(E\ F')) to 
RRomx(E', F ' ) , or more precisely to show that the canonical augmenta
tion map (2.4.1.6) is an isomorphism 

(2.4.1.6) MoTD(0x.Mod)(E\F') -* H°(X,REom(E\F')). 

As we are considering the case where E' is strict perfect, the obvious 
devissage shows it suffices to prove (2.4.1.6) is an isomorphism when E' 
is a single vector bundle El. But as H°(X] ) is clearly isomorphic to 
Mor£>(ox-Mod)(^A' ), this reduces to the obvious adjointness of the func
tors ®E% and Rom(E\ ). This proves (e) and (f) when E' satisfies the 
extra hypothesis that it is globally quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect 
complex. 

This extra hypothesis is always met if X has an ample family of line 
bundles 2.3.1(d). We prove (e) and (f) that the map (2.4.1.2) is an isomor
phism without the extra hypothesis by induction on the number of open 
quasi-affine schemes needed to cover X. The induction starts because a 
quasi-affine scheme has an ample line bundle Ox- The induction step 
follows immediately by comparing the exact sequence of 2.4.1.7 below for 
l imF a and the direct colimit of these exact sequences for the Fa. Thus 
the proof of Lemma 2.4.1.7 below will complete the proof of Theorem 
2.4.1. 

2.4.1.7. Lemma. Let U U V be a scheme, covered by open sub-
schemes U and V. Denote the open immersions by j : U —> U U V, k : 
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V —> U U V, and I : U D V -* U U V. Then for any complexes E' and 
F' of Ouuv-modules, there is a long exact sequence Mayer-Vietoris of 
groups of morphisms in the derived categories D(X) = D(Ox-modules) 
for X = U U V, U, V, and U n V; 

(2.4.1.8) 

T 
Mor D ( i f )0"^W, i ' ^ ) ® MoTD{V)(k'E[l},k*F) 

MoTD(unv)(CE[l],t'F) 

I9 

Mo^D(yu^')(^'>•f,') 

Mor 0 ( t , ) ( j*F, j*F) © MotDiv)(k'E-,k'F) 

MoTD{Unv)(t'E ,l'F) 
I9 

MOTD{UUV)(E[~1],F) 

i 

Proof. Recall that j is flat, so j * = Lj* is exact. Let j \ : Ojj-Mod 
—»• Ot/uv-Mod extension by 0, the functor left adjoint to j * , ([SGA 4] IV 
11.3.1). Then j \ is also exact. As both functors are exact and adjoint, they 
induce adjoint functors on the derived category. So there is a canonical 
isomorphism for all complexes G' in D(U) and H' in D(U U V) 

(2.4.1.9) MovD{UuV)(j\G-,H)^ MorD(u) (G',j*H) 

There is a canonical exact sequence of complexes on U U V 

(2.4.1.10) 0 -+ t\t*E' -+ j\j*E' 0 k\k*E ~> E' - • 0 

The maps in (2.4.1.10) are induced by the adjunction maps. Locally, and 
in fact after restriction to U and to V) this sequence is split exact, hence 
exact globally (cf. 3.20.4 below). This exact sequence induces a long exact 
sequence oiExt*D,UuVJ , F') = MOYD^UUV)(( )[—*]> ̂ ") m t n e usual way 
([V] I Section 1 1-2, or [H] I 6.1). Interpreting this long exact sequence by 
means of the isomorphisms (2.4.1.9) for j , k, and £ yields the long exact 
sequence (2.4.1.8). 
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2.4.2. Theorem. Let X have an ample family of line bundles. Let 
E' be a complex of Ox-modules, with quasi-coherent cohomology. Then 
the following are equivalent: 

(a) E' is pseudo-coherent. 

(b) For all integers n and k, and all direct systems {F^} of complexes 
of Ox-modules, the canonical map (2.4.2.1) is an isomorphism of Ox-
modules 

(2.4.2.1) 

\imHk (REom(E',rnFa)) -=•> Hk (REom IE\\imrnFa\ J . 

(c) For all n, k, and all direct systems of strict perfect complexes F'a, 
the map (2.4.2.1) is an isomorphism. 

(d) E' is in D~(Ox-Mod), and for all n, k and all direct systems of 
strict perfect complexes Fa which are uniformly bounded above ( 3 m V a 
Vi > m F# — 0), the map (2.4.2.1) is an isomorphism. 

(e) For all integers n, and all direct systems {Fa} of complexes of Ox-
modules, the canonical map (2.4.2.2) is an isomorphism 

(2.4.2.2) 

lim MorD(0x_Mod)(E',TnFa) ^> MoTD(Cx_Mod) IE',\imrnFQ\ 
a \ a / 

That is, roughly speaking, Morr>(E', ) preserves direct colimits of uni
formly cohomologically bounded below systems. 

(f) For all integers n, and all direct systems {FQ} of strict perfect 
complexes, the map (2.4.2.2) is an isomorphism. 

(g) E' in D~ (Ox-Mod), and for all n and all direct systems of strict per
fect complexes Fa which are uniformly bounded above, the map (2.4.2.2) 
is an isomorphism. 

Proof. We fix an integer n, and note that the good truncation rn 

preserves direct colimits, so rn(\imFa) = l i m r n F a . Also, any map / : 

E' —• rnF' factors uniquely through E' —• rnE' as the composite with 
rnf : rnE' -> rnrnF' = rnF'. Similarly, REom(E', rnF') is quasi-
isomorphic to RUon\(rn~k~lE',rnF') in degrees less than or equal to 
k. So all the conclusions of statements (b), (c), . . . , (g) depend only on 
rmE' for some m, where m possibly depends on n and k. 

Now as E' has quasi-coherent cohomology, rm~lE' is quasi-isomorphic 
to a complex of quasi-coherent modules by the coherator B.16. 

We show (a) => (b). As E' is pseudo-coherent, rm~lE' is (m — 1)-
pseudo-coherent. By 2.3.1(c) applied to a complex of quasi-coherent mod
ules quasi-isomorphic to rm~1E', rm~1E' is quasi-isomorphic to some 
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strict (m — l)-pseudo-coherent complex £" ' . Then am~lEf' is strict per
fect, and rmam~1Ef' is quasi-isomorphic to rmE\ So to prove (b) for 
given n and k, we take an appropriate m, and replace E' with a strict per
fect complex which has truncation r m quasi-isomorphic to rm E'. Then 
it suffices to prove (b) for E' perfect, which follows from 2.4.1(d). 

Clearly (b) => (c). 
To show (c) => (d), the problem is to show tha t E' is cohomologically 

bounded above. It suffices to show r°E' is so. As r°E' is in D + ( O x - M o d ) 
with quasi-coherent cohomology, it is quasi-isomorphic to the direct col-
imit of a direct system of strict perfect complexes Fa by 2.3.3. Consider 
the induced quasi- isomorphism in D + ( 0 x - M o d ) , T°E —• r°(\imFa) = 

\imr°Fa. This gives a section of the sheaf i 7 0 ( / f f l o m ( r ° £ ^ r 0 ( H m F a ) ) ) , 

and hence via the map induced by E' —• r°E\ it gives a section of 
H°(REom(E', ^ ( l i m F ^ ) ) ) . By hypothesis (c), at every point x G X , the 

germ of this section comes from some section of a H°(RUom(E' ,T°(F^)))X. 
Replacing r°Fa by a quasi-isomorphic complex of injectives / ' to com
pute 7?,Hom, we get a germ in H°(Rom(E\ I'))x. This means there is 
a nbd U of x, and a chain map E' —• / ' on £/, representing the class 
of a map E -> r°Fa in D+(Ov-Mod), and such tha t E' - • r°Fa -+ 
r ° ( l i m F a ) ~ r°(JE?') is the canonical map E' -> ^ E " in D + ( O t / - M o d ) . 

Thus T°E' splits off r ° F a in D+(Ou- Mod). As F a is strict perfect, it 
is bounded above. Hence on U, r°Fa and so r°E' are cohomologically 
bounded above. Thus E' is locally cohomologically bounded above. As 
X is quasi-compact (2.1.1), it follows that E' is globally cohomologically 
bounded above, as required. 

To see tha t (b) => (e), (c) =» (f) and (d) => (g), we note tha t the 
hypotheses imply that E' is in D~ (Ox-Mod) as above. Also, the TnF'a 

are uniformly cohomologically bounded below. Combining these facts, we 
see that REom(E,rnFa) is uniformly cohomologically bounded below. 
This shows tha t the Grothendieck spectral sequence (2.4.1.5) computing 
H0(RRomx(E',rnF')) = MOTD(X)(E',TUF') converges uniformly in a . 
Now (b) => (e), (c) => (f), and (d) => (g) follow as in the proof of 2.4.1(g). 

Clearly, (e) => (f) and (f) => (g) as (f) implies tha t E' is cohomologically 
bounded above similarly to the proof of (d) above. 

Finally (g) => (a). For it suffices to show for all n tha t rnE' is n-pseudo-
coherent, since then E' is (n — l)-quasi-isomorphic to the n-pseudo-
coherent rnE\ and thus locally n-quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect 
complex, 2.2.5.4. As rnE' is cohomologically bounded, 2.3.3 shows tha t 
rnE' is quasi-isomorphic with a direct colimit of a direct system of strict 
perfect complexes Fa which are uniformly bounded above. Then there are 
quasi-isomorphisms rnE' ~ linijPa ĉ  l i m r n F ^ . By hypothesis (g), the 

map E' —> rnE'a ~ lim rnFa factors E' —• rnFa —»• l i m r n F a for some a. 
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Then rnE' is a retract of rnFa. As Fa is strict pseudo-coherent, rnFa 

is ra-pseudo-coherent, and hence rnE' is n-pseudo-coherent by 2.2.13(c). 
This completes the proof. 

2.4.2.3. As pseudo-coherence is a local property, and any scheme is 
locally affine, hence locally has an ample family of line bundles, 2.4.2 is a 
useful criterion to apply locally on a general scheme. 

2 .4 .3 . T h e o r e m . Let X be a scheme with an ample family of line 
bundles. Let E' be a complex of Ox-modules. Suppose that E' has 
quasi-coherent cohomology. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a) E' is perfect. 

(b) E' is quasi-isomorphic with a strict perfect complex. 

(c) E' is cohomologically bounded below, and for any direct system of 
complexes Fa with quasi-coherent cohomology, Morf)(x)(E , ) preserves 
the direct colimit in that the map (2.4.1.2) is an isomorphism. 

(d) E' is cohomologically bounded, and the map (2.4.1.2) is an iso
morphism for any direct system Fa of strict perfect complexes which are 
uniformly cohomologically bounded above. 

Proof, (a) => (b) by 2.3.1(d). We have (b) => (c) by 2.4.1(f). To 
show (c) => (d), the main point is to show that E' is also cohomologically 
bounded above. But this follows from the proof of 2.4.2(c) => (d). 

Now to show (d) => (a), we note by 2.3.3 tha t E' is quasi-isomorphic to 
the direct colimit of a direct system of strict perfect complexes which are 
uniformly bounded above. By (d), the quasi-isomorphism in D(Ox-Mod), 
E' —» l i m F a , factors through some F'a. Thus in D((9;c-Mod), E' is a 

summand of the perfect Fa. Hence by 2.2.13(c), E' is perfect as required. 

2.4.3.1. As perfection is a local property, the theorem may be applied 
to the open affines on a general scheme to test perfection there. 

2.4.4. To summarize, 2.4.3 roughly characterizes perfect complexes on 
schemes with ample families of line bundles as the finitely presented ob
jects (in the sense of Grothendieck [EGA] IV 8.14 that Mor out of them 
preserves direct colimits) in the derived category D(Ox-Mod)qc of com
plexes with quasi-coherent cohomology. On a general scheme, the prefect 
complexes are the locally finitely presented objects in the "homotopy-
stack" of derived categories. (We must say "roughly characterizes" as 
we always take our direct systems in the category C(Ox-Mod) of chain 
complexes, and have not examined the question of lifting a direct system 
if D(Ox-Mod) to C(Ox-Mod) up to cofinality.) 

This characterization, with Lemma 2.3.3, will be the basis for the key 
extension Lemma 5.5.1. A more immediate application will be to the 
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functoriality s tatement 2.6.3 below. 

2.5.1. ([SGA 6] 1.2). Let / : X - • Y be a map of schemes. For E' a 
strict perfect complex on Y, f*E' is clearly a strict perfect complex on 
X. This complex represents Lf*E\ as the vector bundles E% are flat over 
Oy and hence deployed for Lf*. 

In general, Lf* : D~(Oy-Mod) —» D~(Ox- Mod) sends perfect com
plexes to perfect complexes. For the question is local on Y, hence reduces 
to the case where Y is affine and where any perfect complex is quasi-
isomorphic to a strict perfect one. 

Similarly, Lf* = f* preserves strict pseudo-coherent complexes, and 
it follows tha t Lf* : D~(Oy-Mod) —• D~ {OxMod) preserves pseudo-
coherence. If the map / also has finite Tor-dimension, and so induces a 
functor Lf* : Db(Oy-Mod) —• D 6 ( (9x-Mod) , Lf* preserves cohomologi-
cally bounded pseudo-coherent complexes. (Recall [SGA 6] III 3.1 tha t / 
is said to have finite Tor-dimension if Ox is of finite Tor-dimension as a 
sheaf of modules over the sheaf of rings f~l(Oy) on X.) 

If E' and F' are strict pseudo-coherent, E' (&ox F ~ F' ®ox F ls 

also strict pseudo-coherent. If E' and F' are strict n-pseudo-coherent 
and strict m-pseudo-coherent respectively, E' <S>Q F' m a v be taken to be 
isomorphic to the strict (m + n)-pseudo-coherent E' <g>ox F' in degrees 
greater than or equal to m+n. (We apply 1.9.5 with V = flat C?x-m°dules 
to replace E' by a quasi-isomorphic flat complex without changing E' in 
degree > m, etc.) It follows tha t if E' and F' are pseudo-coherent, 
then E' ®Q F' is pseudo-coherent. If E' is perfect, hence of finite Tor-
amplitude, and F' is cohomologically bounded and pseudo-coherent, then 
E' <S>o F' is also cohomologically bounded and pseudo-coherent. 

2.5.2. Definition ([SGA 6] III). Let / : X -> Y be a map locally of 
finite type between schemes. 

The map / is n-pseudo-coherent at x E X if there is a nbd U of x and 
an open V C Y with / : U —• V factoring as / = gi, where i : U —+ Z 
is a closed immersion with i*Ofj n-pseudo-coherent as a complex on Z , 
and where g : Z —• V is smooth. (The property tha t i*Ojj is n-pseudo-
coherent is independent of the choice of Z meeting the other conditions 
by [SGA 6] III 1.1.4. Hence this property depends only on / . ) 

The map / is n-pseudo-coherent if / is n-pseudo-coherent at x for all 
points x E X. 

The map / is pseudo-coherent if it is n-pseudo-coherent for all integers 
n. 

The map / is perfect if / is pseudo-coherent and of locally finite Tor-
dimension. 

2.5.3. Examples ([SGA 6]). 
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(a) For Y noetherian, any / : X —• Y locally of finite type is pseudo-
coherent. 

(b) Any smooth map / : X —* Y is perfect. 

(c) Any regular closed immersion ([SGA 6] VII 1.4) / : X —*• Y is 
perfect ([SGA 6] III 1.1.2). 

(d) Any locally complete intersection morphism ([SGA 6] VIII 1.1) is 
perfect. 

(e) For Y not noetherian, a closed immersion need not be pseudo-
coherent, for Ox need not be even finitely presented over Oy. 

2.5.4. T h e o r e m ([SGA6] III 2 .5, 4 .8 .1) . Let f : X - • Y be a 
proper map of schemes. Suppose either that f is projective, or that Y is 
locally noetherian. Suppose that f is a pseudo-coherent (respectively, a 
perfect) map. Then if E' is a pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) complex on 
X, Rf+(E') is pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) on Y. 

Proof. The case / projective will follow from the slightly more general 
results 2.7 below on taking Z there to be a projective space bundle over 
Y locally. 

The case Y locally neotherian follows from the Grothendieck Finite-
ness Theorem ([EGA] III 3.2) tha t i ? p /* preserves coherence, the finite 
cohomological dimension of Rf* ( B . l l ) , the strongly converging spec
tral sequence Rpf*(Hq(E')) =» # ? + ? ( # / * ( £ ' ) ) and criterion 2.2.8 tha t a 
complex on a noetherian scheme is pseudo-coherent iff it is cohomologi-
cally bounded above with coherent cohomology. This shows Rf*(E') is 
pseudo-coherent when E' is. When / and E' are also perfect, we show 
tha t Rf*(E) has locally finite-Tor-amplitude using base-change 2.5.5 lo
cally. Then criterion 2.2.12 shows that Rf*(E') is perfect. 

2 .5 .5 . T h e o r e m ( [SGA 6] III 3 .7) . Let Y be a quasi-compact 
scheme, and let f : X —• Y be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated map. 
Let E' be a cohomologically bounded complex of Ox-modules with quasi-
coherent cohomology, and let F' be a cohomologically bounded complex 
of Oy-modules with quasi-coherent cohomology. Assume either that F' 
has finite Tor-amplitude over Oy, or else that E' has finite Tor-amplitude 
over Ox • Then the canonical map is a quasi-isomorphism in D(Oy — Mod) 

(2.5.5.1) RUE') ® £ y F' ^ Rf* (E' ®%x Lf*F') . 

Proof. See [SGA 6] III 3.7. We sketch the argument for F' perfect, 
the main case used in this paper. The question is local, so we may as
sume Y is affine. Then F' is quasi-isomorphic to a strict perfect complex 
2.3.1(d). For F' strict perfect, filtering F' by crnF and comparing the 
long exact sequences of cohomology of the two sides of (2.5.5.1) induced 
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by 0 —• <rn+1F —• anF —• Fn —• 0, we reduce to the case where F' is a 
single vector bundle F n . Shrinking Y further, we may assume that F' is 
free, so is a 0 f c 0y. Then (2.5.5.1) reduces to the sum of k copies of the 
identity map of Rf+(E'), and so is clearly an isomorphism. 

2.5.6. Theorem ([SGA 6] IV 3.1). Let (2.5.6.1) be a pull-back 
square of schemes 

g' 

X *—— X' 

(2.5.6.1) /J • J/' 

y < v 
9 

Suppose Y is quasi-compact, and that f is a quasi-compact and quasi-
separated map. Suppose that f and g are Tor-independent over Y so that 
given x G X, y' £ y with f(x) = y = g(yf), then for all integers p > 1 
we have 

(2.5.6.2) ToTp
OYy(Ox,x, OY>,y>) = 0. 

Let E' be a cohomologically bounded complex on X', with quasi-coherent 
cohomology. Suppose either that E' has finite Tor-amplitude over the 
sheaf of rings f~l{Oy) on the space X, or else that the map g has finite 
Tor-dimension. Then there is a canonical base-change quasi-isomorphism 

(2.5.6.3) Lg*Rf*E' -=• RflLg'"E'. 

Proof. [SGA 4] XVII 4.2.12 defines the map, and [SGA 6] IV 3.1 
shows it is an isomorphism in the derived category (cf. 3.18. below). 

2.5.6.4. An examination of the proof shows that the Tor-independence 
hypothesis (2.5.6.2) may be weakened to be required only for those x in 
a closed subspace Z C X such that E' is acyclic on X — Z. 

2.5.7. Proposition (Trivial Duality). Let f : X —• Y be a map of 
schemes. Then for E' in £>-(0y-Mod) and G' in D+(Ox-Mod) there 
is a canonical isomorphism derived from adjointness between f* and /* 

(2.5.7.1) MoTDi0x-Mod){Lf*E\ G) 2 MorD(cy_Mod) (# ' , Rf*G') . 

Proof. This is [SGA 4] XVII 2.3.7. See also [SGA 6] IV 3, [H] II 5.1, 
[V] II, Section 3 no. 3. Also see [SGA 4 | ] , Erratum to [SGA 4], to correct 
an argument preceding all our cited base-change results. 
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2.6.1. Lemma. Let X be a quasi-compact scheme, \Y\ a closed 
subspace, and U = X — \Y\ the complementary open subscheme. Then 

(a) If there is a finitely presented closed immersion i : Y —• X with 
underlying space \Y\, then U is quasi-compact and j : U —• X is a quasi-
compact map. 

(b) IfY = Spec(Ox/J) and Y' = Spec(0x /X) are two finitely pre
sented closed subschemes ofX, both with underlying space \Y\, then there 
exists an integer n > 1 such that Jn C X and Xn C J. 

(c) If X is also quasi-separated} and if U is quasi-compact, then there 
exists a finitely presented closed immersion i : Y —• X with underlying 
space \Y\. 

Proof, (a) It suffices to show that j is a quasi-compact map. Let 
Spec(^4) C X be an affine open, and let Y D Spec(yt) = Spec(A/J). 
As Y is finitely presented, J C A is a finitely generated ideal, say J = 
(cr i , . . . , a n ) . Then U fl Spec(^4) is quasi-compact as required, for it is 
covered by the finitely many affine opens Spec(A[l/ai]) for i = 1 , . . . , n. 

(b) As the ideals J and 2 are of finite type, and as the support of both 
O/J and O/l are |Y|, there is a positive integer n so that Jn{0/1) = 
0 = ln(0/J) by [EGA] I 6.8.4. Then Jn C 1 and Jn C J. 

(c) \Y\ is the underlying space of a reduced closed subscheme Yred = 
Spec(Ox/fC). The ideal K, is the direct colimit of its finitely generated 
subideals Ja, so K - lim Jat by [EGA] I 6.9.9. Each Ya = Spec{0/Ja) is 
a finitely presented closed subscheme of X. As OjK — WmO/Ja, Yred = 
limYa, and U = X — Yred is the direct colimit of the open subschemes 
X — Ya of X, U — lim(X — Ya). As U is quasi-compact, there is an a 
such that U — X — Ya. Then Ya has underlying space \Y\ as required. 

2.6.2.1. Definition. Let / : X' —+ X be a map of schemes, with X 
quasi-compact. Let \Y\ C X be a closed subspace, which is the under
lying space of some finitely presented closed immersion i : Y —> X (see 
2.6.1(a,c)). 

We say / is an isomorphism infinitely near Y if the following two con
ditions hold: 

(a) / is flat over the points of Y; that is, for all x' 6 X' with y — f(x') 
in \Y\ C X, 0X',x' is flat over Ox,y 

(b) / induces an isomorphism of schemes Y' — Y x X' —• Y. 

2.6.2.2. Lemma-Definition. In the presence of hypothesis 
2.6.2.1(a), the condition 2.6.2.1(b) does not depend on the choice of 
finitely presented closed subscheme Y with underlying space \Y\. In par
ticular, if (b) holds for Y — Spec(Ox/J), it also holds for any of the 
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infinitesimal thickenings Y(n) = Spec(Ox/Jn)- We may then say f is 
an isomorphism infinitely near the subspace \Y\. 

Proof . For Y = S p e c ( O x / J ) , Y' is Spec(0X'/J') C Xf with J' the 
ideal generated by f~l(J). As / is flat over the points of |Y|, and these 
are the only points x where Jx ^ Ox,x, we see that f*J—> f*Ox = 
Ox1, is a monomorphism. So, in fact, J' = f*J. Similarly f*Jn —*• 
O x ' is a monomorphism, so J m = / * Jn. It follows that J,k/J,k+n = 
/ * ( i 7 A 7 t 7 * + n ) , ^ / * preserves cokernels. Consider the exact sequence 
(2.6.2.2.1) of sheaves supported on the space \Y\: 

(2.6.2.2.1) 0 — Jk+i/jk+" — jk/jk+n _ jk/jk+i _^ 0 

As / is flat over the points of |Y|, / * of this sequence is also exact, 
and is in fact the exact sequence on |Y' | where Jm is replaced by J,m 

everywhere. The map / induces a map between these two exact sequences. 
As / : Y' —*• Y is an isomorphism of schemes,the induced map O/ J —• 
013', and even Jk/Jk+1 = Jk ® Of J — J* ® W = J'k/J'k+1 

are isomorphisms of sheaves on the space |Y| = |Y' | . By induction on n, 
using the 5-lemma on the map between the two exact sequences, we get 
that / induces an isomorphism for all k and n > 1 

(2.6.2.2.2) jkjjk + n s J>k/J>k+n 

In particular, for fc = 0 we get Ox/J
n = 0X'/J'n, so tha t Y ' ^ -+ 

Y^n) is an isomorphism of schemes for all n > 1. 
Now for Z = Spec(C?A~/^-) a finitely presented closed subscheme of X 

with underlying space |Y|, there exists an n such tha t , 7 n C X by 2.6.1(b). 
Then the closed immersion Z -> X factors as Z - • Y<n> -* X. Thus Z' = 
Z x X ' -» £ is the pullback of the isomorphism Y'(n) = Y<n) x A ' — Y<n>, 

x x 
and so Z' -^ Z is an isomorphism as required. 

2 .6 .3 . T h e o r e m . Let f : Ar/ —*• X be a quasi-separated map of 
quasi-compact schemes. Let i : Y —» X be a finitely presented closed 
immersion. Suppose that f is an isomorphism infinitely near Y (2.6.2.1). 
Set Y' = f-x(Y) = YxX'. Then 

(a) For E' in D~ (Ox— Mod) with quasi-coherent cohomology and 
which is acyclic on X — Y, the canonical map E' —> Rf*Lf*E' is an 
isomorphism in D ~ ( ( 9 A ' — M o d ) . 

(b) For Ef' in D~(Ox'— Mod) with quasi-coherent cohomology and 
which is acyclic on X' — Y', the canonical map Lf*Rf*E'' —• El% is an 
isomorphism in D~(Ox'— Mod). 
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(c) IfEf' is pseudo-coherent on X' and acyclic on X' — Y', then Rf+E'' 
is pseudo-coherent on X. 

(d) IfE'' is perfect on X' and acyclic on X' — Yf, then Rf*E'' is perfect 
on X. 

Proof. First we note that / is a quasi-compact map ([EGA] I 6.1.10 
iii). Thus Rf* has bounded cohomological dimension on complexes with 
quasi-coherent cohomology (B.6, B.l l ) , and so Rf* is defined on 
D(0X'-Mod) and D-(Ox>-Mod), as well as the usual £>+(£>*/-Mod). 
Using the functorial Godement resolution T to compute sheaf cohomol
ogy as in Deligne's treatment in [SGA 4] XVII 4.2, we realize Rf* as 
an exact functor defined on the level of complexes, as Rf* = /* o T (cf. 
[Thl] Section 1). As Rp f* preserves direct colimits of modules by B.6, the 
usual uniformly converging spectral sequence argument a la 2.4.1 shows 
that Rf* preserves up to quasi-isomorphism the colimits of directed sys
tems of complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology. 

Let j : U —• X be the open complement to Y. Then j is a quasi-compact 
map by 2.6.1(a), and is also quasi-separated. Hence the discussion of the 
preceding paragraph applies also to Rj*. We define local cohomology RTy 
as the canonical homotopy fibre of the map of complexes 1 —• Rj*j*, as 
justified by [SGA 4] V 6.5. (More precisely we use the map 1 —• j+j* —* 
j+Tj* = Rj*j* induced by the augmentation 1 —• T into the Godement 
resolution.) Then RTy preserves up to quasi-isomorphism the colimits of 
directed systems of complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology, as this is 
true of 1 and Rj+j*. Similarly, RTy has finite cohomological dimension on 
complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology, and preserves quasi-coherence 
of cohomology. 

Now to prove (a). Using the finite cohomological dimension of i2/*, 
for any k, Hk(Rf*Lf*E) equals Hk{Rf+Lf*TnE) for all n sufficiently 
small. Thus we reduce to the case where E' is cohomologically bounded 
below as well as above. Now the usual devissage reduces us to the case 
where E' is a single quasi-coherent module considered as a complex con
centrated in one degree. For we induct on n using the homotopy fibre 
sequence Hn(E') —> rnE' —» rn+1jE" and the 5-lemma to reduce to prov
ing the theorem for the Hn(E') as complexes. Now as Rf* and Lf* 
preserve direct colimits, writing the module E as the direct colimit of its 
submodules of finite type ([EGA] I 6.9.9), we reduce to the case where 
E is a quasi-coherent module of finite type, and which vanishes off Y. 
As the defining ideal J of Y is of finite type, there is a positive in
teger n such that JnE = 0 ([EGA] I 6.8.4). By devissage, it suffices 
to prove that the canonical map 1 —• Rf+Lf* is a quasi-isomorphism 
for JkE/Jk+1E with k = 0 , 1 , . . . ,n - 1. Thus we reduce to the case 
where E is an Ox/J = Oy module, E = i*E = Ri+E. Then using 
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2.5.6, which applies as / is flat over the points of Y (recall 2.5.6.4), 
we have Rf*Lf*E ~ Rf*Lf*uE~ ~ RfJ'*Lf'*E~ ~ uRflLf'*E~. 
But as / ' : Y' —• Y is an isomorphism, we continue the chain of quasi-
isomorphisms: i*Rf+Lf'*E~ ~ i*E~ ~ E. This proves (a). The proof 
of (b) requires only a change of notation in this argument (e.g., Lf*Rf* 
in place of i£/*L/*, X' in place of X, etc.). 

To prepare to prove (c) and (d) we first note that if E' is acyclic on 
X — Y, and if F' is any complex on X with quasi-coherent cohomology, 
then RTyF' —• F' induces an isomorphism: 

(2.6.3.1) MorD{0x_Mod)(E\ RTyF')^ MoTD(0x.Mod) (E\ F') . 

For the homotopy fibre sequence RTyF' —» F' —> Rj*j*F induces a long 
exact sequence: 

1 
MorD(E[l] ,Rj . j*F) 2 MorD(u) (j*E[l],j*F) = 0 

4 
MorD (E , R r Y F ) 

(2.6.3.2) | 
MorD(E , F ) 

I 
MorD (E , R y * F ) S MorD(u) (j*E,j*F) = 0 

I 

The horizontal isomorphisms result from trivial duality 2.5.7. for j : U —+ 
X, and the fact that j*E' ^ 0 as E' is acyclic on U. The exactness 
of (2.6.3.2) yields (2.6.3.1), as required. In particular, (2.6.3.1) holds for 
E' -RUE'' in (c) and (d). 

As final preparation, we note that RYy is also represented on the level 
of complexes as Ty of the Godement resolution on X. This yields RTy 
as a complex of modules over the localization of Ox along Y. As / is flat 
over the points of Y, f*RTy would then represent Lf*RTy on the level 
of complexes. We now switch over to this representative of RTy. As a 
statement in the derived category, (2.6.3.1) remains true. 

Now we prove (c) that RUE'' is pseudo-coherent. As the question is 
local on X, we may assume X is affine and hence has an ample family 
of line bundles. We appeal to criterion 2.4.2(g). Let {Fa} be a direct 
system of strict perfect complexes on X. Then we have a sequence of 
isomorphisms: 
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(2.6.3.3) 

lira M o t D ( 0 x . M o d ) {Rf.E'\ rnFa) 
a 

S l i m MoTDi0x_Mod)(Rf,E'\ RVYrnFa) 
a 

S l i m MOT D(0x-Mod) (Rf*E'\ Rf.Lf* RTYrn Fa) 
a 

S l i m M0TD{Ox,_Mad)(LrRf,E'-, Lf*RTYTnFa) 
a 

S l i m MorD(0x,_Mod){E'-, Lf*RrYTnFa) 
a 

= M o r p ( 0 x , _ M o d ) (E'\ \imLf*RrYTnFQ 

\ <* 

= M0TDiOxl_Mod)(E'\ LrRTYrn\imFa) 

= MoTDi0x,-Mod) (Lf*Rf*E", LrRTYrnlimFQ) 

= MorD{0x-Mod) (Rf*E'\ Rf*Lf*RrYTnlunF^ 

= MorD{0x_Mod)(Rf*E'\ RTYTn\imFa) 

= MOTD{0x-Mod) (Rf*E'\ TnKmF^). 

Here the isomorphisms are successively justified by (2.6.3.1), (a), trivial 
duality 2.5.7, (b), pseudo-coherence of E1' with the finite Tor-dimension 
of Lf*RYY = f*RTY and 2.4.2(e), the fact that Lf* and RTY preserve 
direct colimits of complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology, (b), trivial 
duality 2.5.7, (a), and (2.6.3.1). By 2.4.2(g), the isomorphism between 
the first and last terms of (2.6.3.3) shows that Rf*E'' is pseudo-coherent, 
proving (c). 

The proof of (d) that Rf*E'' is perfect requires only removal of the 
truncation rn in the proof of (c), and the use of 2.4.3(d) on X and 2.4.1(f) 
on X' in place of 2.4.2(g) and 2.4.2(e). 

2.7. P r o p o s i t i o n ([SGA 6]). . Let f : X —• Y be a proper map 

of schemes. Suppose that locally on Y, the map factors as f = hoi, with 

h : Z —*• Y a flat and finitely presented map, and i : X —» Z a closed 

immersion. Then 

(a) If uOx is perfect on Z, and E' is a perfect complex on X, then 

Rf*E' is perfect on Y. 
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(b) Ifi*Ox is pseudo-coherent on Z, and if h : Z —• Y has an h-ample 
family of line bundles (2.1.2(f)), and if E' is a pseudo-coherent complex 
on X, then Rf*E' is pseudo-coherent on Y. 

Proof . The question is local on Y, so we may assume tha t Y = 
Spec(A) is affine, and tha t the factorization / = h o i exists globally 
over Y. In case (b), Z will then have an ample family of line bundles 
2.1.2(f). 

We write A — lim Aa as a direct colimit of its noetherian subrings of 
finite type over Z. On passing to a cofinal system of a , there will be 
flat and finitely presented maps ha : Za —* Ya — Spec(A a ) and closed 
immersions ia : Xa —• Zai such that fa = ha o ia is proper, Zp = 
Za x (Ap), Z = limZp, etc. This all follows by [EGA] IV 8.9.1, 8.10.5, 

11.2.6. Let ga : Y —• Y a , ga : Z —• Z a be the canonical maps. 
We use this noetherian approximation to do case (a). The complex 

i+E' is pseudo-coherent on Z by [SGA 6] III 1.1.1. As £" has finite Tor-
amplitude over X and i*Ox has finite Tor-dimension over Z, the complex 
n £ ' has finite Tor-amplitude over Z ([SGA 6] III 3.7.2). Thus i*E' is 
perfect on Z by 2.2.12. By 3.20 below, whose proof does not depend on 
this 2.7 (or by [SGA 6] IV 3.2), there is an a in the direct system and a 
perfect complex E'Q on Za such that i*E' is quasi-isomorphic to Lgf*Ea. 
As i*E' is acyclic on Z — X, by taking a larger we may assume that Ea 

is acyclic on Za — Xa, again by 3.20. (Danger: We do not know tha t 
the maps ia and g'a are Tor-independent, and so cannot appeal to 2.5.6. 
Thus we do not claim that we can take Ea to be ia* of a perfect complex 
on Xa.) 

As Za is noetherian, Ea has coherent cohomology sheaves by 2.2.8, 
which are modules over Oxa(n) f ° r some infinitesimal thickening Xa(n) 
of Xa in Za ([EGA] I 6.8.4). The maps fQ(n) = ha\ : Xa(n) -> Ya 

are proper as / a r e d = /<*(™)red is proper ([EGA] II 5.4.6, I 5.3.1). Thus 
RhQ*(E'a) has coherent cohomology, and in fact is pseudo-coherent by the 
noetherian case of 2.5.4 proved above. 

As ha : Za —» Ya is flat and E'a has finite Tor-amplitude over Oza, it 
follows that Ea has finite Tor-amplitude over / ~ 1 ( O y a ) . Also, Rha* has 
finite cohomological dimension by B . l l . Then the projection formula 2.5.5 
applies to show tha t Rha*(Ea) has finite Tor-amplitude. Thus Rha*(EQ) 
is perfect on Ya by 2.2.12. Then LgaRha*(Ea) is perfect on Y. But 
as ha is flat, the Base-change Theorem 2.5.6 yields a quasi-isomorphism 
LgaRha*(Ea) ^ Rh*(LgaEa). But this complex is quasi-isomorphic to 
Rh*(i*E) 2̂  Rf*(E'). Thus Rf*(E) is perfect, proving (a) . 

To prove (b), it suffices to show for all n tha t the truncation rnRf*E' = 
rnRh*(i*E) is n-pseudo-coherent. By B . l l , Rh+ has finite cohomological 
dimension, say, k. Then rnRh*(i*E) is quasi-isomorphic to TnRh*(rn~k 
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i*E'). By the hypothesis of pseudo-coherence of i*Ox on Z and the devis-
sage of [SGA 6] III 1.1.1, the complex i*E is pseudo-coherent on Z'. The 
complex rn~ki*E is then (n — k — l)-pseudo-coherent by 2.2.6 and 2.2.5, 
as i*E —• rn~ki*E is an (n — fc — l)-quasi-isomorphism. By use of the co-
herator B.16, we see tha t the cohomologically bounded rn~kuE' is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex of quasi-coherent O^-modules. (Note Z meets 
the semi-separated hypothesis of B.16, as Z has an ample family of line 
bundles.) Then using 2.3.1(c), we see that rn~ki*E' is quasi-isomorphic to 
a strict (n — k — l)-pseudo-coherent complex £"'*. Then <rn~k~lE" is strict 
perfect, and rn~ki+E is quasi-isomorphic to T

n-k
a
n-k-1 E". So rnRf*E' 

is quasi-isomorphic to TnRh*(rn-kuE), hence to TnRh<t(r
n-k(rn-k-lE")1 

hence to rnRh*(an~k~1 E"). But this is n-pseudo-coherent since 
Rh^(an~k~1E") is perfect by part (a). This concludes the proof of (b) . 

2.7.1. Porism. Let h : Z —• Y be a finitely presented map, U C Z a 
quasi-compact open. Suppose Oz,z is flat over Oy>y with y — h(z), for all 
z in Z — U. Suppose for some locally finitely presented closed subscheme 
X - • Z with Z -X -V (2.6.1) that /i |X - • Z is proper. 

Then for any perfect complex E' on Z which is acyclic on U, Rh*(E') 
is perfect on Y. 

If there is an /i-ample family of line bundles on Z and if E' is a pseudo-
coherent complex on Z which is acyclic on U, then Rh*E is pseudo-
coherent on y . 

Proof. This is the main point of the argument proving 2.7, with at
tention now paid to the fact that the appeals to 2.5.6 and 2.5.5 really 
need only the flatness hypothesis in 2.7.1. 

2.7.2. Remark. If / = hoi with h : Z —• Y a smooth map and 
i : X —» Z a closed immersion, then i*Ox is pseudo-coherent on Z iff / 
is a pseudo-coherent morphism by ([SGA 6] III 1.1.4, 1.2, 1.1). We have 
tha t i*C?x is perfect on Z iff / is a perfect morphism by ([SGA 6] III 1.1, 
3.6, 4.1, or III 4.4). 

3. K- theory of s c h e m e s : def init ion, m o d e l s , 
functorial i t ies , exc i s ion , l imi t s 

3.1. Definition. For X a scheme K(X) is the K-theory spectrum of 
the complicial biWaldhausen category (1.2.11) of perfect complexes of 
globally finite Tor-amplitude (2.2.11), in the abelian category of all Ox-
modules. (By the default conventions of 1.2.11, the cofibrations in this 
biWaldhausen category are the degree-wise split monomorphisms, and the 
weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms.) 
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For Y a closed subspace of X, K(X on Y) is the A'-theory spectrum 
of the complicial biWaldhausen subcategory of those perfect complexes 
on X which are acyclic on X — Y. 

3.1.1. It is clear from the description of A'0
 m 1.5.6. that K0(X) is 

indeed the Grothendieck group "K (X)n of [SGA 6] IV 2.2. 

3.1.2. For X quasi-compact, any complex of locally finite Tor-ampli
tude, and in particular any perfect complex, automatically has globally 
finite Tor-amplitude. 

3.2. Definition. For X a scheme, A'naive(X) is the AT-theory spec
trum of the complicial biWaldhausen category of strict perfect complexes 
in the category of Ox -modules. Similarly for An a l v e(X on Y). 

3.2.1. Indeed, K™W€(X) is the naive Grothendieck group " A * ( * W 
of [SGA 6] IV 2.2. Soon we will see that Knaiye(X) is the Quillen A-
theory of X in general, and that A'naive(X) is homotopy equivalent to 
K(X) when X has an ample family of line bundles. Thus locally A'naive 

and K agree, but it will be K that has good local-to-global properties (cf. 
Sections 8, 10, esp. 8.5, 8.6). 

3.3. Definition. For X a scheme, G(X) is the A'-theory spectrum of 
the complicial biWaldhausen category of all pseudo-coherent complexes 
with globally bounded cohomology in the abelian category of all Ox-
modules. For Y a closed subspace of X, G(X on Y) is the A'-theory 
spectrum of the subcategory of those complexes acyclic on X — Y. 

3.3.1. Indeed G0(X) is the Grothendieck group "A (X)" of [SGA 6] 
IV 2.2. Quillen [Ql] defined higher K1- or G-theory only for noetherian 
schemes, and for these his K'{X) is homotopy equivalent to G(X) as we 
will see. 

3.4. The construction of the A'-theory spectrum proceeds not from 
the derived category, but from the underlying complicial biWaldhausen 
category, and is known to be functorial only in the biWaldhausen category. 
By 1.9.8, the choice of underlying biWaldhausen category is not critical 
in that all related choices give the same A'-theory. But to exhibit all 
the required functorialities in A'-theory, many different underlying model 
categories must be employed. Hence we proceed to compile lists of the 
most useful models. 

3.5. Lemma. Let X be a quasi-compact scheme. Consider the 
following list of complicial biWaldhausen categories (cf. 1.2.11) in the 
abelian category of all Ox-modules (or in cases 6, 7, 8 in the abelian 
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category of diagrams A —• B of Ox-modules): 

3.5.1. perfect complexes, 

3.5.2. perfect strict bounded complexes, 

3.5.3. perfect bounded above complexes of flat Ox-modules, 

3.5.4. perfect bounded below complexes of injective Ox-modules, 

3.5.5. perfect bounded below complexes of Basque Ox-modules, 

3.5.6. diagrams E' -^ F' consisting of a quasi-isomorphism between 
perfect complexes, 

3.5.7. diagrams as in 3.5.6, but with E' degree-wise Bat bounded above 
and F' degree-wise inject ive bounded below, perfect complexes, 

3.5.8. diagrams as in 3.5.6, but with E' degree-wise Bat bounded above 
and F' degree-wise Basque bounded below perfect complexes. 

Then the obvious inclusion functors induce homotopy equivalences of all 
their K-theory spectra, so all are homotopy equivalent to K(X). Similarly 
there are homotopy equivalences to K(X on Y) from the K-theory spectra 
of the various subcategories of complexes which are also acyclic on X — Y. 

Moreover, the results will hold for non-quasi-compact X if we add 
everywhere the extra condition that the perfect complexes have globally 
Bnite Tor-amplitude. 

Proof. More precisely, we need to show that the inclusion functors of 
categories 3.5.2 through 3.5.5 into 3.5.1 induce homotopy equivalences on 
K-theory spectra. We also show that the inclusions of 3.5.8 and 3.5.7 into 
3.5.6 induce homotopy equivalences. The two functors from 3.5.6 to 3.5.1 
sending E' -^ F' to E' and to F' respectively both induce homotopic 
homotopy equivalences, inverse to the homotopy equivalence induced by 
the functor from 3.5.1 to 3.5.6 sending E' to the diagram 1 : E' = E''. 

The last statement follows immediately from 1.5.4. The inclusion func
tors will induce homotopy equivalences in A'-theory because they will 
induce equivalences on the derived categories of the complicial biWald-
hausen categories, allowing appeal to 1.9.8. (One could also appeal di
rectly to Waldhausen approximation 1.9.1 given 1.9.5 and the facts below.) 

By 1.9.7 (or its dual), to prove the equivalence of derived categories it 
suffices to show for all B in the target category that there is an A in the 
source category and a quasi-isomorphism A -^ B (resp., B -^ A). As 
the category of O^-modules has enough flat and enough injective objects 
(e.g., [H] II Section 1), and as all injectives are flasque, 1.9.5 yields the 
well-known fact that for any cohomologically bounded complex B\ one 
has quasi-isomorphisms A' A. B' -^ C where A' is bounded above and 
degree-wise flat, and C is bounded below and degree-wise injective, a 
fortiori degree-wise flasque. This immediately proves the equivalence of 
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derived categories for the inclusions of 3.5.3, 3.5.4, and 3.5.5 into 3.5.1. If 
one considers an intermediate biWaldhausen category whose objects are 
diagrams of quasi-isomorphisms E' A F' of perfect complexes with E' 
degree-wise flat and bounded above, one sees similarly that the inclusion 
of this category into 3.5.6 and the inclusions of 3.5.7 and 3.5.8 into this 
intermediate category induce equivalences of derived categories. 

It remains only to show that the inclusion of 3.5.2 into 3.5.1 induces 
an equivalence of derived categories. But a perfect complex of globally 
finite Tor-amplitude is globally cohomologically bounded. Thus such a 
perfect E' is quasi-isomorphic to the truncations for suitable n < 0 and 
m > 0 : E' -=• rnE' <=- r^m(rnE'). As rnE' is strict bounded below and 
r-m(rnE') is strict bounded, these quasi-isomorphisms show that the in
clusion of 3.5.2 into the intermediate biWaldhausen category of perfect 
strict bounded below complexes and the further inclusion of this interme
diate category into 3.5.1 induce equivalences of derived categories. 

Hence all the inclusions induce equivalences of derived categories, and 
1.9.8 yields the result. Clearly the proof works if we impose everywhere 
the extra condition that the complexes are to be acyclic on X — Y, yielding 
the result for K(X on Y). 

3.6. Lemma. For X either quasi-compact and semi-separated 
(B.7), or else noetherian, Lemma 3.5 remains true if the following cate
gories are added to the list in 3.5. So all have K-theory spectra homotopy 
equivalent to K(X); 

3.6.1. perfect complexes of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, 

3.6.2. perfect complexes of injective objects in Qcoh(Ar). 

Proof. The inclusion of 3.6.2 into 3.6.1 induces an equivalence of de
rived categories as Qcoh(X) has enough injectives (B.3). The inclusion of 
3.6.1 into 3.5.1 has an inverse equivalence on the derived category, given 
by the coherator (B.16). Now we apply 1.9.8. 

3.7. Lemma. For X noetherian, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 remain true 
if the following categories are added to the lists. Hence all have K-theory 
spectra homotopy equivalent to K(X): 

3.7.1. perfect complexes of coherent Ox-modules, 

3.7.2. perfect strict bounded complexes of coherent Ox-modules. 
Similarly for K(X on Y) if we add the extra condition that the com

plexes are acyclic on X — Y. 

Proof. The inclusion of 3.7.1 into 3.6.1 induces an equivalence of de
rived categories, as we prove by the Inductive Construction Lemma 1.9.5, 
whose hypothesis 1.9.5.1 is met by 2.2.8 and [EGA] I 6.9.9. We conclude 
by the usual 1.9.7 and 1.9.8. 
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The inclusion of 3.7.2 into 3.7.1 induces an equivalence of derived cat
egories, as we see using truncations just as for the inclusion of 3.5.2 into 
3.5.1. 

3.8. Lemma. For X with an ample family of line bundles (2.1.1), 
Lemma 3.5 remains true if the following categories are added to the list 
in 3.5 and 3.6. In particular, all their K-theory spectra are homotopy 
equivalent to K(X): 

3.8.1. perfect complexes of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, 

3.8.2. perfect bounded above complexes of Bat quasi-coherent Ox-
modules, 

3.8.3. strict perfect complexes. 
Similarly for K(X onY) if we add everywhere the extra condition that 

the complexes are acyclic on X — Y. 

Proof. We note by 2.1.1 and B.7 that X is quasi-compact and semi-
separated, so that 3.6 applies. We note 3.8.1 = 3.6.1. Finally the inclusion 
of 3.8.3 into 3.8.2 and into 3.8.1 induces an equivalence of derived cate
gories by 2.3.1(d). 

3.9. Corollary. For X a scheme with an ample family of line bun
dles, there is a natural homotopy equivalence Knaive(X) -^ K(X). 

Proof. Lemma 3.8.3 and Definition 3.2. (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.9). 

3.10. Proposition. For X any scheme, A'naive(X) is naturally ho
motopy equivalent to Quillen's K-theory spectrum of X ([Ql]). 

For X with an ample family of line bundles, K(X) is naturally homo
topy equivalent to the Quillen K-theory spectrum of X. 

Proof. The first statement follows from 1.11.7, as strict perfect com
plexes are precisely bounded complexes in the exact category of algebraic 
vector bundles on X. The second statement follows by 3.9. 

3.11. Lemma. The obvious inclusions of the complicial biWald-
hausen categories in the following lists induce homotopy equivalences on 
K-theory under the conditions preceding each list. In particular, the 
K-theory spectra are all homotopy equivalent to G(X). 

For X a scheme: 

3.11.1. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of Ox-
modules, 

3.11.2. pseudo-coherent strict bounded complexes of Ox-modules, 

3.11.3. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of flat 
Ox-modules, 
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3.11.4. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of injec-
tive Ox-modules, 

3.11.5. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of Basque 
Ox-modules, 

3.11.6. diagrams of quasi-isomorphisms E-^F' of cohomologically 
bounded pseudo-coherent complexes, with E' degree-wise flat and F' 
degree-wise Basque, 

3.11.7. as in 3.11.6., except F' is degree-wise injective instead of merely 
Basque. 

For X either a quasi-compact and semi-separated scheme, or else noethe-
rian, one may add to the list: 

3.11.8. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of quasi-
coherent Ox-modules, 

3.11.9. cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes of infec
tives in Qcoh(X), 

For X with an ample family of line bundles, one may add to the list: 

3.11.10. cohomologically bounded strict pseudo-coherent complexes. 

Proof. Note "cohomologically bounded" means "globally cohomolog
ically bounded," and recall the default conventions of 1.2.11 for cofibra-
tions and weak equivalences. 

The proof of 3.11 exactly parallels that of 3.5-3.8, and hence we leave 
it to the reader. 

3.12. Lemma. For X a noetherian scheme, the inclusion of the 
following biWaldhausen categories into 3.11.8 induce homotopy equiva
lences of their K-theory spectra to G(X). 

3.12.1. cohomologically bounded complexes of coherent Ox-modules, 

3.12.2. strict bounded complexes of coherent Ox-modules. 

Proof. One argues as in 3.7, recalling also that coherent complexes 
are pseudo-coherent by 2.2.8. 

3.13. Corollary. For X a noetherian scheme, G(X) is naturally 
homotopy equivalent to the Quillen G- or K'-spectrum of X defined in 

[Qi]. 

Proof. This follows from 3.12 and 1.11.7. 

3.14. K(X) and Knmve(X) are contravariant functors in the scheme 
X, as a map of schemes / : X —• X' induces a complicial exact (1.2.16) 
functor Lf* = /* between the biWaldhausen categories of perfect bounded 
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above complexes of flat modules (3.5.3), or those of strict perfect com
plexes. Similarly / induces a map /* : K(X' on Y') -* K(X on f~l{Y')). 

3.14.1. If / : X —• X' is a map of globally finite Tor-dimension, 
then Lf*E' is cohomologically bounded if E' is. It follows then /* is a 
complicial exact functor between categories of cohomologically bounded 
pseudo-coherent complexes of flat modules (3.11.3), and so induces a map 
/* : G(X') —• G(X). This makes G( ) a contravariant functor for maps 
of finite Tor-dimension (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.12 for G0, [Ql] Section 7 2.5). 

3.15. The functor (E\F') »—• E' ® F' preserves degree-wise split 

L 
monomorphisms in either variable. This functor represents E' ® F' and 

Ox 
preserves quasi-isomorphisms if either E' or F' runs over a category of 
bounded above complexes of flat Ox-modules. Thus it is biexact, i.e., 
exact in each variable, on a pair of biWaldhausen categories if either 
category consists of flat complexes. It is clear that E' ® F' is strict 

Ox 
perfect of both E' and F' are strict perfect. Applied locally on X, this L 

shows E' 0 F' is perfect if both E' and F' are. It is easy to see that 
Ox 

L 
if E' has finite Tor-amplitude, then E' 0 F' has finite Tor-amplitude 

Ox 
(respectively, is cohomologically bounded) if F' has finite Tor-amplitude 
(resp. is cohomologically bounded). (See [SGA 6] I 5.6, 5.3 if you get 

L 
stuck.) We have already seen that E% 0 F' is pseudo-coherent if both E' 

Ox 
is perfect (even pseudo-coherent) and F' is pseudo-coherent, back in 2.5.1. 
Thus 0 induces biexact functors between various biWaldhausen categories 
3.5.3, 3.8.3, 3.11.3. As biexact functors induce pairings between A'-theory 
spectra ([W] just after 1.5.3), we get various pairings (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.7, 
2.10): 

(3.15.1) K(X) A K(X) — K(X) 

(3.15.2) KnBiye(X) A An a i v e(X) — An a i v e(X) 

(3.15.3) K{X) A G(X) -+ G(X) 

and even: 

(3.15.4) 
K(X on Y)AK(X on Z)-+K(X on Y n Z) 

(3.15.5) 
K{X on Y)AG(X on Z)-> G(X on Y n Z ) . 
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As the tensor product ® is associative and commutative up to "coher
ent natural isomorphism," K(X) and 7\najve(X) are in fact "homotopy-
everything" ring spectra, and the canonical map Kn3,lwe(X) —• K(X) and 
also /* : K{X') — K(X) and /* : A'naive(X') -+ A'naive(X) are maps of 
such ring spectra. The spectrum G(X) is a module spectrum over K(X), 
and when it exists, /* : G(X') —• G(X) is a map of module spectra over 
K(X') (cf. e.g., [Ma2]). 

Moreover K(X on Y) has a commutative and associative multiplication 
up to "coherent homotopy," but fails to have a unit when X ^ Y. 

There are also external pairings induced by (E\F') —• E' ® F' for X 

flat over S and Z over S. 

(3.15.6) K(X) A K[Z) -> K(X x Z) 

(3.15.7) K(X) A G{Z) — G(X x Z) 

See [SGA 6] IV 3.3 for how to go further. 

3.16. Let / : X —» Y be a map of schemes. Then /* is a complicial 
exact functor in the sense of 1.2.16 between the complicial biWaldhausen 
categories of all bounded below complexes of flasque 0-modules on X 
and on Y. For flasque modules are deployed for /*, so /* represents 
i?/* and preserves quasi-isomorphisms on such complexes; and /* also 
preserves flasqueness ([SGA 4] V 4.9, and [H] I 5.3 /? or [V] II Section 
2 no. 2). To conclude that /* induces maps /* : K(X) —• K(Y) or 
/* : G{X) —* G(Y), we need only find conditions that make Rf* to 
preserve the required perfection, pseudo-coherence, and the global bounds 
on cohomological dimension or Tor-amplitude in the definitions of the 
biWaldhausen categories 3.5.5 and 3.11.5. Considering B.l l , 2.5.4 (= 
[SGA 6] III 2.5, 4.8.1) and 2.7, we get variously (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.11, 
[Th4] 1.13, [Ql] Section 7 2.7): 

3.16.1. G( ) is a covariant functor on the category of noetherian 
schemes and proper maps. 

(Note this improves upon [Ql] 7.2.7, which only made G( ) a functor up 
to homotopy and for finite or projective maps. Our method avoids the fuss 
of Gillet's Chow envelope method [Gil] of proving 3.16.1. Also after the 
usual rectification to make f*g* = (/#)* on O-modules strictly, instead of 
up to natural isomorphism, our method yields a strictly functorial G( ), 
instead of a functor up to homotopy.) 

3.16.2. G{ ) is a covariant functor on the category of quasi-compact 
schemes and flat proper maps with a relatively ample family of line bun
dles. 
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3.16.3. G( ) is a covariant functor on the category of quasi-compact 
schemes and pseudo-coherent projective morphisms. 

3.16.4. K( ) is a covariant functor on the category of noetherian 
schemes, with proper maps of finite Tor-dimension (i.e., perfect proper 
maps) . 

3.16.5. K( ) is a covariant functor on the category of quasi-compact 
schemes and perfect projective morphisms. 

3.16.6. K( ) is a covariant functor on the category of quasi-compact 
schemes and fiat proper morphisms. 

3.16.7. There are analogs of 3.16.2 - 3.16.6 for G(X on Y) and K(X 
on Y) , using 2.6.3 and 2.7.1. We also note that if Z C Y C X with Z 
and Y closed subspaces in X, the exact functor forgetting part of the 
acyclicity requirement yields a canonical map K(X on Z) —• K(X o n 7 ) . 

3.17. P r o p o s i t i o n . Projection Formula (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.12, [Ql] 
Section 7 2.10). Let f : X —• Y be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated 
map of schemes with Y quasi-compact. Suppose that f is such that 
Rf* preserves pseudo-coherence (respectively, preserves perfection), hence 
induces a map /* : G(X) — G(Y), (resp. /„ : K(X) -> K(Y)). For 
example, let f be as in 3.16.1 - 3.16.3 (resp. 3.16.4 - 3.16.6J. Then /* 
is a map of module spectra over the ring spectra K(Y). That is, the 
diagram f3.17.lj (resp. the similar diagram where all G( )'s are replaced 
by K( )'s) commutes up to canonically chosen homotopy: 

K(X)AG(X) —2—• G(X) 

/ * A l 

(3.17.1) K(Y)AG(X) 

1A/* 

/* 

K(Y)AG(Y) • G(Y) 

Proof. It is convenient to represent Rf+ on the chain level as /* o T 
where T is the total complex (totaled via sums, and not products) of the 
functorial flasque Godement resolution indexed by all the points of X, as 
in [SGA 4] XVII 4.2. This Rf* = /* o T is exact on all complexes. 

Now consider F' a bounded above perfect complex of flat CV-modules, 
and E' a pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) complex of Ox -modules. By 

L 

deployment, we have F' 0 ( ) — F' 0 ( ), etc. Then 2.5.5 shows tha t 

the canonical map (3.17.2) is a natural quasi-isomorphism: 
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(3.17.2) 

F- ® RUE' = r ® f,TE- - /» (f*F- ® TE') - f.T (fF' ® £ ' 
Oy Oy \ OY J \ Ox 

(rr&r)-

As in 1.5.4, this quasi-isomorphism of two functors biexact in (E\F') 
yields the desired homotopy between two maps K(Y) A G(X) —+ G(Y) 
(resp., X ( r ) A # ( * ) -> A'(Y)). 

3.18. Proposi t ion (cf. [SGA 6] IV 3.1.1, [Ql] Section 7 2.11). Let 
(3.18.1) be a pullback diagram of quasi-coherent schemes, with f a quasi-
separated map. 

X <-i X' 

(3.18.1) /J • J/' 

Y < r 

Suppose f and g are Tor-independent over Y (2.5.6.2). Suppose that g 
has finite Tor-dimension (resp., that f has finite Tor-dimension) and that 
f and f are such that Rf* and Rfl preserve pseudo-coherence (resp., that 
Rf* and Rfl preserve perfection), and so define maps /* : G(X) —+ G(Y) 
and fi : G{X') — G(Yf), (resp., /„ : K(X) — K(Y) and /J : K(X') — 
K{Y')). For example, we could suppose that f and f are as in 3.16.1 -
3.16.3 (resp., 3.16.4- 3.16.6;. 

Then there is a canonical homotopy between g*/* ~ fig'* * G(X) —• 
G(Y') (resp., g*f. ~ fig'* : K(X) -+ tf(y');. 

Proof. The idea is to use the base change Theorem 2.5.6. We fol
low Deligne's proof of 2.5.6 in [SGA 4] XVII 4.2, and build yet an
other model of G(X). Consider E' in the category of bounded above 
pseudo-coherent complexes of flat Ox-modules. Let T(E') be the to
tal complex, totaled by sums, of the Godement resolution as in [SGA 
4] XVII Section 4. Then each stalk T{EX) is chain homotopic to Ex 

so g'*T(E')x ~ g'*Ex = Lg'*Ex, and T(E') is deployed for Lg'\ As 
T(E') is flasque, it is deployed for Rf+ (using B.l l to allow T'(E) to 
be unbounded below). Using this functor T, the augmentation quasi-
isomorphism E' ~ T(E'), 3.11, and the methods of 3.5, we see the 
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complicial biWaldhausen category of cohomologically bounded pseudo-
coherent complexes deployed for both Lg'* and Rf*, that of cohomo
logically bounded above pseudo-coherent complexes of flat Ox-modules, 
and that of cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes, all have 
equivalent derived categories. Indeed, after identifying the last two de
rived categories by their known equivalence, the inverse equivalences to 
the bideployed derived category are induced by T and the inclusion (cf. 
[SGA 4] XVII 4.2.10). So by 1.9.8, the bideployed biWaldhausen category 
has /f-theory spectrum homotopy equivalent to G{X). 

The techniques of proof of 3.11 and 3.5 show that the derived category 
of the bideployed biWaldhausen category is equivalent to the derived cat
egory of the complicial biWaldhausen category whose objects are data 
consisting of a cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent E' on X which 
is deployed for both /* and g'*, a bounded above degree-wise flat F' on Y 
and a quasi-isomorphism F' -^ /*£", and a bounded below degree-wise 
flasque G' on X' and a quasi-isomorphism gf* E' -^ G' on X'. The as
sociated abelian category is that of all diagrams (A —• / * # , gf* B —* C) 
with A an C?y-module, B an Ox-module , and C an Ox'-module. (Com
pare [SGA 4] XVII 4.2.12.) The K-theory spectrum of this biWaldhausen 
category is thus also homotopy equivalent to G(X). 

In this model of G(X)) g*/* is represented by the exact functor sending 
(F' ^ /*£", g'*E' ^ G') to g*F' (recall, F' is flat). The map fig'* is 
represented by the exact functor sending the object (F' -^ f*E\ g'*E' Jr» 
G) to flG'. There is a natural transformation 

g*F- - g'f.E- - g'f.gW'E- = g'g.fWE' - fj*E' - f'.G. 

This is the canonical base change map of Deligne ([SGA 4] XVII 4.2.12), 
and is a quasi-isomorphism by 2.5.6 — [SGA 6] IV 3.1. This natural quasi-
isomorphism then induces the desired homotopy g*/* ~ fig'* of maps on 
G( ) by 1.5.4. The proof for K{ ) is essentially the same. Clearly, there 
are analogs for K(X on Z), etc. 

3.19. Proposition (Excision). Let f : X' —> X be a map of quasi-
compact and quasi-separated schemes. Let Y C X be a closed subspace 
such that X — Y is quasi-compact. Set Y' — f~x(Y) C X. Suppose that 
f is an isomorphism infinitely near Y in the sense of 2.6.2.2 , 2.6.1. Then 
f* induces homotopy equivalences 

f* : K(X on Y) •=• K(Xf on Y') 
C\ 1Q 1^ K } r : G(X on Y) ^ G{X' on Y'). 

Proof. We note that the map / is quasi-separated ([EGA] I 6.1.10). 
By definition 2.6.2.1, we may choose a scheme structure on Y so that 
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i : Y —• X is a finitely presented closed immersion with / inducing an iso
morphism f"1(Y) — Y xXf —• Y. The proposition then results from 2.6.3 

which shows Rf+ and Lf* are inverse up to natural quasi-isomorphism, 
once we realize i?/* and Lf* as exact functors on appropriate model bi-
Waldhausen categories. We represent Rf* by the exact /* o T, for T 
the Godement resolution, and note that Rf+ preserves perfection and 
pseudo-coherence of complexes acyclic on X' — Y1 by 2.6.3, and preserves 
cohomological boundness by the finite cohomological dimension of #/*, 
B. l l . The most appropriate models for K(X on Y) and K(X' on Yf) 
(resp., G(X on 7 ) . . . ) are the complicial biWaldhausen category of per
fect (resp., cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent) complexes of Ox~ 
modules which are strictly 0 on X — Y. The inclusion functor of this new 
model into the category of perfect complexes of Ox -modules which are 
acyclic on X — Y is exact, and Ty o T provides an exact functor which is 
inverse to the inclusion up to natural quasi-isomorphism. Thus the new 
model category indeed has A'-theory spectrum homotopy equivalent to 
K(X onY), (resp. . . . ) . 

As / is flat over the points of Y (2.6.2.1), /* is exact on the category of 
complexes strictly 0 on X — Y. Thus /* and /* o T induce exact functors 
on the new models, which are inverse up to natural quasi-isomorphism by 
2.6.3. By 1.5.4, this yields the result. 

3.19.2. Examples. Let A be a noetherian ring, and / C i a n ideal. 
Then the map to the completion A —• AJ induces a homotopy equivalence: 

X(Spec(A) on Spec(i4/J)) -> K(Spec(^?) on Spec(.4?/L4?)) 

For A}/IAj = A JI, and for A noetherian A —+ A} is flat over the 
points of Spec(u4/7), as A^ is a Zariski ring at (/). 

For a general commutative ring A, and / C A a finitely generated 
ideal, let A!\ be the henselization of A along Spec(^4/7). Then the map 
A —• A1} induces a homotopy equivalence A'((^4) on (A/1)) -^ K((Aj) on 
{A)/IA))). 

If j : V —•>• X is an open immersion with Y C V, and V is quasi-
compact, then K(X on Y) -^ K(V on Y) is a homotopy equivalence. For 
this example, it is in fact trivial to prove 2.6.3 directly. 

3.20. Proposi t ion (cf. [SGA 6] IV 3.2, [Ql] Section 7 2.2). Let 
X = l imX a be the limit of an inverse system of schemes, where the 
"bonding" maps fap : Xa —• Xp in the system are a/fine. Suppose that 
all the Xa are quasi-compact and quasi-separated. Let Ya C Xa be a 
system of closed subspaces with fap(Yp) = Ya, and all Xa — Ya quasi-
compact. Then: 
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3.20.1. The derived category of strict perfect (resp., perfect) complexes 
on X is the direct colimit of the derived categories of strict perfect (resp., 
perfect) complexes on the Xa, where the maps in the direct system are 
the Lf^p • Similarly, there is an equivalence of derived categories where 
one imposes the conditions of acyclicity on X — Y and Xa — Ya on the 
complexes in the derived categories. 

3.20.2. The canonical maps induced by the Lf* are homotopy equiv
alences: 

\jmK(Xa)^K(X) 
a 

\imK{Xa on Ya) •=• K(X on Y). 
a 

Proof. The construction of K( ), see 1.5.2 -1.5.3, clearly preserves 
direct colimits of biWaldhausen categories, and also converts complicial 
exact functors inducing an equivalence of derived categories into homo
topy equivalences of A'-theory spectra, by 1.9.8. Hence 3.20.2 follows from 
3.20.1. 

To prove 3.20.1, we first consider the biWaldhausen category of strict 
perfect complexes (possibly imposing the condition of acyclicity on Xa — 
Ya, X — Y). As a strict perfect complex is a finite complex of finitely 
presented modules, it follows from [EGA] IV Section 8 as quoted in C.4 
that the biWaldhausen category on X is equivalent to the direct colimit 
of the biWaldhausen categories on the Xa, and a fortiori that the derived 
categories are equivalent. In more detail, we see that [EGA] IV 8.5.2(ii) 
applied to the modules in each degree and [EGA] IV 8.5.2(i) applied to 
the differentials, each applied finitely any times, shows that each strict 
perfect E' on X is isomorphic to f^Ea for a strict perfect E'a on some 
Xa. Given a morphism e : E' —+ E1' between strict perfect complexes on 
X, we apply [EGA] IV 8.5.2(i), first to get maps E{

a -+ E'j defined on 
some Xa, and then to make them satisfy the identities del = et+1d, and 
so to obtain a chain map ea : Ea —• E'a on Xa for a sufficiently large, 
such that e = /^ (e a ) . Now if Va is an affine open in Xa, and E' is acyclic 
on V = Va x X, then as a complex of projective modules it is chain 

homotopic to 0 on the affine V. As above, [EGA] IV 8.5.2 shows that 
this chain nulhomotopy is defined on E'p\Vp for all sufficiently large /?, so 
Ep\Vp is acyclic. Applied to affine covers, this shows that if the strict 
perfect complex E' is acyclic on X, or on X — Y, then for all sufficiently 
large /? the complex E'p is acyclic on Xp or Xp — Yp. Finally e is a 
quasi-isomorphism iff its mapping cone cone(e) = /*cone(ea) is acyclic 
on X. By the above, this occurs iff for some /3 sufficiently large cone (ep) 
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is acyclic on Xp, i.e., iff for /? sufficiently large ep is a quasi-isomorphism 
on Xp. This completes the proof of 3.20.1 for categories of strict perfect 
complexes. 

To prove 3.20.1 for perfect complexes, we work in the biWaldhausen 
category of perfect strict bounded above complexes of flat modules. This 
has the correct derived category by 3.5, and all the / * and / * are exact 
on this category. By replacing the system of Xa by the cofinal system of 
all a > c*0) we may assume that there is a terminal XQ. Then X and all 
Xa are affine over XQ. 

If Xo, and hence Xa and X, has an ample family of line bundles, the 
derived category of perfect complexes is equivalent to the derived category 
of strict perfect complexes as in 3.8, and 3.20.1 reduces to the strict case 
proved above. 

We now prove in 3.20.3 - 3.20.6 the result 3.20.1 by induction on the 
number n of affine open subschemes needed to cover XQ. If n — 1, XQ 
is affine, hence has an ample family of line bundles, and 3.20.1 is known. 
To do the induction step, let n > 1, and suppose the result is known 
for schemes covered by fewer affines. Then we write Xo = Uo U Vo with 
Uo open affine, and VQ open and covered by n — 1 open affines. Let 
Ua = Xa x Uo, etc. Then 3.20.1 is known for U = \imUaj V = l imV^, 

and UC\V = l imUaC\Va . We note tha t UoHVQ is quasi-affine, and so has 

an ample family of line bundles, so the above indeed yields 3.20.1 for it. 

3.20.3. If E'a is a bounded above flat perfect complex on Xa such 

tha t faE'a is acyclic on X (or on X — Y) , then by induction hypothesis 

for all /? sufficiently large fpQEa — Ep has Ep\Up acyclic on Up (or on 

Up—Yp), and Ep\Vp acyclic on Vp (or on Vp — Yp). As acyclicity is a local 

question, Eg is then acyclic on Xp (resp., on Xp —Yp) for all sufficiently 

large f3. We apply this to the mapping cone of a map ea : Ea —> E'a 

to show tha t if f*ea is a quasi-isomorphism on X , then ep = fpaea is a 

quasi-isomorphism on Xp for all sufficiently large /?. 
The next step is to show that any bounded above flat perfect complex 

on X is quasi-isomorphic to / * of a bounded above flat perfect complex 
on X a , for some a. For this, we make use of the patching construction of 
3.20.4. 

3.20.4. Let U and V form an open cover of a scheme X. Denote the 
various open immersions as in: 

U —^—> X 

(3.20.4.1) *' T t / T * 

unv vv 
3' 
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Suppose (Ejj, Fy, G'UnV, ^>, ip) is a da tum consisting of flat perfect com
plexes E'v, Fy, G'UuV on U, V, UUV respectively, and of quasi-isomor
phisms <p : G'UnV -^ k'^E'u, V : G[ / n v -=• / " F y on £/ fl V. Let j ! : 
(9t/-Mod —• C^-Mod be the left adjoint to j * . This jf! is the extension 
by 0 functor, is exact, and preserves flatness (e.g., [SGA 4] IV 11.3.3, V 
1.3.1). The quasi-isomorphism <p induces a map on X: 

\<p : e\GUnV - e\k'*Ei = jWW'Ev - j\Ev. 

The restriction to U, j * (!<£>) is isomorphic to the map k'IGunv —• E'v 

adjoint to (p. On V, k*(\<p) is the quasi-isomorphism 

j'^:j'\GVnV^j'\k'*Eu = k*j\Eu. 

Let C'(Ey,Fy,G'Uny,<p,^) be the homotopy pushout (1.1.2) of \<p : 
£\G'UnV —• j\Ejj and the similar map \tp : £\G'UnV —• &!Fy. 

(3.20.4.2) C(Eij,FyyG'UnVyip,il>)=j\Eij U * !F V = ! F y ! F . 

For any complex J" on X , a choice of maps Ejj —• j * J ' and F ^ —* &*«/*, 
together with a choice of homotopy between the two restrictions of this 
maps via <p and t/> to maps G'UnV —• £*J\ determine maps jlE^ —• J ' , 
Ar!F^ —• J*, and a homotopy of maps £\G'UnV — • J ' , and hence (1.1.2) 
determine a map C'(E, F , G, <p, ip) —• J . 

The complex C'(E, F, G,^>, VO is flat, as the j ! , &!, ̂ ! preserve flatness, 
as does the construction of the homotopy pushout (1.1.2.1). 

As j'l(<p) = k*(\<p) : k*\G —• fc*(!F) is a quasi-isomorphism on V, the 
corresponding canonical map into the homotopy pushout 

Fv ^Fv u **(!£?') = r C ( F , F , G , y > , </>) = Jb*C 

is a quasi-isomorphism on 1/. Hence fc*C = C | V is perfect. Simi
larly C ' | [ / = j*C is quasi-isomorphic to F ^ , and so perfect. Hence 
C'(E,F,G,(p,ip) is locally perfect, hence perfect. 

Suppose J' is a perfect complex on X , from which we obtain a da tum 
(Eu,Fv,GunV,<p,iP)by Ev = j*J- = J-\U, Fv =k*J' = J'\V, GunV = 
£*J' = J'\U U V, and ^ = 1 , ^ = 1 . Then the adjunction maps j ! F ^ = 
j\j*J' —• J", fc!F^ = k\k*J' —• J ' , and the 0 homotopy between identical 
maps £\G'UnV = £\£*J' —• J ' induce a map C ' ( j * J, k* J,£* J, 1,1,) —• J' 
which is a quasi-isomorphism, as one checks locally on U and V. (Indeed 
we have already seen this, as C here is the mapping cone of the left map 
in the exact sequence (2.4.1.10) with E' = J ' . ) 
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3.20.5. Now let J* be a bounded above fiat perfect complex on X. 
We want to show that it is quasi-isomorphic to /* of a bounded above 
flat perfect complex on some Xa. By induction hypothesis on U and 
V, for a sufficiently large, there are flat bounded above perfect com
plexes E\j on Ua, Fy on Vat and isomorphisms in the derived category 
faEy ~ J'\U> faFv ~ J'\V. By the calculus of fractions we rep
resent these by strict quasi-isomorphisms of flat bounded above perfect 
complexes f*EUa <=- A' ^ J'\U, f*FVa A B' -=• J'\V. In the derived 
category on U f) V, we have a composite isomorphism f^Ey \U C\ V ~ 

J' ~ faFva\u n v- % 3.20.1 f o r t h e quasi-affine UQ H Va, we see 
that for a sufficiently large that this isomorphism is /* of an isomor
phism on Uar\Vai represented in the calculus of fractions by strict quasi-
isomorphisms E'Ua\Ua fl Va £- G'UanyQ -^ FyjUa n Va. On U n V, the 
criterion of the calculus of fractions for equivalence of representations of 
maps in the derived category gives a chain homotopy commutative dia
gram: 

j'\unv 

~\Unvl 

(3.20.5.1) A'\UnV 

~\unv 

raEa\uanva 
f> 

r\unv 

D' 

fa^uQnvQ 
tt4> 

J\U nv 
\~\UnV 

Bm\unv 

\~\UnV 

raFva\UaDVa 

We make choices of homotopies in this diagram, and appeal to the 
mapping properties of the construction of 3.20.4. This yields quasi-
isomorphisms of perfect complexes 

J* £-\J'\U U \J'\V <=-W U IB' -=> f* [ \Ea U \Fa = Ca 
\JUnv >Dm \ »G: 

Thus J* is quasi-isomorphic to f^Ca for a bounded above flat perfect 
complex Ca on some Xai as required. If J'\X — Y is to be acyclic, 
C'Q ~ fpaCa will be acyclic on Xp — Yp for some /? sufficiently large. 

3.20.6. To complete the induction step, it remains only to show that 
if Ea and E'a are bounded above flat perfect complexes on Xa, then 
with E'p = fpaE'a and E' = faEa, etc., that the canonical map is an 
isomorphism: 
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(3.20.6.1) lim UOTD{X$){E^ E'p) ^ MOTD(X) (E\E''). 
P 

By the induction hypothesis, the corresponding maps to (3.20.6.1) for 
U, V and for the quasi-affine Uf)V are isomorphisms. The result follows 
for X by the 5-lemma applied to the map (3.20.6.1) between the Mayer-
Vietoris exact sequences (2.4.1.8). 

This completes the proof of the induction step, hence of 3.20.1 and of 
the proposition. 

3.21. Theorem (Poincare duality) (cf. [SGA 6] IV 2.5, [Ql] Sec
tion 7-1). Let X be a quasi-compact scheme. Suppose for every local 
ring Ox,x of X, that every finitely presented Ox}x-module has finite Tor-
dimension over Ox,x- (In fact, it suffices to suppose that every pseudo-
coherent Ox,x-m°dule has finite Tor-dimension over Ox}x-) (Note that 
any regular noetherian scheme meets these hypotheses.) Then the canon
ical map is a homotopy equivalence: 

K(X) ^ G(X). 

Proof. This follows from the definitions once we show that any 
cohomologically bounded pseudo-coherent complex E' on X is perfect. 
As X is quasi-compact, there is no need to worry about global bounds, 
and the question is local. So we take a point x G X, and restrict to a small 
afflne nbd U of x. By 2.3.1(e), E'\U is quasi-isomorphic to a strict pseudo-
coherent complex, so we may assume that E' is strict pseudo-coherent. As 
E' is cohomologically bounded, there is an integer k such that Hn(E') = 0 
for n<k. Then ZnE' = BnE' for n < k. For n < ib, En~2 -+ En~l -+ 
ZnE —• 0 is then exact, so that ZnE is finitely presented. (In fact ZnE' 
is resolved by the exact complex of algebraic vector bundles a-n~lE', 
and so is a pseudo-coherent module.) Then the stalk ZkEx has finite 
Tor-dimension, say p. By descending induction, using the facts that E™ 
is free and that 0 -> Zn~1Ex - • Eg'1 — ZnEx -+ 0 is exact for n < k, we 
get that Zk~pEx is flat and finitely presented over Ox,x, a n d hence free. 
Then the finitely presented Zk~pE' is free over some smaller open nbd U 
of x. Thus rk~pE' is strict perfect on [/, and is also quasi-isomorphic to 
E'\U. So E' is perfect, as required. 

3.22. To prepare the key Localization Theorem 5.1, 7.4, we must con
sistently use A'-theory with supports, K(X on Y). We remark that the 
absolute case K{X) is the special case K(X) = K(X on X). Also K(X 
on <j)) — 0 for <f) empty. 
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4. Projective space bundle theorem 

4.1. Theorem (Projective space bundle Theorem). Let X be a 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let Y be a closed subspace 
such that X — Y is quasi-compact. Let £ be an algebraic vector bundle of 
rank r over X, and let n : P£x —• X be the associated projective space 
bundle. Then there are natural homotopy equivalences 

(4.1.1) f[K(X)*K(P£x) 
r 

(4.1.2) I1A '(X on Y)-z*K(p£x on P£y). 

These equivalences are given by the formula 

r - 1 

(4.1.3) (*o,si , . • • >*r-i) »- X X ( x , - ) ® [Ore(-i)]. 
1=0 

Proof. 4 .3 - 4.12 below. 

4.2 Theorem 4.1 for K0 is proved in Berthelot's expose, [SGA 6] VI, 
and for 7\Qaive goes back to Grothendieck's early work on Riemann-Roch 
and Chern classes. Modifying these arguments to make them functorial on 
the Q-category, Quillen ([Ql] Section 8) proved (4.1.1) for Kna[ve. Below, 
we will modify Quillen's argument to make it work for K. 

Logically, the reader should now proceed to Appendix C before return
ing to 4.3. 

4.3. We first reduce to the case where X is noetherian. By C.9, X is 
the inverse limit l imX a of an inverse system of schemes in which all the 
bounding maps Xp —• Xa are affine, and in which all the Xa are finitely 
presented over Spec(Z), and hence noetherian. 

As U = X — Y is quasi-compact, and X is quasi-separated, the open 
immersion j : U —• X is finitely presented ([EGA] I 6.1.10(iii), 6.3.8(i)). 
Of course £ is a finitely presented Ox-module. Then by restricting to a 
cofinal system of a, we may assume there are quasi-compact opens Ua C 
Xa and vector bundles £a on Xa such that fa^(Ua) = Up, fpa(£a) — 
£p) U — lim Ua, P£ = lim P£a is the pullback of na : P£a —• Xa along 
X -+ XQi etc., ([EGA] IV Section 8, as quoted in C.3, C.4). 

We set Ya = Xa - Ua> Then by 3.20 we obtain the diagram (4.3.1) in 
which the indicated maps are homotopy equivalences: 
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limHr K(XQ on Ya) • TV K(x o n Y) 
a 

(4.3.1) { [ 

ljmK(PSXa on P £ y J — 1 - * AT(P5X on P£y) 
Of 

Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for the noetherian schemes Xa-

4.4. We assume X is noetherian for the rest of Section 4. We need to 
recall some standard facts about the cohomology of coherent sheaves on 
P£, due to Serre and Grothendieck, and to recall Mumford's notion of a 
"regular" coherent sheaf, to set up Quillen's argument. 

4.5. Recollection, (a) For all integers q, Rqir+ preserves quasi-coherence 
and coherence. 

(b) For q > r = rank £, and T any quasi-coherent sheaf on P£, Rqis+T = 
0. 

(c) For T coherent on P£, there is an integer no(T) = no such that for 
all n > n0 and all q>l, Rqir*(T 0 Ope(n)) = 0. 

(d) For T quasi-coherent on P£ and for M flat and quasi-coherent on 
X there is a canonical isomorphism 

R9x* {T 0 **M) ~ RH.(T) 0 M. 

(e) For all integers n, there are natural isomorphisms 

f 0 g ^ 0, r - 1 

Sn£ q = 0 

(S~r-nSy 0 ( A r £ ) v q = r-l 
R97c*(Ore(n))={ 

where Sk£ is the k-th symmetric power of £, considered to be 0 for k < 
— 1, Ar£ is the maximal exterior power of £, and ( ) v sends a vector 
bundle to its dual, ( )v = Hom( ,Ox)-

(f) For all quasi-coherent sheaves M on X, there is a natural isomor
phism 

Rq** (Ors(n) 0 **M) S Rq7r* (Ope(n)) ®M. 

Proof. Of course, (a), (b), and (c) are very well-known. ([EGA] III 
1.4.10, 2.2.2, 2.2.1). The formula (e) results from a standard Cech co
homology computation [EGA] III 2.1.15, 2.1.16 or [Ql] Section 8.1.1(c). 
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(Note both these citations give the formula (e) with different typograph
ical errors!) We see from (e) that Rqw*0(n) is a flat 0x-module. Now 
(d) and (f) are recovered from the quasi-isomorphism (2.5.5.1), as this 
flatness of the cohomology groups forces the Tor-spectral sequences of 
Kunneth to degenerate (cf. [EGA] III Section 6, Section 7). 

4.6. On P£, the canonical map 

(**£) 0 0 ( - l ) = (7T*7T*0(1)) 0 0 (~1) - 0(1) 0 0 ( - l ) = Ope 

is an epimorphism by [EGA] II 4.1.6. Locally on P£, the vector bundle 
7r*£® 0(— 1) is free, hence locally is a sum of line bundles ©*£,-. As then 
0*£t- -*• 0 is epimorphic, for each point p some £,• has image not contained 
in the maximal ideal of the local ring Op. For this £t-, C{p —• Op is an 
epimorphism of rank 1 free modules over the local ring Op, and so is an 
isomorphism. 

The Koszul complex of TT*£ 0 0(—1) —• Ope is thus locally isomorphic 
to a tensor product of complexes 0 r ( £ ; —* 0 ) , where at each point p 
one of the complexes C% —* 0 is acyclic. Thus the Kozsul complex of 
T T * £ 0 0 ( - 1 ) — 0 is acyclic (cf. [EGA] III 1.1, [SGA 6] VII 1). Expanding 

out the Koszul complex yields the well-known long exact sequence of 
algebraic vector bundles on P£ ([SGA 6] VI 1.11, [Ql] Section 8): 

(4.6.1) 0 — 7T* (ks) 0 0 ( - r ) -> 7T* (rAl£ j 0 0 (1 - r) - • . . . 

• 7T* f A / ) 0 0 ( - 2 ) — 7T*£ 0 0 ( - l ) — 0 -+ 0. 

Dually, there is the exact sequence: 

(4.6.2) 0 -> 0 — (TT*£V) 0 0(1) -> IT* fa") 0 0(2) — . . . 

>TT* ( A ( O ) 0 O ( ^ O . 

4.7.0 Let m be an integer. A quasi-coherent sheaf T on PS is said to 
be m-regular in the sense of Mumford if RqTr*(T(m — q)) = 0 for all q > 1 
(cf. [Ql] Section 8, [SGA 6] XIII Section 1, [Mum] 14). We note that if 
T is m-regular, then T{n) is (m — n)-regular. 

If T is a coherent sheaf on P£, there exists an integer ra0 such that T 
is n-regular for all n > mo. This follows from 4.5(b) and (c) on taking 
mo = no + r - 1. 
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4 . 7 . 1 . L e m m a [Ql], [SGA 6], [Mum]). LetO — J F - + £ - * f t — 0 
be an exact sequence of quasi-coherent sheaves on PS. Then 

(a) If T and 7i are n-regular, Q is n-regular. 

(b) IfQ is n-regular and T is (n -f l)-regular, then H is n-regular. 

(c) IfQ is (n + \)-regular and H is n-regular and ifir*Q(n) —*• 7r^7i(n) 

is an epimorphism, then T is (n -\- l)-regular. 

Proof. All these results follow from the long exact sequence in coho-
mology: 

• Rq-l^G{n-q) — Rq-l^,H{n-q) - i Rqit*F{n-q) - • Rq^G{n-q) 

-+ Rq7r*n(n -q)-^ R*+lic*r(n - q) — . . . . 

4 .7 .2 . L e m m a ( [SGA 6] XI I I 1.3, [Ql] 8.1.3, 8.1.7) . If T is 
m-regular on PS, then for all k > m we have that: 

(a) T is k-regular. 

(b) The product map 7r*(.F(ife))®£ = vm(F(k)) 07r*O(l ) - • Tr^k+l) 
is an epimorphism on X. 

(c) 7r*7r*Jr(k) —* ^(k) is an epimorphism on PS. 

Proof. To prove (a), we induct on k — m. We must show tha t if T is 
k-regular, then it is (k + l)-regular. We tensor the Koszul exact sequence 
4.6.1 with T{k), to obtain an exact sequence 

(4.7.2.1) 

0 -+ (TT* A S) 0 T{k - r) — • (TT*S) 0 T{k - 1) — T(k) -+ 0. 

This sequence breaks up into short exact sequences (4.7.2.2), where the 
Zp are the kernels of the maps in (4.7.2.1). 

(4.7.2.2) 0 - • Zp -+ (TT* A e) 0 T(k - p) -> Zp-i -> 0. 

The sheaf (TT* A S) 0 T is k-regular by 4.5. Hence (TT* A P S) 0 T(k - p) is 
p-regular. By descending induction on p, starting from the (r + 1)-regular 
0 = Zr, and applying 4.7.1(b) to (4.7.2.2), we see tha t Z p _ i is p-regular. 
In particular, ZQ = F(k) is 1-regular; i.e., T is (& + l)-regular, as required 
to prove (a). 

We also have obtained that Z\ is 2-regular,, so R1w*(Zi(l)) = 0. The 
long exact cohomology sequence induced by (4.7.2.2) for p = 1 then shows 
tha t 7r*(7r*£ 0 T(k — 1 + 1)) —• 7r„(Zo(l) = T(k -f 1)) is an epimorphism 
for all k > m. This proves (b). 
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From (b), we get that (4.7.2.3) is an epimorphism of graded quasi-
coherent (9x-modules for k > m: 

(4.7.2.3) S'S ® K*T{k) — T T <jr*f(n + k). 
Ox ^ 

n>0 

The result (c) now follows on applying the functor Proj to (4.7.2.3) to 
show tha t the corresponding canonical map 7r*7r^J:(k) —• T{k) is an epi
morphism on PS ([EGA] II 3.2, 3.3, 3.4.4). 

4.8. Next we recall Quillen's functorial resolution for quasi-coherent 
0-regular sheaves on PS, [Ql] 8.1.11. 

For any quasi-coherent T on PS, we inductively define quasi-coherent 
sheaves TnT on X and ZnT on PS. We s tar t with Z_\T — T. Let 
TnT — 7r^((Zn_i^ r)(n)) , and let ZnT be the kernel of the product map 
O(-n) (g) Tt*TnT —• Zn-.\T, inductively defining these for n > 0. 

Clearly Zn and Tn are additive functors, and preserve coherence. 
If T is 0-regular, then by induction on n we see tha t Zn-\(T}(n) is 

0-regular. This is clear for n = 0 and Z^\T — T. The induction step 
results from 4.7.1(c) applied to the exact sequence 

(4.8.1) 0 -+ {ZnT) (n) - **TnT - (Z„_i ^ ) (n) - 0. 

Note tha t -K*TnT — IT*7r*((Zn_if)(n)) —» (Zn_iT)(n) is an epimorphism 
by 4.7.2(c), and (4.8.1) is exact in the other places by definition of ZnT. 
We also note that -K*-K*TnT —• 7r*((Zn_i^ r)(n)) is not only epimorphic as 
required by 4.7.1(c), but is actually an isomorphism as we see from the 
definition of TnT and the fact tha t TT+TT* = 1 for -K : PS —» X. From this 
remark and (4.8.1), we also see tha t 7r*(Zn(P)(n)) — 0. 

As Rqw* = 0 for q > 1 on the category of 0-regular sheaves, the func
tor 7T* is exact on this exact subcategory of quasi-coherent sheaves. By 
induction on n, we then see that Zn-\(T) and TnT — 7r*((Zn_i^*)(n)) 
are exact functors on the exact category of 0-regular sheaves. 

Next we note tha t Zr_\T — 0 for r = rank S and T 0-regular. For 
(4.8.1) yields a long exact sequence in cohomology for any n > 0: 

(4.8.2) . . . - R?-1^ {{Zn+q.xT) (n)) A RH* {{Zn+qT) (n)) 

I 
R*v+{0(-q)®*mTn+qF)-> .... 

Using the facts tha t w*((ZnF)(n)) = 0 and the formula of 4.5, we obtain 
from (4.8.2) by ascending induction on q tha t Rg7r^((Zn+qJ

r)(n)) = 0. As 
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R^ir* = 0 for q > r, this shows that (Zr-\T\r — 1) is 0-regular. Then 
7r*(Z r_iJ*)(r-l) = 0 combined with 4.7.2(c) shows that Z r _ i ( ^ ) ( r - 1 ) = 
0 as required. 

Now we tensor (4.8.1) with 0{—n), and splice together into a long exact 
sequence, to obtain Quillen's functorial resolution of a 0-regular sheaf. 

4.8.4. Lemma. On the exact category of 0-regular coherent 
sheaves on PS, there are exact functors XJ, i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , r — 1, to the 
category of coherent sheaves on X> and a functorial exact sequence on 
PS: 

0 -> 0(-r + 1 ) 0 7r*Tr_!(^) — • 0 ® ic*T0(F) — JF -> 0. 

4.8.4. These TJ extend to functors on the category of strict bounded 
complexes of 0-regular coherent sheaves on PS, by T{(E')k = T{Ek. 
These extended Tj preserve mapping cones of complexes. Suppose F' 
is an acyclic complex, which is a bounded complex of 0-regular coherent 
sheaves. By increasing induction on n starting from n <C 0 where Fn = 0, 
using the exact sequence 0 —> ZnF —• Fn —• Bn+1F —• 0, the isomor
phisms Zn+lF' ^ £ n + 1 F ' and Lemma 4.7.1(b) and 4.7.2(a), we see that 
Zn+1F' - Bn+1F' is 0-regular and coherent for all n. It follows that 0 -+ 
Ti(ZnF') — TiFn -+ T ; ( 5 n + 1 F ) —> 0 is exact, so Ti(BnF) = Bn(TiF'), 
Ti(ZnF') = Zn(TlF'), and so Zn{TiF) = Bn{TiF') for all n. Hence T{F' 
is acyclic. Applying this to mapping cones F', we see that each functor 
T{ preserves quasi-isomorphisms between strict bounded complexes of 0-
regular coherent sheaves. Thus the T, will be exact functors between the 
biWaldhausen categories that we will soon introduce in 4.9. 

Also, if F' is acyclic on PSx — PSy = PSx — 7r_1(y), the above argu
ment shows that T{F' is acyclic on X — Y. 

4.8.5. Tensoring the exact sequence of 4.8.3 with O(k) for 0 < k < 
r — 1, applying 7r* and considering 4.5 and 4.7, we obtain for any strict 
bounded complex of 0-regular coherent sheaves F' on PS, an exact se
quence of complexes on X 

/ . O . I N . • • - 0 - T j b ( F ' ) - ^ ® r j f c _ 1 ( F - ) - 5 2 £ ® T J b _ 2 ( F - ) ^ . . . 
(4.8.5.1) . 

— • SkS ® To(F') — TT,F — 0. 

Also, TT*F' represents Rn+F' as Rq7r*Fl — 0 for all q > 1. Suppose now 
that F ' is perfect. Then 7T*F* = T 0 ( F ) is perfect by 2.7 for the proper flat 
7r : PS —• X. By ascending induction on &, using (4.8.5.1) and 2.2.13(b), 
it follows that Tk(F') is perfect. 
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4.9. Consider the following complicial biWaldhausen categories 
(1.2.11) (with associated abelian categories the categories of all quasi-
coherent sheaves). 

A: perfect strict bounded complexes of 0-regular coherent sheaves on 
P£x (resp., such as are also acyclic on P£x — P£y)-

B: perfect strict bounded complexes of coherent sheaves on P£x (resp., 
such as are also acyclic on P£x — P £ Y ) • 

C: perfect strict bounded complexes of coherent sheaves on X (resp., 
such as are also acyclic on X — Y). 

From 4.8.3, 4.8.4, and 4.8.5, we get: 
There is an obvious exact inclusion I :A—> B. 

There are exact functors Tk : A —•• C for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , r — 1. 
There are exact functors 0(—k) <g) 7r*( ) : C —• B for all k. 

There is a natural quasi-isomorphism (4.9.1) in B for A' in A 

(4.9.1) 
I (A') <=- Total complex [0(-r + 1) ® 7r*Tr_iA* -* • O ® TT*T0A'] . 

As X and P£x a r e noetherian, we see from 3.7 that K(B) is K(P£x) 
(resp., K(P£X on P£Y)) and that K(C) is K(X) (resp., K(X on Y)). 
Thus the proof of Theorem 4.1 is reduced to showing that the exact 
functor 

(4.9.2) 0 0(-Jfc)®ir*( ):T]C^B 

induces a homotopy equivalence on Ji-theory spectra. We show the map 
on 7\-theory is both a split epimorphism and a split monomorphism in 
the homotopy category of spectra. 

4.10. First we show that [ | r K'(C) —• K(B) is split mono up to ho
motopy. The formulae of 4.5 show that R7r*(0(n — k) <g> n*E') = 0 for 
0 < n< k < r- 1, and that RTT*(0 <g)7r* E') - RTT+IT* E' - E\ for E' any 
complex of quasi-coherent sheaves on X. 

Consider the map K(B) —+ YT K(C) induced by F' i-̂  
(RK+F\RTC+(F'{\)),. ..,RTc+(F'(r- 1))). Composing this map with the 
[ ] r K(C) -> K(B) induced by (4.9.2), we get an endomorphism of f f K(C). 
This endomorphism is represented in the homotopy category of spectra 
by an r x r matrix of maps K(C) —+ K(C). The calculation of the preced
ing paragraph shows that this matrix has 0's above the diagonal and has 
l's along the diagonal. Thus the matrix is invertible, and the composite 
endomorphism of f|r K{C) is a homotopy equivalence. This shows that 
Y\r K(C) —• K(B) is a split mono, as required. 
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4.11. To show that f ] r K(C) -> K(B) is a split epi, we use the T{. 
By 4.9.1, the inclusion I : K{A) —• K{B) is homotopic to the map in
duced by the total complex of the O(-k) 0 7r*Tfc. Filtering this total 
complex so that the O(-k) 0 7r*Tfc are the filtration quotients, and ap
pealing to the Additivity Theorem (1.7.3, 1.7.4), we see that the map 
induced by this total complex is homotopic to E(— l)kO(—k) 0 7r*Tjt, 
where the sum is over fc = 0 , l , . . . , r— 1. Thus up to homotopy the map 
/ : K(A) -> K(B) is E(-\)kO(-k) 0 ir*Tk and thus factors through the 
map (4.9.2) l\r K(C) - • K(B) via the map K(A) — l\r K(C) given by 
(K(To), -A'(Ti), • . . , ( - l r 1 A'(Tr-i))-

Thus it suffices to show that I : K(A) —• K(B) is a homotopy equiva
lence. This will follow from the approximation theorem in the form 1.9.8, 
set up by the dual of 1.9.7, once we show that for every BinB there is 
an A' in A and a quasi-isomorphism B' -^ A\ So let B' be a bounded 
complex of coherent sheaves on P£x- By 4.7.0, there is an n such that 
every Bl is n-regular. If n < 0, B' is in A, as every Bl is 0-regular by 
4.7.2(a). We now proceed by descending induction on n, for n > 0. To do 
the induction step, suppose the result is known for complexes of (n — 1)-
regular sheaves. For k > 1 all Bl(k) are (n — l)-regular by 4.7.0 and 4.7.2. 
Tensoring the (locally split) exact Koszul sequence (4.6.2) with B' yields 
an exact sequence of complexes. We reinterpret this as a quasi-isomor
phism of B' — B' 0 O into the total complex of the rest of the sequence 

£ • — Total complex [TT*£V 0 B'(l) — • TT* ( A £ V ) 0 B » ] = B''. 

The total complex B1' consists of (n — l)-regular sheaves. By induction 
hypothesis, there is then a quasi-isomorphism B1' -^ A' and so B ^ 
B1' -^ A with A' in A, as required. 

This completes the proof that YV K{(C!) —• K(B) is split epi up to 
homotopy. 

4.12. We have shown that f̂ r K(C) —» K(B) is both split mono and 
split epi in the homotopy category of spectra. It follows that this map 
is a homotopy equivalence, with homotopy inverse given by either of the 
splitting maps. 

This completes the proof of 4.1. 
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5. E x t e n s i o n of perfect c o m p l e x e s , 
and t h e proto- loca l i za t ion t h e o r e m 

5.1 . T h e o r e m (Proto-localization, cf. 7.4). Let X be a quasi-
compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let U C X be a quasi-compact 
open subscheme, and set Y = X — U, a closed subspace of X. Let Z be a 
closed subspace ofX with X — Z quasi-compact. Then aside from possible 
failure of surjectivity for KQ{X) —• Ko(U) and KQ(X on Z) —• KQ{U on 
U fl Z), the usual maps give homotopy fibre sequences 

(5.1.1) K(X on Y) -> K(X) -+ K{U) 

(5.1.2) K(X onYHZ)^ K(X on Z) - • K(U on U Pi Z). 

That is, (5.1.1) becomes a homotopy fibre sequence of spectra after K(U) 
is replaced by the covering spectrum K(U)~ with 7Tj A ( [ / ) ~ = Ki{U) for 
i > 0, and ir0K(U)~ = image K0(X) -+ K0(U). Similarly for (5.1.2). 

Proof. The proof will occupy 5.2 - 5.6. First, we make some remarks. 

5.1.3. Later in Section 6, we will use 5.1 and 4.1 to define non-connective 
deloopings KB(X on Y) , e t c , with 7rnK

B(X on Y) = Kn(X on Y) for 
n > 0, but possibly ^ 0 for n < 0. In 7.4, we will show tha t KB analogs 
of (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) are homotopy fibre sequences without any covering 
spectrum fudge. This will be the mature localization theorem. 

5.1.4. The fibre terms K(X on Y) , K(X on Y H Z) have explicit 
descriptions in terms of complexes, and satisfy excision 3.19. This makes 
Theorem 5.1 very useful. Exercise 5.7 will give an alternate description of 
the fibre term comparable to the traditional kind of fibre terms in the very 
special cases where some form of localization theorem has been previously 
established. 

5.1.5. Unlike our results in Sections 1 -4 , which have been at most mi
nor improvements on the work of Grothendieck, Illusie, Berthelot, Quillen, 
and Waldhausen, this result is a revolutionary advance. Quillen proved a 
localization theorem for the G-theory of noetherian schemes [Ql], which 
is the most important tool in that subject. For A'-theory Quillen proved 
[Grl] a localization homotopy fibre sequence similar to (5.1.1) only in the 
case where U is afflne, and where Y is a divisor defined by a section s of a 
line bundle C which is a monomorphism s : O >-> £ , i.e., such tha t the lo
cal equation t = 0 of Y has t a non-zero-divisor in Ox- These restrictions 
greatly hinder applications of the result even to the A'-theory of rings, 
and have obstructed the development of Ar-theory to any level approach
ing tha t of G-theory. For noteworthy previous a t tempts to break out of 
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these restrictions, see the work of Gersten [Ge] Sections 5, 6, 7; Levine 
[LI]; and Weibel [We4], [We5]. 

5.2. We begin the proof of 5.1. Let K(X on Z for U) be the K-
theory spectrum of the complicial biWaldhausen category of those per
fect complexes on X which are acyclic on X — Z, but where now the 
weak equivalences are the maps of complexes on X which are quasi-
isomorphisms when restricted to U. The open immersion j : U —+ X 
induces an exact functor j * , and so a map j * : K(X on Z for U) —• 
K(U on ZHU). 

The Waldhausen Localization Theorem 1.8.2 immediately gives a homo-
topy fibre sequence (5.2.1), after we note that a complex acyclic on X — Z 
and quasi-isomorphic to 0 on U = X — Y is acyclic on (X — Z)U(X — Y) — 

x -znY. 

(5.2.1) K(X on ZDY) -+ K(X on Z) — K(X on Z for U). 

This reduces the proof of (5.1.2) to showing that j * : K(X on Z for U) 
—+ K(U on U fl Z) induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups 7r, for 
i > 0, and induces a monomorphism on TTQ. Cofinality 1.10.1 reduces 
this to showing that j * is a homotopy equivalence of K(X on Z for U) 
to the K-theory spectrum of the biWaldhausen category of those perfect 
complexes on U which are acyclic on U — U D Z, and which have Euler 
characteristic in the image of KQ(X on Z) —• Ko{U on U fl Z). By the 
Approximation Theorem in form 1.9.8, this in turn reduces to showing 
that j * induces an equivalence of the derived categories of the two com
plicial biWaldhausen categories. This equivalence follows from the results 
5.2.2., 5.2.3, and 5.2.4, below. 

5.2.2. Key Proposi t ion. Adopt the hypotheses and notations of 
5.1. Then: 

(a) A perfect complex F' on U is isomorphic in the derived category 
D(0\j-Mod) to the restriction j*E' of some perfect complex E' on X, if 
and only if the class [F'] in KQ(U) is in the image of Ko(X). 

(b) More generally, for a perfect complex F' on U which is acyclic on 
U — U fl Z, there exists a perfect complex E' on X which is acyclic on 
X — Z and an isomorphism between F' and j*E' in the derived category 
D(Ou-Mod) if and only if the class [F'] in KQ(U on U H Z) is in the 
image of KQ(X on Z). 

5.2.3. Proposition. Adopt the hypotheses and notations of 5.1. 
Then: 

(a) For any two perfect complexes E' and E1' on X f and for any map 
b : j*E' -+ j*E'' in the derived category on U, D{Ou-Mod), there is a 
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perfect complex E"' on X and maps a : E"' -+ E\ a' : E"' —> E1' in the 
derived category on X, D(Ox-Mod), such that j*a is an isomorphism in 
D(Ou-Mod) and 6 • j*a = j V . 

(b) Moreover, if in (a) both E' and E1' are acyclic on X — Z, then E"' 
may also be taken to be acyclic on X — Z. 

5.2.4. Proposition. Adopt the hypotheses and notations of 5.1. 
Then: 

(a) Let E' and E1' be two perfect complexes on X. Suppose that 
a, 6 : E' —> E1' are two maps in the derived category on X, D(Ox-Mod), 
such that j*a = j*b in D(Ou-Mod) on U. Then there is a perfect complex 
E"' on X, and a map c : E"' —• E' in D(Ox-Mod), such that ac = 6c, 
and such that j*(c) is an isomorphism in D(Ou-Mod) on U. 

(b) Moreover, if in (a) E' and E1' are acyclic on X — Z, then E"' may 
also be taken to be acyclic on X — Z. 

5.2.5. These three propositions will be proved in 5.2.6 - 5.6. This will 
complete the proof of 5.1. 

5.2.6. We begin by showing that 5.2.4 in fact follows from 5.2.3. First 
we note that to prove 5.2.4 it suffices to show that if j*(a — b) — 0 then 
there is a c : E"' —• E' as in 5.2.4 with (a — b)c — 0. Thus we reduce 5.2.4 
to the special case where 6 = 0 . 

In this case, let F' be the homotopy fibre of a : E' —• Ef' with / : 
F' —» E' the canonical map. Then j*F' —+ j*E' —• j*E'' is a homotopy 
fibre sequence on U. As j*a = 0 by hypothesis, the long exact sequence 
of Mor(j*E[*], ) resulting from this fibre sequence shows that there is a 
map g : j*E' —• j*F' in £>(C?c/-Mod) such that j*f-g = 1. Then granting 
5.2.3, there is a perfect E'h on X and maps d : E"' -> F\ d' : E"' -> E' 
such that j*(d') is an isomorphism in D(Ou-Mod) and g • j*(d') = j*(d). 
If E' and E'\ hence also F\ are acyclic on X — Z, then E"' can be taken 
to be acyclic on X - Z by 5.2.3(b). Now / • d : E"' -+ E' has a • / • d = 0 
as a • / = 0. Also j * ( / • d) = j * f • g - j*(df) = j*(d') is an isomorphism in 
£)((9[/-Mod). Thus £" ' and / • d satisfy the conclusion of 5.2.4. 

This proves that 5.2.4(a) follows from 5.2.3(a) and 5.2.4(b), from 5.2.3(b) 

5.3. To prove Proposition 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, we begin by reducing them 
to the case where X is noetherian of finite Krull dimension. (This will be 
convenient for studying extensions of morphisms in the derived categories 
as the coherator and injectives in Qcoh(X) work well for such X, (cf. 
Appendix B)). 

For X quasi-compact and quasi-separated as in 5.1, by C.9 with K — T 
we have X — l imX a for {Xa} an inverse system of schemes of finite type 
over Spec(Z), in which the bonding maps Xp —* Xa are affine. Then the 
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Xa are noetherian schemes of finite Krull dimension. As X — Y = U and 
X — Z are quasi-compact open, by C.2 we may pass to a cofinal subsystem 
to get opens Xa —Ya — Ua, Xa — Za, with \imUa = U, etc. Now 3.20.1 
shows that the various derived categories of perfect complexes on X, on [/, 
on X and acyclic on £/, etc., are the direct colimits of the corresponding 
systems of derived categories of perfect complexes on the X a , on the Ua, 
on the Xa and acyclic on Ua. Also KQ(X) = \imKQ(Xa)1 by 3.20.2. So 
it will suffice to prove 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 for each of the noetherian Xa. If X 
had an ample of line bundles, we may assume the Xa do, by C.9. 

5.4. We next turn to the case where X has an ample family of line 
bundles, and study the extension of morphisms, i.e., 5.2.3. 

5.4.1. Lemma. Let X be quasi-compact and quasi-separated Let 
C be a line bundle on X, s 6 T(X,C) a global section, and let U = Xs 

be the non-vanishing locus, with j : U —*• X the open immersion. 
Let E' be a strict perfect complex on X, and F' a complex of quasi-

coherent Ox-modules. Then 

(a) For any strict map of the restrictions of the complexes to U, f : 
j * E' —» j * F', there exists an integer k > 0 and a strict map of complexes 
on X, / :E' ® £~k -+F', such that j * f = f • sk. 

(b) Given any two strict maps of the complexes on X, / i , fa : E' —> F', 
such that j * fi = j* /2 on U, there is an n > 0 such that snf\ = s n / 2 : 
E' ®C~n -+F\ 

(c) Given any two strict maps / i , fa : E' -+ F' on X, such that 
j*fi ~ j*f2 are chain homotopic on U, there is an m > 0 such that sm f\ 
and smf2 are chain homotopic as maps E' 0 C~m -+ F' on X. 

(Note in (a) and (b), equality of maps means strict equality in the 
category of chain complexes, not in the derived category.) 

Proof. Under the adjointness of j * and j* on categories of complexes, 
a map / : j*E' —• j*F' corresponds to a map E' —• j*j*F\ But j*j*F' 
is F'[l/s]t i.e., is the direct colimit 

(5.4.1.1) F'[l/s] = lim ( F " A F' 0 C A F' ® C2 A F' ® £ 3 -* . . . ) . 

Indeed, there is an obvious map of this colimit into j+j*F\ which is easily 
seen to be an isomorphism by looking at open affines in X. 

The complex E' is finitely presented, as it is even a finite complex 
of vector bundles. Hence the mapping complex Hom'(F', ) preserves 
direct colimits (cf. (2.4.1.4)). Thus we have isomorphisms of mapping 
complexes: 
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(5.4.1.2) 

Hom'( j*E\j*F') ~ Eom(E'J*j*F')s* Horn* (E\ l i m F ' ® £*) 

^ l i m Horn' (E',F'®Ck) ^ lim Horn' (£* ® £ " * , F ' ) . 
k k 

As the cycle group Z°Hom* is the group of chain maps of complexes and 
the cohomology group H°Rom is the group of chain homotopy classes 
of maps, applying these functors to (5.4.1.2) yields 5.4.1(a), (b), and (c). 
Compare [EGA] I 6.8. 

5.4.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let X be noetherian, and have an ample 
family of line bundles. Let j : U —» X be an open immersion. 

Let E' be a perfect complex on X, and F' a complex on X with quasi-
coherent cohomology and which is cohomologically bounded below (i.e., 
F- e D+(Ox-Mod)qc). 

Let a : j * E' —* j * F' be a map in the derived category ofU, D{Qu-Mod). 
Then there is a perfect complex E1' on X, a map b : E1' -+ F' in the 

derived category of X, and a map c : E1' —• E' in the derived category 
of X such that j*(c) is an isomorphism in the derived category ofU and 
such that a -j*(c) — j*(b) there. Moreover, if E' is acyclic off a closed 
subspace Z C X, E1' may be chosen to be acyclic there. 

Proof . We note that the open U is quasi-compact, as X is noetherian. 
As X has an ample family of line bundles, there is a finite set of line 
bundles £z-, i = 1,2, . . . n , and sections st £ T(X^Ci) such tha t XSt C U 
and U = U" = 1 X S t . This follows from 2.1.1(b), letting the C% be tensor 
powers of line bundles in the ample family. Note XSi = USi. 

As X has an ample family, we may choose a strict perfect representative 
E' of the quasi-isomorphism class of the original E', by 2.3.1(d). As X 
is noetherian, the coherator B.16 allows us to choose a representative F' 
of its quasi-isomorphism class which is a complex of quasi-coherent (9x-
modules. As F' is cohomologically bounded below, we may then replace 
it by a quasi-isomorphic complex of injective objects in the category of 
quasi-coherent Ox-modules (B.3). As X is noetherian these injectives in 
Qcoh(X) are still injective in the category of all Ox-modules , and j * F is 
a complex of injectives in Qcoh([7), as we see by B.4 and B.5. Henceforth, 
we use these representatives for E' and F'. 

As j*F' is a complex of injectives, the map in the derived category from 
j*E' to j*F' is represented by a strict map of complexes a : j * E' —» j * F'. 

By 5.4.1(a), there is a positive integer k such that for i — 1 ,2 , . . . ,n , 
the map s\a\USl = XSt extends to a strict map of complexes on X, &,- : 
E' ® £ 7 * — F'. On XSt H XSj = XSiSj) we have s)bi = s^s^a = sfbj. 
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Hence by 5.4.1(b) there is an m > 0 such that s^s^sHi = s^s^s^bj on 
X. Taking m large enough to work for all pairs (i, j ) , we get s™+k(s™bi) = 

s?*k(s? h) o n X f o r a l 1 (*>.?)• T h e n ^Placing 6; by s^bi and fc by ra + fc, 
we may assume that skbi = skbj on X. We have then ska = 6t|£/. 

Consider now the Koszul complex of s\,..., s„, that is the tensor prod
uct of the complexes £~* —• Ox 

(5.4.2.1) 

X( | i^)_V(| ir-^.. .-A(| i^)-0 , 
Let K+ be the part of the complex outside of Ox, that is, the part which 
consists of the Ap(®C~k) for p > 1. Let A'+ —> Ox be the obvious map, 
so that K(sk,..., s£) is the mapping cone of A'+ —• Ox'. As sk is an 
isomorphism on XSl, the complex A"(5f,..., s„) is acyclic there because 
C~k —• Ox is acyclic there, and so A'+ —• Ox is a quasi-isomorphism 
there. Thus K+ —• Ox is a quasi-isomorphism and K(s\,..., s*) is 
acyclic on (7 = UXSt. 

Let A17' be A + 0 A', and let c : A'* —• A' be the map induced by 
tensoring A""*" —• Ox with A*. Then as A' is strict perfect, hence flat, 
j*(c) is a quasi-isomorphism on [/. As K+ is strict perfect, hence flat, 
Ar+ 0 A' is acyclic on X — Z if A' is acyclic there. Also A + 0 A' is strict 
perfect. 

The map 6 : A'* = 7\+ 0 A' —•» A' will be the map induced on total 
complexes by the map of bicomplexes (5.4.2.2) induced by the 6,- : A' 0 

c;k - A-
(5.4.2.2) 

A ( ® £ ~ k j ® E' • ... • A (®C~k J ® £ ' • ( ® £
t ~ * J <g> £ ' 

E6t 

0 • . . . • 0 • F' 

To check this is a map of bicomplexes, we need to see that £6; o 6 = 0 on 
A2(©£~*)<g>£' = ^i<jCjk^C~k^E\ Bu ton thefac to r£-*0£7 f c 0A*, 

We check that j*b = a • j*c by restricting to the summands £~ 0 A' 

of (©£,- ) 0 A' where the equation reduces to the valid j*bt = a • j*sf. 
Thus taking this A'*, (b) and (c) we have proved 5.4.2. 
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5.4.3. Then specialized to the case where F' is perfect, 5.4.2 yields 
5.2.3 and hence 5.2.4 for X noetherian with an ample family of line 
bundles. 

5.4.4. By the reduction of 5.3, we conclude that 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 hold 
whenever X is a scheme with an ample family of line bundles (hence 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated (2.1.1)). 

5.5. We now study the extension of perfect complexes when X has 
an ample family of line bundles. We first consider the case X = Z of 
unrestrained support of 5.2.2(a). 

5.5.1. Lemma. Let X be a scheme with an ample family of line 
bundles, a fortiori a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let j : 
U —• X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. Then for every 
perfect complex F' on U, there exists a perfect complex E' on X such 
that F' is isomorphic to a summand of j*E' in the derived category 
D(Ou-Mod). 

Proof. Consider Rj+F' on X. This complex is cohomologically 
bounded below with quasi-coherent cohomology (B.6), and so by 2.3.3 
is quasi-isomorphic to a colimit of a directed system of strict perfect com
plexes E'a} 

(5.5.1.1) limE'Q~Rj*F'. 
a 

We consider the induced isomorphism in D*(Ou-Mod) 

(5.5.1.2) \imj*Ea = j * ( l i m £ a ) - j*Rj*(F') ~ F\ 
a 

By 2.4.1(f), the map (5.5.1.3) is an isomorphism 

(5.5.1.3) lim Mor p ( l / ) (F, j*Ea) S* Mor f l ( l / ) ( f , \jmj*Ea) . 
a 

Thus in D(Ou-Mod) the inverse isomorphism to (5.5.1.2) must factor 
through some j*E'a. Thus F' is a summand of j*E'a in D(Ou-Mod), 
proving the lemma. 

5.5.2. The idea of 5.5.1 is that perfect complexes are finitely presented 
objects in the derived category 2.4.4, and so we may adapt Grothendieck's 
method of extending finitely presented sheaves ([EGA] I 6.9.1), as sug
gested by the Trobaugh simulacrum. While this adaptation does not allow 
us to extend all perfect complexes, it does lead quickly to the determina
tion of which perfect complexes do extend. 

Despite the flagrant triviality of the proof of 5.5.1, this result is the key 
point in the paper. 
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5.5.3. L e m m a . Let X have an ample family of line bundles. Let 
j : U —> X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. Suppose F{ —• 
F2' —» F% is a homotopy fibre sequence in D(Ou-Mod), i.e., two sides 
of a distinguished triangle. Suppose the three F- are perfect complexes 
on U, and that two of the three are isomorphic in D{Ojj-Mod) to the 
restrictions of perfect complexes on X. Then the third is also isomorphic 
in D(Ou-Mod) to the restriction of a perfect complex X. 

Proof. By "rotating the triangle," we see tha t F2' —• F3 —• F{[1] and 
F3 —• F{[1] —• F^l] are also homotopy fibre sequences of perfect com
plexes. Thus we reduce to the case where F{ and F'2 are quasi-isomorphic 
to j * of perfect complexes E[ and E2 on X. By 5.4.4, after replac
ing E\ with a new perfect complex whose j*E[ is quasi-isomorphic to 
the old j * E[ ~ F j , we may assume that F\ —• F2 is j*(e) of a map 
E\ —• E2 in D(Ox-^lod). Then the mapping cone cone(e) is perfect on X , 
and there are isomorphisms in D{0\j-Mod), j*(cone(e)) 2̂  cone(jf*e) ĉ  
cone(Fi —+ F2) ~ F3, as required. 

5.5.4. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let X be a scheme with an ample family of 
line bundles. Let j : U —• X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. 

Then a perfect complex F' on U is quasi-isomorphic to the restriction 
to U of some perfect complex on X if and only if the class [F'] in Ko(U) 
is in the image of j * : KQ(X) —*• K0(U). 

Proof. This will follow from 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 by a cofinality trick of 
Grayson, (cf. [Gr3] Section 1). 

Let 7T be presented as the free abelian monoid generated by the quasi-
isomorphism classes (F) of perfect complexes on U, modulo the relations 

(5.5.4.1) (^i) + (^2) = ( ^ i e F 2 ) 

(5.5.4.2) (F)=0 if F - j*E' for some E' perfect on X. 

By 5.5.1, for each F there is an F' such that F ® F ' is quasi-isomorphic 
to the restriction of a perfect complex on X. Then (F) + (Ff) = (F(&Ff) = 
0 and 7r is a group. 

Suppose (G) = 0 in IT. This means that there is an F such tha t G ® F is 
quasi-isomorphic to H 0 F for some H quasi-isomorphic to the restriction 
of a perfect complex on X. Let F' be an "inverse to F" as above. Then 
G e F 0 F ' ~ # ® F e F ' , and both H and F ® F', hence G ® F e F ; -
H ®{F@F') extend to perfect complexes on X. Then by 5.5.3 applied to 
F®Ff —+ G 0 F ® F' —> G, we see that G extends to a perfect complex on 
X. Thus (G) = 0 in ir iff G is quasi-isomorphic to j * E' for some perfect 
complex E' on X. 
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Hence it remains only to show that 7r is isomorphic to Ko(U)/ im Ko(X). 
Comparing the presentation of -K by (5.5.4.1) and (5.5.4.2) with the pre
sentation of KQ{U)/ im KQ{X) resulting from 1.5.6, we see that it suffices 
to show that if F\ —• F 2 —• F3 is a homotopy fibre sequence of perfect 
complexes on U, then (F2) = (F\) + (F3) in 7r. 

Let F{, F3 be such that F i 0 F { and F 3 0 F 3 extend to perfect complexes 
on X. Thus (F/) = -(Fx) and (FJ) = - ( F 3 ) in TT. There is a homotopy 
fibre sequence Fi 0 F{ -> F 2 0 JF\' 0 F3 -* F 3 0 F3, obtained by adding 
F{ -+ F{ -> 0 and 0 -+ F^ -> F^ to the given Fl -+ F 2 -> F 3 . By 5.5.3, 
we see that F 2 0 F[ 0 F3 extends to a perfect complex on X , as F\ 0 Fx' 
and F 3 0 F^ do. Hence in TT, 0 = (F 2 0 F[ 0 F^') = (F2) + (Ff) + (F^) = 
(F2)-{F1)- (F 3 ) , as required. 

5.5.5. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let X nave an ample family of line bundles. 
Let j : U —» X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. Let Z C X 
be a closed subspace with X — Z quasi-compact. 

Then for a perfect complex F' on U which is acyclic on U — U C\ Z, 
there exists a perfect complex E' on X which is acyclic on X — Z and is 
such that j * F is isomorphic to F' in D(Ou-Mod), if and only if the class 
[F'] in Ko(U on U fl Z) is in the image of KQ(X on Z). 

Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. 
To prove the "if" direction, we suppose that [F'] is the image of a class 

in KQ(X on Z). Let Ff' = k\F' be the extension of F' by 0 along the 
open immersion k : U -+ U U X — Z. Recall that the functor k\ is exact 
and is left adjoint to the exact k* ( [SGA 4] IV 11.3.1). As F' is acyclic 
on U — U fl Z, Ff' is acyclic, hence perfect on X — Z. The restriction 
k*F*' of F ' ' to U is isomorphic to F ' , hence F'* is perfect on U. Thus F ' ' 
is perfect on U U X — Z. 

Now we consider the commutative diagram of A'o's. 

Ko(X) • KQ(U U(X-Z)) 

(5.5.5.1) j T 

K0(X on Z) >K0(UU(X-Z) on U n Z) 

^*K0(U on UHZ) 

The map k* is an isomorphism KQ(U U (X - Z) on U D Z) ~ K0(U on 
U fl Z) by excision 3.19, as U is an open nbd of U fl Z in U U (X - Z). 
The class [F1'] in K0(U U (X - Z) on Z) goes to the class [F'] in K0(U 
on U fl Z) under &*. Then the hypothesis implies that [F1'] is the image 
of a class in KQ(X on Z). It follows that the class [F''} in K0(UiJX- Z) 
is the image of a class in K$(X). 
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Then by 5.5.4 there is a perfect complex E' on X such that E'\U U 
(X — Z) is quasi-isomorphic to F1'. Then the restriction to U, j * E' is 
quasi-isomorphic to F''\U ~ F\ and E'\X — Z ~ F''\X — Z is acyclic. 
This proves the proposition. 

5.5.6. Corollary. If X has an ample family of line bundles (so 
a fortiori, is quasi-compact and quasi-separated), then Proposition 5.2.2, 
5.2.3, 5.2.4, and Theorem 5.1 are true for X. 

Proof. 5.5.5, 5.5.4, 5.4.4, 5.2. 

5.6. We now proceed to remove the hypothesis of an ample family of 
line bundles, using the techniques of 3.20.4-6. 

5.6.1. Lemma. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated 
scheme. Let j : U —• X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. 
Let Z be a closed subspace of X with X — Z quasi-compact. 

Let V be an open subscheme of X, such that V has an ample family of 
line bundles. Suppose X — U U V. Then 

(a) Suppose F' is a perfect complex on U, and that F' is acyclic on 
U - U fl Z. Suppose the class [F' \U n V] in KQ(U DV on Z HU DV) is 
in the image of Ko(V on V H Z). Then there is a perfect complex E' on 
X, such that E' is acyclic on X — Z and j*E' is quasi-isomorphic to F' 
on U. 

(b) Suppose E[ and E'2 are perfect complexes on X which are acyclic 
on X — Z. Suppose a : j*E[ —*• j*E'2 is a map in the derived category 
on U, D(Ou-Mod). Then there is a perfect complex E1' on X which is 
acyclic on X — Z, and maps c : E1' —• E[, b : E1' —• E2 in D(Ox~Mod) 
such that j*(c) is an isomorphism in D(Ou-Mod) and a -j*(c) — b there. 

(c) Moreover, in (b) we may choose E1' so that \E''\ — [E[] in Ko(X 
on Z). 

(d) The conclusion (5.1.2) of Theorem 5.1 is valid for this X, U, and 
Z. In particular, there is an induced exact sequence of homotopy groups 
forY = X -U: 

(5.6.1.1) >K0(X on Z nY) ^ K0(X on Z)-+K0(U on ZMJ). 

Proof. First we note that both V and its open subscheme U C\ V are 
quasi-compact, quasi-separated, and have an ample family of line bundles. 

By 5.5.5 applied to the open immersion jf : U DV —> V, there is a 
perfect complex Fy on V, acyclic on V — VDZ, and a quasi-isomorphism 
of Fy\U fl V with F'\U D V. By the calculus of fractions, this quasi-
isomorphism is represented by data consisting of a complex G' on U ClV 
and strict quasi-isomorphisms 
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(5.6.1.2) FV\U n V <=- G' •=• F'\U n V. 

In the notation of 3.20.4, let E' be the complex on X given by 

(5.6.1.3) E' =\FVU\F' = k\Fv U j ! F \ 
!G* t\G' 

Then, as in 3.20.4, E'\U — j*E' is quasi-isomorphic to F\ and J57" |V = 
k*E' is quasi-isomorphic to Fy. As X = U U 7 , this shows E' is perfect 
on X and acyclic on X — Z. This proves (a). 

To prove (b), we consider a\U H V : E[\U C)V -+E^U C)V in D(0Unv 
-Mod). By 5.4.4 applied to U D V —• V, there is a perfect complex Ey 
on V, which is acyclic on V — V (1 Z, and there are maps in D(CV-Mod) 
&v ' Ey —• ^2|V, cy \ Ey -* E\\V such that cvlt/HV is an isomorphism 
in D(Ot/nv-Mod) and a - cy\U DV = by\U f\V there. We choose repre
sentatives of the quasi-isomorphism classes E[ and E'2 among complexes 
of injective 0x-modules. Then by, cy, and a are represented by strict 
maps of complexes, and a • cy \U D V is chain homotopic to by \U C\ V. 

Now in the notation of 3.20.4 we set 

(5.6.1.4) 
E,m =\E'v U \E[\U = C (E'v, E'y\UnV, E[\U, 1, cv\UnV). 

rE'v\UnV 

Then E''\U is quasi-isomorphic to E[\U and E''\V is quasi-isomorphic to 
Ey. Thus i?7' is perfect and acyclic on X — Z. 

Let c:E*' = C'(E'y,E'v\U n 7, £{|17,1,^1/7 n 7) -+ ^ be the map 
induced by 1 : E[U —+ E[\U and cy : E'y —• JE7̂ *|V̂  according to the 
mapping property of 3.20.4. Then j*(c) — c\U is a quasi-isomorphism, 
and in fact is inverse to the canonical quasi-isomorphism E[\U —+ E'*\U. 

Let b \ E1' —> E'2 be the map induced by by : Ey —» i ^ l ^ a : i?i|{/ —• 
^ |?7, and a choice of chain homotopy between by \U fl V and a-cy\U C\V. 
Then it is easy to see that a-c\U = b\U in Z}(0[/-Mod), a n d are even equal 
up to chain homotopy of strict maps of complexes, as E''\U deformation 
retracts to the summand E[\U on which a • c — b reduces to a • 1 = a. 

This completes the proof of (b). 
To prove (c), it suffices to find a new perfect complex on X, which is 

acyclic on U, and whose class in KQ(X on Z) is [E{] — [£"']. For then we 
may replace the old complex E1' by its direct sum with this new perfect 
complex, and extend the maps b and c to be 0 on this new summand. But 
clearly the mapping cone of c : E1' —• E\ meets the requirements to be 
the new summand. 

Now (d) follows as 5.6.1(a), (b) proves 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 for this X, U, 
and Z\ and then 5.2 shows that this implies 5.1 for this X, [/, and Z. 
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5.6.2. Lemma. Let X be quasi-compact and quasi-separated. Let 
j : U —• X be an open immersion with U quasi-compact. Set Y = X — U. 
Let Z be a closed subspace of X such that X — Z is quasi-compact. 

Then 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.1 are true for X, U, Z. That is 

(a) If F' is a perfect complex on U', acyclic on U — U H Z, and with 
its class [F'] in the image of K0(X on Z) —• I<o(U on U H Z)y then there 
is a perfect complex E' on X which is acyclic on X — Z and with j*E' 
quasi-isomorphic to F' on U. 

(b) If E{ and E2 are perfect complexes on X which are acyclic on 
X - Z, and if a : j*E{ —• j*E2 is a map in D(Ou-Mod), then there is a 
perfect complex E1' on X, which is acyclic on X — Z, and has [Ef'] — [E[] 
in Ko(X on Z), and there exist maps b : E1' —• E'2 and c : E1' —+ E[ 
in D(Ox-Mod) such that j*(c) is an isomorphism in D(Ou~Mod) and 
a • j*(c) = j*(b) there. 

(c) There is a homotopy fibre sequence as in 5.1. In particular, there is 
an induced exact sequence 

(5.6.2.1) ...-+K0(X on Z flY) - • K0(X on Z)-* K0(U on Uf)Z). 

Proof. There exist a finite set {V\,..., Vn} of open affine subschemes 
of X such that X = UUV1UV2 • - -UVn. We prove the results by induction 
on the number n of affines in the set. 

For n = 1, the result follows from 5.6.1, as the the affine V\ has an 
ample family of line bundles. (Note the hypothesis of 5.6.1(a) is indeed 
weaker than that of 5.6.2(a).) 

To do the induction step, we suppose the results are known for schemes 
with a set of less than n affine Vs . Set W = U n Vi U • • • U Vn-i. Then 
X = W U Vn, and the results hold for W. 

To do the induction step for (a), we note by induction hypothesis that 
there is a perfect complex F~' on W, acyclic on W — Z D W> and such 
that F~'\U is quasi-isomorphic to F\ By hypothesis and 1.5.7, there is a 
perfect complex H' on X, acyclic on X — Z, and such that [#'|J7] = [F'] 
in K0(U onUD Z). Then [H'\W] - [F~m] in K0(W on W D Z) goes to 
0 in K0(U onUD Z). By 5.6.2(c) for U -+W, known by the induction 
hypothesis, and 1.5.7, there is a [C] in KQ(W on W Ci Y fl Z) such that 
[F~m 0 G'] = [H'\W] in K0(W on W n Z). This [C] is the class of 
a perfect complex G' on W which is acyclic on U U (W — Z). Then 
F~' 0 G'\U is quasi-isomorphic to F~* 0 0\U ~ F'. Replacing the old 
F~' by F~' 0 G\ we may assume that [F~'] is in the image of K$(X on 
Z) -> K0(W on WDZ). But then [F~'\Vn fl W] is in the image of K0(Vn 

on Zfl K„) -H. A r
0 ( ^ fl F„ on Z n W H Vn). We now appeal to 5.6.1(a) 

with V — Vn, U — W to get ^ perfect E' on X, acyclic on X — Z, and 
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a quasi-isomorphism E'\W ~ F~\ Thus there is a quasi-isomorphism 
E'\U ~ F~'\U ~ F'. This proves (a). 

To prove (b), we note by the induction hypothesis that there is a per
fect complex E~' on W, acyclic on W — W H Z, and maps b~ : E~' —• 
E2\W, c~ : E~' -+ E[\W in D(Ow-Mod) such that c~|C/ is an isomor
phism in D(Ou-Mod) and a - c~\U = b~\U there. Also we can arrange 
that [E~'] = [E[\W] in K0(W on WDZ). Because of the last condition, 
5.6.1(a) shows that E~' on W extends to a perfect complex on X which 
is acyclic on X — Z. Henceforth, we denote this perfect complex by E~\ 
and the old E~' on W by £"^"1^. Now by 5.6.1(d), we may arrange that 
[E~'] = [E[] in KQ(X on Z), adding to E~' a perfect complex acyclic on 
W U (X — Z) if necessary. 

Applying 5.6.1(b) twice on X = W U Vn, we get perfect complexes G' 
and ^ ' on I , acyclic on X — Z, and maps G' —• 2£~", H' —» £"^' in 
Z}((9x-Mod) that are quasi-isomorphisms on W, and also maps G' —> E[> 
H' - • £2 in £>(0x-Mod), forming diagrams (5.6.2.2) in £>(0x-Mod) and 
(5.6.2.3) in D(0 w -Mod) 

(5.6.2.2) 

E" 

I 
G' 

I 

H' 

I 
^; 

(5.6.2.3) 

E'\W E2\W 

By 5.6.1(c) we may assume that [C] = [Hm] = [£~'] = [E[] in A'0(X 
on Z). We choose representatives of the quasi-isomorphism classes of E[, 
E~\ E2 among complexes of injective Ox- modules. Then the diagrams 
(5.6.2.2) and (5.6.2.3) exist as chain homotopy commutative diagrams of 
strict maps of chain complexes. 

Let £"' be the canonical homotopy pullback of G' and H' over E~' 
(1.1.2), so E1' —» G' 0 H' -» E~' is a homotopy fibre sequence. Then 
£"' is perfect on X and acyclic on X — Z. In Ko(X on Z), [£"'] = 
- [ £ - ] + [G-] + [H-] = -[E~] + [E-] + [E-] = [E-] = [E[]. 

Let c : E1' —• G' —• i?i and b : E1' —± H' -+ E2 be the compositions of 
the canonical projections of E1' onto G' and H' with the maps G' —» l?i 
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and H' —• E'2. On U C W, the restriction of diagram (5.6.2.3) shows 
that c\U i-2^ E''\U ^ G'\U —+ E[ -^ \U is a quasi-isomorphism, and that 
a-c\U : Eh\U -> #i|l7 -> E2\U is chain homotopic to b : £'*|[/ — £ 2 | [ / 
as required. This proves (b). 

Statement (c) for X, U, Z follows from (a) and (b) by 5.2. This com
pletes the induction step and proves 5.6.2. 

5.6.3. With 5.6.2, the proofs of 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, and Theorem 5.1 
are complete. 

5.7. Exercise (Optional). Let X be a scheme with an ample family 
of line bundles. Let i : Y —» X be a regular closed immersion ([SGA 6] 
VII Section 1) defined by ideal J. Suppose Y has codimension k in X. 

Then show that K(X on Y) is homotopy equivalent to the Quillen K-
theory of the exact category of pseudo-coherent Ox-modules supported 
on the subspace Y and of Tor-dimension < k on X. 

(a) Begin by noting that Ox/J is pseudo-coherent and of Tor-dimension 
< k by the Koszul resolution. As Jn/Jn+1 is locally a sum of copies of 
Ox/J, Jn/Jn+1 is pseudo-coherent of Tor-dimension < Jb ([SGA 6] VII 
1.3 iii). By induction, using the exact sequence 0 —» Jn+l/Jn+P —• 
jn/jn+p _ , jn/jn + l _+ ̂  g h o w t h a t ^ jn/jn+p a n d m p a r t i c u l a r j 

all Ox/Jv a r e pseudo-coherent of Tor-dimension < k (cf. 2.2.13). 

(b) Using the functor #(Qcoh) TY = \imExt'(Ox/J
p, ), calculated 

using injective resolutions in Qcoh(X), construct a map between appro
priate models of K(X on Y) (3.6.2, 3.6.1) and show K(X on Y) is homo
topy equivalent to the K-theory spectrum of the complicial biWaldhausen 
category of perfect complexes of quasi-coherent modules that vanish on 
X -Y. 

(c) Let A be the abelian category of quasi-coherent modules that van
ish on X — Y. Note every submodule of finite type of an object of A 
is annihilated by all Jp for p sufficiently large. Let V be the additive 
category generated by all C™ 0 Ox/Jp with m G Z, p > 1, and £a a 
line bundle in the ample family. All objects of V are pseudo-coherent of 
Tor-dimension < k over Ox- The inclusion V —• A satisfies the hypothe
ses of 1.9.5. Hence K(X on Y) is homotopy equivalent to the K-theory 
spectrum of the complicial biWaldhausen category of perfect complexes 
of pseudo-coherent modules of Tor-dimension < k supported on the sub-
space y . 

(d) Now appeal to 1.11.7, (or to [W] 1.7.1) to conclude that K(X on Y) 
is homotopy equivalent to the K-theory spectrum of the exact category 
as claimed. 

(e) An (9x-m°dule of Tor-dim < k is pseudo-coherent iff it has a res
olution by vector bundles of length < k iff it is ^-pseudo-coherent. Thus 
for k = 1 with Y —• X a regularly immersed divisor, the exact category 
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is tha t of finitely presented Ox-modules supported on Y and of Tor-dim 
< 1. For X with an ample family of line bundles, prove the conjecture 
of Gersten [Gel] Section 7, and recover the localization theorem of [Grl] . 
Recover the results of [LI]. 

(f) If U is affine, and open in X, any strict perfect complex on U is 
trivially a summand of a strict perfect complex of free C?j/-modules. If 
also U = Xs for s : O —• C, use [EGA] I 6.8.1 to show tha t any strict 
bounded complex of free modules on U extends to a strict perfect complex 
on X. This yields trivially for such U the strict perfect analog of 5.5.1. 
Combining this with 5.4.1, prove the analog of 5.1 for A' n a i v e of such U. 
Now assuming also that s : Ox >-• £ is a monomorphism, use the ideas 
of (a) - (d) to recover Quillen's localization theorem of [Grl] in general, 
without assuming tha t X has an ample family of line bundles. 

(g) Contemplate Deligne's counterexample in [Gel] Section 7 to an 
a t tempt to generalize the identification of the fibre of K(X) —• K(X — Y) 
to K{ ) of an exact category as above when Y —• X is not a regular 
immersion. 

6. Bass f u n d a m e n t a l t h e o r e m a n d n e g a t i v e /^-groups , KB 

6.0. To control the failure of surjectivity of Ko(X) —+ KQ(U) and 
KQ(X on Z) —» KQ(U on UDZ) in the proto-localization Theorem 5.1, one 
wants to find a non-connective spectrum KB with K as its -1-connective 
cover, so that KB(X on Y) -> KB{X) — KB(U) is a homotopy fibre 
sequence in 5.1 without fudging, and so tha t the resulting long exact 
sequence of homotopy groups extends through the KB for n < 0. This 
is done by combining Sections 4 and 5 with ideas of Bass [B] (cf. also 
Carter [Ca].) 

For once it is notationally easier to work first on the level of abelian-
group valued functors, and then to produce a spectrum level version. 

6 . 1 . T h e o r e m (Bass fundamental proto-theorem) (cf. [B] XII 7; [Grl]; 
6.6 below). Let X be quasi-compact and quasi-separated. Set X[T] = 
X ® Z[T]. Let Z be a closed subspace of X with X — Z quasi-compact. 

2 
Then 

(a) For n > 1, there is an exact sequence 

(6.1.1) 

0->K„(X on Z) Pl'~P' . Kn(X[T] on Z[T]) ® Kn (X[T-l\ on Z[T-1}) 

- ^ i Kn (X[T,T-1) on Z[T,T-1)) ^ Kn.x{X on Z) - 0. 
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Here p\, -p\ are induced by the projections (X[T]) —*• X, etc. and Jl,j% 
are induced by the obvious open immersions (X[T,T"1]) —• (X[T]), etc. 

The sum of these exact sequences for n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . is an exact sequence 
of graded A%(X)-modules. 

(b) For n > 0, dT : Kn^X^T'1] on Z[T,T~1]) — Kn(X on Z) 
is naturally split by a map h? of K*(X) modules. Indeed, cup prod
uct with T £ K\(2[T,T~1]) splits dr up to a natural automorphism of 
Kn(X on Z). 

(c) There is an exact sequence for n = 0 

0 -> # 0 ( * on Z) (Pl ,P2)) A'0(X[T] on Z[T]) 0 A0 (XfT'1] on Z[T~1}) 

jar.;;) 
KQ{X[T,T-1} on ^ [T ,^ - 1 ] ) 

Proof. Consider Pl
x. By 4.1, there is an isomorphism K*(Pl

x on 
P^) = K*(X on Z) 0 A'*(X on Z), where the two summands are K*(X 
on Z)[0] and K*(X on Z)[0(—1)] with respect to the external product 
A(X on Z) A A(P*) -+ K(Pl

x on P^) and with [0], [ 0 ( - l ) ] in Ao(P^). 
We prefer now to shift to a direct sum decomposition of K*(Vl

x on P^) 
with basis {[0], [ 0 ] - [ 0 ( - l ) ] } . 

We consider the cover of P ^ by opens X[T] and X[T~X], intersecting in 
X[T,T-1]. The proto-localization Theorem 5.1 shows that the columns 
in (6.1.2) are homotopy fibre sequences. Here the K( ) ~ are covering 
spectra of the K{ ) to change -KQ suitably, as in 5.1. 

K(Pl
x on (T = 0) fl Pl

z) -^—+ K(X[T] on (T = 0) n Z[T\) 

K(X[T] on Z[T]) 

K(X[T,T~l) on Z[T,T~l))~ 

As X[T] is an open nbd of the locus (T = 0) in P ^ , excision 3.19 shows 
that the top horizontal map in (6.1.2) is a homotopy equivalence. Thus 
the bottom square of (6.1.2) is homotopy cartesian. Thus it yields a 
long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence on homotopy groups. Recalling that 
TTiK( )~ = 7rtA'( ) for i > 0, we see this long exact sequence is: 

K{Pl
x on P^) 

(6-1-2) | 4 ; 

K(X[T~l] on Z[T-1])~ 
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(6.1.3) | 

Kn+^XfoT-1] on Z[T,T-1)) 

KniP], on P^) 

Kn(X[T] on Z[T]) © Kn{X[T-1} on Z[T~1]) 

Kn{X[T,T-x] on Z[T,T-1)) 

KoiP'x on P^) 

K0(X[T] on Z[T]) 0 A ^ p 1 - 1 ] on ZfT"1])-

Here /^ (XfT" 1 ] on ^ [ T - 1 ] ) - is some subgroup of K0(X[T-1] on 
^[T- 1 ] ) , namely the image under Jfe£ of A0(Px on P^). 

Now for jb = iki and Jfe2, **(0P(i)) = O. Hence Jfc*([0]) = [O] = 1, and 
**( [0 ] - [0 ( - l ) ] ) = [0 ] - [0 ] = 0 in Ko(l[T]) or /^(ZfT"1]) . Thus on the 
summand Kn(X on Z)[0] of A'n(P^ on P^), &* is the map p\ induced by 
the canonical pi : X[T] —* X. The map p\ has a section T = 0, so p\ is a 
split monomorphism. Similarly, on this summand k% is p\, which is a split 
monomorphism. On the summand Kn(X on Z)([(9] — [0(—1)]), k{ and 
&2 are 0. Hence in (6.1.3) the boundary map OT is onto this summand. 
Thus the long exact sequence (6.1.3) breaks up into short exact sequences, 
yielding 6.1(a). 

To prove (b), it suffices to show that the natural map dx • (TUp*( )) : 
Kn(X on Z) -+ Kn+i(X[T,T-1] on Z[T,T~1]) -» Kn(X on Z) is an 
automorphism of Kn for n > 0. For we then define /*T to be (TUp*( )) 
composed with the inverse of this automorphism. By the 5-lemma applied 
to diagram (6.1.4) where the rows are the exact localization sequences 5.1 
for X and X - Z and for X[T,T~l] and (X - ZJtT.T"1] , it suffices to 
prove the map is an automorphism in the absolute case A'* (S) for S = X 
and ioT S = X — Z. (In diagram (6.1.4) we abbreviate XjTjT"""1] as 
X[T±], etc.) 
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(6.1.4) 
Kn + l(X) 

Kn+2 (X [T±]) 

Kn+l(X) 

Kn+1(X-Z) 

UT 

Kn+2 ((X - Z) [X[T±]) 

K„+i(X - Z) 

Kn(X on Z) 

UT 

Kn + 1(A-[A'[r±] on Z{T±\) 

Kn(X on Z) 

Kn(X) 

UT 

Kn+1(X[T±]) 

Kn{X) 

(We see that the squares of (6.1.4) involving 8T commute, as they are 
derived in a canonical way from a commutative 3x3 diagram of homotopy 
fibre sequences of spectra.) 

To prove that our map is an automorphism in the absolute case /\*(5), 
it suffices to prove that OTT — ±1 = ±[0] in Ko(S), as this is a gen
erator of K*(S) as a free K*(S) module, and dT-(TU ) = 8TT U ( ) is 
a map of K*(S) modules. By naturality in S, it suffices to prove this 
for S = Spec(Z), i.e., that dT : #i(Z[T, T"1]) - • KQ(1) sends T to ± 1 . 
This is known classically (cf. [B], [Grl]). (Briefly one has K0(l) - Z, 
Ki(l\F,T-1)) = units in Z ^ T " 1 ] ^ Z 0 Z/2 generated by T and - 1 , 
and that <9T is onto (examine (6.1.1) and note that K(T) ~ K(2[T]) ~ 
K(Z[T-1]) as Z is regular noetherian). So the torsion element <9T(—1) of 
Z must be 0, and <9TT must be a generator ±1.) 

(A careful calculation of dr(T) by building categorical models of every
thing via [Th3], and considering our choice of signs in forming a Mayer-
Vietoris sequence from a homotopy cartesian square yields that in fact 
dTT = 1. In fact, d • (TU ) = 1 on 7\ (X on Z). ) This proves (b). 

To prove (c), we consider the diagram: 
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(6.1.5) 

0 - A'o(X on Z) -* Ko(Xm on Z[T] e Ko(X^) on Z[T^) - Ko(X[T±] on Z|T*]) 

0 - Ki(X[S*] on Z[S±] - ® x 7 l ( l l l ' 
1 1 A-I(X[S±][r-'l on Z[S±][T-M) 

0 - A-o(XonZ) - A„(X[r] on Z[T] e ^ t T - M on Z[T-']) - Ko(XP*l on Z|T±]) 

The middle row is exact by (a). By (b), the composite ds -hs is 1, so the 
bottom row is a retract of the middle row. Hence the bottom row is also 
exact, as required. 

6.2. Lemma (Bass construction) (cf. [B] XII 7). By descend
ing induction on k — 1,0, —1, —2, — 3 , . . . one may define contravariant 
abelian group valued functors Bk on the category of quasi-compact and 
quasi-separated schemes X with a chosen closed subspace Z such that 
X — Z is quasi-compact. One may also define natural transformations 

dkT : fl*^ (X [T,T~1} on Z [ ^T" 1 ] ) - Bk(X on Z) 

hkT : Bk(X on Z) - Bk+1 (X [ T , ^ 1 ] on Z [ T , ^ 1 ] ) . 

These functors and natural transformations are uniquely characterized by 
the following properties that they satisfy: 

(a) BX(X on Z) = K^X on Z), B0(X on Z) = K0(X on Z), and 
di = d\, h\ are the maps of 6.1. 

(b) The sequence induced by the natural maps as in 6.1(a) is exact: 

0^Bk+1(X on Z) 

- Bk+1(X[T] on Z[T])®Bk+l (X [T"1] on Z [T"1]) 

- Bk+1 (X [T.T-1] on Z [T.T-1]) ^ Bk(X on Z) - 0. 

(c) dkT • d(k+1)s = dkS • d(k+1)T : 5 , + 2 (X[T ,T- 1 ] [5 ,5 - 1 ] 
on Z[T,T-1][5 ,,S'-1]) -<• Bk(X on Z) provided that k < - 1 . 

(d) dk • hk = 1 on Bk(X on Z). 

(e) The sequence induced by the natural maps as in 6.1(a) is exact 

0 - Bk(X on Z) - Bk(X[T] on Z[T}) © Bk (X [T"1] on Z [T'1]) 

^Bk(X[T,T~x} on Z[T,T-1}). 
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Proof. We start by abbreviating X ^ T " 1 ] as XpT*]. We will give 
maps and diagrams for the absolute case Bk(X). To obtain the cor
rect diagrams for the case with supports, the reader should replace every 
BkWT-1]^]) by BuiXlT-1]^] on Z ^ P * ] ) . 

We prove statements (b) - (e) by descending induction on k, starting 
with k = 0. The statements (b) - (e) hold for k = 0 by 6.1, on taking (a) 
as a definition. Note (c) says nothing in this case. 

To do the induction step, we assume that k < 0, and that the Bk have 
been constructed and satisfy (a) - (e). Then for k — 1 we define Bk-i(X) 
to be the cokernel of the map Bk(X[T]) 0 Bk(X[T-1]) -» B^Xp 1 *] ) , 
and rf(jk_i)T ' BkiXl^]) —+ Bk-i(X) to be the cokernel map. Now (b) 
for k — 1 results from this definition and (e) for k. 

Consider the diagram (6.2.1) 

(6.2.1) 

B H 1 (X[T][S- l ] )e f lH^[r ' ] [S- ' ] ) - Bw&nS-1]) - Bt(X[S-1]) 
®Bk+l(X[T][S])®Bk+l(X[T-l][S\) © Bt+1(X[r±][5]) Bk(X[S]) 

1 1 1 
B,*,(Xtn[S i])®B l+,(Xfr-'][S± l) - S I - H O T ^ H S * ] ) — &(*[«*]> 

ds@ds ds \ds 

BuiXlTDeBkiXlT'1}) - ft(X[r±]) - ^ £*-i(X) 

All the small squares of (6.2.1) except possibly the lower right one 
commute by naturality. All rows and columns are cokernel sequences. 
Since colimits commute and the G?T, ds into Bk-i(X) are defined to be the 
canonical cokernel map, this shows that the lower right square commutes. 
This proves (c) for k — 1. (As the reader expects, we will identify Bk(X) 
with I\jf (X) = 7TkKB(X) for k < 0, and dr will become a boundary map 
in a long exact sequence of homotopy subgroups coming from a homotopy 
fibre sequence. So the reader might have expected to see drds = —dsdr 
instead of d?ds = dsdj>. But the natural identification will be Bk(X) = 
7ToYlkKB(X), and the degree k shift changes the sign conventions.) 

Now to construct h^_^T and prove (d) for k — 1, we consider diagram 
(6.2.2) which commutes by naturality and (c). 
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(6.2.2) 

Bk{X[S\)GBk(X[S-1]) 

Bk+X(X[S}[T±) e Bfc+l(X[5-l]IT*]) 

Bfc(^[S])©Bfc(X[5-1]) 

B*(*[S±D 

Bfc+l(*[s±][r±]) -&• 

B*(X[S±]) 

• ^ Bk-i(X) - 0 

0 

<*s 

Bk&p*]) 
|<*(fc-l)T 

Bfc-i(X) — 0 

The rows are exact by definition of Bk-i- We define /i(fc_i)T • Bk-i(X) —+ 
Bjc(X[T±]) to be the map induced on the cokernels by h^ in (6.2.2). As 
dkrhjcT = 1 by (d) for &, it follows that d(k-i)T ' ^(fc-i)T = 1> proving 
(d) for k — 1. Note /i^ is "TU" composed with an automorphism on 
®n>kBn(X). 

It remains to prove (e) for k — 1. This follows from (d) c/5/15 = 1 and 
the diagram (6.2.3) 

(6.2.3) 

0 - A - i ( X ) 

0 - B t(X[5*]) 

I* 
0 - B*_,(X) 

Bt.UXlTDeBk-UXtT-1]) 

Bk(X[S±][T))®Bk(X[S±}[T-1]) 

IdsQds 

B t - i ( ^ m ) © 5 t _ i ( X ( T - 1 ] ) 

- *-i(x(r*]) 
Us 

- Bt(x(s±][r±]) 
<<s 

- B»-i(xtr*]) 

This diagram exhibits (e) for Bk-i(X) as a retract of the exact sequence 
(e) for BkiXlS*]). This proves (e) for * - 1. 

This completes the induction step, and hence the proof of the theorem. 

6 .3 . L e m m a (Bass Spectral Lemma). There exist for k — 0 , - 1 , 
— 2, —3, • • • contravariant functors Fk from the category of (X, Z) as in 
6.2 to the category of spectra, such that: 

(a) F°(X on Z) = K(X on Z). 

(b) There is a natural homotopy fibre sequence 
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Fk(X[T) on Z[T}) U Fk (X [T~l] on Z [T"1]) 

r *(A on Z) 

I* 
F ^ X f T * ] on Z^]) 

U 
ZFk-\X on Z). 

(In particular, we have a natural nullhomotopy of d • b.) The map b 
from the homotopy pushout is induced by the obvious open immersions 
(XlT*]) -> (X[T\), (XfT"1]), and the trivial constant homotopy of the 
two equal maps Fk(X on Z) -+ Fk(X[T±] on Z p * ] ) . 

(c) The fibre sequence in (b) is a fibre sequence of K(X) modules. 

(d) The homotopy groups of Fk are given by 

{ Kn(X on Z) n > 0 

Bn(X on Z) 0>n>k 

0 k- 1 > n. 
The map 7rn(6) in (b) is a monomorphism for all n. 

(e) The map f : Fk -> Fk~l, given by 

Fk(X on Z) 

[TU 

QFk(X [T*] on Zip*]) 

nj:Fk-\X on Z)~Fk~\X on Z) 

induces an isomorphism on homotopy irn for n > k. 

Proof. The proof is by descending induction on k. F° — K is defined 
by (a). Inductively define Fk~1(X on Z) as Q = E _ 1 of the canonical 
mapping cone of the map b of Fk in (b). As the map b is strictly natural in 
X, and is a strict K(X) module map, its mapping cone is functorial in X 
and is a K(X) module. Hence so is Fk~l. This constructs Fk~l{X on Z) 
and proves statements (b) and (c) by induction. 

As Fk(X on Z) -» Fk(X[T] on Z[T}) is canonically split by the map 
induced by the 0-section map of schemes X —• X[T] — X x A1, the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 7r* of the homotopy pushout in (b) breaks up 
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into split short exact sequences, of which we will print only the absolute 
case, by the convention of the proof of 6.2 

(6.3.1) 0 - irnF
k(X) -» wnF

k{X[T]) 0 jr„F* (X [T"1]) 

- *„ [Fk{X[T]) ^ Fk (X [ T - 1 ] ) ) - 0. 

We substitute (6.3.1) into the long exact sequence of TT* induced by the 
homotopy fibre sequence of (b). This breaks up this long exact sequence 
into short exact sequences like the top two rows of (6.3.2), which we print 
only in the absolute case: 

(6.3.2) 

*n(F*{X[T\)FUx)F''(X[T-1])) 

'II 
coker(7rnJF*(X) -+ wnF

k(X[T]) ® nnF
k(X[T-1))) 

ill 
coker(Bn(X) -+ Bn(X[T}) ® ^ ( X ^ - 1 ] ) ) 

irnF
k (X [T±]) 

irnF
k (X [T±]) 

Bn{X[T*]) 
d-T 

TTnXF^iX) 

TT^F^iX) 

Bn-l(X) 0 

By descending induction on fc, with an inner descending induction on n 
for 0 > n > &, we compare these short exact sequences for n > k to the 
exact sequence of Bn in the bottom of (6.3.2) that results from the long 
exact sequence 6.2(b). The induction starts at k •=. 0 by 6.2(a) and 6.3(a), 
and proves (d) and also that the exact sequences in (6.3.2) for irnF

k and 
for Bn correspond under the isomorphisms of (d) for n > k. 

To prove (e), we first note that <TU" : Fk(X on Z) -+ QFk(X[T±] on 
Z\T^]) factors as the composite of the map p* induced by the projection 
(XfT*]) -+ X and the cup product on ^Fk(X[T±] on Ztf*]) with 
T £ Ki(X[T±]). Thus we see that the homotopy fibre sequence of (b) 
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is natural with respect to this map. Now comparing the map induced 
by "T U " in the top of (6.3.2) with a corresponding map "T U " on 
the Bn, and with the inductive construction of the hx in (6.2.2) and 
6.1(b), we see that "T U " is identified by the isomorphisms of (d) to 
hx composed with some natural automorphism of Bn(X on Z). Also 
the "d" on ir*(F) is identified to the "d" on B up to sign. Then 7rn/ = 
7rn(c?-(TU )) is identified to dx-hx composed with a natural automorphism 
of Bn(X on Z). Thus (e) follows from 6.2(d). This completes the proof. 

6.4. Definition. Let KB(X on Z) be the homotopy colimit of the 
solid arrow diagram (6.4.1), where the Fk are the Fk(X on Z) of 6.3, 
and the maps Fk —» Q E F f c _ 1 are the Qd • (TU ) of 6.3(e), corresponding 
to the maps / of 6.3 under the homotopy equivalence Fk~l - ^ QT,Fk~x. 

(6.4.1) 

F° QZF 

F~ 

- l p/-2 

T 
i 

F~ 

p/-3 

f 
I 
I 
I 

Q E F - 3 

Equivalently, let F' 2,F' 3 , . . . be the canonical homotopy pushouts of 
the indicated squares. Let Q E F " 1 = F ' " 1 . Then let KB(X on Z) be 
the colimit of the direct system F° - • F'~l -+ F'~2 -+ F'~3 - > . . . . 

As the maps Fk —» F / fc are homotopy equivalences, KB(X on Z) is 
homotopy equivalent to the direct colimit of F° —+ F " 1 —* F ~ 2 —»-... 
where the bounding maps are the maps / of 6.3(e). Thus we have 
7rnK

B(X on Z) = Kn(X on Z) for n > 0, and = Bn(X on £ ) for 
n < 0. 

6.5. So defined, J i B ( X on Z) is a contravariant functor in X , jus t like 
K(X on Z). It has the same covariant functoriality with respect to flat 
proper, perfect projective, and (for noetherian schemes) perfect proper 
maps as does K(X on Z), (cf. 3.16). It is also covariant with respect to 
enlarging Z, as in 3.16.7. The canonical homotopy </*/* — /*</'* °f 3.18 
extends from K to KB. 

There is a canonical map K(X on Z) —• KB(X on Z)y natural with 
respect to both contravariant and covariant functorialities, and which 
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induces isomorphisms Kn(X on Z) = KB(X on Z) for n > 0. 
KB(X on Z) is a module spectrum over K(X). The projection for

mula 3.17 holds in that /* : KB(X) -+ KB(Y) will be a map of K(Y) 
modules under the hypotheses of 3.17. 

All these remarks follow by passing the relevant properties of K through 
the inductive construction of 6.3 and the direct colimit of 6.4. (If the 
reader wishes to verify exactly the compatibilities of various systems of 
homotopies involved, he should build symmetric monoidal category mod
els of everything starting from the simplicial symmetric monoidal wS.A 
and using [Th3], realize the involved homotopies as symmetric monoidal 
natural transformations, and calculate compatibilities using the calculus 
of 2-categories as in [Th3]). 

6.6. Theorem (Bass Fundamental Theorem) (cf. [B] XII Section 7; 
[Grl]). Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, and let 
Z C X be a closed subscheme with X — Z quasi-compact. Then 

(a) The natural map K(X on Z) —>• KB(X on Z) induces isomor
phism on ?rn for n > 0 : Kn(X on Z) ^ KB(X on Z), Kn(X) = 

(b) For all integers n £ Z, there are natural exact sequences: 

0 - t f * ( X on Z)^KB(X[T] on Z[T}) 0 KB(Xtf-1} on Z[T-1]) 

I 
KB{X[T~'] on ZIT-1}) 

is 

K^{X on Z)^0 

0 -+ Kf(X) - K*(X[T)) 9 K»(X[T-i}) -» KB{X{T,T~']) 

(c) There is a homotopy fibre sequence 

KB(X[T] on Z[T]) U KB(X[T~l] on Z[Tk-1)) 
KB(X on Z) 

b 
KB{X[T,T~l] on Z[T,T-1])-^'LKB(X on Z). 

(d) For all integers n 6 Z, and all positive integers k > 1, the composi
tion dk • • • • • di(Ti U • • • U TfcU) is an isomorphism 
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K%{X on Z) 

^TiU-'-UTfcU 

K^+k{X[Tx,T^,...,Tk,Tk
x} on Z[TuT^,...,Tk,T^\) 

\rdTkdTk_1 ..dTl 

K*(X on Z) 

In particular, this holds in the absolute case of KB(X) = KB(X on X). 

(e) For all positive integers k > 1, the composition dk • . . . • di(T\ U • • • U 
TjfcU) is a homotopy equivalence 

ZkKB(X on Z) 

| T i U -UTfcU 

KB{X[TuTi\...,Tk,T;1] on Z{TUT~\ 

EkKB(X on Z) 

In particular, this holds in the absolute case of KB(X) = KB(X on X). 

Proof. Parts (a), (b), (c) follow from 6.4, 6.3, 6.2, 6.1, and in fact 
just combine pieces of these. 

Parts (d) and (e) follow by induction on k from 6.3(e), 6.1(b), and the 
definition 6.4. 

6.7. By 6.6(d), for n > 0, KB
n (X) is a natural retract of K0(X[T1 ,T^\ 

...,Tn,T~1}) and o f / ^ ( X f T ^ T f 1 , . . . ^ n + ^ T " ^ ] ) . Thus a statement 
that certain natural classes of maps (invariant under Laurent extensions to 
XfT^]) induce isomorphisms or exact sequences on the K-groups Kn for 
n > 0 quickly extend to the KB for all n. For a retract of an isomorphism 
is an isomorphism, and the retract of an exact sequence is exact. Section 
7 will be devoted to results for KB derived by this method. Similarly 
6.6(e) allows one to deduce spectra level versions. 

6.8 Proposi t ion. Let X be a regular noetherian scheme. Then 

(a) p* : K(X) -^ K(X[T]) is a homotopy equivalence. 

(b) K(X) -^ KB{X) is a homotopy equivalence, so KB(X) = 0 for 
n < 0. 

Proof. Statement (a) results from Poincare duality 3.21 and the cor
responding result for G-theory, [Ql] Section 7, 4.1. Similarly, Quillen's 

•••,Tk,Tk-
1]) 
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localization theorem for G-theory [Ql] Section 7, 3.2 applied as in (6.1.2) 
gives G{X[T,T-1}) ~ G(X) x £ G ( X ) using G(X[T\) ~ G(X). By 
Poincare duality, we have K(X[T,T-1]) ~ K(X) x T,K(X). In par
ticular, the map A'o(A') —• K0(X[T)T~1]) is onto, so KB

X(X) = 0 by 
6.2(b). Now by descending induction on n, using 6.6(b), KB(X) = 0 for 
n < 0. 

6.9. Exercise (Optional). Show KB(X) is ahomotopy ring spectrum. 
Let KB(X) > k < be the coPostnikov truncation killing off 7rn for 

n < k. Thus KB(X) > 0 < ~ K(X). Consider for jfc, p > 0 the map 

£* {KB(X) > -Jb <) A Ep (A f l(A) > -P <) 

| 7\ U . . . U Tfc A 5i U . . . U Sp 

( A ' B ( A [ T 1 , T f 1 , . . . , r f c T , - 1 ] ) > 0 < ) A ( A ' B ( A [ S 1 , 5 r l , . . . , 5 p , 5 p - l ] ) > 0 < ) 

l\ 
K{X[T,T-\...,Tk,T^])AK(X[Sl,S;\...,Sp,S;1}) 

A(A[T 1 , r 1 - 1 , . . . , r f c , r f c - 1 ,5 1 .5r 1 , . . . ,5 p ,5 p - 1 ] ) 

n 
A B (A [rx.Tf1, . . . ,SP.S;1}) > 0 < 

1 drfc - - • • dSl 

E * + P ( / Y B ( X ) > - p - f c < ) 

This defines (KB(X) > -k <)A{KB(X) > -p < ) — A ' % Y ) > ~p-k < . 
Now take the colimit as k —• oo and p -—• oo. 

7. Bas ic t h e o r e m s for ifB , inc luding t h e Local izat ion T h e o r e m 

7.0. We recall that KB(X on Z) is defined for X a quasi-compact and 
quasi-separated scheme X with a closed subspace Z such that X — Z is 
quasi-compact. J \ B has the same functorialities as A'. There is a natural 
transformation K{X on Z) —• KB(X on Z) inducing an isomorphism on 
homotopy groups ?rn for n > 0. However KB(X on Z) could be non-zero 
for n < 0. 
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7.1. Theorem (Excision). Let f : X' —* X be a map of quasi-
compact and quasi-separated schemes. Let Y be a closed subspace of X 
with X — Y quasi-compact. Set Y' — f~l(Y). 

Suppose f is an isomorphism infinitely near Y, in the sense 2.6.2.2. 
Then f* : KB(X on Y) ^ KB(X' on Y') is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. It suffices to show that 7rnf* is an isomorphism on homotopy 
groups for all n. We use the trick of 6.7. As 7r_jt/* for X is a retract 
of 7T0/* for X p i , Tf 1 , . . . ^ T " 1 ] when k > 0 by 6.6(d), it suffices to 
show that 7rn/* is an isomorphism for n > 0 on KB — Kn. But this holds 
by excision 3.19. 

7.2. Theorem (Continuity). Let X = limX a be the limit of an 
inverse system of schemes Xa in which the bonding maps fap : Xa —• Xp 
are afhne. Suppose all the XQ are quasi-compact and quasi-separated. 
Let Ya C Xa be a system of closed subspaces with f~p(Yp) = YQ

 and 
with Xa — Ya quasi-compact. Then the canonical maps are homotopy 
equivalences 

\imKB (Xa) -=• KB(X) 
a 

\imKB(Xa on Ya)^KB(X on Y). 
a 

Proof. We use the trick of 6.7. It suffices to show that the maps 
induce isomorphisms on homotopy groups 7rn. By 6.6.(d), it suffices to do 
so for n > 0. Then the result follows from continuity 3.20 as KB = Kn 

for n > 0. 

7.3. Theorem (Projective space bundle theorem). Let X be a 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, and let Y C X be a closed 
subspace with X — Y quasi-compact. Let £ be a vector bundle of rank 
r on X. Then the maps sending (#o, #i, • • • >#r-i) to T,7r*(xi) 0 [0(—i)] 
(using the module structure of KB(PSx on P£y) over K(P£x)) induce 
homotopy equivalences: 

J[KB(X)^KB(P£X) 
1 

r 

Y[KB(X on Y)^KB{P£Y on P£Y). 
l 

Proof. Again, we use the trick of 6.7 to reduce this to 4.1. 
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7.4. Theorem (Localization Theorem). Let X be a quasi-compact 
and quasi-separated scheme. Let j : U —• X be an open immersion with 
U quasi-compact. Set Y = X — U. Let Z be a closed subspace of X with 
X — Z quasi-compact. Then there are homotopy fibre sequences, induced 
by the obvious maps and nullhomotopies: 

4 KB(X on Y) - KB{X) -* KB(U) 

KB(X on YDZ)^KB(X on Z)-+KB(U on UHZ). 

There are resulting long exact sequences of homotopy groups: 

(7.4.2) 

•. • ± KB(X on Y) -> KB(X) - KB(U) ± K*_X(X on Y) - . . . 

• • • X KB(X on YDZ)^ KB{X on Z) - • KB(U on U D Z) 

(7.4.3) -> K*_X(X on Y n Z) -+ • • • . 

Proof. It suffices to prove that (7.4.1) are homotopy fibre sequences. 
For this, we must first specify a natural nullhomotopy of the composed 
mapKB(X on YnZ)-+KB(U on UHZ). Themap t f (X on Yf\Z) -> 
K(U on UDZ) is canonically nullhomotopic, as any complex on X acyclic 
on X — (YC\Z) D X—Y = U is naturally quasi-isomorphic to 0 on U. Thus 
1.5.4 provides the nullhomotopy. This nullhomotopy is strictly natural in 
Xy and in particular is natural for the maps (X[T,T - 1]) —• X. Thus 
the nullhomotopy is natural with respect to the map b in 6.3(b), and by 
inductive construction, as in 6.3, it induces a natural nullhomotopy of 
Fk(X on Y H Z) -+ Fk(U on UDZ) for k = 0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . . By 6.4, on 
taking the colimit as k goes to —oo, we get a natural nullhomotopy on 
KB. 

This specified natural nullhomotopy determines a natural map from 
KB (X on YC\Z) to the canonical homotopy fibre of the map KB (X on Z) 
—• KB{U on U fl Z). It remains to show this map to the canonical ho
motopy fibre is a homotopy equivalence. It suffices to show it induces an 
isomorphism on homotopy groups 7rn. By the trick of 6.7, it suffices to 
show that it induces an isomorphism on 7rn = Kn for n > 0. But this 
is true by the Proto-localization Theorem 5.1. This proves the result for 
KB(X on Z\ and so for KB(X) = KB(X on X). 

7.5. Theorem (Bass Fundamental Theorem). Let X be a quasi-
compact and quasi-separated scheme, and let Z C X be a closed sub-
scheme with X — Z quasi-compact. Then 
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(a) The natural map K(X on Z) —* KB(X on Z) induces isomor
phisms on 7tn for n > 0 : Kn(X on Z) S K%(X on Z), Kn{X) S 
K»(X). 

(b) For all integers n g Z , there are natural exact sequences: 

0 

K%{X on Z) 

K*(X[T] on Z[T])®K*{X[T-X] on Z[T~1]) 

K*{X[T,T-1) on Z[T,T-1)) 

\d 

K^(X on Z) 

0 

0 - Kf(X) - K*{X[T)) © K%(X[T-1]) -^K*{X{T,T-1]) 

is 

(c) There is a homotopy fibre sequence: 

KB(X[T] on Z[T\) U KB(X[T~l] on Z[T-1]) 
KB(X on Z) 

KB(X[T,T-1} on Z[T,T-1)) 

\d 

EKB(X on Z). 

Proof. This is part of 6.6. 

7.6. Theorem. If X has an ample family of line bundles, then 
Kn**ve(X) -» K(X) -+ KB(X) induces a natural isomorphism forn>0: 
K™ve(X) S K*(X), where K™ve(X) is Quillen's Kn of X as in [Ql]. 

Proof. Combine 7.5(a) with 3.8. and 3.10. 
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8. Mayer-Vietoris theorems 

8.1. Theorem. Let X be a quasi-separated scheme. Let U and 
V be quasi-compact open subschemes of X. Let Z C U U V be a closed 
subspace, with U U V — Z quasi-compact. Then the squares (8.1.1) are 
homotopy cartesian: 

(8.1.1) KB(UUV) • KB(U) 

i • I 
KB(V) >KB(UnV) 

KB(UOV on Z) • KB(U on UtlZ) 

i • I 
KB(VonVnz) >KB(unv on unvnz) 

Thus, there are long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences: 

(8.1.2) 

• • • -°+ KB(U UV)-+ KB(U) © KB(V) - KB(U n V) 

^KB_X{UUV)^... 

There is a similar sequence for K„( on Z). 

Proof. Consider (8.1.3) 

KB(U U V on (([y UV)-V)nZ) -^KB(U on(/7 - V) n Z) 

I 1 
/CB((7UK on Z) > KB(U on U H Z) 

I I 
(8.1.3) KB(V on VHZ) > A ' > n 7 on[/D K fl Z) 

The columns of (8.1.3) are homotopy fibre sequences by the Localization 
Theorem 7.4. The induced map on the fibres is a homotopy equivalence by 
excision 7.1. Hence by Quetzalcoatl, the square on the bottom of (8.1.3) 
is homotopy cartesian, as required (or more naively, apply the 5-lemma 
to show the map of KB(UUV on Z) into the homotopy pullback induces 
an isomorphism on homotopy groups). 
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8.1.4. Corollary. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated 
scheme. Let Y\ and Y2 be two closed subspaces with both X — Y\ and 
X — Y2 quasi-compact. Then (8.1.5) is a homotopy cartesian square 

(8.1.5) KB(X on Yi^Y2) • KB (X on Yx) 

i • i 
KB(X on y2) >KB(X on YXUY2) 

5roof. Consider diagram (8.1.6) 

(8.1.6) 

A-%Yony, n y 2 ) — 

I \ 
I ^{XonYx) 

KB(XonY2) 

\ 

•KB(X-Y1UX-Y2) 

» KB{X) — KB(X - y,) 

-KB{X) -

t 
—KB{X) 

\ 
KB(XonY1l)Y2) *KB{X) 

•KB{X - y2) 

• KB{(X -Y1)n(x- y2)) 
I 

The rows are homotopy fibre sequences by Localization 7.4. The right 
vertical plane is homotopy cartesian by 8.1, as is the middle plane of 
KD(Xys. Hence by Quetzalcoatl, the left hand plane is homotopy carte
sian, as required. 

8.2. To formulate Mayer-Vietoris theorems for covers by more than 
two open sets, we recall the Cech hypercohomology spectrum of a cover, 
H'(U\ ), from [Thl] Section 1. (The reader unfamiliar with this may skip 
ahead to Section 9 and ignore the rest of Section 8). 

8.2.1. Let ^ be a Grothendieck topos with terminal object X, and 
with a site 8 containing X and closed under pullbacks ([SGA 4]). For us, 
S will usually be the category of Zariski open subsets of a scheme X, and 
£~ the category of sheaves of sets on X. 

Let F : £o p —• Spectra be a presheaf of spectra defined on the site £. 
(Upon replacing F by a homotopy equivalent presheaf, we may assume it 
satisfies the technical topological conditions to be a "presheaf of fibrant 
spectra," (see [Thl] 5.2.)). 

Let U = {Ui —> X\ i G /} be a cover of X in the site £. 

8.2.2. Recall ([Thl] 1.9) that H'(W; F) is defined as the homotopy limit 
of the Cech cosimplicial spectrum of F and U 
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fr(W;F) 

(8.2.3) lW 

holim ( n F {Uio) =1 EI F (Ui0 x C ^ § • • • ) 
A \ io€/ (io,ii)€/3 \ X J ^ J 

There is a natural augmentation F(X) —» H'(W; F ) . 
H'(W;F) is a covariant functor in F , and preserves homotopy fibre se

quences and homotopy equivalences of presheaves F ([Thl] 1.15). \\{U\ F) 
is a covariant functor with respect to maps of covers, where a map U —» V 
of covers consists of a function <p : J —> I from the indexing set of V to 
that of U , and a family of maps over X, Vj —+ ^ ( j ) , one for each j £ J. 
Up to homotopy, the induced map H'(W;F) —* H ' ( V ; F ) is independent 
of the choice of <p or the particular maps Vj —> V^y), and exists whenever 
V is a "refinement" of the cover U ([Thl] 1.20). Hence if U and V refine 
each other, their H'( ; F ) are homotopy equivalent ([Thl] 1.21]). 

Let / : T -» S be a map of sites ([SGA 4] III 1, IV 4.9). Then the 
cover U on £ induces a cover f~l(U) = {f~~1(Ui)\i G / } in T. There is 
a canonical isomorphism H ' ( W ; / # G = G • Z" 1 ) ^ H * ( / _ 1 ( ^ ) ; G ) - T h i s 

makes H* a contravariant functor with respect to the site £. 
There is a spectral sequence relating Cech hypercohomology H'(U;F) 

to the usual Cech cohomology of presheaves of abelian groups 

(8.2.4) Ep
2>

q = Hp (W; icqF) => T T , _ P H ' ( ^ ; F). 

This spectral sequence converges strongly if either there exists an integer 
N so that 7TqF = 0 for all q > AT, or else, if there exists an integer M such 
tha t Hp(U;7rqF) = 0, for all p > M and all q. See [Thl] 1.16, and note 
we follow [Thl] in using the Bousfield-Kan indexing of spectral sequences, 
sodr :E™ ^ EP+r^r~l. 

8.2.5. L e m m a . Assume 8.2.1. Let U and V be two covers of X, 
and suppose there is a map of covers U —• V', so V is a refinement ofU. 

Suppose that for every finite set I of Ut —> X drawn from U, and for 
the fibre product Uj over X of the elements of I and for the induced cover 
V xUi of 

x 

(8.2.6) Ui = UiQxUix x...xUln 

that the augmentation map (8.2.7) is a homotopy equivalence 
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(8.2.7) F(Z7/)-=>H- V x P / ; F . 

In particular, for I = <j> we suppose that F(X) -^ H'(V; F) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 

Then the augmentation map (8.2.8) for U is also a homotopy equiva
lence 

(8.2.8) F(X)^H'(U\F). 

Proof. We consider the diagram of maps induced by the various aug
mentation maps e 

(8.2.9) F(X) • 

H"(V;F) —'—> 

H'(V;£) \ 

~|H-(W;e) 

H-(W;fr(Vx ;F)) 

ill 
H-(V;H-(Wx ;F)) 

By the hypothesis the left vertical map of (8.2.9) is a homotopy equiva
lence. By hypothesis (8.2.7) and the fact that holim preserves homotopy 
equivalences, inspection of formula (8.2.3) shows that the right vertical 
map H'(£/;e) is also a homotopy equivalence (cf. [Thl] 1.15). 

The isomorphism at the bottom right of (8.2.9) is deduced from the fact 
that holims commute (e.g., [Thl] 5.7), so that there is an isomorphism: 

(8.2.10) 

H' (u\W (Vx ]F\\ 

= holim I p \—• TT 

( » 0 , * 1 , , * p ) 

h o l i m ^ J J F(uiox..-xUirx VJ0 x ••• x V},) ) ) 
O o j l , • ,Jq) 

Sho]im(p~ (holim (q~ J ] f [ F U0 x • • • x Vu) )) 

S hoUm (q -> holim (p ~ [ J I I F ( ^ x • • • x V^ ) ) 
(«0,»'l, , «p )Oo j ' l , J , ) 

H" [ V;H" |Wx ; F 
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It is easy to see that this isomorphism carries the augmentation e to 
H'(V;c) as claimed in (8.2.9). 

We claim that H'(V;e) is a homotopy equivalence since V is a refine
ment of U. It will suffice to show for each Vj = V7n x • • • x V7 tha t 

J x x Jq 

e : F(Vj) —-»• fi'(U x V}; F) is a homotopy equivalence, for then we use 

the argument above that H"(V; ) preserves homotopy equivalences. But 
as V is a refinement of U) Vj0 —• X factors as Vj0 —» £^>(j0) —¥ X for some 
U(p(jQ) —> X in U. But then the identity map Vj —• Vj factors through 
an element ofllxVj: 

x 

(8.2.11) 

i 

Vj 

This gives a map of covers from U x Vj to the trivial cover {Vj — Vj} 

of V}, SO U x Vj is refined by the trivial cover. There is a canonical map 
x 

of covers from the trivial cover to any cover. So U x Vj and the trivial 
x 

cover of Vj refine each other. It follows that these maps of covers induce 
homotopy equivalences of Cech hypercohomologies for these covers ([Thl] 
1.21). But the Cech hypercohomology for the trivial cover of Vj and with 
coefficients F is homotopy equivalent via the augmentation map to F(Vj). 
(E.g., this is well-known for abelian group presheaves of coefficients, and 
the general case then follows by collapse of the spectral sequence (8.2.4); or 
else use (8.2.3) for the constant Cech cosimplicial spectrum coming from 
the trivial cover, and the dual of [Thl] 5.21.) It follows that c : F(Vj) ^> 
H'(U x Vj\F) is a homotopy equivalence, and hence tha t H'(V;e) is a 
homotopy equivalence, as claimed. 

Now we have shown that three sides of the square in (8.2.9) are homo
topy equivalences. It follows that the fourth side e : F{X) —> \\'(U\F) is 
also a homotopy equivalence, proving the lemma. 

8.3. P r o p o s i t i o n (cf. 8.4). Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-
separated scheme, and let Z C X be a closed subspace with X — Z quasi-
compact. Let U = { [ / i , . . . , Un} be a cover of X by finitely many Zariski 

A x l X ' X l 
Vjo* Vjo* Vhx ...x Vjq 

Uv(jo)X Vj 

VJ = X X Vj 
X 
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open subschemes, each of which is quasi-compact. Then the augmentation 
maps are homotopy equivalences 

(8 3 1) KB(X)^H{U-KB) 

KB(X on Z) -=• A" (W; KB(( ) on ( ) n Z)) . 

There are strongly converging Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequences (with 
BousReld-Kan indexing, so dr : £?•« -+ £P+r,«+»-i) ; 

(8.3.2) 
£ ™ = flP (W; Kf (( ) on ( ) n Z)) = > A'* (X on Z ) 

Proof. The last statement (8.3.2) follows from (8.3.1) by taking the 
canonical spectral sequence (8.2.4), and noting tha t HP(U\ ) — 0 for 
p > n as U has at most n distinct elements, so the alternating Cech 
cochain complex for U vanishes in degree p > n (cf. [EGA] Om 11.8 and 
[Thl] 1.49). Thus it suffices to prove (8.3.1). To simplify notation, we 
give the argument in the absolute case KB(X),which in fact implies the 
case with supports as a corollary, using 7.4, the fact H*(W; ) preserves 
homotopy fibre sequences, and the 5-lemma. 

We prove (8.3.1) by induction on n, the number of open sets in the 
cover U. For n = 1, U is the trivial cover and (8.3.1) is trivially true (cf. 
proof 8.2.5). 

To do the induction step, we suppose the result is known for covers of 
schemes by < n — 1 opens. We set V = U\ U . . . f /n_i, and set V to be the 
cover { { / i , . . . , E/n-i} °f V. 

By the Mayer-Vietoris Theorem 8.1, for any quasi-compact open W in 
X, there is a homotopy cartesian square, natural in W 

KB{W) • KB(WnUn) 

(8.3.3) 

KB(wnv) • KB(wnvnun) 

As W varies, this is a homotopy cartesian square of presheaves on X. 
Applying \\'{U] ) which preserves homotopy fibre sequences and hence 
preserves homotopy cartesian squares ([Thl] 1.15), we get a cube 
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(8.3.4) 

KB{X) w.Y\-(U;KB{)) 

I 
KB{V) 

KB(Un) * ~(\-{U;KB(()nUn)) 

H(U;KB({)nV)) J 

KB(unnv) *H(U;KB(()nunnv)) 

The left-to-right arrows in the cube are all augmentation maps. The left 
and right sides of this cube are homotopy cartesian. 

For W open in X, H'(W; KB(( ) f W ) ) is naturally isomorphic to H'(Wn 
W] KB( )), as we see by inspection of (8.2.3) (cf. [Thl] 1.25). 

In particular, H'(U]KB(( )nUn)) is H'(UnUn\ KB). As Uf)Un contains 
Un —• Un, there is a map of covers from U fl Un to the trivial cover 
{Un —* Un}, in addition to the canonical map of covers going the other 
way. As before in the proof of 8.2.5, this shows that H'(U n Un\ KB) is 
homotopy equivalent to KB(Un)> and in fact that the augmentation map 
KB(Un) —> H'(U; KB(( ) fl Un)) is a homotopy equivalence. 

Also, we get tha t H'(U]KB(( ) n V)) is H'(U fl V\KB). As V = 
{/7i,. . . ,C / n - i } is a subset of {J7i , . . . ,Un-UUn U V} = It f]V, there 
is a map of covers U fl V —• V. By the induction hypothesis, for any 
W C V, /v B(PV) - • H ' ( ^ n V; KB) is a homotopy equivalence. Then as 
V refines l/HV, Lemma 8.2.5 shows that KB{V) -+ H'{U D V; KB) is 
also a homotopy equivalence. Thus KB(V) -». (\'(U]KB(( ) H 7 ) ) is a 
homotopy equivalence. The argument of the preceding paragraph applies 
also to V fl Un, to show that KB(V O Un) -> H'(lt D V fl Un;K

B) is a 
homotopy equivalence. 

Thus we have seen that three of the four left-to-right arrows in (8.3.4) 
are homotopy equivalences. As the left and right sides of (8.3.4) are ho
motopy cartesian, and as taking homotopy pullbacks preserves homotopy 
equivalences of diagrams, it follows that the fourth left-to-right arrow 
KB(X) —• H'(U]KB) is also a homotopy equivalence. This completes 
the proof of the induction step, and hence of the theorem. 

8.4. T h e o r e m . Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated 
scheme. Let Z be a closed subspace of X with X — Z quasi-compact. Let 
U = {U{\i G / } be any open cover of X by quasi-compact open [/,-. 

Then the augmentation maps are homotopy equivalences: 

KB(X)^W (lt;KB) 

KB(X on Z)->W (U]KB(( ) on ( ) n Z)) . 
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Proof. If U is a finite cover, the augmentation maps are homotopy 
equivalences by 8.3. If U — {U{\i £ / } is not finite, it has a finite subcover 
V = {£/̂ (fc)|fc = 1, . . . , n} as X is quasi-compact. There is an obvious 
map of covers U —> V. It now follows from Lemma 8.2.5, where hypothesis 
(8.2.7) is met by 8.3 for the finite cover V, that the augmentation map 
for U is a homotopy equivalence. 

8.5. Exercise (Optional), (a) The homotopy cofibre of K —» KB has 
non-zero homotopy groups nq only for q < 0. Conclude from the spectral 
sequence (8.2.4) that 7rnHr(Z/;cofibre(A -+ KB)) = 0 for n > 0. Deduce 
that Kn(X) —• 7rnH'(U;K) is an isomorphism for n > 0. 

(b) Let X be quasi-compact and quasi-separated. Take an open cover 
U of X by afflnes. Then the intersections U\ — Ui0 C\.. .CiUtn of the Ui in 
U are quasi-affine, and hence the Ui have an ample family of line bundles. 
Thus Ana ive([//) ~ A'(f/j). Conclude that for n > 0, A'n(^) is isomorphic 
to 7rnH'(W; An a i v e) . Thus it is necessary to use K and not Quillen's Knmve 

to make the Mayer-Vietoris theorem work for any scheme X where these 
theories are not equivalent. (Recall that such a bad X cannot have an 
ample family of line bundles.) 

8.6. Exercise (Optional). Let & be a field, and let n be an integer, 
n > 2. Let X be affine n-space with the origin doubled, the union of two 
copies of affine n-space An glued together on the open An — {0}. This X 
is noetherian. 

Using Poincare duality 3.21, and Quillen's localization sequences for G-
theory, G(k) -> G(f\n) — G(An - 0), G(k) -> G(X) — G(An), and the 
homotopy equivalence G(An) cr: G(k), show there are homotopy equiva
lences 

K(X) ~ G(X) - G(An) x G(k) - G(k) x G(k) - A'(Jfc) x A'(ifc). 

On the other hand, show that the open immersion An —• X induces 
homotopy equivalences 

tfnaive(X) ^ j^naive (^ „ R ^ _ j { ^ 

(Hint: j : An —>• X induces an isomorphism of the categories of algebraic 
vector bundles. For j * is fully faithful as X — An is a codimension > 2 
in X. Also any vector bundle on X consists of two vector bundles on the 
two copies of An together with a patching isomorphism on An — 0. But 
as 0 has codimension > 2 in An, this isomorphism extends over An and 
the vector bundle on X is a pullback of a vector bundle on An via the 
canonical map identifying the two origins X —• An . See [EGA] IV 5.10, 
5.9). 
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Conclude that A"naive(X) ^ K(X). Also note that G(X) = K(X), but 
G(X) £ K™ve(X). 

9. Reduction to the affine case, and the homotopy, 
closed Mayer-Viet oris, and invariance-under-infinitesimal 

-thickenings properties of X-theory with coefficients. 

9.1. Suppose F(X) and F'(X) are homotopy limits of diagrams of 
KB(Zys for a diagram of schemes Z over X natural with respect to base 
change. Suppose there is a natural map F(X) —> F'{X) and one wishes 
to prove it is a homotopy equivalence. Then if this result is known for X 
affine, it will follow for X quasi-compact and quasi-separated. First one 
proves it for X quasi-compact and separated. Such an X has a finite open 
cover {Ut} with all U{, and hence all finite intersections UiQ fl • • • H Uin 

being affine schemes. Then F(Uio fl • • • D U{n)) -» F'{Uio f\ • • • fl Uin) is 
a homotopy equivalence, and it follows that H'(li;F) -^ H'(U)Ff) is a 
homotopy equivalence. But as homotopy limits commute, H'(li]F) is a 
homotopy limit of the H'(tf; KB(( ) x Z)) for KB(Zys in the diagram for 

F(X). Hence by the Mayer-Vietoris Theorem 8.3, it follows that F(X) -=• 
H'(U;F) is a homotopy equivalence. Similarly F'{X) -^ \\'{U\F') is a 
homotopy equivalence, and it follows that F(X) —»• F\X) is a homotopy 
equivalence for X is quasi-compact and and separated. In particular this 
is true for X quasi-affine. Now if X is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, 
it has a finite open cover {Ui} by affines, and all the finite intersections 
Ui0 fl • • • n Uin are quasi-affine. Now arguing as above, we conclude that 
H'(U]F) -> H'(U;F') and F(.Y) -* F ;(X) are homotopy equivalences as 
required. We note we could also use 8.1 and induction on the cardinality 
of U in place of using 8.3 above. 

9.2. To apply this method of reduction to the affine case, we need 
to find some A'-theory results known in the affine case. There are not 
too many, since lack of a localization theorem like 7.4 for X affine but 
U quasi-affine has hindered the development of A'-theory of commutative 
rings. For example, for X the Spec of an integral domain A, and U — 
{C/i,... , Un} a cover by affine opens of the form Ui — Spec(A[l/a8]), the 
Mayer-Vie tor is Theorem 8.3 was hitherto known for n = 2, but not for 
n > 3, as the proof of the latter requires consideration of the typically 
non-affine scheme U\ U . . . U Un-\. 
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However, a few results are known in the affine case. These are: the Bass 
Fundamental Theorem, which we have already proved in general; Swan's 
theorem on quadric hypersurfaces over an affine [Sw]; Gabber's rigidity 
theorem for henselian pairs of rings [Gab]; and the work of Stienstra, 
Vorst, van der Kallen, Goodwillie, Ogle, and especially Weibel on the 
failure of K(A) —• A'(A[T]) to be a homotopy equivalence for a general 
commutative ring A. This last failure is closely related to the failure of 
K{A) —• K(A/I) to be a homotopy equivalence when 7 is a nil ideal, 
and to the failure of K to send fibre squares of rings to homotopy fibre 
squares of A-spectra. These failures can be remedied by passing to K-
theory with appropriate coefficients. In this section we will extend these 
results to schemes. 

9.3. We recall A'-theory with coefficients first considered by Karoubi 
and Browder. 

For n > 2 an integer, let KB /n(X) be the mod n reduction of the spec
trum KB(X), that is, its smash product with a mod n Moore spectrum 
E°°/n. It fits in a homotopy fibre sequence 

(9.3.1) KB(X) A KB(X) — KB/n(X). 

The long sequence of homotopy groups of (9.3.1) induces short exact 
universal coefficient sequences, (which are split if n > 3) 

(9.3.2) 0 - KB(X) ® 1/n -> KB(X) - Tor^ {KB_i(^T/n) -> 0. 

KB/n(X) is a product of the KB/£U(X) for the prime powers £u divid
ing n, so usually we consider only the KB /£V(X). As reduction mod 
£v preserves homotopy equivalences and homotopy fibre sequences, and 
commutes with H'(U\ ) (all this is clear from the fibre sequence (9.3.1)), 
all results of Sections 7 and 8 immediately adapt to KB/£"(X). 

Similarly, for any multiplicative subset S of Z, we form a spectrum 
KB(X) 0 Z(5) by taking the colimit along the direct system of multipli
cation maps n : KB(X) —> KB(X) for n £ S. Then clearly we have 

(9.3.3) 7rfc (K
B(X) ® Z (5 )) £ KB(X) ® Z (5). 

9.4. For X a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, we define 
the group NK„(X) as the kernel of the map induced by the 0-section 
X -f (X[T]) embedding X as (T = 0) in (X[T\) 

NK*(X) = ker (K?(X[T\) - K*(X)) . 
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As the 0-section splits the projection p : (X[T]) —• X} the map KB(X[T]) 
—• KB(X) is a naturally split epimorphism, and NKB(X) is naturally 
isomorphic to the cokernel of p*. 

For X = Spec (A), Stienstra, following work of Almkvist and Grayson, 
showed that NKB(A) was a module over the ring of Witt vectors of A 
([We6] or [We2] for n > 0, hence for n < 0 by 6.7). As Weibel noted, it 
follows that if l/£ G A, then NKB(A) is a Z[l/£]-module, and if £m = 0 in 
A, NKB(A) consists of ^-torsion elements (as it is a "continuous" module 
over the ring of Witt vectors). Then considering the universal coefficient 
sequence (9.3.2) and (9.3.3) leads to the affine case of the following results. 

9.5. Theorem (cf. Weibel, [We2], [We3], [We6]). Let X be a 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let £ be a prime integer, 
and £v a prime power. Suppose l/£ G Ox • Then 

(a) The projection p : (X[T]) —> X induces a homotopy equivalence 

KB/£u(X)^KBt(X[T]). 

(b) More generally, for S = 0 «S„ any sheaf of positively graded com-
n>0 

mutative quasi-coherent Ox-&lgebras, with So = (?x> ^ e projection in
duces a homotopy equivalence 

KBt(X) -=> A^ B / r (Specx (5.)) . 

(c) If p : W —• X is a torsor under a vector bundle, then p induces a 
homotopy equivalence 

p* :KB/t(X)^KB/£u(W). 

Proof. The method of reduction to the affine case 9.1 shows that it 
suffices to prove the maps are homotopy equivalences when X is affine. 
For X affine, (a) is [We3] 1.1, generalized from K/lv by the trick of 6.7. 
Similarly (b) follows from [We6]. We may also deduce it from (a). We 
show the zero section X —• Spec(5.) induced by S. -» So = Ox in
duces on KB j£v a homotopy inverse to the map of (b). Consider the map 
S, —» S.[T] of algebras sending an element s G Sn to sTn, and the induced 
map Spec(tS.[T]) —• Spec(5.). When composed with the section at T — 1, 
Spec(5#) —• Spec(5.[T]), this map yields the identity map of Spec(<SJ. 
When composed with the section at T = 0, this yields the composite 
Spec (S.) —> X —• Spec(5.). But both sections yield homotopic maps 
KB/£u(Spec{S\T])) -> KB/£U(Spec(5.)), as they are both inverse to the 
homotopy equivalence of (a) for Spec(S.) in place of X. Thus the com
posite map KB/£v(Spec(Sm)) -+ KB/£U{X) — KB / £v {$pzc(S)) is homo-
topic to the identity. As the composite KB/£U(X) — KB j£v(Spec(5.)) -+ 
KB/£V(X) is also the identity, this proves (b). 
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To prove (c), we reduce to the case X is affine. Torsors under a vec
tor bundle space V(£) on X are classified by the cohomology groups 
H1(X;£s/)) which is 0 as X is affine. Thus the torsor is trivial on X, 
and W is isomorphic to V(£) = Spec(5'(£)). Thus the affine case of (c) 
reduces to (b). (See [Gir], [Jo], [Wei] for torsors.) 

9.6. Theorem (cf. Weibel, [We2], [We3], [We6]). Let X be a 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let £ be a prime integer, 
and £v a prime power. Suppose £ is nilpotent in Ox- Then 

(a) The projection p : (X[T]) —• X induces a homotopy equivalence 

KB(X) ® l[l/£] -=• KB(X[T]) ® ![!/£]. 

(b) For S. a sheaf of positively graded commutative quasi-coherent Ox-
algebras with So = Ox, the projection induces a homotopy equivalence 

KB(X) ® l[l/£] -^ tfB(Spec(S.)) ® ![!/£]. 

(c) If p : W —• X is a torsor under a vector bundle, then p induces a 
homotopy equivalence 

p* : KB(X) ® l[l/£] ^ KB{W) ® l{l/£). 

Proof. First we observe that for a finite open cover W,H'(Z/; ) pre
serves direct colimits up to homotopy, as this is trivially true for 
W(U', 7Tp( )), and we have the strongly converging spectral sequence (8.2.4) 
with W{U) ) = 0 for p > N = number of open sets in the cover U. In par
ticular, H'(W; ) commutes with formation of ®Z[l/£]. Now the method 
of 9.1 goes through to reduce the problem to the case where X is affine. 
Then (a) follows from [We2] 5.2. As in 9.5 (a) implies (b) and (b) implies 
(c). 

9.7. Theorem (cf. Weibel, [We2], [We3], [Wei]). Let X be a 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let i : X' —• X be a closed 
immersion defined by a nil ideal of Ox- Let £ be a prime integer, and £v 

a prime power. Then 

(a) Ifl/t e Ox, i* : KB/P(X) A KB/t"(X') is a homotopy equiva
lence. 

(b) If£ is nilpotent in Ox, i* : KB(X) ® Z[l/f] -» KB(X') ® I[l/£] is 
a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. The method of 9.1 reduces this to the case X, and hence X', is 
affine. The obvious direct colimit argument reduces us to the case where 
the nil ideal is finitely generated, and hence nilpotent. Then (a) follows 
by [We3] 1.4 and its proof. Similarly (b) follows by [We2] 5.4. 
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9.8. Theorem (Weibel, [We2], [We3], [Wei]). Let X be a quasi-
compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let Y and Z be closed subschemes 
of X, such that X = Y U Z as spaces. Let Y C\ Z be the fibre product 
scheme of Y and Z over X. Let £ be a prime integer and £v a prime 
power. Then 

(a) If l/£ G Ox, the square (9.8.1) is homotopy cartesian 

KB/£V{X) • KB/l"(Y) 

(9'8-1) 1 | 
KB/£U{Z) • KB/£"(YnZ) 

(b) If £ is nilpotent in Ox, the square (9.8.2) is homotopy cartesian 

KB(X)®Z[l/£\ • KB(Y) ®2[l/£] 

t9'8-2) 1 i 
KB(Z)®z[i/£] • KB(ynz)®z[i/e\ 

Proof. The method of 9.1 reduces this to the case where X = Spec 
(A) is affine. Then Y and Z are affine, corresponding to ideals I and J of 
A. The hypothesis that X = Y U Z says that any prime ideal of A either 
contains I or else contains J. Thus any prime of A contains ID J, so the 
ideal I n J is nil. By 9.7, we may replace A by A/1 fl J without changing 
the relevant A'-theory spectrum, and so may assume that ID J = 0. Then 
0 —• A —• A/I&A/J —• A/I + J —• 0 is exact, so A is the pullback oi A/I 
and A/J over A/1 + J. The result then follows by [We3] 1.3 and [We2] 
5.5. 

9.9. We remark that the integral KB analogs of 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 are 
false even for affine X unless one adds additional hypotheses. Indeed, 
NK+(A) may be non-zero (e.g., [We2] 4.4, 4.5), /^(Qfc]/*2) -+ tfi(Q) is 
not an isomorphism as the unit 1 -\-x is in the kernel, and 9.8 fails as first 
shown by Swan's famous "counter-example to excision" (cf. [We3] 1.6). 

9.10. Exercise (Optional). For X affine over Q and i : X' —• X a 
closed immersion defined by a nil ideal, the fibre of i* : KB{X') —» KB(X) 
is homotopy equivalent to the fibre of i* on cyclic cohomology i7C~ by 
a theorem of Goodwillie [Goo]. As cyclic cohomology is calculable, this 
gives some control on the fibre of i*. 

Similarly, Ogle and Weibel have proved ([OW], after reducing to / fl 
J = 0) that the double relative KB measuring failure of 9.8 is homotopy 
equivalent to double relative HC~ for X affine over Q. 
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Using the result of Brylinski, Loday, J. Bloch, et. al that HC~ sat
isfies the Mayer-Vie tor is property for open covers ([Lo] 3.4), generalize 
the results of Goodwillie, Ogle,and Weibel to quasi-compact and quasi-
separated schemes over Q. (This generalization is due to Weibel, who 
suggested this exercise.) 

9.11. Exercise (Optional). For X a quasi-compact and quasi-separated 
scheme, define KBH(X) as the homotopy colimit of KB applied to the 
product of X with the Gersten resolution of Z by polynomial rings 

KBH(X) = hocoHm (p i-* KB (X [T0 ,Ti , . . . ,TP] /T0 + • • • + Tp = 1)) . 

See [Wei] for details in the affine case. 

(a) Show KBH(X) A- KBH(X[T]) is a homotopy equivalence, essen
tially by construction. 

(b) Show for a finite cover U by open subsets, that H'(W; ) commutes 
with homotopy colimits, not only with homotopy limits. For homotopy 
pullback squares of spectra are also homotopy pushout squares, and so 
commute with homotopy colimits. Now argue by induction on the number 
of open sets in the cover U, as in the proof of 8.3. 

(c) From (b), and 8.3, conclude that KBH(X) -=• (\'(U\KBH) is a 
homotopy equivalence for U a finite open cover of X. 

(d) Use the method of 9.1 to generalize the results of [Wei] for KBH of 
affines to quasi-compact and quasi-separated schemes. In particular show 
that: 

(e) If i : X' —• X is a closed immersion defined by a nil ideal, then 
KBH(X) -* KBH(X') is a homotopy equivalence. 

(f) If X = Y U Z as in 9.8, then the following square is homotopy 
cartesian 

KBH(X) • KBH(Y) 

i i 
KBH(Z) • KBH(YDZ) 

(g) If 1/t e Ox, then KB/t"(X) - • KBH/tv(X) is a homotopy equiv
alence. 

(h) If £ is nilpotent in Ox, then KB(X) ® l[l/£\ -+ KBH(X) ® Z[l/<] 
is a homotopy equivalence. 

9.12. Exercise (Optional). The Cech cohomological descent results 
of [Vo] 1.7 and [vdK] 1.3 for NK of commutative rings are cluttered with 
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stupid hypotheses that the rings are reduced, or that every non-zero-
divisor is contained in a minimal prime. These hypotheses are required 
to justify appeal to [Vo] 1.4, which needs the hypothesis that / is a non
zero-divisor (or more generally, that 3gyfg = 0yf + ga. non-zero-divisor) 
to be able to appeal to Quillen's Localization Theorem for projective 
modules [Grl]. Use the Excision Theorem 7.1 and Localization Theorem 
7.4 to remove this hypothesis on / in [Vo] 1.4, and hence to remove the 
stupid hypotheses from [Vo] and [vdK]. 

(a) Note NK*(A) = coker (K*{A) -+ K.(A[T\)). 

(b) Argue as in [Vo] 1.4, but using the coker formulation of NK+ in 
place of Vorst's ker (K+(A[T]) —• K+(A)) formulation to show that the 
critical Vorst isomorphism NK+(Af) ~ NK+(A)y] results from showing 
the canonical map is an isomorphism (9.12.1): 

(9.12.1) 

coker (Kn(A) - Kn (A + XAf[X])) H coker (Kn (Af) - Kn (Af [X])). 

(c) Deduce that (9.12.1) is an isomorphism for any / G A by applying 
7.1 and 7.4 to the diagram 

KB(A on ( / = 0)) • KB(A + XAf[X] on ( / = 0)) 

i i 
(9.12.2) KB(A) • KB(A + XAj[X]) 

I 1 
KB(Aj) , KB{AS[X\) 

9.13. Exercise (Optional). Let X be quasi-compact and quasi-separated. 

(a) Let £ be a vector bundle on X. The 0-section i : X —• Vx£ is a 
regular immersion. Using ideas of 2.7 as in 3.16.5, show there is a map 
U : KB{X) -+ KB{\£ on i(X)). 

(b) For S = Ox, V£ = X[T\, consider the diagram (9.13.1) 
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(9.13.1) 

KB(Pl
x on ( T = 0 ) ) > KB(Px) > KB (X [T^1]) 

KB(X[T] on ( T = 0 ) ) ~ 

tfB(X) • A ' B ( I ) x / ( B ( I ) • # B ( X ) 

Note that the rows are homotopy fibre sequences, and conclude that there 
is a homotopy equivalence 

fibre (TT* : KB(X) — KB (X [T"1])) ~ 

cofibre (h : # * ( X ) -» XB(X[T] on (T = 0))) . 

(c) Now suppose X has an ample family of line bundles. Use 5.7 and the 
ideas of [Grl] to show K(X[T] on (T = 0)) is the /^-theory of the exact 
category of vector bundles on X together with a nilpotent endomorphism. 
Thus the cofibre of i* is a sort of NilAT, and in fact is the usual Nil/C in 
the case X is affine. 

(d) Generalize the "Nilif" form of the Bass Fundamental Theorem from 
the affine case of [Grl] to the case X has an ample family of line bundles. 

9.14. It need not be true that KB/tn{X) = 0 for n < 0 if l/£ G Ox. 
See [We4] 0.3 for I — 2, and X affine of finite type over Q. 

10. Brown-Gersten spectral sequences and descent 

10.1. Let X be a scheme with underlying space a noetherian space of 
finite Krull dimension. For example, X should be a finite dimensional 
noetherian scheme. 

10.2. A theorem of Grothendieck [Gro] 3.6.5 reveals that the Zariski 
cohomological dimension of such an X is at most its Krull dimension dim 
X, so # £ a r (X; ) = 0 for p > dim X. 
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10.3. Theorem. Let X be an in 10.1, and Y C X a closed sub-
space. Then the augmentation maps into Zariski hypercohomology spec
tra are homotopy equivalences (10.3.1): 

(10 3 n A ' B W - H Z a r ( X ; / < * ( ) ) 

KB(X on Y ) - H Z a r (X;KB(( ) on ( ) n Y ) ) . 

Thus there are stronlgy converging special sequences 

(10.3.2) 
E™ = tfL (X; Kf) => KB_p{X) 

El" = ^ a r (*; *,*(( ) on ( ) n Y)) = > tff_p(* on Y). 

(In (10.3.2), KB is the sheaMcation of the presheaf 7rqK
B( ), and the 

spectral sequences have the Bousfield-Kan indexing with differentials dr : 

Proof. For Zariski hypercohomology H ^ , see [Thl] Section 1, and 
references there to earlier work of Brown. 

The theorem follows from the Mayer-Vietoris property 8.1 by a result 
of Brown and Gersten ([BG] Thm 4). For the reader's convenience and 
to prepare for the generalization to the Nisnevich topology, we will give a 
complete proof following the sketch in [Thl] Exercise 2.5. For notational 
simplicity, we will give the proof for the absolute case X — Y. To prove 
the case with supports in Y, one just replaces all KB(( ) on ( ) f] Z) 
below with KB{{ ) on ( )nZClY). 

The spectral sequences (10.3.2) follow from (10.3.1) and 10.2 by [Thl] 
1.36. It remains to prove (10.3.1). 

Let Z C X be a locally closed subspace, the intersection of a closed 
and open subspace of X. Then Z — Z D U for some open U and Z 
the closure of Z. We define KB(X on Z) to be the direct colimit of 
KB(U on Z) over the inverse system of such opens U with Z closed in 
U. Note by excision 7.1 that all KB(U on Z) are homotopy equivalent, 
and hence all are homotopy equivalent to KB(X on Z). (We need to 
take the colimit to avoid an arbitrary choice of [/, so that KB(X on Z) 
will be strictly functorial.) 

If Z' and Z are locally closed in X with Z1 closed in Z, the Localization 
Theorem 7.4 for Z' C Z C U, Z closed in U, shows that (10.3.3) is a 
homotopy fibre sequence 

KB(X on Z')—>KB(X on Z) —+ KB(X on Z - Z') 

(10.3.3) i | 11 J | 

KB(U on Z') —+KB{U on Z) —> KB(U - Z' on Z - Z') 
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This fibre sequence is natural for open immersions V —* X, Z HV -^ Z, 
Z' D V —+ Z', and hence yields a homotopy fibre sequence of presheaves 
o n X : 

(10.3.4) 
KB{{ ) on Z'H( ) ) - A ' B ( ( ) on Zn( ))-+KB(( ) on (Z-Z')n( )). 

Now for p > 0 a non-negative integer, we define 

(10.3.5) SpKB(( ) on y n ( )) = \unKB(( ) o n 7 n Z ' n ( ) ) 

as the direct colimit over all closed Z' of codimension > p in X. Note 
SPKB = 0 i f p > d imX. 

We claim that the obvious map SP+1KB —• SPKB induced by inclusion 
of direct systems is part of a homotopy fibre sequence (10.3.6), where the 
last term is a wedge over the points x of codimension p in X of skyscraper 
sheaves i+F(x) supported at x: 

(10.3.6) SP+1KB( ) - SpKB( ) -> .V ixF(x). 
i£X 

codim X = p 

In fact, the F(x) are given by 

(10.3.7) F(x) = KB(Spec(Ox,x) on x) 

and ixF(x)(V) = F(x) if x G V, and = 0 if x £ V. (In the case with 
supports 7 , F(x) = KB(Spec(Ox,x) on x n Y ) , s o F(ar) = 0 if x £ Y.) 

To begin the proof of the claim, we fix a codimension p closed subspace 
Z in X. We look at the fibre sequence of (10.3.4) for all Z' C Z closed 
and of codimension > p + 1 in X. 

(10.3.8) KB(V on Z' n V) -> A'B(F on Z n 7 ) 

-> A'B(V on (Z - Z') H 7 ) ~ A'B(F - Z' on (Z - Z') n V). 

As the space of X is noetherian, Z contains finitely many points zi, Z2>•• • » 
2r̂  of codimension p in X. The union of the zt- n Zj over all distinct pairs 
Zi -fc Zj is a closed subspace of codimension > p+ 1 in X, and we consider 
only the cofinal system of Z' that contains this union. Then Z — Z' is 
a disjoint union of k components z,- — Z'. Thus Z — Z1 has an open nbd 
V1{JV2U- "UVk so thsit Vif](Z - Zf) = (zi- Z(). ThenVIn(Z-Z') = <f> 
for V7 = Vi0 fl . . . V{n if / = {z'o, • • • , in} contains two distinct indices i. 
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Adding X — Z to each Vi, we may assume that {Vj} = V is a cover of 
X - Z'. As KB(Vi on V7 fl (Z - Z')) = A"B(Vf on 0) ~ 0 if 7 contains 
two distinct indices,the Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence (8.3.2) collapses 
(even at the E1 term if this is calculated by alternating cochains) yielding 
homotopy equivalences 

(10.3.9) KB(V - Z' on Z - Z') ~ V KB IV n V* on z* H K' - Z') 

~ V A'B (V - Z' on *,- - Z'). 
1 = 1 

(One may also prove this from 8.1 by induction on k). Substituting 
(10.3.9) into (10.3.8) and taking the direct colimit over Z' contained in 
our fixed Z and of codimension > p-f 1 in X, we obtain a homotopy fibre 
sequence 

SP+lKB(V on ZnV)-^KB(V on Z) 

I 
V\imKB(V - Zf\ziHV - Z'). 

(10.3.10) i z 

By excision 7.1, the right hand term of (10.3.10) is not changed up to 
homotopy if V — Z' is replaced by an open W C.V — Z' such that ZiOW = 
ZiDV — Z'. As Z' runs over the codimension > p+ 1 subspaces of Z, the 
inverse limit of Z{ — Z' is the point Z{, and the inverse limit of the various 
Wys for the various Zns is the spectrum of the local ring Spec (Ox,zt)-
The subsystem of such W's which are affine is cofinal in the full system. 
Applying continuity 7.2 to this subsystem, we get a homotopy equivalence 

(10.3.11) 
lim KB (V - Z1 on z{nV- Z') - KB (V D Spec (0X)Zl) on z{ n V) 
Z' 

= i>J{zi){V). 

Now substituting (10.3.11) into (10.3.10), and then taking the direct co-
limit over all Z closed and of codimension > p in X yields a homotopy 
fibre sequence which is (10.3.6), proving our claim. We now prove the 
theorem. 

As WixF(x) is a skyscraper sheaf, it is Zariski cohomologically trivial, 
and the augmentation map (10.3.12) is a homotopy equivalence 
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(10.3.12) VF(x)^Hz&t(X;VixF(x)). 
X 

(In more detail, 7rn(xVixir(z)) = (&ixKnF{x) is for all n a skyscraper sheaf 
of abelian groups, hence flasque, hence Zariski cohomologically acyclic. 
Then the hypercohomology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36 collapses, yield
ing (10.3.12).) 

Now we prove by descending induction on p that the augmentation is 
a homotopy equivalence 

(10.3.13) SpKB(X) •=• HZar (X;SPKB( )) . 

For p > dimX, this is trivial as SPKB ~ 0. To do the induction step, 
suppose the augmentation is known to be a homotopy equivalence for 
S?+lKB. We consider the diagram 

S*+lKB(X) —^— H2,r(X;Sp+1KB( )) 

i i 
(10.3.14) S?KB(X) • H Z a r (X;SPtf B ( )) 

! I 
VF(X) ^ - + Hz,Jx;VixF(x)) 
X \ X / 

The columns are homotopy fibre sequences by (10.3.6) and the fact that 
hypercohomology H2ar(X; ) preserves homotopy fibre sequences ([Thl] 
1.35). The top horizontal arrow is a homotopy equivalence by induction 
hypothesis, and the bottom arrow is such by (10.3.12). Hence the middle 
arrow is a homotopy equivalence by the 5-lemma, completing the proof 
of the induction step. Hence (10.3.13) is a homotopy equivalence. For 
p = 0, S°KB — KB so this yields the theorem. 

10.4. Remark. The sheafification KB in the Zariski topology of the 
presheaf KB has as stalk at a point x £ X the KB of the local ring Ox,x 
mX 

(10.4.1) (KB)^KB{OX,X). 

This is immediate from continuity 7.2 (cf. [Thl] 1.44). Thus the spectral 
sequence (10.3.2) reduces problems in K-theory to the question of what 
happens at a local ring. 
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10.5. Corollary. Let X have underlying space noetherian of finite 
Krull dimension, and let Y C Z be a closed subspace. Then there is a 
natural homotopy equivalence 

(10.5.1) KB(X on Y) - Hy (X; KB{ ) ) Z a r . 

Thus there is a strongly converging spectral sequence ofcohomology with 
supports in Y 

(10.5.2) £™ = Hp
Y [X;KB( ) ) ^ = > KB_p{X on Y). 

Proof. (10.5.1) follows from the 5-lemma applied to diagram (10.5.3) 
where the indicated maps are homotopy equivalences by 10.3, and the 
rows are homotopy fibre sequences by localization 7.4, and the definition 
of Hy(X; ) as the homotopy fibre of H'(X\ ) -* H'(X - Y; ), (see 
Appendix D). 

(10.5.3) 
KB(XonY) • KB(X) • KB(X - Y) 

i i= i= 
Hy{X;KB)2Br > H Z a r ( X ; / ^ ) , HZar (X - Y'J<B) 

(The canonical choice of nullhomotopy of KB(X on Y) -+ KB(X - Y) 
and the strictly commutative right half of (10.5.3) determine a strictly 
natural map of fibres KB(X on Y) -+ HY(X; KB).) 

The spectral sequence (10.5.2) follows from (10.5.1) and D.4. 

10.6. Remark. The analog of 10.3 for G- theory of noetherian schemes, 
and hence for A'-theory of regular noetherian schemes is due to Brown and 
Gersten [BG] using Quillen's Localization Theorem for G-theory. Quillen 
constructed another version of the G-theory spectral sequence [Ql]. Much 
work has been done to perturb Quillen's ideas to produce 10.3 in special 
cases where X has dimension < 1, or where X has isolated or otherwise 
very mild singularities. See [Co], [PW], [LI], [L2], [We4], [We5], [Gi3]. 

Note that the result 10.3 is new even for X affine of dimension > 2. One 
was not able to prove this affine case using Quillen's projective module 
Localization Theorem [Grl], as the proof involves considering all open 
sets U C X, which will not in general be affine. 

10.7. By modifying the above argument, we can prove KB(X on Y) 
has cohomological descent for the Nisnevich topology on X. This topology 
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is close to the Zariski topology, but has as its local rings the henselian 
local rings. Thus the descent theorem for this topology allows us to reduce 
problems in K-theory to the case of henselian local rings, bringing them 
within range of Gabber's form of the Rigidity Theorem, 11.6. This step 
will be essential in the comparison of algebraic and topological 7\-theory 
in Section 11. 

The Nisnevich topology also plays an essential role in the work of Kato 
and Saito on higher-dimensional global class field theory [KS], where it is 
called the henselian topology, and originated in Nisnevich's work on alge
braic group schemes [Nl], where it is called the completely decomposed 
topology. 

The basic references for the Nisnevich topology are [N2], [N3] Section 
1, and [KS] 1.1-1.2.5. We collect the basic facts in Appendix E, which the 
logical reader will turn to before resuming 10.8. 

10.8. Theorem. Let X be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull 
dimension, and let Y C X be a closed subscheme. Then the augmentation 
maps into Nisnevich hypercohomology are homotopy equivalences 

KB(X)^HNls(X;KB()) 

KB(X on Y) =. HNls (X; KB{{ ) on ( ) n Y)) . 

Thus there are strongly converging spectral sequences 

(10.8.2) V qj 9 

E™ = %.a (X;KB(( ) on ( ) n Y)) = • KB_p{X on Y). 

Proof. The spectral sequences result from (10.8.1) via the standard 
hypercohomology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36. The strong convergence 
holds as X has finite Nisnevich cohomological dimension by E.6(c). So it 
suffices to prove (10.8.1). 

As pullback along flat, a fortiori along etale, maps preserves local codi-
mension at each point ([EGA] Orv 14.2.3, 14.2.4, IV 6.1.4, IV 2.4.6), the 
constructions SPKB(( ) on Y x ( )) of (10.3.5) extend to presheaves on 

the Nisnevich site. The localization fibre sequence (10.3.6) is natural for 
flat, hence for etale maps, and so induces a fibre sequence of presheaves 
on the Nisnevich site, whose value at U —• X is the sequence 

(10.8.3) Sp^KB (u on U x Y\ -+ SPKB fu on U x Y^j 

-+ \Jv KB (Spec (O^) on z x Y J . 

codim z—p 
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The henselization Spec (OJjz) —• Spec (Ou,z) is pro-etale, hence fiat, 
and induces an isomorphism of residue fields k(z) = k(z). Hence it is an 
isomorphism infinitely near z (2.6.2.2), and so by excision 7.1 it induces 
a homotopy equivalence 

(10.8.4) 

KB (Spec (Ou,z) on z x 7 ) A KB (Spec (0^z) on z x Y J . 

For x £ X of codimension p, let i^x) be the presheaf of spectra on 
the Nisnevich site of the residue field k(x), which associates to each etale 
Spec(F) —• Spec(fc(x)), the spectrum KB(Spec (Ofy z) on z xY) where 

0\j z is the henselization of the local ring Ox,x at the residue exten
sion k(x) C k(z) = k\ that is, Ojj z is the stalk of the structure sheaf 
Ox at the point of the Nisnevich topos corresponding to Spec(fc(x)) —• 
Spec (&(#)) —• X (see E.4, E.5). For the closed immersion of x into X, 
i : Spec(k(x)) —» X, let i#F(x) be the induced presheaf of spectra on 
-^Nisj s o ( 2 #^) (^ ) = ^ ( z _ 1 ( ^ ) ) - Then using E.5, we get isomorphisms 

(10.8.5) (i#F(x)) (U) a F(x) (r'iU)) S V F(x)(k(z)) 
zeUxk(x) 

X 

£ V KB [Oh, on zx Y 
zeuxk(x) \ U)Z x 

X 

Thus the fibration sequence (10.8.3) becomes a homotopy fibre sequence 

(10.8.6) SP+1KB (( ) on ( ) x Y\ — SPKB ( ( ) o n ( ) x y ] 

- V i#F(z). 
x£X 

codim x=p 

Now by descending induction on p, we show that the augmentation 
(10.8.7) is a homotopy equivalence for SPKB 

(10.8.7) SPKB(X on Y) ^ HNis (x]SpKB (( ) on ( ) x Y\ V 

For p > Krull dimX, both sides are 0, which starts the induction. To 
do the induction step, as in (10.3.14), by using the localization sequence 
(10.8.6) and the 5-lemma, we reduce to proving that the augmentation is 
a homotopy equivalence for Vi#F(x): 
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(10.8.8) V FWikW^H^lX; V i#F(x) . 
X \ X I 

codimj:=p \ codimr=p / 

To show this, we consider the sheafification of the presheaf of homotopy 
groups Trn(\/i#F(x)) = ®Trni#F(x) = ®i*7rnF(z). In the Nisnevich topos 
of &(#), the only covering sieve of a field k1 is the trivial sieve of all 
objects over Spec(fc'), by E.4. Thus every sheaf in the Nisnevich site of 
k(x) is acyclic for the topos in the sense of [SGA 4] VI 4.1, because the 
Spec (k') have the cohomology of points, and every object in the site is 
a disjoint union of such Spec(fc'). It follows that i+7rnF(x) = 7rni#F(x) 
for i : Spec (k(x)) —• X is acyclic for the Nisnevich site of X ([SGA 4] 
V 4.9). As H^ls(X] ) preserves direct colimits (E.6) and finite sums, it 
also preserves infinite sums. Hence we get ®i+itnF(x) is acyclic, so 

< s (*;*n (v» # F(x ) ) ) = <&*nF(x)(k{x)) 
(10.8.9) 

#Nis (X; *n (v»#F(x))) = 0 for p > 0. 

Plugging this into the hypercohomology spectral sequence of [Thl] 1.36 
for the right hand side of (10.8.8) yields that (10.8.8) is a homotopy 
equivalence. This completes the induction step to prove (10.8.7). For 
p = 0, (10.8.7) yields the theorem. 

10.9. Remark. By continuity 7.2, and the description of stalks in the 
Nisnevich topology E.5, the stalks of the sheaves Kf(( ) on ( ) x Y) 

at the point corresponding to Spec (k') —• Spec (k(x)) —• X are the 
K?(OJjz on z x Y), where Ofy z is the henselization of the local ring 

Ox,x at an etale residue field extension k(x) —• k1 — fc(z), or equivalently 
the usual henselization 0\j z of an appropriate U etale over X at a point 
z over x with k(z) = k' over k{x). 

Thus the spectral sequence (10.8.2) reduces problems in the A'-theory 
of X to the case of hensel local rings of schemes etale over X. 

10.10. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 10.9, there is a natural 
homotopy equivalence 

(10.10.1) KB(X on Y) ^ H y (X; KB{ ) ) N i s . 

Thus, there is a strongly converging spectral sequence 
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(10.10.2) E™ = HP
Y (x-,Kf( )) => K?_p(X on Y). 

\ / Nis 

Proof. This follows from 10.8 as 10.5 follows from 10.3. 

10.11. Remark. The analog of 10.8 for G-theory of noetherian schemes, 
and hence for A'-theory of regular neotherian schemes is due to Nisnevich, 
circa 1983, although the paper has just now appeared as a preprint [N3]. 
This paper also has a proof that under certain hypotheses on F, that 
F(X) ~ H^1S(X; F) , which hypotheses are met by KB thanks to 7.1 and 
7.4. 

11. Etale cohomological descent and comparison 
wi th topological i f- theory 

11.1. Hypotheses. 

11.1.0. Let X be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Let £ 
be a prime integer, and £v a prime power. 

Suppose 1/i eOx> If i = 2, also suppose y/^ G Ox-
11.1.1. Suppose there is a uniform bound on the etale cohomological 

dimension with respect to ^-torsion coefficient sheaves, of all the residue 
fields k(x) of X. 

11.1.2. Suppose further that the extension of each residue field k(x) 
to its separable closure has a Tate-Tsen filtration by subextensions of 
cohomological dimension 1, [Thl] 2.112. 

11.2. Remark. If k is a field with l/£e k (and y/^T G * if € = 2), and 
k is of finite transcendence degree over a separably closed field, or over a 
global field (e.g., over Q), or over a local field (e.g., over F p , Fg ((*)), Q p ; 
then k has finite etale cohomological dimension for ^-torsion sheaves (in 
fact, it is < 2 -f the transcendence degree of &), and has a Tate-Tsen 
filtration. This follows from [SGA 4] X, (cf. [Thl] 2.44). 

11.3. Remark. If X is a scheme with l/£ G Ox, (and with v ^ € Ox 

if £ = 2), and if X is of finite type over any of Z, Q, Fq, F?((^)), Q^, 
Z^, or over a separably or algebraically closed field, then X satisfies all 
the hypotheses of 11.1. This results from [SGA 4] X and various obvious 
facts. 

In particular, 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 follows from 11.1.0 in the cases of in
terest to number theory or classical algebraic geometry. 
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11.4. Let KIlv(X)\f}~1] be the localization of the ring spectrum 
K/£v (X) by inverting the Bott element as in [Thl] Appendix A. The dis
cussion there extends immediately to our K(X) from Quillen's KnBlve(X). 
(We note that for £ = 2 or 3, there are technical complications in putting 
a ring spectrum structure on mod £ reductions, see [Thl] A for details of 
what to do in this case.) 

As in [Thl] A, K/£"(X)[p-1] is homotopy equivalent to the mod £v 

reduction of the Bousfield /^-localization of K(X), K/£U(X)K. 
We have by [Thl] A that for a suitable integer N depending on X and 

£v (TV = 1 for X over a separably closed field), there is a Bott element 
PN in K/£2tf(X)> and so an isomorphism 

(11.4.1) 

K/WXW-1)-ijm(...-K/rn+k(2N)(x) "-£ A7^ + ( t + 1 X 2 W ) (x ) - . . . ) . 

Similarly for KB/£v(X)[j3~l\, the localization of the module spectrum 
over K/£V(X). As n + k(2N) becomes positive as k increases, and as 
K/£u

q{X) S KB/£u
q(X) for q > 1 (by 6.6(a) and the universal coefficient 

sequences like (9.3.2)), the canonical map K(X) —* KB(X) induces a 
homotopy equivalence 

K/r(x)[p-1] -^ KB/£U(X) [/r1] 
(11.4.2) 11 i | 

K/r(X)K KB/£»{X)K 

We also note that localization ( )[/?_1] and ( )K = ( ) A E # of spec
tra preserve homotopy equivalences, direct colimits, and homotopy fibre 
sequences. 

11.5. Theorem. Under the hypotheses of 11.1, the augmentation 
is a homotopy equivalence into etale hypercohomology 

(n.5.1) K/e{x)[p-1} -H; t(x;A'/r( H/r1]). 

Moreover, the sheaf of homotopy groups in the etale topology is given by 

(11.5.2) 7tqK/t{ ) [/T1] S | 
l/lv(i)S*tifJ q = 2i, t € Z 

0 q odd 

where ~Lj£v{%) is generated locally by f3%. Hence there is a spectral se
quence which converges strongly to K/£u(X)\f3~l] from etale cohomology 
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(n.5.3) *•..{«< WW) l^«}^K/^X)\r']. 

(The spectral sequence has Bousfield-Kan indexing, so dr : E^,q —• 
EP+r,q+r-l ) 

Proof. As the hypotheses 11.1 imply that X has finite etale cohomo-
logical dimension for Morsion sheaves ([SGA 4] X), the strongly converg
ing spectral sequence (11.5.3) results from (11.5.2) and (11.5.1) via the 
canonical hypercohomology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36. 

The proof of (11.5.1) and (11.5.2) will spread over 11.6 - 11.8. Both 
depend on Gabber's form of the Gabber-Gillet-Thomason Rigidity The
orem. 

11.6. Theorem (Gabber [Gab]). Let A be a commutative ring 
with l/£ G A, and let I he an ideal of A such that (Spec (A), Spec (A/1)) 
is a henselian pair ([EGA] IV 18.5.5). Then the map A —• A/1 induces a 
homotopy equivalence 

(11.6.1) K/t(A) -=> K/l"(A/I). 

In particular, if Ofy z is a hensel local ring with residue field k(z), and if 

l/( G OIJ z, then 0\j z —+ k(z) induces a homotopy equivalence 

(11.6.2) K/r (Oh
U:Z) * K/t(k{z)). 

Proof. This is Theorem 1 of [Gab]. Gabber's proof extends ideas of 
Suslin who proved the special case of A an algebra over a field in [Su2] 2.1 
from an even more special case due to Gabber and to Gillet and Thomason 
[GT], which in turn was inspired by a theorem of Suslin [Sul]. 

11.7. To prove (11.5.2), we note that the inclusion of the subgroup 
generated by /?* induces a map of sheaves Tjlv{%) —* Kjlv

2i( )[/?-1]. It suf
fices to show that this map is an isomorphism and that 0 —• K/£q( )[/?_1] 
is an isomorphism for q odd. For this, it suffices to show the maps are 
isomorphisms on the stalks of sheaves for each point in the etale topol
ogy. The stalk of K/£»( )[/?-x] at a point x is K/tu*(Ox,x) f o r ®x,x t h e 

strict local henselization of X at x (e.g., [Thl] 1.29, 1.43). T h i s ' o ^ 
is a hensel local ring whose residue field k(x) is separably closed. So by 
Gabber rigidity (11.6), K/tv(Os^g)\fi'

1] -=• K/tv{Mx))\P~l] is a homo
topy equivalence. Thus it suffices to show that (11.5.2) gives the values 
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of K/fq{k(x))\fi-x} for k{x) a separably closed field. But th is is true by 
[Thl] 3.1 or by a trivial extension of the results of Suslin [Sul], [Su2] 3.13 
from the algebraically closed to the separably closed case. This proves 
(11.5.2). 

11.7.1. Remark. Suslin's result shows that without inverting /?, K/£v
q 

is 0 for q < 0 or for q odd, and is Z/£u(i) for q = 2i > 0. Thus invert
ing /? does not change 7rnH'et(X; K/£u( )) for n > 0. The inversion of (3 
is necessary to make this isomorphic to K/£^(X)[/3~1]J and inverting /? 
makes the minimum possible change to K/£v

n(X) to create this isomor
phism. However, this minimum change is not zero in general, as one sees 
by the examples K/l%(X) ^ K / lv

0{X)\p~l] for X a if3 surface, or for 
X = Spec(R[l/£]) for R any ring of integers which has at least two 
distinct primes over £, ([Thl] 4.5). 

11.8. It remains to prove (11.5.1) is a homotopy equivalence. The aug
mentation map (11.5.1) is strictly natural in X, and hence induces a map 
of presheaves on the Nisnevich site of X. Hence we have a commutative 
diagram 

(11.8.1) 

A'/rpoi/r1] • H;t (*;#/**( H/?-1]) 

=1 1= 
H N i s ( X ; A 7 r ( )[/?"1]) > H N l s ( * ; H e t ( ( );K/t"( ) [/T1])) 

The left vertical map of (11.8.1) is a homotopy equivalence by Nisnevich 
cohomological descent 10.8 (using also the facts that H^ i s(X; ) preserves 
homotopy fibre sequences as in reduction mod £v, and direct colimits 
as in forming the localization ( )[/?-1], E.6(d)). The right hand vertical 
map is a homotopy equivalence because the etale topology is finer than the 
Nisnevich topology, and hence etale cohomology cohomologically descends 
for the Nisnevich topology. (In more detail: Apply the Cartan-Leray 
Theorem [Thl] 1.56 for the map of sites / : Xet —-• XN\S, considering 
[Thl] 1.55. The cohomological dimension hypotheses of [Thl] 1.56 hold 
by the proof of [Thl] 1.48.) 

As the two vertical maps in (11.8.1) are homotopy equivalences, the 
top horizontal map will be a homotopy equivalence iff the bottom hor
izontal map is so. To show the latter is, it suffices by the strongly 
converging hypercohomology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36 to show that 
K/£u

q( )[/?_1] -> 7?nH;t( ]K/£U( )[/?-1]) is an isomorphism of sheaves in 
the Nisnevich topos of X. For this, it suffices that it is an isomorphism 
on stalks. From the description of stalks in E.5, and the continuity of K-
theory and etale cohomology (7.1, [Thl] 1.43, 1.45), this in turn reduces 
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to showing that the augmentation map (11.5.1) is a homotopy equivalence 
whenever X is replaced by Spec(O^) , the henselization at a point z of 
a scheme U etale over X. 

To prove this reduced statement, we consider diagram (11.8.2) 

i</e (oh
Ut2) [[/J-1] • H;t {ofoK/Pi ) [z?-1]) 

(11.8.2) s | *} 

K/f(k(z))[^] • Het(k(z);K/e»{ )[/?"1]) 

The vertical maps are induced by the map of a hensel local ring Ofy z 

to its residue field k(z). The left vertical map is a homotopy equiva
lence by Gabber 11.6. The right vertical map we see to be a homotopy 
equivalence by combining the formula (11.5.2) for the coefficients, the 
strongly converging hypercohomology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36, and 
the isomorphism H*t{0^z;l/£

u(i)) £ H^(k(z);l/lu(i)) for the hensel 
local ring as provided by [SGA 4] VIII 8.6. 

By diagram (11.8.2) we further reduce to proving that the augmentation 
is a homotopy equivalence in the special case of a field, k(z). This is 
hard, but was done in [Thl] 2.43. This quote completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

11.9. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 11.1, the Dwyer-Fried-
lander map induces a homotopy equivalence from K/£1/(X)[j3~1] to the 
etale topological K-theory of X ([DF]) 

(11.9.1) p : K/r(X) [/T1] •=• K/£vtop(X). 

Proof. This follows from 11.5 by the method of [Thl] 4.11, 4.12. The 
naive idea is that the spectral sequence (11.5.3) has the same E2 term as 
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of [DF]. 

11.10. Proposi t ion. For X a noetherian scheme of finite Krull 
dimension, the augmentation map is a homotopy equivalence: 

(11.10.1) KB(X)®q^H'et(X\KB( ) ® Q ) . 

Proof. Note that KB(X) ® Q is a direct colimit of KB(X) along a 
system of multiplication by intergers, so E.6(d) shows that H^ i s(X; ) 
and ( ) ® Q commute. We also note that all schemes etale over X have 
bounded etale cohomological dimension for Q-sheaves, by the methods of 
[SGA 4] X (cf. [Thl], proof of 1.4.8). 
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Then by Nisnevich cohomological descent for the two sides of (11.10.1), 
as in (11.8.1), it suffices to prove that the map is a homotopy equivalence 
in the special case where X = Syec(Rx) is a hensel local ring with residue 
field k(x). 

Let ka run over the finite Galois extensions of k(x), and let Ga be 
the Galois group Gs\(ka/k). As X is hensel local, to each ka there is a 
corresponding finite etale covering of hensel local rings, fa : Xa —• X, 
inducing Spec(fca) —• Spec(fc) over the closed point of X ([EGA] IV 
18.5.15). As fa is flat and finite, it induces a transfer map /* : KB(Xa) —• 
KB(X), e.g., by 3.16.6 and 6.5. By 3.17 and 6.5, the composite /*/* : 
KB(X) — KB{X) is multiplication by [fmf*Ox] = [f*0Xa] in K0(X). 
As X is local, f*0Xa is free of rank equal to the degree [kQ : k] of the 
extension. So /*/* is multiplication by the integer [ka : k] and / , , /*®Q is 
a homotopy equivalence. By 3.18 and 6.5, we see that the other composite 
/*/* : KB(Xa) -+ KB{Xa) is induced by the functor 

OxQ ®ox OxQ ®ox ( )• 

Galois theory gives an isomorphism 

(H.10.2) K : 0Xa ®ox 0Xa - ^ [ J °x~ 

where K(X 0 y) has component x • gy in the factor indexed by g G Ga-
Indeed, K, corresponds to the action map Ga x Xa —• Xa x Xa sending 

(g, x) \-^ (x,gx), which is an isomorphism as Xa —• X is a Galois covering, 
hence a torsor under Ga = Ga l (X a /X) = Gal(ib0/Jb) ([EGA] IV 18.5.15, 
[SGA 1] V). This isomorphism K shows that /*/* = £#* equals the sum 
of the g* for g : Xa - • Xa in the Galois group (cf. [Thl] 1.50, 2.12 
-2.13). It follows by a standard transfer argument from /*/* = £</* 
and /*/* = [ka : k] = order of Ga that the augmentation induces an 
isomorphism (cf. [Thl] 2.14) 

(11.10.3) 

KB(X)®Q^H°(Ga- KB(Xa)®q)*\imH°(Ga-J<*(Xa)®Q). 
a 

As Ga is a finite group, its rational cohomology is trivial by a standard 
transfer argument, so 

(11.10.4) 0~\miHp(Ga] # f ( X a ) ® Q ) for p > 1. 
a 
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But by ([SGA 4] VIII 8.6, 2.3), for any sheaf of abelian groups K,( ) on 
the etale site of the hensel local ring X, there is a canonical isomorphism 

(11.10.5) \\mHp(Ga; K. (*«)) S ffe
p
t (x; A'.) . 

a 

Combining (11.10.5), (11.10.4), and (11.10.3), we see that the hyperco-
homology spectral sequence [Thl] 1.36 collapses to yield an isomorphism 
for X hensel local and all integers n 

(11.10.6) KB(X) ® Q = 7r„H;t (X; KB( ) ® Q) . 

This proves that (11.10.1) is a homotopy equivalence for X hensel local. 
But by our previous reductions, this proves the theorem. 

11.11. Theorem. Let X be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull 
dimension. Let S be a set of prime integers such that the hypotheses of 
11.1 hold for every £ G S. Let KB( )K denote the BousHeld K-localization 
of KB, [Thl] A), and let KB( ) K 0 Z ( 5 ) be the further localization by 
inverting all primes not in S. 

Then the augmentation is a homotopy equivalence 

(11.11.1) KB{X)K ® Z ( 5 ) - H;t (X; KB( ) K ® Z ( s )) . 

Proof. This follows from 11.10 and 11.5 for the various £ in S. In
deed the homotopy fibre of KB{X)K —* Wet(X\ KB( )K) becomes triv
ial upon forming <g)Q by 11.10, and so its homotopy groups are torsion. 
By 11.5, the mod £v reductions of the fibre are trivial for £ in 5, and 
hence the homotopy groups are uniquely ^-divisible torsion groups for £ 
in 5 (9.3.2). Thus the torsion groups have no ^-torsion for £ in 5, and 
®Z(5) of them are zero. Thus <g>7.rs) of the homotopy fibre is homotopy 
trivial, so (11.11.1) is a homotopy equivalence. 

11.12. The analogs of 11.5, 11.10, 11.11 for G-theory appeared in 
[Thl]. 
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Appendix A 
Exact categories and the 

Gabriel-Quillen embedding 

Al. We recall Quillen's definition of an exact category [Ql] Section 2. 
An exact category £ is an additive category together with a choice of a 
class of sequences {Ei >-• E2 -» £3} said to be exact. This determines 
two classes of morphisms: the admissible epimorphisms E2 -* £3 and 
the admissible monommorphisms E\ >-+ E2. The exact category is to 
satisfy the following axioms: The class of admissible monomorphisms is 
closed under composition and is closed under cobase change by pushout 
along an arbitrary map E\ —• E[ (cf. 1.2.1.3). Dually, the class of admis
sible epimorphisms is closed under composition and under base change by 
pullback along an arbitrary map E'3 —• £3. Any sequence isomorphic to 
an exact sequence is exact, and any "split" sequence 

E iE®F[^F 

is to be exact. In any exact sequence E\ >-> E2 -» £3, the map E\ >~> E2 

is a kernel for E2 -» £3, and E2 -*• £3 is a cokernel for E\ >-• E2. Finally, 
there is the obscure axiom: 

A. 1.1. Let i : E —• F be a map in £ which has a cokernel in £. If 
there exists a map k : F —+ G such that hi : E >—• G is an admissible 
monomorphism, then i : E >—> F is itself an admissible monomorphism. 

Dually if i : F —+ E has a kernel in £, and if there exists a & : G —• i71 

such that ffc : G -^E is an admissible epimorphism, then i : F ->• £* is an 
admissible epimorphism. 

A.2. The concept of exact category is self-dual, so £ is exact iff the 
opposite category £o p is exact, where E\ —• E2 —• £3 is exact in £ iff 
El<r-E2*- E3 is exact in £o p . 

A.3. An exact functor / : E\ —+ £2 is one that sends exact sequences in 
£1 to exact sequence in £2. An exact functor reflects exactness if whenever 
/ of a sequence in £\ is exact in £2j the original sequence is exact in £\. 

If C is a full subcategory of an exact category £, we say C is closed 
under extensions in £ if whenever A >-• £? -» C is exact in £ with A and 
C in C, then £ is isomorphic to an object of C. 

A.4. Let £ be an additive full subcategory of an abelian category A. 
Suppose £ is closed under extensions in A. Declare a sequence E\ —+ 
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E2 —+ E3 in £ to be exact iff it is short exact in A] i.e., iff E\ —• E2 is the 
kernel of E^ —• £3, and E2 —• F3 is the cokernel of £"1 —• F2 in A. Then 
£ is an exact category. 

A.5. Many exact categories satisfy a stronger version of A.1.1, namely: 

A.5.1. Axiom: If / : E —• F is a map in £, and there is a map 
s : F —• E which splits / so f-s — 1^, then / is an admissible epimorphism 
E-+F. 

A.5.2. Assuming that A.5.1 holds for £, suppose g : F —• E has a 
t : E —• F with 2 •# = 1^. Then by A.5.1, t is an admissible epimorphism 
and so has a kernel in £. Then there is an isomorphism E = F 0 kertf, 
under which # corresponds to the canonical inclusion of the summand F. 
Thus g is an admissible monomorphism. Hence A.5.1 implies its dual in 
the presence of the axioms A. 1.1. 

A.6.1. Definition. An additive category £ is Karoubian (in Karoubi's 
terminology [K] 1.2.1, "pseudo-abelienne") if whenever p : E —+ E is an 
idempotent endomorphism in S (i.e., p2 — p), then there is an isomor
phism in £, E =. E't&E" under which p corresponds to the endomorphism 
1 0 0. Note then E' is an image for p, and E" is a kernel for p. 

A. 6.2. Lemma. If an exact category £ is Karoubian, it satisfies the 
extra axiom A.5.1. 

Proof. Given / , s as in A.5.1, sf : E —• E is idempotent as sfsf = 
s(l)f = sf. Hence E = im(s / ) 0 ker (sf). Clearly s : F —• E induces 
an isomorphism of F onto im(s/), and / : E —• F corresponds to the 
projection F 0 ker (sf) —* F. Thus / is an admissible epi, as required by 
A.5.1. 

A.7.1. Theorem (Gabriel-Quillen Embedding Theorem) (cf. [Ga] II 
Section 2, [Ql] Section 2). Let £ be a small exact category. Then there 
is an abelian category A, and a fully faithful exact functor i : £ —+ A that 
reflects exactness. Moreover £ is closed under extensions in A. 

A may be canonically chosen to be the category of left exact functors 
£ ° P —• T-modules, and i : £ —+ A to be the Yoneda embedding i(E) — 
Eom£( yE). 

A.7.2. The proof of A.7.1 and its elaborations will occupy all of Section 
A.7, and is derived from the Grothendieck-Verdier theory of sheafification 
in [SGA 4] II. 

Let B be the abelian category of additive functors F : £op —• Z-mod 
where Z-mod is the category of abelian groups. Limits and colimits exist 
in #, and are formed pointwise, so (limFa)(E) = lim(Fa(E))1 etc. Then 
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it is clear that direct colimits in B are exact, i.e., Grothendieck's axiom 
AB5 holds. Also, B has a set of generators consisting of the functors 
yE = Hom( , E) for E in £. The Yoneda embedding y : £ —*• B is fully 
faithful by the Yoneda lemma. Thus B is a Grothendieck abelian category, 
as is well-known. 

A.7.3. Definition. Let G : £op —* Z-mod be an object of B. One 
says G is separated if for all admissible epimorphisms i£ -» F in £, the 
induced map G(F) —* G(£') is a monomorphism. One says that G is "/e# 
exacf if for all admissible epimorphisms E -» F \n £, then (A.7.4) is a 
difference kernel, where the maps d are induced by the two projections 
p:E x E-+ E: 

F 

d°=G(Po) ( 
(A.7.4) G(F) -+ G(E) z* GlExE 

Thus G(F) is the kernel of d° - d1 : G(E) -+ G(£ x £ ) . 
F 

A.7.5. Let 4̂ be the full subcategory of B consisting of the "left exact" 
functors £o p —• Z-mod. Let j+ : A -+ B be the inclusion. Later, we will 
show that j * has a left adjoint j * so that j*j+ = 1^. Then 4̂ will be a 
Grothendieck abelian category such that j * is an exact functor, and j * is 
left exact (in the covariant abelian sense that j * preserves kernels). 

A.7.6. The Yoneda embedding y : £ —• B factors through A, so y — 
j * • i for a functor i : £ —> A. To show this, it suffices to show that 
yG = Hom( , G) is "left exact" for all G in £. But for any admissible 
epimorphism E -» F, ExE>-+E(BE-»F is exact in £; so E 0 E -* F 

is the cokernel ofExE—>E®E. Thus 

(A.7.7) 

0 -> Horn (F, G) -H. Horn (£ , G) 0 Horn (£ , G) -> Horn (E X E, G ) 

is exact, so Hom(F, G) is the kernel of d° — d1 : Hom(£',G) —• 
Rom(E x E,G). Thus Hom( ,G) is "left exact" as required. 

F 

A.7.8. (cf. [SGA 4] II 3.0.5, 2.4). For E in 5, let CE be the following 
directed category. The objects of CE are admissible epimorphisms e' : 
E' -*• F . There is at most one map between any two objects of CE-
There exists a map (e' : E' -» E) -+ {e" : E" -» £ ) in CJJ? iff there is a 
map (backwards!) a : E" —* E' in £ such that e'a — e". It is easy to 
check that CE is directed. 

Note that any two choices of a\, a*}'. E" —• E1 with e' • at- = e" induce 
the same map on the kernels of d° — d1 in (A.7.9) 

• 
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ker(G(£") — i - G(E' x £")) 
E 

(A.7.9) | G ( a , ) JG(a,xa,) 

ker (G(E") - ^ - ^ * G(E" X E")) 
E 

For a i±a 2 : E" -+ E' x E' induces a "homotopy" h : G(£" x E') -+ 

G(E") such that h • (d° - d1) = G ^ ) - G(a2) on G(£"), showing that 
G(ai) - G(a2) = 0 on ker(d° - d1). 

Thus sending £ ' to ker(G(£") - • G(£ ' x E')) is a functor from the 
F 

directed category CE to the category of abelian groups. Define LG(E) to 
be the direct colimit 

(A.7.10) LG(E) = lim ker (G(E') " G (E' X E' 
(E'-»E) in CE ^ V E 

We note that LG is a covariant functor in E, and that LG is an additive 
functor as G is additive and as CE1®EI ~ ^Ex

 x ^£;2, since E1 -» E\@ L?2 

canonically decomposes as E1 — E1'xE\<&E' xE2 for E'xE{ -» £",- in CE • 
J5 E E 

There is a natural transformation 77 : G —» LG induced by the obvious 
map G(E) —• ker(G(£") -» G(£" x E')). As kernels and directed colimits 

E 
commute with finite limits in Z-mod, and as limits in B are formed by 
pointwise taking limits in Z-mod, the functor L : B —• B preserves finite 
limits. 

A.7.11. Lemma. (a) For any x G LG(E), there exists an ad
missible epimorphism e : E' -* E in £, and a y G G(E'), such that 
rj(y) = LG(e)(x) in LG(E'). 

(b) For any x G G(E), then rj(x) = 0 in LG(E) iff there exists an 
admissible epimorphism e : E' -» E such that G(e)(x) = 0 in G(E'). 

(c) LG = 0 iff for all E in £ and all x G G(E), there exists an admissible 
epimorphism e : E' -» E such that G(e)(x) = 0 in G(E'). 

(d) IfG is separated, then for all E in £ the map rj(E) : G(E) -+ LG(E) 
is a monomorphism. 

(e) IfG is left exact, then for all E in £, rj(E) : G{E) -* LG{E) is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. Statements (a), (b), (d), and (e) are clear from the definitions. 
Statement (c) follows immediately from (a) and (b). 
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A.7.12. Lemma (cf. [SGA 4] II 3.2). 

(a) For all G in B, LG is separated. 

(b) For all separated G in B, LG is "left-exact." 

Proof, (a) Suppose x £ LG(A), and that b : B -» A is an admissible 
epimorphism for which LG(b)(x) = 0. We need to show then that x = 0. 
By construction of LG(A), x is represented by y £ ker(G(G) =3 G(CxC)) 

A 

for some C -» A in CA- AS X goes to 0 in LG( J3), the image of y in 
ker (G(C x B) =t G((C x 5 ) x ( C x £))) is equivalent to 0 in the direct 

A A B A 

colimit over CB that defines LG(B). Hence there is a map D —• C x B 
A 

in £ such that the composite with the projection to B is an admissible 
epimorphism D -» J9, and such that y goes to 0 in G(D). But then 
D -» i? -» A is in C^, and ?/ is equivalent to 0 in the direct colimit over 
CA that defines LG(A). Hence x — 0 in LG(A), as required. 

(b) Suppose G is separated, we must show for any admissible epi B -*• A 
in 5, that LG(A) -* LG(5) =* LG(£ x 5 ) is a difference kernel. As 

A 

G is separated, LG(A) —• LG(B) is a monomorphism. It remains to 
show that if x £ LG(J5) has d°x = dlx, i.e., LG(pi)(a?) = LG(p2)(x) 
in LG(B x 5 ) , then x is in the image of LG(A). But by A.7.11, there 

A 

is a c : C -» B and a y £ G(C) such that 77(2/) = LG(c)(x). Then 
vG{pi)(y) = r)G(p2)(y) in IG(G x G) D LG(5 x 5 ) . As G is separated, 
77 : G —• LG is a monomorphism, so G(pi)(?/) = G(p2)(y) in G(G x C). 

A 

Hence y £ ker(G(C) =fc G(G x G)) is a class in LG(^4) which represents 
A 

x. This shows x is in LG(A), as required. 
A.7.13. Proposi t ion. Let j * : B ^ A be j * = L - L. Then j * 

is left adjoint to j * : A —• #, and the adjunction map j* j* —• 1,4 is an 
isomorphism. Hence A is a reflexive subcategory of B, and j * is fully 
faithful. 

A is an abelian category, and j * is an exact functor. The functor j+ is 
left exact, i.e., it preserves kernels. 

A has all limits and colimits, and is a Grothendieck abelian category. 

Proof. The adjointness of j * to j* and the isomorphism j*j+ = 1^ 
follow immediately from the fact rj : G —* LG is an isomorphism for G in 
the subcategory A of "left exact" functors. 

The cokernel of a map in A is simply j * of the cokernel taken in B. As 
j * — L - L preserves finite limits, it preserves kernels. It is then clear that 
A is abelian since B is, and that j * : B —» A is exact. Then the right 
adjoint j* must be left exact. 
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A has all limits and colimits, and is a Grothendieck abelian category, 
since it is a retract of B which has these properties. 

A.7.14. Proposition. The Yoneda functor i : £ —• A of A.7.6 is 
fully faithful and exact. 

Proof. As y : £ —• B is fully faithful by the Yoneda lemma, and as 
j* : A —• B is fully faithful, and as y = j+ • i, it follows that i : £ —• A is 
fully faithful. 

As 2/ • £ —+ B is clearly left exact, and i = 1 • i = j * • j * • i = j * • y, the 
functor i : £ —• .4 is left exact. It remains to show that the functor i is 
right exact. 

Let A >—• B -*• C be an exact sequence in £. We have already shown 
that 0 -> t';4 - • ifl -» fC, i.e., 0 -+ Hom( ,A) -+ Hom( ,B) - • 
Hom( , C) is left exact in *4. Let i / be the cokernel of Hom( ,B) —* 
Hom( ,C) in S. For 0 —• i\A —• iB —>• iC —• 0 to be exact in A, it 
suffices that j*H = 0. For this, it suffices to show that LH = 0. We 
show LH — 0 by applying criterion A.7.11(c). Take any x G H(E). We 
must show x goes to 0 in H(Ef) for some E' -» E. As £ £ # ( # ) = 
Hom(£' ,C)/Hom(E, J5), x is represented by a map x : E —* C. We con
sider the pullback along x of B-»C,BxE-»E. Then £ goes to 0 in 

c 
H(B x E) = Horn (B x £ , C)/Hom(£ x E,B) as the map xf : B x E-» 

c c c c 
E - • C factors through BasBxE-+B-»C. Thus B x ^ is the 

c c 
required £". 

A.7.15. Lemma. Lei e : E —> F be a map in £. Then i(e) is an 
epimorphism in A iff there is a k : E' —• E in £ such that ek : E' -» F is 
an admissible epimorphism. 

More generally, for any A in A and F in £, a map e : A —• i(F) in A is 
an epimorphism in A iff there is a k : i(E') —• A (i.e., a k G A(E')) such 
that ek : E' -» F is an admissible epimorphism in £. 

Proof. If ek : E' -» F is an admissible epimorphism in £, the exact i : 
£ —• A preserves the exact sequence ker(efc) >-+ Ef -» F, so ek : i(E') —+ 
i(F) is an epimorphism in A. Hence e : A —> i(F) is an epimorphism in 
A. 

Conversely suppose that e : A —• i(F) is epi in A. We let H be the 
cokernel of e in B. Then j*H = coker e = 0 in A. As 0 = j*H = LLH, 
and LH is separated, it follows that LH = 0. Consider x £ H(F) = 
Hom(F,i r)/Hom(F,yl) corresponding to 1 in Eom(F,F). As 77(£) = 0 
in LH{F), by A.7.11(b) there is an admissible epimorphism E1 -» F in 
5 such that £ goes to 0 in H(E') = Rom(E',F)/Kom(E',A). That is 
to say, that %E' ->• iF factors as the composite ke of a k : %E' —• yi and 
e : A —• iF , as required. 
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A.7.16. Proposition. (a) The embedding i : £ —• A reflects ex
actness. 

(b) If £ satisfies the extra axiom A.5.1, and ife is a map in £ such that 
i(e) is an epimorphism in A, then e is an admissible epimorphism in £. 

Proof. Let A —• B —• C be a sequence in £ such that 0 —• iA —• 
iB —* iC —• 0 is a short exact in A. Then t'yl —• iB is the kernel of 
iB —• iC in A. As i : £ —• A is fully faithful, 4̂ —• £? is the kernel of 
B ->C'm£. 

By A.7.15, as iB —• iC is epi in A, there is a B' —» B such that the 
composite B1 —• B —• C is an admissible epimorphism £ ' -» C in £. 
As 5 —• C has a kernel in £, this implies that B -* C is an admissible 
epimorphism in £, by the hitherto obscure axiom A. 1.1. Then the kernel 
A —• B is an admissible monomorphism and A >-• B -» C is exact in £. 
This proves (a). 

Suppose now that £ satisfies A.5.1, and that e : B —+ C is a map in £ 
such that i{e) is an epimorphism in A. By A.7.15, there is a B' —• B in 
£ such that the composite J9' —• B —• C is an admissible epimorphism in 
£. If we knew that B -+ C had a kernel in £, we would conclude that 
e : J5 -+• C is an admissible epimorphism by A. 1.1. Hence it suffices to 
show that e : B —• C has a kernel. We consider the pullback square in £: 

5 x 5 ' • B' 

(A.7.17) * D i 

B • C 

The map 1 : B' -+ Bf and B' -> B induce a map B' ^ B x B' that splits 
c 

the map B x £ ' —• B' . By axiom A.5.1, we conclude that B x B' —* B' is 
c c 

an admissible epimorphism in £, and so has a kernel in £. But as (A.7.17) 
is a pullback, the kernel of B x B' —• Bf is also a kernel of 5 —• C in £, 

c 
as sought. 

A.7.18. Lemma. £ is closed under extension in A. 

Proof. Let 0 -^ A —> G —> B —^ 0 be a short exact sequence in A 
with A and B in £. By A.7.15, the condition that G —> B is epi in A 
implies that there is an admissible epimorphism C -» B in £ that factors 
as C -^ G —+ B. We consider the pullback diagram in A: 
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CxG 
B 

(A.7.19) 

Ky- » B 

The maps 1 : G - • G and G 

0 0 

G induce a map C -+ C x G that splits 
B 

C x G —• C. Hence in ,4, G x G is isomorphic to A 0 C, an object of £. 
B B 

Let i : K y-+ C be the kernel of the admissible epi C -» B. As (A.7.19) is 
a pullback, K —• C x G is the kernel of the epimorphism in ^4, G x G —• G. 

We write A " - > G x G = , 4 e G a s 
B 

exact sequence /<" —• A © C —>G-
the pushout 

a:K -> A, i : K v-> G. Then the 

0 in A shows that G is isomorphic to 

K A 

(A.7.20) •i i 
G 

But as K, A, C are in £, and as i is an admissible monomorphism in 
£, this square also has a pushout Gf in £. Then by Lemma A.8.1 below 
applied to the exact functor i : £ —+ *4, we have an isomorphism G = G' 
of G to an object of £, as required. 

A.7.21. Modulo A.8.1, this completes the proof of A.7.1. 

A.8.1. Lemma. Let f : £ —• £' be an exact functor between exact 
categories. The f preserves pushouts along an admissible mono, and f 
preserves pullbacks along an admissible epi. 

Proof. Consider A >-• B and A 

We have an exact sequence G 

G in £, and the pushout G U B. 
A 

CUB -+• B/A. Taking / of this sequence 
yields an exact sequence in £'. Also, fA >—• jB is an admissible mono in 
£', so £' has a pushout fC U jB and an exact sequence fC i 

fB/fA. Consider the diagram in £': 

fCUfB 
fAJ 
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fC> • fC U fB » fB/fA 

fC> • / ( C U B ) » f(B/A) 
A 

Note f(B/A) =. fB/fA by exactness. We consider the fully faithful 
exact embedding £' —• A' of A.7.14. By the 5-lemma in the abelian 
category A' applied to the diagram, we see that fC U fB —• f(C U B) 

jA A 

is an isomorphism in A', hence in £', as required. Dually, / preserves 
pullbacks along admissible epis. 

A.8.2. Proposi t ion. Let f : £ —• £' be an exact functor between 
exact categories. Let i : £ —• A and V : £' —*• A! be the Gabriel-Quillen 
embeddings into the categories of "left exact" functors. 

Then there is a right exact additive functor f* : A —•>• A! extending f in 
that f* -i = %' • f. This f* has an additive left exact right adjoint functor 
f.:A'-+A. 

Proof. We follow the analogy with [SGA 4] III. Consider f#:B'-+B 
given by sending the additive functor G : £/op —» Z-mod to f#G = G • / 
with (f#G)(E) = G(f(E)) for E in £. We claim that if G is 'left exact," 
so is /#G, so that / # restricts to a functor /* : Af —• ,4. For let G be "left 
exact" on £\ and let E -» F be an admissible epi in £. Then /£" ->• / F 
is an admissible epi in £f, and / ( £ x E) ̂  fE x fE by A.8.1. Then 

F / F 
(A.8.3) is a difference kernel, as required (A.7.3) 

(A.8.3) G{fF) -> G(fE) =XGU(EXE 

Clearly f#:Bf—+B preserves all limits. As the inclusions A' —+ B'y 

A —• B preserve and reflect all limits, it follows that the induced /* : 
A' —* A preserves all limits. In particular, it preserves finite products 
and kernels, so is additive and left exact. 

As A' has limits and has a set of generators, the special adjoint func
tor theorem shows that /* has a left adjoint /* : A —• A'. This /* 
must preserve all colimits, in particular direct sums and cokernels. So 
/* is additive and right exact. As Hom(/J5,G) = G(fE) = (f*G)(E) S 
Hom(£ , ,/*G) for E in £ and G in A', it is clear that this adjoint /* is 
isomorphic to / when restricted to £. 

A.8.4. In general /* : A —• A' need not be an exact functor of abelian 
categories. If R is a ring, and £ is the exact category of finitely generated 

• 
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projective R-modules, A is the abelian category of all R-modules. For 
R —• S a ring map, / = S® extends to /* = S<g> : R-mod —• 5-mod, 

R R 
which need not be exact. Compare [SGA 4] IV 4.9.1. 

However if £ and £' have all pushouts and if / : £ —• £' preserves all 
pushouts, that is if £ and £' are abelian categories with some exactness 
structure (possibly not the canonical one) and if / : £ —* £' is exact with 
respect to both the chosen and the canonical exactness structures, then 
/* : A —» A' is exact. We will not need this, but the interested reader 
may prove it as an exercise, guided by [SGA 4] IV 4.9.2, III 1.3.5, 

A.8.5. Although /* : A —•» A' may not be exact, it does preserve the 
exact sequences in £, as £ —• £' —• A' does so. 

A.9.1. Theorem. Let £ be an exact category. Then 

(a) There is a Karoubian (A.6.1) additive category £' and a fully faithful 
additive functor / : £ — • £ ' such that any additive functor from £ to a 
Karoubian additive category factors uniquely-up-to-natural-isomorphism 
through £ —• £'. 

(b) Every object in £' is a direct summand in £' of an object in £. We 
say a sequence in £' is exact iff it is a direct summand of an exact sequence 
in £. This makes £' an exact category. The inclusion functor f : £ -+ £' 
is exact and reflects exactness, and £ is closed under extensions in £'. 

(c) K(£) is a covering spectrum of K{£'), in fact f induces an isomor-

phism ofQuillen K-groups Kn(£) - ^ Kn(£
f) for n > 1, and a monomor-

phism KQ(£) C K0(e'). 

Proof. (Compare Karoubi [K] 1.2.2.) Let £' be the category whose 
objects are pairs (E,p), with E an object of £ and p — p1 an idempotent 
endomorphism of E. A map e : (E, p) —• (E\ p') in £' is a map e : E -+ E' 
such that p'e = ep. (The identity map of (E,p) is p.) 

The functor / : £ —» £' sending E to (£ , 1) is fully faithful. 
The category £' is additive with (E,p)®(E',q) = (E@E',p@q). (E,p) 

is a summand of E, as there are obvious isomorphisms (E,p)^(E, l—p) = 
(E@E1p®l-p)*(E®E,l@0)*(E,i) = E. It is easy to check 
that £' is Karoubian, and has the universal mapping property claimed for 
£-+£'. 

To show that £f is an exact category, we consider the Gabriel-Quillen 
embedding £ —+ A. This induces a fully faithful functor between Karou-
bianizations, £' —* A'. By definition of exact sequence in the Karoubian-
ization, and the fact £ —• A preserves and reflects exactness, the in
duced functor £' —+ A' preserves and reflects exact sequences. But as 
A already has images of idempotents, A' is equivalent to the abelian 
category A. We claim that £' is closed under extensions in A. For let 
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0—•A—•£?—• C —» 0 be an exact sequence in A with A and C in £'. 
Then there are yl', C" in £' so that A 0 A' and C (B C are isomorphic to 
objects of £. The sequence 0 - > A e ^ ' - > C " e J B e , 4 / - » C " e C ' - - » 0 
is exact in A, and shows that C 0 B 0 i ; is isomorphic to an object of 
£, since £ is closed under extensions in A. Thus 5 is a summand of an 
object of £, hence is isomorphic to the image of an idempotent in £, and 
hence is isomorphic to an object of £'. This proves the claim. Now £' is 
an exact category by A.4. As the functors £ —» A and £' —• *4 preserve 
and reflect exactness, so does the functor £ —• £'. 

It remains to prove part (c). But this follows from (b) and the classical 
cofinality theorems in Quillen /^-theory, e.g., [Gr2] 6.1 or [Sta] 2.1. 

A.9.2. The point is, that because of A.9.1(c), it is no real loss of 
generality in A'-theory to consider only Karoubian exact categories £. 
For these exact categories, A.6.2 and A.7.16(b) show that the Gabriel-
Quillen embedding £ —• A satisfies hypothesis 1.11.3.1. So it is harmless 
to make this hypothesis in K-theory. 
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Appendix B 
Modules vs. Quasi-coherent modules 

B.O. This appendix reviews the relations between the categories of 
quasi-coherent Ox-modules and of all Ox -modules in the Zariski topos 
of a scheme X. Most of these facts are well-known in outline, although 
many people exhibit some confusion and fuzziness on the details when 
pressed. The theory of the "coherator" is more esoteric, but essential for 
this paper. 

The results in this appendix are all due to Grothendieck and his school, 
and are collected from scattered parts of [Gro], [EGA], [SGA 4], and 
[SGA 6], with some slight sharpening due to the new concept of "semi-
separated." 

B.l. For X a scheme, let Ox-Mod be the abelian category of all 
sheaves of Ox-modules (for the Zariski topology on X), and let D(X) = 
D(Ox-Mod) be the derived category of Ox-Mod. 

The category Ox-Mod has all limits and colimits, and has a set of 
generators. Direct colimits are exact. Hence Ox-Mod is a Grothendieck 
abelian category and has enough injectives. Also it has an internal horn 
sheaf, Hom( , ) and a tensor product <&QX ([Gro], [SGA 4] IV). 

B.2. Let Qcoh(X) be the full subcategory of Ox-Mod consisting of 
the quasi-coherent Ox-modules, i.e., those which locally on X have a 
presentation by free Ox-modules. This category Qcoh(X) includes all 
Ox-modules of finite presentation. 

Let <p : Qcoh (X) —• Ox-Mod be the inclusion. Then Qcoh (X) is an 
abelian category, closed under extensions and tensor products in Ox-Mod. 
The functor <p is exact and reflects exactness. In particular, <p preserves 
all finite limits and colimits. It also preserves and reflects infinite direct 
sums, and hence all colimits. Thus Qcoh(X) has all colimits, and satisfies 
Grothendieck's axiom AB5 that direct colimits are exact. For T a finitely 
presented Ox-module, and Q a quasi-coherent Ox-module, Hom(^", Q) is 
quasi-coherent. ([EGA] I 2.2). 

It seems to be unknown whether, for general schemes X, Qcoh(X) has 
a set of generators, enough injectives, or even all limits. 

When X is affine, say X = Spec (A), the category Qcoh(X) is equiva
lent to the category of A-modules. Of course, in this case Qcoh (X) has 
all limits, a set of generators, and enough injectives. 

In general, let D(Qcoh(X)) be the derived category of Qcoh (X). 

B.3. If X is a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, every sheaf 
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in Qcoh(X) is a direct colimit of its sub-Ox-modules of finite type. Also, 
every sheaf in Qcoh(X) is a filtering colimit of finitely presented Ox-
modules. ([EGA] I 6.9.9, 6.9.12.) In this case, the set of finitely pre
sented Ox-modules forms a set of generators for Qcoh(X), which is then 
a Grothendieck abelian category and has enough injectives (cf. B.12.). 

B.4. DANGER: For a general quasi-compact and quasi-separated X, 
(f : Qcoh (X) —• Ox-Mod does not preserve injectives, nor need it send 
injectives in Qcoh(X) to flasque sheaves in Ox-Mod. For Verdier's coun
terexample in which X is even affine with noetherian underlying space, 
see [SGA 6] II App. I 0.1. 

On the other hand, if X is a noetherian scheme, then <p does preserve 
injectives. For let T be injective in Qcoh(X). By [H] II 7.18, there is a Q in 
Qcoh(X) with <p(G) injective in Ox-Mod, and a monomorphism T >-* Q. 
In Qcoh(X) this splits as T is injective. Then <p(T) is a direct summand 
of the injective <£>((?), and so is injective in Ox-Mod, as required. 

The fact that <p does preserve injectives in the noetherian case can lure 
one to a false sense of security. In general, when one computes by injective 
resolutions various derived functors evaluated on a quasi-coherent sheaf 
T, one must distinguish between the possibly different derived functors 
taken in Ox-Mod and those taken in Qcoh(X) (see [SGA 6] II App. I 
0.2). We may add "Ox-Mod" or "Qcoh(X)" to the name of the derived 
functor to indicate the distinction, so that we have i2n (Ox-Mod)/* (J7) 
vs. i£n(Qcoh {X))f^{T) for a quasi-coherent T. When these are shown to 
be equivalent in some cases, the notation reverts back to Rn f*(T) (e.g., 
B.8). 

B.5. If j \ U —+ X is an open immersion of schemes, and T is an 
injective in Ox-Mod, then j*T is an injective in Ox-Mod. For j * has 
an exact left adjoint functor j ! , extension by 0 off U ([SGA 4] V 4.11, 
IV 11.3.1). As j ! does not preserve quasi-coherence, this argument does 
not apply to injectives in Qcoh(X), and in fact j * need not send them to 
injectives in Qcoh([/) ([SGA 6] II App. I). 

However, if X is noetherian and T is injective in Qcoh(X) then j*!F is 
injective in Qcoh(f7). For by B.4, ipT is injective in Ox-Mod, so j*<pF — 
<pj*!F is injective in Oc/-Mod. But as <p is exact and fully faithful, this 
implies that j*T is injective in Qcoh({/). (For another proof that j*!F is 
injective in the noetherian case, use the pro-existing left adjoint denoted 
j \ in Deligne's letter in [H] p.411.) 

B. 6. Lemma. For X a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, 
the cohomology functors Hk{X\ ) : Ox- Mod —> 1-Mod preserve direct 
colimits. 

For f : X —• Y a quasi-compact and quasi-separated map of schemes, 
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Rk f+ = Rk(Ox-Mod)f* : Ox-Mod —• Oy-Mod preserves direct colimits. 
Also, ifT is a quasi-coherent sheaf, f+T and indeed theRk(Ox-Mod)f+(J:) 
are quasi-coherent for such an f. 

Proof. To prove the first statement, we note by [SGA 4] VI 1.22 
that the Zariski topos is coherent in the sense of [SGA 4] VI, and then 
we appeal to [SGA 4] VI 5.2. Similarly, Rk/* preserves direct colimits 
by appeal to [SGA 4] VI 5.1, or by the obvious reduction to the first 
statement. 

The last statement is [EGA] III 1.4.10, IV 1.7.21, and is based on 
using Cech complexes of finite affine hypercovers ([SGA 4] V Section 7) 
to compute cohomology. 

B.7. We say a scheme is semi-separated if there is a set A = {Ua} of 
open subschemes of X which is a basis for the topology of X such that 
each Ua in A is affine, and which is such that the intersection Ua O Up 
of any two members of A is also in A. This A is then said to be a 
semi-separating affine basis. Note that any open or closed subscheme of 
a semi-separated scheme is itself semi-separated. 

We say an open cover B = {Va} of a scheme X is a semi-separating 
cover if all the Va, and also all the pairwise intersections Va H Vp are 
affine schemes. Then the open immersions Va —• X are affine maps, and 
it follows all finite intersections of Va are affine. If X has a semi-separating 
cover B, then X is semi-separated, for we take a semi-separating affine 
basis A to consist of all open affine subschemes U of X for which there 
is some Vp in B with U C Vp. Similarly, X is semi-separated if it has an 
open cover {Va} with each Va semi-separated and each open immersion 
Va fl Vp —* Vp an affine morphism. 

We say a map / : X —• Y of schemes is semi-separated if for every 
affine scheme Z and map Z —» Y, then the fibre product Z x X is a 

Y 
semi-separated scheme. The class of semi-separated maps is closed under 
composition and base-change. If / : X —* Y is a semi-separated map 
and Y is a semi-separated scheme, then X is a semi-separated scheme. 
(Consider B = {/_ 1(^a)} on X for {UQ} a semi-separating basis for Y. 
Note each f'^Ua) is semi-separated, and that each / l(Ua)nf l(Up) —• 
f~l{Up) is an affine map as it is the base-change of the affine map Ua H 
Up->Up.) 

Given a morphism / : X —>Y, suppose Y has an open cover by affines 
{Va} w ^ h all Va fl Vp —> Va being affine morphisms and all f~l{Va) 
being semi-separated schemes. Then / : X —• Y is a semi-separated 
morphism. In particular, any map between semi-separated schemes is a 
semi-separated morphism. 

A semi-separated scheme or morphism is quasi-separated ([EGA] I 
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6.1.12). A separated scheme is semi-separated, with semi-separating basis 
A consisting of all affine open subschemes of X. A separated map is semi-
separated. 

A scheme with an ample family of line bundles (2.1.1, or [SGA 6] II 
2.2.4) is semi-separated. For let A be the set of all affine opens of the form 
Xf = {x\f(x) / 0} as / runs over the set of all those global sections of 
tensor powers of line bundles in the family for which Xf is indeed affine. 
Then A is a basis for the topology by ampleness. Also Xf H Xg = Xfg, 
and this is affine if either Xf or Xg is by [EGA] II 5.5.8. 

B.8. Proposition. Let X be either noetherian, or else quasi-com
pact and semi-separated (B.7). Let T be a quasi-coherent Ox-module. 
Then the canonical map is an isomorphism for all integers k > 0: 

(B.8.1) Rk(Qcoh)Y{X\T) ^ Rk {Ox-Mod)Y{X\T) = Hk{X\F). 

Moreover, if V = {Va} is a semi-separating open cover of X (so the 
Va and all their Unite intersections are affine), then there is a canonical 
isomorphism to the Cech cohomology of V 

(B.8.2) Hk(X;f) S Hk{V\T). 

Proof. B.8.2 follows from the collapse of the Cartan-Leray spectral 
sequence in the usual way, [God] II 5.4.1, just as in [EGA] III 1.4.1. 
The key point is that since the intersections Vai PI . . . PI Van are affine, 
H*(Vai PI. . . Van; <pT) = 0 for q > 0 by Serre's Theorem [EGA] III 1.3.1. 

For X noetherian, B.8.1 holds as <p : Qcoh(X) —+ Ox-Mod preserves 
injective resolutions by B.4. 

To prove B.8.1 for X quasi-compact and semi-separated, we take a 
semi-separating cover V = {Va}. We may assume V is a finite cover, on 
passing to a subcover on the quasi-compact X. For all finite sequences of 
indices I = (c*i,... , a n ) , let V/ = VaiC\.. .C\VQn, and let ji = Vj —• X be 
the open immersion. As V is semi- separating, each Vi is an affine scheme 
and each ji is an affine map. In particular j / * preserves quasi-coherence. 

We consider the Cech complex of quasi-coherent sheaves 

(B.8.3) 

a I=(a0,ai) /=(<*o,<*i,<*2) 

This is an exact sequence of sheaves, and in fact the complex has a canon
ical chain contraction when restricted to any Va. 

As Vi is affine, T(Vr, ) is exact on Qcoh(V», so J? fc(Qcoh)r(V7;^) = 
0 for k > 0. Similarly, as jj is an affine map, Rk(Qcoh)ji* = 0 for 
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k > 0. So in the derived category R'(Qcoh)T(Vi] ) = T(V7; ), and 
i r (Qcoh) j j* =ji*. 

We consider the Grothendieck spectral sequence (B.8.4) for the derived 
functors of the composite r(Vjr; ) = T(X\ ) • ji* 

(B.8.4) 
^ = ^ ( Q c o h ) r ( X ; i J * ( Q c o h ) i / . ( )) => Rp+q(Qcoh)T(Vr, ) . 

By the above, it collapses to yield isomorphisms for k > 0, iifc(Qcoh) 
T(X; j > ( )) ^ Rk(Qcoh)T(VI; ) = 0. So the sheaves j^ftT are acyclic 
for R'{ Qcoh ) r (X; ). Now the usual hypercohomology spectral sequence 
that results from applying R'{ Qcoh )T(X; ) to the Cech resolution B.8.3 
of T collapses, yielding isomorphisms for k > 0 

(B.8.5) Rk(Qcoh)T(X;F) 

~Hk h(x;®ja*&r) ^...r (^x;ejrj}^ ^...^Hk(v-^). 

Comparing this with (B.8.2) yields (B.8.1). 

B.9. Corollary. Let f : X —• V be either a quasi-compact and 
semi-separated map of schemes, or else a quasi-compact and quasi-
separated map of schemes with X locally noetherian. Then for an quasi-
coherent sheaf J7 on X, the canonical map is an isomorphism for all 
integers k 

<p : Rk( Qcoh )f.F -=+ Rk (Ox-Mod)f*f. 

Proof. This follows from B.8, as Rk/* is the sheafification of V \—• 
RtTif-^V)] ). We apply B.8 to fl{V) for V affine open in Y. 

(Note Qcoh(X) might not have enough injectives under our hypothesis, 
but that the Qcoh(/ _ 1 (F)) will for V affine in Y, and this suffices to define 
JT(Qcoh)/*.) 

B.10. The conclusion of B.9 is that there is a natural isomorphism 

IV (Ox-Mod) f*-<p~<p.R(Qcoh)fm : D+(Qcoh(X)) -+ D+(Y). 

B . l l . Proposition. Let f : X —» Y be a quasi-compact and 
quasi-separated map with Y quasi-compact. Then there exists an in
teger N such that for all k > N and all quasi-coherent Ox-modules J7, 
one has RkU(T) = 0 (i.e., Rk(Ox-Mod)U(T) = 0 for k > N). 
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Moreover N can be chosen to be universal in that same N works for 
any pullback f \ X1 -+ V of f by any map V -* Y. 

Proof. ([EGA] III 1.4.12, IV 1.7.21). The question is local on Y 
for Y quasi-compact, so we reduce to the case where Y is affine, and 
hence where X — f~1(Y) is quasi-compact and quasi-separated. We 
first consider the case where X is also semi-separated. Then let W be a 
finite semi-separating cover, and let N be the number of opens in W. By 
B.8, Hk(X,f) ^ Hk(W;f). But computing Hk(W;T) with the Cech 
complex of alternating cochains shows that it is 0 for k > N. Moreover, 
given any Y* —> Y, let V be any affine open in Y'. Then V x W is 

a semi-separating cover of V x X, so Hk(V x X:T') — 0 for k > N. 
Y Y 

Sheafifying this yields Rk fl(T') = 0 for fe > N and T1 quasi-coherent on 
X' = Y'x X. 

Y 
Now we do the general case without assuming X is semi-separated. 

Let W be a finite affine cover of X. As X is quasi-separated, the Wj = 
WtQ H . . . f! Win are quasi-compact open in the affine W,-0, so all the Wi 
are quasi-affine, hence semi-separated. (For V affine in Y', V —• Y is 
affine as Y is affine, so V x W is an affine cover of V x X.) By the 

Y Y 
semi-separated case, there is an integer N\ such that for all the finitely 
many W/, Hk{Wi\T) — 0 for k > N\. (Moreover, N\ is universal in that 
Hk(V x Wr,P) = 0 for k > Ni for the V x Wi which are affine over 

Y Y 

Wi, and any quasi-coherent sheaf J7'.) We now consider the Cartan-Leray 
spectral sequence 
(B. l l . l ) E™ = Hp(W;Hq(Wj;f)) => H*+q{X\T). 

If W has N2 open sets, HP(W; ) = 0 for p > N2, and it follows that 
Hk(X\T) = 0 for Ar > N\ + N2 and ^* quasi-coherent. (This holds also 
for V x X.) 

Y 

B.12. Lemma ([SGA 6] II 3.2). Let X be a quasi-compact and 
quasi-separated scheme. Then the exact inclusion functor <p : Qcoh(X) —> 
Ox-Mod has a right adjoint, the coherator Q : Ox-Mod —> Qcoh(X). 

The adjunction map 1 —• Q - <p is an isomorphism, so Qcoh(X) is a 
reflexive subcategory of Ox-Mod. In particular, Qcoh(X) has all limits. 

Proof. By B.3 and B.2, Qcoh(X) has a set of generators and all co-
limits. As <p preserves colimits, the special adjoint functor theorem in
sures that (p has a right adjoint Q. As <p is fully faithful, the adjunc
tion map 1 —• Q<p is an isomorphism. (For, under the adjunction iso
morphism Mov((p!F, ( )) = MOT(!F,Q( )), the map induced by 1 —• 
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Q<p, Mor(JF,£) — MOT(T,Q<PQ) is the isomorphism ip : Mor(.F,£) S 
M o r ( ^ > £ ) . ) 

As the category C?x-Mod has all limits, so does its reflexive subcategory 
Qcoh(X), as Q sends limits taken in O^-Mod to limits in Qcoh(X). 

B.13. The coherator Q : O^-Mod —• Qcoh(X) preserves all limits 
as it is the right adjoint of the functor (p. As ^ is exact, hence preserves 
monomorphisms, Q sends injectives in Ox-Mod to injectives in Qcoh(X). 

Let / : X —» Y be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated map of schemes. 
As /* preserves quasi-coherence, ipx • /* = /* * <PY • As Q is right adjoint 
to (p and /* is right adjoint to /*, it follows that Qy • /* = /* • Qx- (We 
note that indeed /* restricts to a functor /* : Qcoh (X) —+ Qcoh (Y) by 
B.6.) 

B.14. For X = Spec (̂ 4) an affine scheme, Qx is clearly the functor 
sending an C?x-module 7 to the quasi-coherent sheaf associated to the 
A-module T{X\J:). For this functor is the adjoint to (p. 

To deduce a formula for Qx on a general quasi-compact and quasi-
separated scheme X, we let {Ui} be a finite cover of X by open affines. 
Each Ui fl t/j is quasi-compact, so we can choose a finite cover {U^k} 
of Ui fl C/} by open affines. We denote all the various open immersions 
Uijk -»• ^ as j : {/,•,• * -*• X-

For any sheaf ^ of Ox-modules, the sheaf axioms show that T is the 
difference kernel of the start of a Cech hypercover complex, where the two 
right maps are induced by Uijk —* UiHUj —• Ui and Uijk —* UiClUj —• J7;-

(B.14.1) o -+ jr - e^ (j:|^.) =t e i*(^|^j*)-

Hence by B.13, we have 

(B.14.2) QXT = ker f 0 j + (£„ , (^|^-)) =* 6 j * (Qc/tJfc ( W j * ) ) 
\ * (ijk) 

Here, Qc/t and QutJk are given by the first paragraph, as the Ui and 
Uijk are affine. 

B. 15. Lemma. For X a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, 
Q : Ox-Mod —• Qcoh(X) preserves direct colimits. 

Proof. The global section functor T(X] ) preserves direct colimits 
by B.6. For A a commutative ring, the "associated sheaf" equivalence 
A-Mod —• Qcoh (Spec (A)) preserves direct colimits. This proves the 
lemma for X = Spec (.4) affine, by B.14. The case for a general X now 
follows from (B.14.2), the fact that difference kernels commute with the 
exact direct colimits of a Grothendieck abelian category, the result for 
Qu in the case U is affine, and B.6 for the maps j * . 
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B.16. Proposi t ion (cf. [SGA 6] II 3.5). Let X be either quasi-
compact and semi-separated, or else noetherian. Then for any positive 
integer q > 0 and any quasi-coherent sheaf J7 on X, one has {RqQ)(<pF) = 
0. We recall that R^Q^pT - Q<pT = T. 

For any complex E' in D+(Qcoh(X)), the canonical map E' —* 
(RQ)((pE') is a quasi-isomorphism. 

For any complex F' in D+(Ox-Mod) with quasi-coherent cohomology} 

the canonical map (p(RQ(F')) —> F' is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof. The last two statements result from the first by the collapse 
of the usual hypercohomology spectral sequence 

(B.16.1) RPQ (Hq (G')) = » HP+q (R'Q(G')). 

To prove the first statement, we first consider the case where X is affine. 
Then by B.14, RqQ((pJ7) = Hq{X')ipT). But this is 0 for q > 0 and X 
affine, by Serre's Theorem [EGA] III 1.3.1. 

For the general case of X quasi-compact and quasi-separated, we con
sider the exact Cech complex of sheaves (B.8.3) of a finite semi-separating 
cover V. Applying RQ<p and considering the resulting bicomplex, we get 
a canonical spectral sequence 

(B.16.2) # * ( . . . - ®R* (Qji-)(Ji<pF) - > . . . ) = • (RP+"Q) (<pf). 

As jj : Vi —+ X is an affine map, Rkji*(G) = 0 for k > 0 and Q 
quasi-coherent. As Vj is affine RkQ{Q) = 0 for k > 0 and Q an Ovr 
module by the affine case done above. As Qx • j* = j * • Qvi, the result
ing collapse of the Grothendieck spectral sequence Raj+(RbQvI(G)) => 
Ra+b(QxJi*)(G) yields that Rq(Qjr) = 0 for q > 0. Then the spectral 
sequence (B.16.2) also collapses. This yields that RkQ(<pT) is just Hk 

of the complex formed by applying Q to the complex (B.8.3) for (pF. 
But commuting <p past the j * and j * , and using Q<p = 1, this is just the 
complex (B.8.3) for T, which is exact. Thus RkQ(<pT) = 0 for jb > 0. 

To prove the first statement in the noetherian case, we take an injective 
resolution of T in Qcoh(X). By B.4, for X noetherian, <p of this resolution 
is an injective resolution of ipF in (9x-Mod. Taking Q of this yields the 
original resolution as Q(p = 1, so using this resolution to compute R*Q 
yields that RkQ(<pT) = 0 for k > 0. 

B.17. The right exact functor Q induces a derived functor RQ : 
D+(Ox-Mod) -* D+(Qcoh(X)). But this derived functor does not 
extend to unbounded complexes without further assumptions. Suppose 
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however that RQ has finite cohomological dimension, i.e., that there is an 
integer N such that for all q > N and all Ox-modules £, RqQ{Q) = 0. 
Then RQ extends to derived functors RQ : D(Ox-Mod) -+ £>(Qcoh (X)) 
and RQ : D~{0x-Mod) -+ L>-(Qcoh(X)), by [H] I Section 7, or [V] II 
Section 2 no. 2 Corollary 2-2 to Theorem 2.2 (one learns to appreciate 
the elegant and complete Wittgenstein-Grothendieck multi-decimals). 

If X is quasi-compact and semi-separated, and if there is a bound on 
the (9</-Mod cohomological dimension of the functor H*(U] ) for all fi
nite intersections U = Vj = V{0 fl . . . fl Virt of the opens in some finite 
semi-separating cover V = {V{} of X, then RQ has finite cohomological 
dimension, as we see by examining the proof of B.16. Indeed, the argu
ment of [SGA 6] II 3.7 to prove this in the separated case immediately 
generalizes to the semi-separated case. 

If X is neotherian, and if there is a uniform bound on the 0[/-Mod 
cohomological dimension of H*(U; ) for all open U in X, then RQ has 
finite cohomological dimension by [SGA 6] II 3.7. 

We recall that if X has a noetherian underlying space of finite Krull di
mension, then for any open U in X, the Ou-Mod cohomological dimension 
of H*(U\ ) is at most the Krull dimension of X by [Gro] 3.6.5. 

In any case where RQ has finite cohomological dimension and extends 
to a derived functor on D(0x-Mod), the canonical maps E' -^ RQ((pE') 
and (pRQ(F') A- F' will be quasi-isomorphisms for E' in D(Qcoh(X)) 
and for F' in D(Ox~NLod) with quasi-coherent cohomology. This follows 
as in B.16 by collapse of the spectral sequence B.16.1, which converges 
strongly even for unbounded complexes thanks to the finite cohomological 
dimension of RQ. 

In particular, B.16 remains true if we delete the hypotheses that E' 
and F' are cohomologically bounded below, and at the same time add 
the hypothesis that either X is noetherian of finite Krull dimension, or 
else is semi-separated and has underlying space a noetherian space of 
finite Krull dimension. 
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Appendix C: 
Absolute noetherian approximation 

In this appendix we review part of Grothendieck's theory of inverse 
limits of schemes from [EGA] IV Section 8. We then extend his theory 
of noetherian approximation to the case of general quasi-compact and 
quasi-separated schemes which are not necessarily finitely presented over 
an affine. Presumably, this would have been in [EGA] V or VI. 

C.l. ([EGA] IV 8.2) Consider an inverse system of quasi-compact 
and quasi-separated schemes Xa, where the maps of the system (the 
"bonding maps") fap : Xa —> Xp are all affine morphisms. Then an in
verse limit scheme X — l imX a exists, and the canonical maps fa:X—+ 
Xa are all affine morphisms. Indeed, over an affine open Spec(Ap) C Xp, 
f"1(Spec(Ap)) is Spec(A) for A — l imAa , where Aa runs over the di
rect system of rings Aa such that Spec(Aa) = f~} (Spec (Ap)) C Xa for 
a>ft. 

C.2. ([EGA] IV 8.3.11, 8.6.3). For a system as in C.l, given any 
quasi-compact open U C X = l imX a , there is an a and a quasi-compact 

open Ua Q Xa such that U — Z^"1 ({/«)• If we set Up — Xp x Ua, then 

U = \imUp, with the limit taken over the cofinal system ft > a. Also the 

closed subspace X — U will be f7l(Xp — Up) for any ft > a. 

C.3. ([EGA] IV 8.8, 8.10.5). Given a system Xa as in C.l, let g : 
Y —> X be a scheme finitely presented over X. Then there is an a and a 
finitely presented ga :Ya —> Xa such that 

g = ga x X : Y = Ya x X - X. 

Then Y — YimYp for Yp = Ya x Xp over the cofinal system of ft > a. 

If h : Z —* X is also finitely presented, and k : Z —• Y = lim Y^ is any 
map over X, it follows that k : Z —• Y is finitely presented. Hence fc is 
V x fca for some a and some ka : Za -+Ya. The finitely presented map 

k : Z —• y is respectively an immersion, a closed immersion, and open 
immersion, separated, surjective, affine, quasi-affine, finite, quasi-finite, 
proper, projective, or quasi-projective, iff kp has the same property for 
all ft > a for some Qf, iff ka has the same property for some a. 

C.4. ([EGA] IV 8.5). Suppose X = l imX a for a system as in C.l. 
Then for any finitely presented, hence quasi-coherent, Ox-module F, 
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there exists an a, a finitely presented Ox-module Ta on Xa, and an 
isomorphism T = fa fa- Let Tp = fpa^a on Xp for all ft > a. Then 
T = lim f ^ a s a module over Ox = lim 0 A > as a sheaf on Xa. 

The sheaf T is a vector bundle on X iff there is an a such that !Fa is 
a vector bundle on Xa. When the later condition is satisfied, Tp will be 
a vector bundle on Xp for all ft > a. 

For any map k : F -+ Q between finitely presented (9x-modules, there 
will be an a and a map ka : Fa —> Qa such that Ar corresponds to /<£(&<*) 
under the isomorphisms J7 = Fa, Q = /£&*• The map fc is an isomor
phism on X iff there is an a such that fca is an isomorphism on Xa> and 
hence such that kp is an isomorphism on Xp for all ft > a. A sequence 
^ * _ > £ _ + ' f t _ > 0 o f finitely presented modules is right exact on X iff 
there is an a such that Ta —• (7a —* Wa —>- 0 is right exact on X a , and 
hence such that Tp -+ Qp —> Tip —• 0 is right exact on Xp for all ft > a. 

A sequence of finitely presented modules on X is locally split short exact 
iff there is an a such that the corresponding sequence on Xa is locally 
split short exact. In particular, a sequence of algebraic vector bundles on 
X is short exact iff there is an a such that the corresponding sequence on 
Xa is short exact, iff there is an a such that the corresponding sequence 
on Xp is short exact for all /? > a. 

C.5. ([EGA] IV 8.14.1). Let / : T -> 5 be a map of schemes. Then 
/ is locally finitely presented iff for all inverse systems of schemes over 5, 
{Xa}, satisfying the conditions of C.l, the canonical map (C.5.1) is an 
isomorphism 

(C.5.1) lim Mors ( A ^ T ) -=^ Mor5 ( l i m X a , r ) . 
a 

C.6. Proposi t ion. Let A be a commutative ring. Let {Xa} be an 
inverse system of schemes as in C.l, and with all Xa finitely presented 
over Spec(A) and all bonding maps fpa : Xp —• Xa being maps over 
Spec(A). Then if X = l imX a is an affine scheme, there exists an a such 
that Xp is affine for all ft > a. 

Proof. First note that we cannot quote C.3 or [EGA] IV 8.10.5, since 
we do not assume that X is finitely presented over Spec(A). 

As the fpa are all affine maps, it suffices to show some Xa is affine. 
Let A = T(X)Ox), so X = Spec(A). We write A = limAy as a 

direct colimit of algebras finitely presented over A. Applying C.5 to lim 
Spec(Ay) = X —+ Xp, we see that there is a 7 so that X —+ Xp factors as 
X = Spec(^l) —• Spec(Ay) —• Xp. We now apply C.5 to limA^ = X —> 
Spec(Ay) to see that there is an a such that X —» Spec(yi7) factors as 
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X —• Xa —• Spec(Ay). By C.5, we may choose a sufficiently large so 
that the composite Xa —• Spec(Ay) —• Xp is fap. As Spec(>l7) is affine, 
hence a separated scheme, the map Spec(Ay) —+ Xp is a separated map. 
Hence the graph of the map Xa —• Spec(Ay) gives a closed immersion of 
Xa into the fibre product of Xa and Spec(Ay) over Xp, as in (C.6.1) 

Xa • Xa x Spec (Ay) • Spec (Ay) 

(C.6.1) [ [ 
Xa • Xp 

As fap is an affine map, the right top arrow of (C.6.1) is affine. As 
closed immersions are affine maps, the composite map Xa —* Spec(Ay) is 
then an affine map, and Xa is an affine scheme as required (cf. [EGA] I 
9.1, esp. 9.1.16(v) and 9.1.11.). 

C.7. Proposi t ion. Let A be a commutative ring, and let {Xa} be 
an inverse system over Spec(A) of schemes finitely presented over Spec(A), 
satisfying the conditions of C.l. Then if X = l imX a is a separated 
scheme, there is an a such that for all j3 > a, Xp is separated. 

Proof. As the maps Xp —• Xa are affine, hence separated, it suffices 
to show some Xa is separated. 

Let {[/,-} for i = 1 , . . . , n be a finite open cover of X by affines. As X is 
separated, the maps UiDUj —* U{ xUj are closed immersions, so the UiC\Uj 
are affine and the maps of rings T(Ui,C) ®Z T(Uj,0) -+ T(Ui H Uj,0) 
are onto. Passing to a cofinal system of a by C.2, we may assume that 
U{ = MmUia, Ui H Uj = limUia fl Uja. By C.6, on passing to a cofinal 
subsystem, we may assume that all t/,a and all C/,a fl C/ja are affine. We 
denote T(Uia,0) = Aia, T(Uia fl UjaiO) = Aj<*. Then if for all (i, j ) 
the map A<* ® Aja —+ Aja is onto, {/,a fl Uja —• U{a x £/ja will be a 
closed immersion for all (i,j), and X a will be separated ([EGA] I 5.3.6). 

As UipDUjp is the pullback of UiaDUja under Xp —• X a or C/,̂  —* f7ta, 
there is an isomorphism of coordinate rings 

(C.7.1) A{jp 2 A i a <guitt A/?-

As X is separated, A ® A; = l im(A a ® v4;cr) —+ lim(Aia) = A j is 
onto. Fix a 7 in the direct system of rings. As A(j7 is finitely generated as 
an algebra over A, there is an a > j in the direct system of rings such that 
for all /? > a and all the finitely many pairs (i, j), the image of A a ® AjQ 

in Aijp contains all the generators of, and hence the image of, A J V Thus 
the image of A a ® A? a m A ; a contains the image of A a ® A;7> and 
hence is all of A ; 'a by (C.7.1). Thus A a ® A/<* —*• A ; a is onto for all 
(i,j), and Xa is separated, as required. 
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C.8. Proposition. Let A be a commutative ring. Suppose X = 
l imX a is an inverse limit of an inverse system over Spec (A), satisfying 
C.l, and with the schemes Xa finitely presented over Spec(A). Then ifX 
has an ample family of line bundles (2.1.1, or [SGA6] II 2.2), there is an 
a such that for all /3 > a, Xp has an ample family of line bundles. 

Proof. As all bonding maps Xp —• Xa are affine, it suffices to show 
some Xa has an ample family (2.1.2(g)). 

If X has an ample family, there is a finite set of line bundles, Li
 x, 

i = 1 , . . . , n, which are tensor powers of line bundles in the family, and 
sections S{ G T(X,Ci

t) such that each XSt is affine, and X = U XSt. By 

C.4, by taking a sufficiently large we may assume that the £,• are f^C{a 

for line bundles da on Xa, and that the sections s,- on X are induced 
by sections sia G T(Xa,Cfa

kt) on Xa. Then XSt = / ^ ( X ^ J . As each 
XSl is affine, by C.6, on taking a sufficiently large, we may assume the 
XQS Q are affine. As the XSt cover X, taking a larger still, we may assume 
that the Xas a cover Xa (apply C.3 to the finitely presented surjection 
UXSi - > X ) . But then {Cia} is an ample family of line bundles for Xa 

by criterion 2.1.1(c). 

C.8.1. In the situation of C.8, if X has a single line bundle C which is 
ample, there is an a such that for all /? > a, Xp has an ample line bundle 
Cp with fpCp = £, as the proof of C.8 shows. 

C.9. Theorem. Let A be a commutative noetherian ring (e.g., 
2). Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme over Spec(A). 
Then X is the limit l imX a of an inverse system over Spec(A) of schemes 
Xa finitely presented over Spec(A). The bonding maps of the system 
Xa —• Xp are all affine maps, and are schematically dominant, so Ox? —* 
fapOxQ is a monomorphism ([EGA] I 5.4). 

All the Xa are noetherian. If A has finite Krull dimension, all the Xa 

will have finite Krull dimension. 
If X has an ample family of line bundles, we may arrange that all 

the Xa do. If X is semi-separated, we may arrange that all the Xa are 
semi-separated. If X is separated, we may arrange that all the Xa are 
separated. 

Proof. As X is quasi-compact, it has a finite cover {U\,... , Un} by 
affine open subschemes. The construction of the inverse system proceeds 
by induction on the number n in such a cover. 

If n = 1, X is affine. Say X = Spec(A). We write A = limAa as 
the direct colimit of those subrings Aa which are finitely generated over 
A. As A is noetherian, each Aa is then finitely presented over A, and 
X = l imX a for Xa — Spec(Aa). 
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To do the induction step, we suppose the result is known for such X as 
are covered by n — 1 affines, and in particular for V = £72 U U3 U . . . U Un. 
So we write V = lim Va. Set U — U\. As X is quasi-separated, U f) V is 
quasi-compact, and so the open immersion W = U C\V —* V is finitely 
presented. By C.3, on passing to a cofinal system of a, we may assume 
that W = limVFa for a system of finitely presented open immersions 
Wa —• Va. Then each Wa is finitely presented over Spec(A). 

As W C U is quasi-affine, Ow is an ample line bundle for W. By C.8.1 
and C.4, on passing to a cofinal system of a, we may assume that 0\ya is 
an ample line bundle for the quasi-compact WQ. Then each Wa is quasi-
affine. In fact, let A = T(U,Ou), so U = Spec(j4). As W is quasi-affine 
in {/, there are elements gi £ A for i = 1, . . . ,n such that the Wgi = 
Spec(A[l/gi]) are affine and cover W. For a sufficiently large, the gi G 
T(W,Ow) D T(U}Ou) are in T{Wa)0Wct). By C.6, on taking a large, we 
may assume the Wa9t are affine. Then Wagi = Spec(r(W/

a,Ovvcr)[l/5
ft])> 

and it is of finite type over A since Wa is. 
Consider now the pullback diagram of rings, where the indicated maps 

are monomorphisms by the schematic dominance of the maps Va —+ Vp, 
and of the cover \JWQgt —* Wa 

(C.9.1) 
Ba > • A 

1 • 1 

T(Wa, 0WQ) >-+ f[r(Wag%,Ow„) ~ f[T(WgiiOx) = f[A[l/gi] 
1 » = 1 1 

As localization and direct colimits commute with pullbacks and finite 
products, we see that BQ[l/gi] — T(Wag%,Owoc))

 a n ( i that A — \\m.Ba. 

We consider the direct system whose objects (a, A') consist of an a 
in the system of Va, and a subring A! C Ba, such that A! is of finite 
type over A, contains the gi for i = 1 , . . . ,n, and satisfies A'W/gi] = 
T(Wagi,Owa) for all i. As W^, is affine and of finite type of A, and 
as Ba[l/gi] — ^(WagtiOwc), such A' exist for each a. A morphism 
( a i , ^ ) —̂  (a2 , A'2) is an a i < a2 in the system of Va (corresponding to 
a map Va2 —• Va i), and an inclusion of rings A[ C A'2 induced by the 
monomorphism Bai C Ba2. 

For each 7 = (a,Af) in this system, the map Wa —* Spec(^4') induced 
by ^4' —• £ a —• r(py a , C^vva) is an open immersion. Let X1 be the scheme 
obtained by patching Va and Spec(A;) along the open Wa. Then the Xy 

form an inverse system of schemes, with affine and schematically dominant 
bonding maps. The inverse system X1 C\ Va is clearly cofinal with the 
original system of Va) so limXy fl Va = lim Va = V C X. For each fixed 
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a, lim A! — Ba. As lim Ba — A, taking the colimit of A' for all 7 = (a, A') 

yields lim,4' = A. Hence limX7 n Spec(^) = Spec(A) = U CX. Thus 
limXy = X, as required. This completes the induction step, proving the 
first paragraph of the statement of the theorem. 

We note the X1 are of finite type over the noetherian A, hence are 
noetherian, and have finite Krull dimension if A does. 

If X has an ample family of line bundles, C.8 shows that all the Xa 

will after passing to a cofinal subsystem. If X is semi-separated, applying 
C.6 to a semi-separating cover of X by affines shows that all the Xa in a 
cofinal subsystem will be semi-separated (B.7). By C.7, if X is separated, 
a cofinal subsystem of Xa will be separated. 
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Appendix D 
Hypercohomology with supports 

D.l. Let X be a topos with enough points. Let Y C X be a closed 
subtopos, and X — Y its open complement. Recall that X — Y and Y 
have enough points ([SGA 4] IV 6, 9). 

Let G be a presheaf of spectra on a site for X. (As in [Thl], one should 
assume G is a presheaf of "fibrant spectra." We can always attain this by 
replacing G by a homotopy equivalent presheaf.) 

D.2. Definition. Let H'Y(X]G) be the canonical homotopy fibre of 
the restriction map on the hypercohomology spectra of [Thl], H'(X; G) —» 
H'(X-Y]G) 

(D.2.1) HY{X] G) -+ H'(X\ G) -+ H'(X - Y\G). 

D.3. Lemma. Hy(X; ) preserves homotopy equivalences and 
homotopy fibre sequences of coefficient spectra. If both H'(X; ) and 
H'(X — Y; ) preserve direct limits up to homotopy, so does H'Y(X; ). 

Proof. This is clear from the homotopy fibre sequence (D.2.1) using 
the 5-lemma, the Quetzalcoatl lemma, the fact direct colimits preserve 
homotopy fibre sequences, and the corresponding properties of H'(X; ) 
and H'(X -Y; ), [Thl] 1.35, 1.39. 

D.4. Theorem. There is a hypercohomology spectral sequence 
(with Bousfield-Kan indexing) of homotopy groups 

(D.4.1) E™ = EV
Y (X]7rqG) => irq_pHY(X;G). 

Here the £2 term is cohomology with supports ([SGA 4] V Section 6) 
with the coefficients in the sheafification 7rqG of the presheaf 7rqG on X. 

The spectral sequence converges strongly if either there exists an in
teger M such that irqG = 0 for all q > M, or else if Hy{X\ ) has 
finite cohomological dimension for the 7r*G so there exists an integer N 
such that Hy(X,7rqG) = 0 for all q and for all p > N. (We note that 
Hy(X] ) has finite cohomological dimension for 7r*G if both H*(X; ) 
and H*(X — Y; ) do, thanks to the long exact sequence of [SGA 4] V 
(6.5.4).) 

Proof. Let {G(n)} for n G Z be the Postnikov tower of G as in [Thl] 
5.51, so 7rqG(n) = TrqG for q < n, and 7rqG(n) — 0 for q > n. The map 
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to the homotopy inverse limit of Hy(X; ) of this tower is a homotopy 
equivalence 

(D.4.2) H r ( X ; G) ^ + holimHy(X; G(n)). 
n 

This homotopy equivalence follows from the 5-lemma and (D.2.1), and 
the corresponding equivalences for H'(X; ) and H'(X — Y; ) given by 
[Thl] 1.37. The spectral sequence (D.4.1) will be the canonical spectral 
sequence of this holim, or of the lim of a homotopy equivalent tower of 

fibrations, as in [Thl] 5.54, 5.43. Aside from the identification of the 
E2 term, all results follow from [Thl] 5.43. The E2 term of the canon
ical spectral sequence is given as E2

,q = 7r^-pHy(X;/<r(7rgG, #)), where 
K(irqG, q) is the homotopy fibre of G(q) —• G(q — 1), and thus is equivalent 
to the presheaf of Eilenberg-Maclane spectra associated to the presheaf 
of abelian groups irqG shifted q degrees [Thl] 5.52. It remains to identify 
this E2 term with the cohomology with supports as in (D.4.1). 

Shifting degrees q times by looping, we reduce to showing that if A is 
a presheaf of abelian groups, with sheafification Af and if K(A,0) is a 
presheaf of spectra with 7rqK(A,0) — 0 for q ^ 0, 7ToK(A,0) = A, then 
there is a natural isomorphism for all p 

(D.4.3) TT.PHY(X]K(A)0))^ H^(X]A). 

We know from [Thl] 1.36 that we do have natural isomorphisms 

(D4 4) *-PH'(X;K(A,0))*HP(X;A) 

7T-pH'(X-Y;K(A,0))^Hp(X-Y;A). 

As K(A10) —• K(A, 0) induces isomorphisms on 7r*H'(X; ) and 
7r*H'(X — Y; ) by D.4.4, the 5-lemma and the long exact sequence of 
homotopy groups resulting from the defining fibration sequence D.2.1 
shows that the map 7r*Hy(X; K(A, 0)) —• 7r^H'Y(X;K(Ai0)) is also an 
isomorphism. Thus we may assume that A = A is a sheaf. 

The isomorphisms (D.4.4) and the long exact sequence homotopy groups 
of (D.2.1), together with the obvious fact HP(X; ) = H*(X - Y; ) = 
H$(X\ ) = 0 for p < 0, show that (D.4.3) trivially holds for p < 0, as 
both sides are 0. This argument also shows that TTQH'Y (X\ K(A, 0)) is the 
kernel of H°(X]A) - • H°(X - Y ; i ) , which is H$(X\A) by definition 
([SGA 4] V 6). This proves (D.4.3) for p = 0. 

If A is an injective sheaf on X, it is also injective on 17, so HV(X\A) = 
0 = HP(X — Y]A) for p > 0. Also for A injective, the long exact sequence 
[SGA 4] V 6.5.4 collapses into the short exact sequence 
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(D.4.5) 0 -+ H$(X\A) -+ H°(X;A) -> H°(X -Y;A)-+ 0. 

Comparing this with the long exact sequence of homotopy groups in
duced by (D.2.1), using the isomorphisms already established, we see 
that ir-pH'Y(X;K(A,0)) — 0 for p > 0 when A is injective, so (D.4.3) is 
an isomorphism for all p when A is injective. 

Now suppose 0—+ A —+ B -+ C —• 0 is some short exact sequence 
of sheaves. Then A —+ B is still a monomorphism in the category of 
presheaves. Let C be the cokernel presheaf, so 0 -* A —+ B —> C —* 
0 is exact in the category of presheaves. (Note that C is indeed the 
sheafification of C.) From the exact sequence, it follows that K(A,Q) —• 
K(B, 0) —» K(C, 0) is a homotopy fibre sequence of presheaves of spectra. 
Then by D.3, we have a homotopy fibre sequence of spectra 

H r ( X ; K(A, 0)) -> H y (X; K{B, 0)) ->Hy(X; A(C, 0)) 

(D.4.6) \\ 

Hy(X;A'(C,0)) . 

This induces a long exact sequence of homotopy groups 7r*Hy (X; K( , 0)) 
for A, 5 , and C. Thus 7rJ(,Hy(X; 7\( ,0)) is a cohomological 5-functor on 
the category of sheaves. We recall 7roH'Y(X] K( ,0)) =. Hy(X] ) and 
that 7T_pIHIy(X; K(A,0)) — 0 for A injective and p / 0. It follows that 
the 7r*Hy(X; K( , 0)) are the derived functors of Hy (X; ), i.e., they are 
the H$(X; ). 

This proves D.4.3 for all A and all p, as required. 

D.5. (Optional). Since [Thl] was written, Andre Joyal has shown that 
the category of simplicial objects in any topos has the structure of a 
Quillen closed model category [Q2]. Jardine has extended the result to 
provide a closed model structure on the category of presheaves of spectra 
on a site, and on that of sheaves of spectra in the topos [Ja]. 

This allows a more flexible and simple construction of Hy(X; ) and 
H'(X; ) than the canonical Godement resolution construction of [Thl]. 
Now to form H'(X; G) of a presheaf of spectra G, one takes any homotopy 
equivalent G~ that is fibrant for the model structure, and takes global 
sections T(X;G~) ^ HT(X;G). To make a version of H'(X\G) that is 
strictly functorial in the topos X, one works in the model category of the 
huge topos (cf. [SGA 4] IV 2.5, 4.10) that contains every topos in the 
universe. 
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Appendix E 
The Nisnevich topology 

E.l. Definition. The Nisnevich site of a scheme X is the category 
of schemes etale (hence finitely presented) over X, U —• X, with the 
following Grothendieck pretopology: A family {Va —• U} in the site is 
cover if for all points x E U, there is an a and a point yQ G Va such 
that Va —* U sends yQ to x and induces an isomorphism of residue fields 

k(x) -^+k(ya). 

E.2. Clearly a map / : X —• X ' of schemes induces a preimage functor 
/ _ 1 that determines a map of Nisnevich sites and topoi / : X^-ls —• ^Nis 
([SGA 4] III 1.6, IV 4.9). 

There are obvious natural morphisms of sites and topoi Xet —+ X^ls —» 
^Zar, as the Nisnevich topology is coarser than the etale topology, but 
finer than the Zariski topology. 

E.3. An integral (en fran^ais "entier," pas "integre") radicial surjec-
tive map X' —• X, and in particular the closed immersion Xre(^ —» X, 
induces an equivalence of Nisnevich sites and topoi X^ls —• X^ls. 

Proof. By [SGA 4] VIII 1.1, the map induces an equivalence of etale 
sites. Under this equivalence, corresponding objects U' —• U of the sites 
have isomorphic residue fields at corresponding points. Hence Nisnevich 
covers correspond under the equivalence, and the result follows. 

E.4. Example. Let k be a, field. The Nisnevich site of k consists of all 
finite products of fields etale over fc, Spec(II^) = U Spec(fcj) —• Spec(&). 
A family of fields covers a field k' exactly when a member of the family 
is isomorphic to k' by the given map. Thus the Nisnevich topos of a field 
k consists of copies of the trivial Zariski topoi of all fields k1 etale over k, 
but with the copies related by a map of topoi for every map Spec(Ar') —* 
Spec(fc") over Spec(&). Thus the Nisnevich topos of the field k is sort of 
a bigger Zariski topos of k, cf. [SGA 4] IV 4.10. Indeed there is a map of 
topoi i : (fc')zar —• (fc)Nis f° r &' etale over k, with i* given be restriction 
of a sheaf to the Zariski topos of k'. 

E.5. Lemma (Nisnevich [N3]). Let X be a scheme. Then 

(a) The Nisnevich topos X^\s has enough points. In fact for every field 
kf etale over a residue field k(x) ofX, consider the map of topoi Sets 
= (Spec(fc'))Zar -* (Spec(fc(s)))Nl8 -+ XNis , where (fc')zar -+ (Kx)his is 
as in E.4, and (&(Z))NIS —• X^ls is the map induced by Spec(k(x)) —• X. 
Then this family of morphisms of topoi Sets —• X^\s is a conservative 
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family of points. 

(b) The filtering system of neighborhoods of such a point (fc')zar —• 
(&(#))Nis —* -̂ Nis is the system of all diagrams (E.5.1) with U —> X etale, 
and (kf) —• (k(x)) —• X the given maps. 

Spec(ik') —y—+ U 

(E.5.1) j I 

Spec(k(x)) • X 

A cofinal subsystem is the category of such diagrams were y : Spec(fc') —> 
U induces an isomorphism ofk' to the residue field k(y) ofU at the point 
yeU. 

(c) The stalk of the structure sheaf Ox in -̂ Nis at the point (fc')zar —• 
(fc(x))Nis —• X is the henselization ofOx}x ai the residue field extension 
k(x) —* k' ([EGA] IV 18.8), or equivalently, the henselization Ofy of the 
local ring Ou,y of any U in the cofinal system of (b) for which k1 = k(y). 

Proof. Part (a) follows from the criterion of [SGA 4] IV 6.5, that a set 
of points that distinguishes covering families from non-covering families in 
the site is then a conservative set of points for the topos. Part (b) follows 
from the definition, [SGA 4] IV 6.3. The cofinality statement results from 
first applying [EGA] IV 18.1 to extend Spec(fc') —» Spec(£(x)) to an etale 
cover of the local ring Spec(Ox,x) by a local ring, and then extending this 
cover to an etale map U —• X by a limit argument [EGA] IV 17.7.8. Part 
(c) follows from the definitions [SGA 4] IV 6.3, [EGA] IV 18.5, 18.6. 

Note the analogy of this with the proofs of the corresponding results 
for the etale topology [SGA 4] VIII 3.5, 3.9 Section 4. See also [N3], but 
beware of its funny definition of point, which is not equivalent to that of 
[SGA 4], but is rather an acyclic category of classic points. 

E.6. Lemma (Nisnevich, Kato-Saito). Let X be a noetherian scheme. 
Then 

(a) The Nisnevich topos X^ls is a coherent topos, and even a noetherian 
topos in the sense of [SGA 4] VI 2.3,2.11. 

(b) If f : Y —> X is a finite map, then /* : Yjsjis —• ^Nis is exact and 
Wf* =0forq>0. 

IfY—+Xisa closed immersion, Y^ls is a closed subtopos ofX^ls, with 
open complement (X — y)Nis-

(c) If X has finite Krull dimension N, the cohomological dimension of 
Xtfis is at most N. 

(d) If X has finite Krull dimension, H'N[s(X] ) preserves up to homo-
topy direct colimits of presheaves of spectra. 
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(e) Suppose X has finite Krull dimension. Let {UQ} be an inverse 
system with affine bonding maps of schemes etale over X, and with inverse 
limit U = \imUQ. Let F be a presheaf of spectra on the category of 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated schemes, which is continuous in the 
sense that the canonical map \imF(Xa) - ^ F(\imXa) is a homotopy 
equivalence for any inverse system with affine bonding maps of quasi-
compact and quasi-separated schemes Xa (cf. [Thl] 1.42). Then the 
canonical map 

l i m H N i s ( ^ ; F ) ^ H N i s ( C / ; F ) 

is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. To prove (a), it suffices to show that for any U in the Nisnevich 
site of X that any Nisnevich cover {Va —+ U} of U has a finite subcover. 
As U is finitely presented over X, it is noetherian. So it suffices to show 
any Nisnevich cover of a noetherian scheme U has a finite subcover. We 
proceed by noetherian induction. Suppose the result is known for all 
closed subschemes Y ^ U. Let n be a generic point of U. By definition 
of Nisnevich cover E.l, there is a V\ in the cover and a point rf G V\ 
such that V\ —• U induces an isomorphism k{rf) —* k(n). We claim that 
V\ —• U induces an isomorphism of an open nbd of rf onto an open nbd 
of rj. If U and hence the etale V\ are reduced, k(n) and k(n') are the 
local rings of U and V\ at these generic points. The inverse isomorphism 
k{n) —• k(rj') then extends to an inverse isomorphism of some open nbds 
by the finite presentation of V\ —• U. In the general case, we apply the 
equivalence of sites E.3 of U and C/red, to reduce to the case where U is 
reduced. This proves our claim. So V\ —• U is a Nisnevich cover when 
restricted to the open nbd W C U over which V\ has an nbd isomorphic 
to W. As U — W is a closed subspace and is not all Ut the induction 
hypothesis shows that there is a finite set of Vp such that the induced 
Vpx(U-W)-+(U- W) cover U-W. Then Vx-^ U and these Vp-+U 

form a finite subcover of 17, as required. This proves (a) (cf. [KS] 1.2.1). 
Statement (b) follows by an argument parallel to the proof of the cor

responding statements for the etale topology in [SGA 4] VII 6.3, 6.1, 5.5, 
replacing the descriptions of the stalks in the etale topology everywhere 
by E.5(b) and E.5(c). Whenever the etale case appeals to [SGA 4] VII 5.4 
and 4.6, we instead use the fact that a finite extension of a hensel local 
ring is a hensel ring ([EGA] IV 18.5.10). 

To prove (c), one proves the stronger statement that H^{X\T) = 0 
for all q > p if Ty — 0 for all k(y) etale over k(x) for those x £ X with 
closure x of Krull dimension > p. This proof proceeds by induction on 
p and dimX, using (b) and the method of [SGA 4] X 4.1. One starts 
by noting that if k is a field, H^ls(k;!F) = 0 for q > 0, as the global 
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section functor H^ls(k; ) is isomorphic to taking the stalk at the point 
Sets —• (fc)zar —• (^)NIS and so is exact. In general if dimfc = 0, k is an 
Artin ring, so fcred is a product of fields, and the result follows by E.3. 
This starts the induction, and one proceeds as in [SGA 4] X 4.1. Where 
[SGA 4] X makes an appeal to the theory of constructive sheaves, we 
note that these are just the coherent objects in the topos, so ([SGA 4] 
VI 2.14, 2.9) gives an adequate theory of constructible sheaves in any 
coherent topos like XN1S . 

For an even less detailed, hence more psychologically convincing, proof 
of (b) and (c), see [KS] 1.2.5. The final version of [N3] should also contain 
proofs. 

Statements (d) and (e) follow from (a) and (c) using [Thl] 1.39, 1.41. 
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Appendix F 
Invariance under change of universe 

Let X be a scheme, and U\ C lf2 *w o Grothendieck universes containing 
X ([SGA 4] I Appendix). We see successively for each of the categories 
in the following list that the change of universe functor is an equivalence 
of categories: 

(a) category of all finitely presented Ox-modules in the universe; 

(b) category of all algebraic vector bundles on X in the universe; 

(c) complicial biWaldlhausen category of all the strict perfect complexes 
on X in the universe; 

(d) complicial biWaldhausen category of all the strict pseudo-coherent 
complexes on X in the universe. 

For X quasi-compact and quasi-separated, we may add to this list 
(e) the homotopy category of the biWaldhausen category of all perfect 

complexes on X in the universe; 

(f) the homotopy category of the biWaldhausen category of all coho-
mologically bounded pseudo-coherent complexes on X in the universe. 

For locally on affines of X, (e) and (f) hold by 2.3.1(d) and 2.3.1(e) and 
the equivalence of the homotopy categories of (c) and (d). The case of a 
general quasi-compact and quasi-separated X follows by the methods of 
3.20.4-3.20.6. 

Now 1.9.8 applies to show G(X), K(X), and hence KB(X) are invariant 
up to homotopy under change of universe. Similarly for K(X on Y). 
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